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GR
knocks down
the price of
Frequency
Synthesizers!
Across-the-board price changes now offer you the
chance to pick up just the synthesizer you need at the
lowest prices ever!
GR's fully equipped synthesizers (including 7 programmable digits and acontinuously adjustable decade)
have been reduced by as much as 26%. For instance:

• The 1161 and 1162 Synthesizers, with
respective frequency ranges of 0 to 100 kHz
and 0 to 1MHz, are now only S4990.
• The 1163, with 30-Hz to 12-MHz range, is
reduced to S5290.
• The 1164 (10-kHz to 70-MHz range) is now
S7195.
If you don't need fully equipped models, you can
compound the savings by omitting some of the features.
You can save $300 if you have no need for the continuously
adjustable decade. Or you can order your synthesizer
with as few as three digits — subtract $230 for each digit
you leave out.
These are the same synthesizers you wanted before
because of their specifications — now they're even better
because economy has been added to quality! Even with
the new lower prices you still get aroom-temperature
quartz-crystal oscillator with atemperature coefficient
better than 2 X 10 -7 /
°C,

200-ps switching time, rms

phase-noise modulation as low as —70 dB, spurious signals
down 60 dB and beyond, and compact size (only 51
/
2
inches high)! It's a buyer's market!
If you're looking for performance up to 160 MHz
without an oversized price tag, GR also has the 1165
Synthesizer for only $5900.
Complete pricing information and specifications are

GENERAL RADIO

available from the General Radio District Office nearest
you or from our home office at 300 Baker Ave., West
Concord, Mass. 01781. In Europe write Postfach 124,
CH 8034, Zurich, Switzerland.
Prices apply only in the U.S.A.

ATLANTA 404 633-6183 /BOSTON 617 646{650 /CHICAGO 3129926600 /CLEVELAND 216 8860150
DALLAS 214 637 2240 /LOS ANGELES 714 540 9830 /NEW YORK IN V.) 212964.2722 IN J.) 201 943.3140
PHILADELPHIA 215 646-8030 /SAN FRANCISCO 415 94843233 /SEATTLE 206 747.9410/ SYRACUSE 315 4549323
WASHINGTON. D.C. 301 881 5333 /TORONTO 416 252.3395 /ZURICH (051) 47 70 20
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Today, fast, low-cost pulses
with variable rise and fall
tomorrow, a system!

HP's new, all-solid-state 1900 Pulse

width and spacing of externally-sup-

System gives you the best of two

plied pulse trains.

worlds. For only $1195. you can get a

The

1905A

fan-out generators, and optional analog programming —plus ahigh power

Rate

Generator

pulse-shaping output (1 A, 50i1) and
mainframe.

7 ns variable rise and fall generator,

("clock") is a quarter-size plug-in. It

right away. Then, as your needs and/

provides output triggers at repetition

Call your local HP field office for

or funds increase, plug-in capability

rates from 25 Hz to 25 MHz in six de-

ordering. For further information on
the HP 1900 Pulse System, see pp.

allows you to get additional features,

cade ranges. Rep rate can be deter-

without having to buy a whole new

mined internally, by external trigger-

254-261 in your 1970 HP catalog, or

generator.

ing, or by single-pulse push-button.

send for our new free brochure on

Gating feature allows pulse bursts.

pulse generators. Hewlett-Packard,

The 1901A Mainframe is astandard

Palo Alto, California 94304. In Europe:

Our basic package consists of a
rate generator, a pulse shaping out-

rack size unit, and contains power

put, and a mainframe.
The 1917A pulse shaping output

supplies that can be used to power

provides 10 V pulses with variable

other 1900-series plug-ins. Built-in

rise and fall times as short as 7 ns,

EMI and RFI shielding are standard.
Price of this three-part package

reversible polarity, and dc offset. It
takes up only half of a mainframe,

(including a blank plug-in) is only

and can handle rep rates of up to 25

$1195. As your needs change, avail-

MHz. A unique external-width func-

able plug-ins include a350 Ps output,

tion allows the 1917A to be used as a

a 16-bit (RZ, NRZ) word generator,

pulse

variable delay generators, fan-in and

amplifier,
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HP instrumentation recorders work with hours less downtime.
How much is your time worth?
When you're putting instrumentation
measurements on tape, the last role you
want to play is maintenance man. And
who can afford all those time-wasting
adjustments ?Hewlett-Packard's instrumentation recorders are so reliable they
require up to five times less routine
maintenance than most machines. Both
the HP 3950/ 3955 Series Systems for
lab use and the lightweight HP 3960
portable for the field have what it takes
to make you more researrher and
less caretaker.
You won't be plagued by misalignments that cause you slowdowns on
other recorders. Tape transport components on all HP machines are mounted
to asingle, rugged cast-aluminum frame
that's precision machined to assure

Circle 2on reader service card

permanent alignment. So you'll never
have to make shimming or other adjustments in the field. You can use the time
you gain for more rewarding work.
Both the IRIG-compatible
lab models and 50-pound portable feature asimple, uncluttered
tape path that lets you clean
head assemblies in just seconds.
Even mounting of tape reels
and tape threading goes
easier and faster with asnap-on
reel hub assembly.
Whether you choose the
interchangeable 7 or 14-track
lab models or the economy 4track portable, you'll have
high-performance recorders
that will sharply reduce

your operating costs.
To that, add the initial
low price that comes with HP
quality electronics. If you want
to see what these recorders
can do, it's easy to set up.
Your local HP field engineer
will be happy to demonstrate
the wide uses of these recorders
in the medical, scientific and
industrial fields. Call him.
Or write Hewlett-Packard,
Palo Alto, California 94304;
Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva,
Switzerland.
HEWLETT ài
M AG N ETIC

PACKARD
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,
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Pentagon and nearly everyone
in it are atarget for society's critics,
was evident to Washington bureau
chief Ray Connolly inside the office
of David Packard, Deputy Defense
Secretary. Connolly saw Packard
to cap aseries of interviews aimed
at assessing his impact on the military bureaucracy [page 117]. "The
door that separates Packard's large
inner office from that of his secretaries has two peepholes—one for
Packard to look out and another
for asecretary to look in," reports
Connolly. "None of his predecessors had them; the door was usually
open."
A second security measure counters the argument that the peepholes merely permit the founder of
Hewlett-Packard Co. a bit more
privacy in public life. It is the doorwide, carved and gilded wooden
name-plaque identifying the office
of the Deputy Secretary of Defense
from other executives on the third
floor of the Pentagon's "E" ring,
facing the Potomac. The plaque is
not on Packard's suite, but hangs
over the door of an auxiliary office
across the corridor staffed with
support personnel. "Don't bother
going in there," warned an information officer jokingly. "It's just a
front."
With one exception, Connolly
finds David Packard "the same
soft-spoken, shirt-sleeved executive
who ran Hewlett-Packard. The
most noticeable change is that he
now looks like everyone else who

works at the top of government—
tired. A Packard day probably consists of 12 to 16 hours work and
four to six hours of sleep."
The orchid-fancying master detective, Nero Wolfe, for all his
adventures, probably never carried
on as diverse abatch of investigations as has fellow orchid grower,
Winston E. Kock, author of the
cover article. Radar holography is
the latest field of study for the Bendix Corp.'s vice president and chief
scientist. The subject is a natural
outgrowth of his earlier work, just
as were the two basic books he has
written. "Sound Waves and Light",
is already read in Italian, Russian,
and Japanese, with German and
French translations to come. And
"Lasers and Holography" has Russian and Japanese editions.
With a Ph.D. from the University of Berlin and a flair for
piano and organ playing, Kock,
who hails from Cincinnati, started
his career at the Baldwin Piano Co.,
where he developed the electronic
organ. A 14-year stint at Bell Labs
added microwave radar, underwater sound, speech transmission,
and the Picturephone to his areas
of investigation. After moving to
Bendix, he took a two-year leave
during which he was the first director of NASA's Electronic Research
Center. He is also atrustee of the
Argonne Universities Association,
adirector of several companies and
amember of the American Orchid
Society.
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GOOD
NUMBERS
TO KNOW
2N5381 2N5383
•

•

REPLACE OLD 2N3904 and 2N3906 PLASTIC
TRANSISTORS AND GAIN 3WAYS. 360 mW PD VS 310.
T, (max) =150°C vs 135. TO-18 PINNING.

These two new Sprague plastic transistors give you
20% more power dissipation, 15 ° C higher junction
temperature, and industry standard TO-18 pinning
when used as direct electrically interchangeable replacements for 2N3904 and 2N3906.
The 2N5381 and 2N5383 are two of twenty new
TO-18 pinned plastic transistors from Sprague. Check
the replacement chart, then make your move. Sprague
industrial distributors have stock. The sales offices
listed below can supply samples. Call them now. Or
get complete specifications by writing Technical
Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company, 35

OLD
NUMBERS

NEW

OLD

SPRAGUE TYPES NUMBERS

NEW
SPRAGUE TYPES

2N3903

2N5380

MPS6514

TPS6514

2N3904

2N5381

MPS6515

TPS6515

2N3905
2N3906

2N5382

MPS6516
MPS6517

TPS6516

2N4123

2N5383
TP4123

2N4124
2N4125

TP4124
TP4125

MPS6518
MPS6519
MPS6520

TPS6517
TPS6518
TPS6519

2N4126

TP4126

MPS6521

TPS6520
TPS6521

MPS6512

TPS6512

MPS6513

TPS6513

MPS6522
MPS6523

TPS6522
TPS6523

Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247, or use
the reader service number below.
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SPRAGUE'
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
I5S-0133
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LSI circuits
now a
commercial reality!
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bipolar 1536 bit ROM
64 words
24 bits per word

At last, production quantities
of the industry's largest
bipolar and MOS LSI circuits...
Bipolar 16 segment alpha-numeric decoder/driver
Bipolar and MOS — RAMs and ROMs

eft,

A bipolar 16 bit logic family

1St

HOW WE DO IT
We achieve high yield by precise workmanship, rigid control of handling, materials purity, designed-in testing, and
seven years of solid LSI circuitry experience. LSI monolithic subsystems, by our team, are now in military and
deep space environments. Kenics will produce the
optimum LSI circuit for your product.
APPLY THE BENEFITS of LSI circuit technology: lower
overall cost, simpler design, labor savings, and reduced "real estate".

Call Griffith Jones (617) 868-5100
KERIICS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Eastern Region Sales Office: 125 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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Complementary squared
To the Editor: Iread with great interest the article “Complementary
MOS and bipolar make it together
on asingle chip" by Fred J. Link,
Robert Cook, and Robert J. Lesniewski that appeared on page 72 in
the August 31 issue.
The authors mention the low
"base-collector breakdown voltage"
of lateral pnp transistors as are
typically used in conventional linear integrated circuits. They also
claim that this is due to the shallower diffused structure.
The authors apparently are not
familiar with conventional lateral
pnp structures. In actuality, the
lateral pnp has a collector-base
breakdown voltage (BV030 )which
is quite high; for example, with a
standard base diffusion and a 5
ohm-cm epitaxial layer, BVcB0 is
well over 100 volts. Since the
collector-base structure of this device is formed of the same basecollector junction as the companion
npn transistors in the standard
buried-layer IC process, the depths
are identical. Npn transistors not
limited by punch-through breakdown have a BVeno very nearly
equal to the BVcB0 of the lateral
pnp transistor, which is one of the
highest breakdowns on the transistor chip.
The figure on page 73 indicates
that the vertical pnp has higher
beta and larger base-emitter breakdown voltages (BVEB 0). In general,
the vertical transistor as shown has
alower BVEB0 than the lateral pnp
transistor, because of the required
doping densities. It has been demonstrated that without any substantial process changes the lateral
pnp transistors can be made that
have current gain (h FE )of 100-200
and that substrate pnp transistors
can be made that have hFE of 400500 without compromising breakdown voltages. 1'
2 The
emitterbase breakdown voltage of the
lateral pnp structure is also quite
high (typically over 100 V) as the
junctions are the same as the collector-base of the npn transistors
(Continued on p. 8)
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There's aone
micron
difference in
these mesh
screens
magnified
100,000* times

Can you see it?

*estimated

Not likely. You couldn't spot a 25 micron difference
in these screens with the human eye, let alone one.
We picture the enlarged micro-mesh screens because
we regularly produce mesh to micron tolerances, or
even millionths of inches.
Buckbee-Mears has all sorts of exotic capabilities in
electroforming and the precision etching of metal
and glass. We've been making precision parts since
we began etching metal fire control reticles for the
military in World War II. Today, with our automated
computer-plotter system (BMAPS), we can do things
20 times faster than afew years ago. And do them
more accurately, too.
For example, we electroform standard stock sieves
down to 5 micron hole sizes, guaranteed accurate

within
2 microns. In quantity. We can do even
better on special orders.
If you need a little less precision—for fewer dollars,
of course—check our prices and delivery times for
more routine etched metal or glass parts. We can
make virtually any part that can be drawn on paper.
Our prices are fair, and we think ]5 days is long
delivery.
Solving problems for people like you is our business.
We have a long list of blue clip companies we've
helped, and we'd like to add you to the list. Call or
write Bill Amundson, Industrial Sales Manager, today. His number is 612-227-6371.
No problem is too small for us.

PRECISION METAL AND GLASS ETCHING • ELECTRO FORMING • AUTOMATED DESIGN

MC BUCKBEE-MEARS COMPANY

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101
Electronics IOctober 12, 1970
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Readers comment
and the lateral pnp transistor devices.
The BVEBc,of a substrate pnp
may be made quite high, depending upon the geometrical configuration chosen; when a large BVEno
is not needed, the geometry is usually such that the reverse emitterbase breakdown is in the range of
6-8 V.
References
1. T.I. Internal Report, X490, 1970.
2. Robert J. Widlar, "Design Techniques for
Monolithic
Operational
Amplifiers,"
IEEE
Journal of Solid-State Circuits, SC-4, August,
1969, 184-191.

General Electric
Ceramic Tubes...
the Universal Choice for
New Broadbanded Micro TACAN/DME Systems
High ratio of power, efficiency, reliability, and gain-bandwidth
to product size and weight makes General Electric triodes the
logical choice of all 8manufacturers now making (or planning
to make) new broadbanded micro-TACAN/DME systems.
And, as far as we know, General Electric gridded planar
tubes are being used in favor of alternate devices in all stages
of all eight manufacturers' designs for broadbanded RF power
amplifiers.
And General Electric can help you, too, if you are working
on, or are considering: micro-TACAN/DME systems... broad banded TACAN/DME ground and/or airborne responders..
phased array radar and ECM power amplifier chains...or
many other broadbanded RF applications.
To get full information use the readers' service card or
contact:
Tube Department
General Electric Co.
316 E. 9th Street
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

GENERAL
8
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Michael J. Callahan Jr.
Integrated Circuits Development
Components Group
Texas Instruments
Dallas
im The authors reply: We agree
to everything that Mr. Callahan
says when applied to the fabrication of conventional bipolar integrated circuits. However, our "complementary-squared" circuits are
far from conventional and in
selecting the pnp structure, we had
to keep in mind compatibility with
complementary
transistors as
well as with bipolar npn transistors,
and this compatibility had to be
achieved in a low cost, highly
reproducible process. To go with a
lateral pnp transistor, we would
have had to resort to an epitaxial
layer to get the breakdown voltage
and gain that were necessary. This
would have greatly complicated
the process, making it more expensive and less reproducible. Hence
our decision to use the substrate
pnp structure.
Credit where due
To the Editor: There has been a
mistake in giving credit for "Two
op amps simplify design of oscillator" [April 27, p. 92]. The circuit
authored by Professor Knowlton
was in fact written by Robert Selman, an electronics engineering undergraduate at the University of
Wyoming.
Dennis Knowlton
Professor,
University of Wyoming
Laramie
Electronics
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"Ifyou're calling Radiation
and Harris
answers...
Don't hang up!"

RADIATION MICROELECTRONICS HAS CHANGED ITS NAME TO HARRIS SEMICONDUCTOR
Electronics ¡October 12, 1970
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NEW PLANT:

HARRIS SEMICONDUCTOR ... a new name and a new IC manufacturing facility with approximately 113,000 sq. ft. of the latest innovations in wafer manufacturing and development. (Located in Melbourne, Fla.)

SEMICONDUCTOR,

isolated modules right in the

the new name for Radiation Mi-

HARRIS

tive humidity. And as added

heart of the building: two for

croelectronics, is just in time

environmental protection, the

wafer

in-

for the opening of one of the

air is filtered again by the lam-

spection ...one for engineer-

most up-to-date IC manufactur-

inar-flow hoods at each indi-

ing development and assembly

ing facilities in the country.

vidual production station. That

... and the fourth for photo-

assures us of maximum yield

manufacturing

and

Smooth production flow and ex-

masking and process develop-

acting quality control have been

for our high-quality chips. And

ment. Each has its own vertical

the keynote of its design. To

laminar-flow ventilation system

it assures Harris Semiconduc-

assure environmental

integ-

which blankets the entire mod-

rity there are four completely

ule with super-clean air kept at
72°

• 1°F and 45%

f 1% rela-

SUPER-CLEAN AIR ... In vertical
laminar-flow hoods designed to provide
is exposed to ultraviolet light after precise

IC's with the best price'performance ratio on the market.

All material moving through the
manufacturing process is continually

additional air filtering, wafer photo resist
mask alignment.

tor customers that they'll get

... THE LATEST DIFFUSION EQUIPMENT
Six furnace chambers on each of these
Brute diffusion systems are regulated

monitored to assure conformance to the
rigid standards of high quality Harris
Semiconductor has been noted for.

Within 0.25°C for precise uniformity of
wafer diffusion rates.
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NEW PRODUCTS
64-BIT BIPOLAR RAM WITH 35ns ACCESS
Using Schottky clamped transistors the Harris RAM0064 is the first bipolar read write memory capable of
35ns access times. As a high-speed scratch-pad memory, it provides:
• DTL/TTL compatibility
• Full decoding to 16 words by 4 bits per word
• Uses single 5 volt power supply
• Open collector output for "Wired-Or"
expansion
• 16 pin dual in-line package
• 0° to +75°C, $25.60*
• —55° to +125°C, $32.00*
-100 to 999 unit price

NEW WIDE-BAND, HIGH-IMPEDANCE OP AMP
Harris' new HA-2620 and HA-2625 Wide Band Op
Amps have gain bandwidths which are an order of
magnitude better than standard op amps on the market today. In addition, they provide:
• Input impedance of 500 Megohms
• Slew rate of 35 Viiis
• Typical bias and offset currents of 2nA
• Ideal for high-input impedance comparators
• HA-2620

— 55° to +125°C, $17.85*

• HA-2625 ... 0° to +75°C, $10.70"
•/00 to 999 unit price

And in addition to our recently introduced PROM and 8-bit D/A Converter, watch
for these new products soon to be announced:

1024 BIPOLAR ROM

9300 STORAGE REGISTER
9301 1/10 DECODER

16 BIT BIPOLAR RAM

9304 DUAL ADDER

2560 MOS ROM

LINEAR

DIGITAL

MEMORIES
256 x 1 PROM

930e

6-BIT CURRENT SOURCE
MONOLITHIC LADDER
NETWORKS

DUAL 4 INPUT MPX

9312 SINGLE 8 INPUT MPX
9316 HEX COUNTER

If •
HARRIS
3rM15-HA \
G -

UP

HI

HARRIS

SEMICONDUCTOR

A DIVISION OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORPORATION
P. 0. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 (305) 727-5430 /
Lexington, Massachusetts (617) 862-1055 /Frederick, Maryland (301) 662-5400 /Oaklawn, Illinois
1312) 423-6010 /Albuquerque, New Mexico (505) 268-3549 /Palo Alto, California (415) 321.2280 /
Dallas, Texas (214) 231-9031 / Long Beach, California (213) 426-7687 / Norwalk, Connecticut
(203) 853-3646 /EXPORT SAZES, DAGE CORPORATION, STAMFORD. CONNECTICUT

RADIATION MICROELECTRONICS VS CHANGED ITS NAME TO HARRIS SEMICONDUCTOR
Electronics IOctober

12, 1970
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Fairchild introduces the best TO-92 in the
world. JEDEC outside. But Fairchild inside.
Brand A

Fairchild TO-92

5

Brand B

1.-4/1/00.111•11.,

fN

.

X-RAY PHOTO PROVES FAIRCHILD BUILDS BETTER TO-92 PACKAGES 7 WAYS. 1. DoubleLocked Leads are anchored more firmly, make structure less subject to intermittent opens and
shorts from vibration or thermal stress. 2. Collector Pad mounted perpendicular to natural
parting plane gives greater plastic-to-plastic interface, makes body stronger. Also permits toppost bonding, which buries connecting wires deeper into package away from vibrational stress,
for increased bond strength. 3. Copper Alloy Leads dissipate 625 mW in free air, compared to
200-360 mW for most other TO-92 designs. 4. Special Silicone Moulding Compound permits
operation at 150°C min. 5. Longer Moisture Path, because of chip location and because path is
interrupted by 90° change in planes, inhibits moisture progress along lead, provides greater
protection from moisture damage.
AND WHAT THE X-RAY DOESN'T SHOW: 6. Most highly mechanized production in the industry
(only 3 operator decisions). Operator dependence is minimized. Product is consistent. Turnaround time is swift. Fáirchild distributors can maintain a dynamic inventory. 7. ComputerControlled Test Facility is the most sophisticated in the industry. 12 programming modules can
each test for 300 conditions (3600 selection tests possible). For you that means faster delivery
of more reliable packages.
Our new TO-92 meets JEDEC outline specs, of course. But the internal design, the materials,
the production methods, create a package that also meets Fairchild stringent specs for reliability and quality. It's moisture resistant, stable under internal and external temperature stress,
resistant to physical damage on your assembly line.
Need further proof? Contact your friendly Fairchild distributor. Or write to us for acatalog, and
we'll throw in afree TO-92 with atransparent case so you can see for yourself.
75 Devices

71 Sources

2N3903
2N3904
2N3905
2N3906
2N4123
2N4124
2N4125
2N4126
2N4264
2N4265
2N4400
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N4409
2N4410
2N5086
2N5087
2N5088
2N5089
2N5209
2N5210
2N5219
2N5220
2N5221
2N5223
2N5224
2N5225
2N5226
2N5227
2N5228
2N5400
2N5401
2N5550
2N5961
2N5962
2N5963
FPSA12

ALABAMA
Schweber Electronics
Huntsville (205) 539-2756

GEORGIA
Cramer Electronics. Inc
Atlanta (404) 451-5421

ARIZONA
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Phoenix (602) 269 1391
Liberty/Elmar-Phoenix
Phoenix (602) 264-4438

ILLINOIS
F-J-R/Kierulff Electronics
Rosemont (312) 678-8560
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Schiller Park' (312) 678-6310
Semiconductor Specialists. Inc
Chicago (312) 781-8120
Elmhurst Industrial Park
(312) 279-1000

FPSA13
FPSA14
FPSA65
FPSA66
FPS5551M
FPS6511
FPS6512
FPS6513
FPS6514
FPS6515
FPS6516
FPS6517
FPS6518
FPS6519
FPS6520
FPS6521
FPS6522
FPS6523
FPS6530
FPS6531
FPS6532
FPS6533M
FPS6534M
FPS6535M
FPS6560
FPS6561
FPS6562
FPS6563
FPS6565
FPS6566
FPS6568
FPS6571
FSD6101
FSD6102
FSD6150
SE5010
SE5015

Electronics

CALIFORNIA
Avnet Electronics
Culver City (213) 836-7200
Elmer Electronics
Mountain View (415) 961-3611
Hamilton Electro Sales
Culver City' (213) 870-7171
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Mountain View .(415) 961-7000
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
San Diego (714) 279-2421
G S Marshall Company
El Monte (213)686-1500
G S Marshall Company
San Diego (714) 278-6350
G S Marshall Company
Sunnyvale (408) 732-1100
Liberty Electronics
Inglewood (213) 776-6252
Western Radio
San Diego (714) 239-0361
COLORADO
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Denver (303) 433-8551
Hyer/Cramer Electronics. Inc
Denver (303) 758-2100
CONNECTICUT
Cramer Electronics, Inc
North Haven (203) 239-5641
FLORIDA
Powell-Florida
Orlando: (305) 423-8586
Cramer Florida, Inc
Fort Lauderdale (305) 566-7511
Hall Mark Electronics
Orlando (305) 855-4020
Schweber Electronics
Hollywood (305) 927-0511

October 12, 1970

INDIANA
Semiconductor Specialists. Inc
Indianapolis (317) 243-8271
KANSAS
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Prairie Village (913) 362-3250
LOUISIANA
Sterling Electronics Corporation
New Orleans (504) 522-8726
MARYLAND
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Baltimore .(301) 796-5000
Schweber Electronics
Rockville (301) 427-4977
Cramer/Washington
Rockville (301) 424-2700
MASSACHUSETTS
Cramer Electronics. Inc
Newton Centre' (617) 969-7700
Schley/Kierulff Electronics Corp
Watertown (617) 924-1500
Schweber Electronics
Waltham (617) 891-8484
MICHIGAN
Semiconductor Specialists. Inc
Detroit (313) 255-0300
Sheridan Sales Co
Southfield (313) 358-3333
MINNESOTA
Hamillon/Avnet Electronics
Minneapolis. (612) 920-5866
Semiconductor Specialists. Inc.
Minneapolis. (612) 866-3433
Cramer Minnesota. Inc
Minneapolis (612) 881-8678

MISSOURI
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Hazelwood: (314) 731-1144
Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.
St. Louis: (314) 428-6100

UTAH
Cramer Electronics, Inc.
Salt Lake City: (801) 487-3681

NEW JERSEY
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Cherry Hill: (609) 662-9337
Schley/Kierulff Electronics Corp.
Rutherford: (201) 935-2120

WASHINGTON
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Seattle: (206) 624-5930
Liberty Electronics
Seattle: (206) 763-8200
Kierultf Electronics
Seattle (206) 763-1550

NEW MEXICO
Hyer/Cramer Electronics. Inc
Albuquerque .(505) 265-5767

WISCONSIN
Cramer Wisconsin Inc.
Milwaukee .(414) 462-8300

NEW YORK
Cramer Electronics
Rochester: (716) 275-0300
Cramer Eastern Inc.
East Syracuse. (315) 437-6671
Summit Distributors. Inc
Buffalo. (716) 884-3450

CANADA
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Toronto. Ontario: (416) 789-1838

Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Syracuse .(315) 437-2641
Schweber Electronics
Westbury, Long Island:
(516) 334-7474
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Baldwin, Long Island:
(5 16) 223-8000
OHIO
F-J-R/Kierulff Electronics
Dayton (513) 278-9411
Schweber Electronics
Beachwood. (216) 464-2970
Sheridan Sales Company
Cleveland: (216) 524-8120
Sheridan Sales Company
Cincinnati: (513) 761-5432

Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Montreal. Quebec: (514) 381-9126
R.A.E Industrial Electronics. Ltd
Vancouver. B C (604) 687-2671
Schweber Electronics
Toronto, Ontario (416) 925-2471

FPiIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR
A Division of Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation,
Mountain View, California 94040.
(415) 962-5011.
TWX: 910-379-6435.

PENNSYLVANIA
Powell Electronics, Inc.
Philadelphia' (215) 724-1900
Semiconductor Specialists. Inc.
Pittsburgh: (412) 781-8120
Sheridan Sales Company
Pittsburgh: (412) 243-6655
TENNESSEE
Powell Electronics. Inc.
Fayetteville: (615) 433-5737
TEXAS
Arco Electronics. Inc.
Dallas: (214) 239-9123
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Houston: (713) 526-4661
Norvell Electronics, Inc
Dallas: (214) 357-6451
Norvell Electronics, Inc.
Houston: (713) 774-2568
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for aircraft and industrial
control.

Siliconix H 1
00 series 28V
gates offer immunity from
80V line transients.

11100 D al 4input, 10m

H107 141

311ml 10 m0

H106 Q ad 2up t 1016A

These gates, specifically
designed for noisy aircraft
and industrial supplies, are
available in TO-86 or
TO- 116packages.
Write or call us for the
complete story!

liwincorporated
Elliconix

2201 Laurelwood Rd. •Santa Clara, Calif. 95054
(408) 246-8000 Ext. 201 •TWX: 910-338-0227
In Europe
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Who's who in electronics
T he

crowd around the IEEE's
suggestion box must grow if it's
to remain a viable organization
providing its members with services they want and need. This is
the edict of James H. Mulligan,
who takes the IEEE helm in January after 25 active years in the
organization. He will succeed
J.V.N. Granger, director of Granger
Associates.
Mulligan, also executive secretary of the National Academy of
Engineering, got involved in the
Institute of Radio Engineers in
1945, some 20 years before it
merged with the American Institute of Electrical Engineers to
become the IEEE. He has been
active in the IEEE's Computer
Group, and is now institute vice
president.
Tall and bespectacled, the 50year-old Columbia University engineering Ph.D. thinks the major
problem at the institute is dissemination of information to member
engineers, and opening up two-way
communication. He has several
ideas on how the engineers who
created information technology can
put it to their own use, through
closed-circuit television aural and
video cassettes, and the use of educational television channels during
non-prime time hours. Until now,
he says, there has been only "casual consideration" of new information transfer programs.
In addition to improving the
data flow to members, Mulligan's
activities next year cover a "multitude of sins," he says, naming
first, increased attention to the "integrated effect of activities on career development of the individual." He says the institute must
develop programs geared for engineers at various stages in their
career. The programs would have
to suit the graduate engineer just
making the transition from academic life to fulltime employment,
as well as the technical manager
who has been in the business for
10 or 20 years. IEEE has 22,000
student members, and 140,000 professional members, who pay $25 a

year in dues plus from $4 to $9 for
membership in each of the institute's 31 technical sections.
During his presidency, more emphasis will be placed on stimulating
membership activity in new engineering areas—such as the urban
environment, including transportation and pollution control. But, he
cautions, any new programs will
depend on "The interest in the
marketplace. Ido think there is going to be increased Government
support in these areas, and people
are highly motivated toward urban
systems."
Of his post at the NAE, Mulligan
says, "The two activities complement each other. The NAE is concerned with broader problems: how
the engineering community can
best serve the nation, and the IEEE
is one segment of the engineering
community." It helps, he says, to
be well informed about developments in the entire engineering
community.
in the view of John H. Sidebottom,
new director of marketing at Raytheon's equipment division, "we
need abroader customer base." The
division's product line includes radars, microwave communications,
displays, intelligence equipment,
and inertial navigation systems. A
good 75% of its sales are to the military—but the military is funding
fewer new starts these days—and a
major customer for the communications and data processing gear is
NASA, whose budget has been cut.
Instead of seeing the current procurement situation as a dead end,
however, Sidebottom considers it
achallenge. "The customer's problems are still there," he says, "but
his ability to make investments and
his priorities are changing, and we
have to be smart enough to manage
the change. He hopes to beat it by
‘`concentrating more heavily on creative product development which
will expand present product lines
and by doing work which will lead
to new ideas. We'll add on to, and
improve, systems and products
rather than buy time in 1975 and

Silicon's Limited. Saunders Way. Skeity. Snamea. Great Britain
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New Helipot
DAC & ADC Hybrids
are MOS
system
compatible

Model 847 DAC & Model 871 ADC offer:
• Integration of the best DAC/ADC functional elements from MOS/LSI, Bipolar and
cermet thick-film technologies into complete
hybrid converters.

• Resolution

MODEL 847 DAC
10 bit

MODEL 871 ADC
12 bit

• Accuracy: (Code)
at 25 °C
—20 to 85 °C

D1
±0.025%
±0.05%

D2
±0.05%
±0.1%

D3
±0.1%
±0.2%

D1
D2
±
-0.025% ±0.05%
0.05%
±0.1%

±0.1%

• MOS system compatibility (using 3750
& 3751).

• Price (50-99 Quantity)

$165.00

$148.75

$136.00

$252.25

$165.00

• Small, hermetic metal package &
environmental specs per MIL-STD-883.

Call your local Helipot Sales Engineering Representative for additional information and
application assistance.

Becicmanli
NELIPOT DIVISION

INSTRUMENTS,

▪ Power Consumption

350mW max.

$191.25

D3
0.2%

950mW max.

INC.

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: AMSTERDAM; CAPETOWN; GENEVA; GLENROTHES, SCOTLAND; LONDON; MEXICO CITY; MUNICH; PARIS; STOCKHOLM; TOKYO; VIENNA

Electronics
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76.4% of
the time
EG&G will have
the photodiode
you need.
Sidebottom

Nobody's perfect.
But with the introduction of anumber of
new photodiode types, including the SGD
040 silicon diffused photodiode, EG&G now
has the most complete line of
photodiodes available. The low
price of the new SGD 040 makes
it especially suitable for OEM
applications or anywhere else an
inexpensive silicon photodiode is
required.
All EG&G silicon diffused photodiodes
feature wide spectral range, high sensitivity,
fast response and low noise characteristics.
Applications include CW, pulsed light and
laser detection and measurement, star
tracking, optical navigation, communication,
guidance and range-finding systems.
Our catalog covers specification and
performance details on all EG&G photodiodes. For your free copy write EG&G Inc.,
170 Brookline Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215.
Or call 617-267-9700.
Types

Features

Photoconductive and photovoltaic
BiceIls and quadrants
1.06µ detectors
Linear and matrix arrays
Photodiode/amplifler/logic

Low noise

Cooled photodiodes

Wide spectral range
Linearity

Calibrated photodiodes
Custom configurations

Diffused p-i -n structure

Low OEM costs

e

vi*

16

Reliability
High quantum efficiency
Nanosecond response

Circle 16 on

reader service card

EGaG

beyond." He would also like to see
"a transfer of techniques into commercial aviation; we have a lot of
good products. We are looking to
areas where we have worked with
NASA in the past to see if we can
expand them."
Accordingly, he intends to increase the division's already high
R&D investment. "We have to continue to put increased amounts of
effort into R&D, and into more
inventive applications." He also
plans research and development in
solid state technology.
By expanding into commercial
areas, Sidebottom expects that
civilian sales, which now account
for only 10% of the total, "could
almost equal total government sales
in three to four years." But handling this increase will take different
sales skills and a different marketing organization.
"A good bit of government business is sold by the engineers, program managers, and executives,"
he says, "and is mostly done
through home base." For commercial customers, however, a field
service organization would have to
be developed and Sidebottom is
now studying the problem, although
he says the changeover -won't be
rapid; it will grow and develop in
the next year or two."

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION
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when you take atechnology
and turn it into acompany,
build that company
exactly to your specifications,
equip it with the
most advanced facilities available,
populate it with the pros
of the MOS field,... how do you sell it?

Only one wag...in person
With all our environment- ard dust-contrplled fac Mies, our complete photomask ope-ations, Dur idividil enviroimental ami failure aralysis abs, and
comp_ter-aided desigr ard test techniqueE, we found there was one elerr ent
That couldn tbe updated or replaced — its called People; technical pew e,
who can think talk, tel ,ask, answer, rfcrrn. We're got a staff cf &ern, they
come under the headrig j sales represe -datives, they come when .M..1 reed
:hem, they cone
along with propcsa s information bulletins and quotes,
They come face-to-face. man -te -man. W -ri.; Simple, because MOS — echnolo&'s
purpcse is to give ¿ou not only the best custpm and standard MOS arrays
available, but the best of eve -ything else of the bchiology, too . .and we
haven't found anything better et to represent us—than MOE TECHhOLOGY,
INC.—IN PERSON_

WE'VE TUgNIED
A TECNNOILOGr
IN - 0, A CDIVPANt

IMF
YALLEY FORGE 11(.16111LAI

Al, VAILEY FORGE, PA. 11481

(i15) 6667950

A Proue Aftlivá.ie of Allen-Bracley Co.

iM(
I
r
,si

1-1

1

4e4LI

1
EASTERN REGION
Mr. Bill Whitehead, Sales Director, MOS Technology Inc.,
88 Sunnyside Blvd., Suite 307, Plainview, N. Y. 11803 •
516-822-4240 • REPRESENTATIVES—Michael Scott Co.,
Inc., 20 Walnut St., Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181 • 617235-0102 • Ossmann Component Sales Corp., 39 Saginaw
Dr., Rochester, N. Y. 14623 • 716-442-3290 • Bob Jackson, Mfr.'s Rep., P.O. Box 17484. Charlotte, N. C. 28211
• 704-366-6678 • Falk-Baker Associates, 382 Franklin
Ave., Nutley, N. J. 07110 • 201-661-2430 • Atlantic
Component Corp., 1331 Harbor Lake Dr., Largo, Fla.
33540 • 813-584-8257 • C. FF. Newson & Associates,
Inc., 711 Bethlehem Pike, Philadelphia, Pa. 16118 •
215-248-3377.

fr,

ir

CENTRAL REGION
Mr. Al Mattel, Sales Director. MOS Technology
10400 W. Higgins Rd., Suite 6.3:, Rosemont, III. 60018
• 312-298-2035 • REPRESENTATIVES—Norvell Aqsociates P.O. Box 20279, Dallas, Texas 75220 • 214-357E451 • John Grey Associates, 3957 Denley Ave., Suite
206. Schiller Park, III. 60176 • 312-671-3258 • Ilastius
Inc., 249 Windim Way, Dayton. Ohio 45429 • 513-7715674 • Special Electronic Sales, 8053 BIDo -nington
Freeway, Bloomington, Minn. 55420 • 612-814 4317 •
Har an J. Weisler & Associates, Inc., 2050 Woodson Rd.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63114 • 314-428-3934.

fi

I

pp
WESTERN REGION
Mr. Jack Turk, Sale' Director, MOS Technology Inc.,
2172 Dupont Dr. (Patio Bldg.) Suite 221, Newport Beach,
Calif. 92660 • 714-8334600 • REPRESENTATIVES—
Hunter Associates, 1208 Fox Plaza, San Fiancisco, Calif.
94102 • 415-626-5876 • W. B. Knight Co., Inc., P.O. Box
400, 112 Glasgow Ave.. Inglewood, Calif. 90301 • 213678-4711 • J. A. Tudor & Associates, Inc., 2605 Western
Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98121 • 206-682-7444 • Checkmate
Sales, P.O. Box 22411, Denver, Colo. 80222 • 303-7714920 • Toward Engineering Associates, Inc., P.O. Box
15268, Arcadia Station, Phoenix, Ariz. 85018 • 602955-3193.

When you build
aproduct last,
you better
build it better.

Now, that may sound like sour
grapes. So we'll just give you the facts:
All our competitors beat us to
market with their industrial/lab
supplies. They became entrenched.
(Sure, we've pioneered most of the
major innovations in the power supply
industry—such as our DCR series—but
we're not always first.) So before we
began our design, we talked with the
people who were using these kinds of
power supplies. What did they like?
What didn't they like? Any changes
they'd like to see made? Any features
added?
Here are the results:
1. Our new SRL line has aspecial
circuit which allows you to check
overvoltage setpoint instantly, and
easily change settings without
removing the load from the supply.
2. Complete line features new smallsized SRL units available in 14 models
in voltage ranges from 0-10 Vdc to
0-60 Vdc and current ranges up to 100
amps. 3. High stability and reliability
through use of integrated circuitry.
4. These supplies all feature an
adjustable built-in SCR crowbar and
adjustable current limiting circuitry as
standard. 5. We have the fastest
response time over full load range.
6. These supplies give you less than
1millivolt RMS ripple.
Now, those are just afew of the
reasons you may want to consider
Sorensen the next time you consider
buying industrial/lab powei supplies.
For more reasons and complete
information on these or any of our
power supplies (we manufacture and
inventory more power supplies than
any one else in the world), please call
our Applications Engineering
Manager, Norbert Laengrich (collect)
at (203) 838-6571, or write him at
Sorensen, Richards Avenue, Norwalk,
Connecticut 06856. He will also send
you our 124 page Power Supply
Handbook and Catalogue. Or circle
200 on the inquiry card.

isipgrgszEs

AN OPERATION OF RAYTHEON CO.

t

What aline. till

Take your pick.
Sylvania gives you a choice of either gold-dot
contacts or gold-plated bellows contacts in any of
our new P-101 PC-card edge connectors.
Our gold dots are just as reliable as conventional
bellows contacts, and they save you money because
they use less gold.
There are other ways we save you money.
For instance, you don't have to pay tooling costs
for any P-101 connector you buy from us. We're
using new expandable molds, so there's no need to

tool up for each connector.
The molds allow us to change over from one connector to another fast, so we can give you quick delivery.
And they let us make connectors with asmall or
large number of contacts. (Even the oddballs are
now conventional. )
For connectors with .125" contact spacing, you
can specify anything from 12 to 100 contacts.
For connectors with .100" contact spacing, you
can get 36 to 100 contacts.

What aline.

All these connectors are designed to meet Mil
Spec C21097B—which requires 500 o- more
trouble-free insertions.
We hold the locus point on con:act tails within
.010" radius of true position, so that your programmed wiring machines can work without interruption.
But the main thing is, you can now get custom
connectors "off the shelf' from us at reasonable cost.

Two comple:e lines
e
And that's not just aline.
For details, write to: SylvaniaPrecisionMaterials,
Parts Uvision, Warren, Pennsylvania 16365.

SYLVAN IA
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS
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STATIONKEEPING

TOTAL ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS CAPABILITY.
SPECIALISTS IN
TIME/FREQUENCY,
RADAR AND
DATA SYSTEMS
OFFERING RAPID
GROWTH.
etsaarecest.....,

RESEARCH CORPORATION

an equal opportunity employer
P.O. BOX 222. BUFFALO. N.Y. 14225
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Meetings
Job hunting at Nerem
As always, Nerem (November 4, 5,
and 6in Boston) will reflect the industrial profile of the New England
area in its technical program. But
this year it will reflect the economy,
too, in two sessions that don't appear in the official program and in
ajob opportunities center that may
be the first of its kind at any IEEEsponsored convention. The socalled brown bag lunches and the
job center are the part of the Nerem
lineup that will probably hit the
hardest. The lunches cost $3, with
reservations made in advance, and
this buys a seat and abox lunch.
On Nov. 5, Albert J. Kelly, former deputy director of the NASA
Electronics Research Center and
now dean of Boston College's
School of Management, will detail
the outlook for scientific and technically based businesses and professions in today's recessive economy. He'll cover the implications
of Government spending cuts, the
problems of converting aerospace
technology to commercial use, potential new market areas for budding entrepreneurs, and the future
of the technical professional as
such—a very disillusioned group
after nearly two years of layoffs and
cutbacks.
The Nov. 6 lunch features the
next IEEE president, James H. Mulligan. He'll try to summarize the
institute's position on employment,
portable pensions, unionization,
and other similar topics. As one
local IEEE member put it, "The
IEEE could turn into aunion right
there." And even if it doesn't, Mulligan's opinions are going to get an
interested hearing; he'll be IEEE
president for the next year, one in
which the institute may be forced
to change its stance on many employment-related questions.
One of the busiest fixtures at
Nerem from Nov. 3 on should be
the job opportunities center in the
headquarters hotel, the Sheraton
Boston. The center appears to be a
break with the tradition of damning the resume rooms that have
crowded around the fringes of past
IEEE meetings. The Nerem executive committee is asking companies nationwide to submit para-

graph-long descriptions of openings to be posted, bulletin-board
fashion, in the Andover Room. Attendees can look for jobs that interest them, but must make contacts by themselves; no interviews
or resume passing is going to be
allowed in the center, and the
IEEE still plans to discourage the
commercial "body snatchers."
For those interested in the technical program, activities begin Nov.
3 with a preconvention tutorial
seminar in digital signal processing
which takes its attendees from basics through applications like
speech processing, and on into
hardware implementation both of
simple digital filters and signal
processing systems. The seminar
starts at 9 a.m. and ends at 10:15
p.m., and requires a special reservation to be made through the regional IEEE headquarters.
The conventional technical program runs from Nov. 4 through 6
and includes sessions on such
"now" topics as pollution control
(session 1), evolving minicomputer
systems (session 11), and three sessions on varying aspects of medical
electronics (13, 18, and A-1). Others
touch on magnetic logic and storage devices (session 20), and the
Department of Transportation will
man asession on air traffic control
in the 1970s.
For information (and preregistration for the
luncheons and digital signal processing seminar) contact: IEEE Boston Section, 31 Channing St., Newton, Mass. 02158.

Calendar
Society of Engineering Science Meeting,
George Washington University;
Washington, Nov. 9-11.
International Congress on
Microelectronics, International
Electronics Group; Munich Fairgrounds,
Germany, Nov. 9-11.
Symposium on Man-Machine Systems,
IEEE; Langford Hotel, Winter Park,
Fla., Nov. 12-13.
Symposium on Communications, IEEE;
Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
Canada, Nov. 12-13.
Annual Conference on Engineering in
Medicine and Biology, Alliance for
Engineering Medicine and Biology;
Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington,
(Continued on p. 24)
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Over and out!

Unique flip action of the rack in this new Augat

desired inte- connec -ion. Large

enclosure permits direct and easy access to back plane.

solder lug terminals provide for

What's more, back panel can be quickly removed and

primary voltage and ground connections. -

adapted for automatic wrapping purposes. Rack

New jumper assemblies available for

assembly can be quickly removed ... can be ordered

connector pin take-offs.

separately.

Enclosure can be made into adrawer

It's the latest Augat development in high density IC

assembly for standcrd 19" relay racks.

packaging. New off-the-shelf standard rack assemblies

Rear portion of enclosure may be used for

and enclosures for our RSeries panels. Anothe- way you

power supplies, blcwers, or other components. \

can save design time, space and money by ordering
wire wrapped panels and mounting facilities from a
single source.
Voltage and ground pins on back panel located for any

\
\

Let us show vou how our in-depth responsibility works
Call

is,

16171 222-2202 or write for

new catalog 266. Augat, Inc.
33 Perry Avenue, Attleboro, Mass. 02703.

AU GAIN.
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Meetings
(Continued from p. 22)

Get four FREE transistors from your
authorized GE semiconductor distributor
ALABAMA

Nov. 15-19.
Magnetism and Magnetic Materials
Conference, IEEE; Diplomat Hotel,
Hollywood Beach, Fla., Nov. 15-19.
Hybrid Microelectronics Symposium, International Society for Hybrid Microelectronics; Century Plaza Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., Nov. 16-18.
Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, IEEE, American Institute of Physics; Hotel Plaza, Miami
Beach, Nov. 17-20.
Asilomar Conference on Circuits and
Systems, University of Santa Clara,
Naval Postgraduate School; Asilomar
Hotel and Conference Grounds, Pacific
Grove, Calif., Nov. 18-20.

Short courses
Hybrid Computing Techniques,
Programing, and Applications, Schools
of Engineering and Laboratory for
Applied Industrial Control; Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind., Nov. 9-20;
$350 fee.

Birmingham
Forbes Distributing Co. (205) 251-4104
Huntsville
Cramer, Huntsville. Inc. (205) 536.4493
Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. (205) 534.2461

ARIZONA

Phoenix
Hamilton ,Avnet Electronics (602) 272.2601
kinnultf Electronics. Inc. (602) 273.7331
Little Rock
Carlton.Bates

(501)

375.5375

CALIFORNIA

Culver City
Hamilton Electro Sales (213) 870.3301
El Monte
G. S. Marshall Company (213) 686-1500
Los Angeles
trieruill Electronics, Inc. (213) 685.5511
Mountain View
Brill Electronics (415) 961-1500
Elrnar Electronics (415) 961.3611
HamiltoniAvnet Electronics (415) 961.7000
Oakland
Brill Electronics (415) 834.5888
Palo Alto
Kornoltl Electronics, Inc. (415) 968.6292
Riverside
Electronic Supply (714) 683.8110
San Diego
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (714) 279.2421
/BeniIff Electronics, no. (714) 278.2112
G. S. Marshall Company (213) 686.1500
Western Radio 8, TV Supply (714) 239-0361

COLORADO

Denver
Electronic Parts Co. (303) 266-3755
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (303) 443.8551
L. B. Walker Radio Co. (303) 935.2401

CONNECTICUT

North Haven
Cramer Connecticut (203) 239.5641
Norwalk
Arrow Electronics (203) 838.4851
Waterbury
Bond Radio Electronics. Inc. (203) 753.1184
Wilmington
Almo Industrial

DELAWARE
Electronics

(302) 656.9467

FLORIDA

Ft. Lauderdale
Cramer/Florida. (nc. (305) 5664511
Hollywood
Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. (305) 923.8181
Schweber Electronics (305) 927.0511
Orlando
Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. (305) 841.1550
Hammond Electronics (305) 241.6601

GEORGIA

System Effectiveness-From the
Support Point of View, University of
California at Los Angeles, Boelter Hall,
Room 2444, Nov. 30-Dec. 4; $320 fee.
Technical Data Requirements for
Systems Engineering and Support,
University of California at Los Angeles;
Boelter Hall, Room 5704, Nov. 30-Dec.
11; $420 fee.

Atlanta
Jackson Electronics Co. (404) 355.2223

ILLINOIS

Chicago
Electronic Distributors, Inc. (312) 283-4800
Newark Electronics Corp. (312) 638.4411
Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 1312) 2741000
Schiller Park
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (312) 678.6310

INDIANA

Evansville
Ohio Valley Sound (812) 425.6173
Indi
lis
Graham Electronics, (nc. (317) 634-8486
Semiconductor Specialists Inc. (317)243.8271

IOWA

Cedar Rapids
Deeco, Inc. (319) 365.7551

KANSAS

Call for papers

Wichita
Interstate Electronics
(316) 264.6318

Supply

Corp.

KENTUCKY

Reliability Physics Symposium, IEEE;
Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas, March
31-April 2, 1971. Nov. 16 is deadline for
submission of abstracts and summaries
to Dr. O.D. Trapp, Technical Program
Chairman, 1971 Reliability Physics
Symposium, Fairchild Semiconductor,
313 Fairchild Drive, Mountain View,
Calif. 94040.
Symposium on Theory of Computing,
Association for Computing Machinery;
Shaker Heights, Ohio, May 3-5, 1971.
Dec. 1 is deadline for submission of
extended abstracts to Dr. Philip M.
Lewis, G.E. Research and Advanced
Development Center, Schenectady,
N.Y. 12305.
Symposium on Commercial Applications
of Ultrasonics, Ultrasonic
Manufacturers Association;
International Hotel, JFK International
Airport, Jamaica, N.Y., March 24, 1971.
Dec. 15 is deadline for submission of
abstracts to Ultrasonic Manufacturers
Association, 271 North Ave., New
Rochelle, N.Y. 10801.
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Diem»

ARKANSAS
Co.

MARYLAND

Baltimore
gann•Eilert Electronics, Inc. (301) 889.4242
Hanover
Hamilton Avnet Electronics (301) 796-5000
Rockville
Cramer Washington. Inc. (301) 424.2700
Schweber Electronics (301) 427.4977
Salisbury
Almo Industrial Electronics (301) 742.1393

Louisville
P. I. Burks Co. (502) 583.2871

LOUISIANA

Lafayette
Ralph's of Lafayette (318) 234.4507
New Orleans
EPCOR (504) 486.7441
Sterling Electronics, Inc. (504) 522.8726

MAINE

Portland
Holmes Distributors. Inc. (207) 774.5901

Gerber Electronics (617) 329.2400
Newton
Cramer Electronics, Inc. (617) 969.7700
Springfield
T. F. Cushing, Inc. (413) 788.7341
Waltham
Schweber Electronics 1617) 891.8484

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City
Trice Wholesale Electronics (405) 524-4415
Tulsa
Oil Capitol Electronics Corp. (918) 836.2541

MICHIGAN

Detroit
Radio Specialties Co. (313) 491-1012
Grand Rapids
Newark-Industrial Electronics
(616) 452-1411
Redford
Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.
(313) 255.0300

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia
Almo Electronics Corp. (215) 676.6000
Pittsburgh
R.P.C. Electronics (412) 782.3770
Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.
(412) 781.8120.
York
Rosen Electronics Co. (717) 843-3875

MINNESOTA

Edina
Lew Boon Company (612) 941.2770
Minneapolis
Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.
(6121 866.3434
St. Paul
Gopher Electronics Co. (612) 645-0241

RHODE ISLAND

Providence
w. H. Edwards Co. (401) 781.8000

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia
Dome Radio Supply Co., Inc. (803) 253-5333
Greenville
Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc. (803) 239.1328

MISSISSIPPI

Jackson
Ellington Electronic
(601) 355.0561

Supply,

OHIO

Akron
Sun Radio Co., Inc. (216) 434.2171
Cincinnati
Hughes.Peters, Inc. (513) 351.2000
Cleveland
PioneerStandard Electronics, Inc.
(216) 432-0010
Columbus
Electronics Marketing Corp. (614) 299-4161
Hughes-Peters, Inc. (614) 294.5351
Dayton
Pioneer-Dayton (513) 236.9900
Toledo
Warren Radio Co. (419) 248.3364

Inc.

MISSOURI

Hasetwood
Hamilton ,Avnet (314) 731-1144
Kansas City
Radio Lab. Inc. (816) 421.0171
North Kansas City
ECI Semiconductors Inc. (816) 421.8400
St. Louis
Olive Industrial Electronics (314) 863.7800

NEBRASKA

Lincoln
Scott Electronic Supply Corp. (402) 434-8308
Omaha
Radio Equipment Co. (402) 341.7700

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
Herne Electronic Distributors, Inc.
(615) 267.2381
Kingsport
Radio Electric Supply Co. (615) 2474111
Memphis
Bluff City Distributing Co. (901) 276.4501
Nashville
Electra Distributing Co. (615) 255.8444

TEXAS

NEW JERSEY

Camden
General Radio Supply Co., Inc.
(6091 964.8560
Cedar Grove
Hamilton ,Avnet Electronics (201) 239.0800
Cherry Hill
HamiltoniAvnet Electronics (609) 662.9337
Mt. Ephraim
Almo Industrial Electronics (609) 933.3800
Pennsauken
Cramer Pennsylvania,
Inc. (215) 923.5950
Totowa
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
)256.7331

(201

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
Kierulft Electronics. Inc. (505) 268.3901
Sterling Electronics, Inc. (505) 247.2486

Dallas
Arco Electronics (214) 239.9122
Hamilton Avnet Electronics (214) 638.0900
Sterling Electronics (214) 357.9131
El Paso
McNicol, Inc. (915) 566-2936
Midland Specialty Co. (915) 533-9555
Houston
Hamidon/Avnet Electronics (713) 526-4661
Sterling Electronics (713) 623-6600

UTAH

Salt Lake City
Kimball Electronics (801) 328.2075

VIRGINIA

Charlottesville
vireinia Radio Supply CO. (703) 296.4184
Richmond
Meridian Electronics, Inc. (703) 3534648
Roanoke
Peoples Radio 8 TV Supply Co. (703) 342.8933

NEW YORK

Buffalo
Standard Electronics. Inc. (716) 685.4320
Endicott
Standard Electronics, Inc. (607) 754.3102
Farmingdale, L. I.
Arrow Electronics, Inc. (516) 694.6800
Hauppauge
Cramer Long island (516) 231.5600
Rochester
CramerRochester 1716) 275.0300
Rochester Radio Supply Co. (7161 454.7800
Rome
Rome Electronics. Inc. (315) 337.5400
Syracuse
Cramer 'Syracuse (315) 437.6671
Westbury. L. I.
SChweber Electronics (516) 334.7474
Yorkville
Valley Industrial Electronics, Inc.
(315) 736.3393

WASHINGTON

Seattle
Almac/Stroum Electronics (206) 763.2300
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (206) 624-5930
Tacoma
COG Electronics Co. ins) 272.3185

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston
Mountain Electronics (304) 3424151

WISCONSIN

Mils
Electronic Expeditors, Inc. (414) 374.6666
West Allis
Marsh Radio Supply Co. (414) 545.6500

CANADA

NORTH CAROLINA

Toronto
Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.
537-4481

Charlotte
Dixie Radio Supply Co. (704) 377.5413
Raleigh
Southeastern Radio Supply Co., Inc.
(919) 828.2311
Winston.Salem
Electronic Wholesalers. Inc. (919) 7254711

GENERAL

EXPORT

IGE Export Division
159 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10016
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221-31

FREE EPDXY TO-18 TRANSISTORS
Present or mail this coupon to your authorized GE semiconductor distributor for up to four
free transistors. Just enter the quantities opposite the type numbers below (maximum of fou ).
Type No. gi Type No. É Type No. ge Type No. e.i.s Type No. e; Type No. g:' Type No.

gType No. É•

2N6000

2N6004

2N6010

2N6014

GET706

GET930

GET2222A

GET3014

2N6001

2N6005

2N6011

2N6015

GET708

GET22221

GET2369

GET3638

2N6002

2N6006

2N6012

2N6016

GET914

GET2221A

GET2484

GET3638A

2N6003

2N6007

2N6013

2N6017

GET929

GET2222

GET3013

GET3646

Name

Firm

Position
State

s

Street
Zip

City

Distributor's Name
Offer expires November 31, 1970

Cl
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General Electric's
new epoxy TO-18
transistors run
hot and cold

j PASSED
Se 85C @ 85% R.H.

V

PASSED
-65 to
150C
temperature cycling
MIL TEST

General Electric has just introduced
32 new TO-18 based epoxy transistors. And we know they're good.
We've tested them over and over
again. Tests like temperature cycling
from —65C to +150C. Not just a
few times ...but 300 times. That's
30-times the normal MIL requirement for reliability.
We've subjected these new epoxy
transistors to other tests, too, such
as 850 at 85% relative humidity for
up to 8000 hours just to find out
how reliable they really are.
GE's epoxy TO-18 transistors can
take the bumps, too. No need to
worry about shock or vibration
damage. Their solid epoxy encapsulant provides rigid mechanical stability . . . seals trouble out and
performance in.

the brochure along with four free
samples for testing in your circuits.
Prove to yourself that GE's new
epoxy TO-18 transistors meet all
your transistor requirements.

We've got 16 new JEDEC types
and many new GET replacement
devices that will substitute for
common 2N types with no redesign
at all. We're adding more new
types every month. They're available in NPN's, PNP's, matched
pairs and Darlington amps with
breakdown ratings up to 60V and
dissipation as high as 500 mw.

To get your four free samples,
specification sheets and reliability
brochure, fill out the coupon on
the opposite page and mail it to
your authorized GE Semiconductor
distributor shown on the list. We
think you'll find that GE's new
epoxy TO-18 transistors meet your
reliability standards with ease. 221-30

We've tested these transistors in
every way possible. See the results
for yourself in our new reliability
brochure (Pub. ,, 95.28). We'll send

GE Type
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with this quiet family.
Hot Molding with Allen-Bradley's exclusive
technique, gives these composition variable
resistors an unusually low noise level. And
importantly, this low noise level actually decreases in use. Under tremendous heat and
pressure the resistance track is molded into
place. A solid element with alarge cross-section is produced.
This important Allen-Bradley difference
means better short-time overload capacity
and a long operating life. Control is smooth,
resolution almost infinite. These variable resistors are ideal for high frequency circuits.
Why should you trust the performance of

your designs or your reputation to anything
less than Allen-Bradley quality? Use the most
thoroughly "field tested" (over 20 years) variable resistors available today. Quantity stocks
of popular types J, G, W and GD available for
immediate delivery from your appointed A-B
industrial electronics distributor.
For information write: Marketing Department,
Electronics Division, Allen-Bradley Co., 1201
South Second Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53204. Export office: 1293 Broad Street,
Bloomfield, N. J. 07003, U.S.A. In Canada:
Allen-Bradley, Canada Ltd., 135 Dundas
Street, Galt, Ontario.

SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE J—
STYLE RV4

TYPE K

TYPE G—
STYLE RV6

TYPE L

TYPE W

TYPE GD

15/32" deep x
1/2" dia.

15/32" deep x
1/2" dia.

15/32" deep x
1/2" dia.

35/64" deep x
1/2" dia.

CASE
DIMENSIGNS

(single section)

5/8" deep x
1-5/32" dia.
(single section)

POWER
at + 70°C

2,25 W

3W

0,5 W

0.8 W

0.5 W

05W

TEMPERATURE
RANGE

—55"C to
+120°C

—55°C to
+150°C

—55°C to
+120°C

—55°C to
+150°C

—55'C to
+120°C

—55°C to
+120°C

50 ohms to
5.0 megs

100 ohms to
5.0 megs

100 ohms to
5.0 megs

100 ohms to
50 megs

100 ohms to
50 megs

5/8" deep x
1-5/32" dia.

RESISTANCE
50 ohms to
RANGE
(Tolerances: 5.0 megs
±- 10 and 20%)

Linear (U), Modified Linear (S), Clockwise Modlied Log (A). Counter-Clockwise Modified Log (8).
Clockwise Exact Log (DB), (Special tapers available from factory)

TAPERS

FEATURES
:Many
electrical
and
mechanical
dptions
available
from
factory)

Single. dual.
and triple
versions
available. Long
rotational life
Ideal for
attenuator
applications,
Snap switches
can be
attached to
single and dual.

Single, dual.
and triple
versions
available. Long
rotational life,

Miniature size.
Immersionproof. SPST
switch can be
attached

Miniature size.
Immersionproof.

Commercial
version of
type G.
Immersionproof

DUAL section
version of
type G.
Ideal for
attenuator
applications.
Immersionproof.

ALLEN-BRADLEY

-,eeee
\

EC70-6

Allen-Bradley Company 1970
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The place to be
for electronics.

We asked one of the top
executives at Honeywell Inc.,
why his division was consolidating in Southeast Pennsylvania:
"We're in the electronic
instrument business," he said.
"We've got to have trained,
skilled people, and lots of them.
Nowhere in the country are there
as many electronics and instrument people as there are here in
Southeast Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Electric
AN

EauAL

OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER

"For the record there are
30,000 professional scientists
currently working in this area
This gives us the richest brain
pool in the nation.
"And our business isn't standing still. It's growing larger and
more complex every year. By
consolidating, and consolidating
here, we stand amuch better
chance to meet this demand."
He also knew Southeast Pennsylvania is atnriying

market — 26 million people within
a 100-mile radius. Close to
suppliers. And convenient to a
network of superhighways.
Very important when you're
trucking material in and out.
There's really too much
happening in Southeast Pennsylvania to discuss in an ad: the
availability of 100% financing
for qualified companies.
The more than 400 plant sites,
plus 63 industrial parks; the

easy accessibility to amajor
sea and airport. To name
afew more things.
For the full story, get in
touch with William Taylor, Jr.,
Manager, Area Development
Department, Philadelphia Electric
Company, (2 15) WA 2-4700,
Ext. 570. Bill can tell you just
about anything you'd like to
know about Southeast Pennsylvania. And if he can't, he can
direct you to people who can.

Compa.nyc:
Es eryE
i
E
r
T
tg àleelji
p
p
i) people in a7-county area.
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By 1979, newspapers
will be printed in your living room.

You won't have to roll up the carpet Or even
cover up the furniture.
Because all it will take is acompact print-out
unit attached to an ordinary tv set
When you're ready for the stock market
closings, ball game scores or movies listings, you'll
simply push abutton.
Instant newspaper. And you'll be able to get
any part of it, or all of it, any hour of the day or
night
The fact is, the products of electronics
technology will be doing more for our lives
tomorrow than electricity does for us today.
Automated highways will drive our cars.
Home computers will cook the food and wash the
clothes. Electronic health maintenance programs
will even help us avoid illness.

Who are the master minds masterminding
these changes?
Our readers. Engineers and technical
managers who must keep abreast of all fastchanging developments. Industry-wide and
world-wide. Which is why they come to us.
Every two weeks, Electronics magazine
presents them with acomplete, up-to-the-minute
picture of the state of the technology.
Last year alone, Electronics presented six
times as much information on consumer electronics
as any other publication in the field. And twice
as much on communications.
If you expect to be part of the future, speak to
the men who are working on it today.
Electronics, aMcGraw-Hill market-directed
publication.

• Yee.,
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Our readers are changing the world.

No dr
No lag•

DC MC)ToR
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SONEYWELL
T ntINOIS U
A

SER NO
01 IN/AMP RATED
Di IN SEC' RATED

SeTCH,OIV OF HONEYWELL INC.
WRIPORT n.urtors u3A

SER NO
01 IN/AMP RATED
02 IN•SECT RATED

Our new High Performance DC Motors get to full speed
100 times faster than conventional permanent magnet
motors. Because the drag caused by excessive inertia
has been practically eliminated by our unique hollow
rotor design. And with low drag, you have little lag.
This can mean accelerations up to 900,000 radians/
second 2.
These features make our motors ideal for such applications as tape capstan drives, line printer drives and
machine tool positioning.
There are 5 sizes available and options include: Integral low ripple tachometers, special shaft lengths and
shapes and forced air cooling adaptations.
For more information on our low-inertia, High-Performance DC Motors, contact your MICRO SWITCH Branch
Office (in the Yellow Pages under "Switches, Electric"). Or
write for our special literature.

•
41
/
1
e
%

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT.

ILLINOIS

ACIR
%.*

61032

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL—Sales and Service offices n all metope cities of the world. Mantslacturing in Australia. Gained.. finlanci, France. Germany. Japan. Mexico. Netnerlâncle, Spain, Tibe
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Signetics mounts
MOS drive

Two-year guarantee
on color TV
readied by Motorola

Photocathode copier
readied for market

FTC probing Toshiba
oven claims

Electronics IOctober 12, 1970

Signetics is about to make a marketing push in MOS. The company's
present line consists only of six shift registers, but sources close to the
company expect from 12 to 15 new products to be introduced in the
next month. They will include fast random-access memories (less than
200-nanosecond access times), large shift registers, and 2,000-bit readonly memories. One of the first units will be the 256-bit RAM that the
company is delivering to National Cash Register under a development
contract.
The buildup has been taking shape over the past six months. About
20 MOS design and fabrication experts have been hired to form the
central MOS team, and equipment has been assembled at both the
company's Sunnyvale, Calif., headquarters and its Utah plant. Both
standard (high-threshold) and silicon gate (low-threshold) processes will
be employed.

Keeping ahead of the consumerism push in Washington, Motorola will
guarantee for two years all labor and parts for all of its color television
receivers beginning this fall. Edward P. Reavey Jr., vice president and
general manager of the Consumer Products division, says the move is
made possible by confidence in Nlotorola's modular construction. He
says the guarantee will add about $12 to the price of each unit.
Motorola also will anticipate information labeling regulations by
printing all details of its new guarantee clearly on the color television
receivers so the consumer cannot be confused by dealer claims and
promises.

Look for prototype and field test units early next year of electrostatic
office copiers featuring aphotocathode image-conversion device. Being
developed by Allied Paper Co., adivision of SCM, this type of copier
is faster than those using the selenium drum photoconductive technique.
Allied obtained patents on photocathode image conversion almost two
years ago and has since completed aresearch contract with CBS Labs
to perfect a photocathode tube. When the machine is ready for production, Allied will build and market copiers and the special reproduction
paper.

In the first of many expected consumer interest actions against microwave oven makers, the Federal Trade Commission and Public Health
Service indicate they're investigating acomplaint against Toshiba America Inc. for deceptive advertising. The investigation was instigated by
Amana Refrigeration Inc., a subsidiary of Raytheon which also makes
such ovens.
The Toshiba advertisement claims its oven is the "space age cooking
unit that meets 1971 standards now," and that no unit will leak more
than 5 milliwatts of radiation per square centimeter "during its useful
life." The advertisement also claims that the product has received the
approval of Underwriters' Laboratories and the Federal Communications Commission.
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Laser to track DC-10
during FAA tests

Motorola switching
to laser scriber

CBS develops
low-light-level
color television

Westinghouse to sell
commercial SEC
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A laser tracking system designed to monitor in-flight performance of
new jet aircraft during Federal Aviation Agency certification tests is
being produced by Sylvania Electric Products, Mountain View, Calif.
Capable of tracking aircraft up to 60,000 feet, the system will evaluate
avionic, aerodynamic, and acoustic performance of the McDonnell
Douglas Corp.'s DC-10.
In tests, a low-powered, infrared laser beam from a mobile ground
station near arunway locks onto areflector mounted below the nose of
an aircraft in flight. The reflected beam is picked up by sensing equipment in which the tracker determines the precise speed, azimuth and
elevation angles, and altitude of the aircraft. The system will offer
greater accuracy than that of commonly used tracking arrangements
of onboard sensors.
Work on the laser tracker is being done under contract from McDonnell's Douglas Aircraft division in Long Beach, Calif. Delivery is scheduled for December.

North American Rockwell Microelectronics Co. isn't the only semiconductor manufacturer that has conferred production status on laser wafer
scribers [Electronics, Aug. 17, p. 34]. Motorola's Semiconductor Products
division, after quietly evaluating the technique for more than a year,
has bought and is dicing zener diode wafers with a$55,000 laser scriber
made by the Quantronix Corp. of Smithville, N.Y. The machine eventually will replace all four diamond scribers on the Motorola zener
diode line.
Ronald Roberts, materials manager for zener diodes, calls the machine,
believed to be the first designed from the floor up as a silicon wafer
scriber, "the only major breakthrough I've seen in wafer dicing in 11
years." He looks for the machine to cut Motorola's yield loss in the scribeand-break step from between 10% and 15% to 5% or less, and to pay for
itself possibly within ayear.

Sensitivity that's 100 times better than that of present color television
cameras is the promise of a low-light-level color system now on the
bench at CBS Laboratories. Expected to be ready in about ayear, the
field-sequential camera picks up subtle color variations at light levels
equivalent to a quarter moon at night when the human eye cannot
discern gradations in shades.
The bench unit uses amonochrome image _atensifier to boost output
from the video tube. A color image intensifier would make for better
quality color plus no high-voltage (23,000-volt) component breakdowns,
but one has yet to be developed. Potential users will be the military,
for real-time night reconnaissance, and physicians, for viewing internal
organs.

The Westinghouse Electric Corp. hopes to make adent in the color TV
camera tube market dominated by Philips' Plumbicon. The company's
Elmira-based Electronic Tube division is planning to introduce acommercial version of its burn-resistant Proxicon SEC, heretofore aimed
exclusively at the military and space markets. Westinghouse formerly
made TV sets for the consumer market.
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greater than 5,000 shots
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Compatible with normal
relay closure times

Now it is possible to prctect sensitive components, even semi-conducbr equipment, against
voltage transients without concern for the rate of
voltage rise. The "zero" reaction time of Signalite's
new Uni -Imp is only one of its nany unique features. Othcrs including its 3i-Polarity, immunity to
di/dt restr ctions, infinite bakag3 resistance, are
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These features of RCA's
COmplementary Symmetry MOS IC's
give you many opportunities to save
space, weight, power and cost in
your new and existing logic designs.
And, you will find that no other digital
IC devices offer as many circuitdesign advantages as RCA's COSMOS IC's.
RCA, the acknowledged leader
in compl imentary MOS technology,
today produces the industry's broadest line of these devices. Immediately
available from RCA are production
quantities of gates, flip-flops, hex
buffer/logic-level converters, multiplexers, static-shift registers, count-

ers, adders and memories.
New CD4000 Eseries: 19 economy-priced plastic-packaged COS/
MOS IC's, another RCA "first" in
COS/MOS technology, offer additional cost-savings and open up
many new application areas in industrial and commercial logic systems.
New low prices for 28 ceramicpackaged COS/MOS IC's, in the
CD4000 and CD4000D series, enable
you to design cost-effectiveness into
demanding military and aerospace
applications.
RCA will also custom-tailor
COS/MOS IC's to meet your special
digital-circuit requirements and you

are invited to discuss this capability
with your RCA Representative.
For price, delivery or technical
information on all current types of
RCA's COS/MOS IC's, see your local
RCA Representative or your RCA
Distributor. To obtain the technical
data bulletin, file no. 445, on the new
plastic-packaged COS/MOS IC's
and a Reliability Report, RIC-103, on
these devices, write to RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section 70J-12/
CD48, Harrison, N.J. 07029. International: RCA, 2-4 rue du Lièvre, 1227
Geneva, Switzerland, or P.O. Box
112, Hong Kong.

RCA COS/MOS Digital IC's:
Unique! Challenging! Rewarding!
RCA COS/MOS PERFORMANCE FEATURES
Wide Operating Supply-Voltage Range:
5to 15 V
Ultra-Low Power Dissipation:
• Gates—CD4000 and CD4000D Series:*
PT= 10 nW/pkg (typ) at VD, = 10V
— CD4000E Series:**
PT=50 nW/pkg (typ) at VDD = 10V
• MSI Circuits—CD4000, CD4000D and
CD4000E Series:
PT= 10 W (typ) at VDD = 10V
High dc and Dynamic Noise Immunity:
4.5 V(typ) at VDD = 1OV over full operating-temperature range
Wide Operating-Temperature Range:
• CD4000 and CD4000D Series:
—55°C to +125°C
• CD4000E Series:
—40°C to +85°C
Single Phase Clock
Clock Voltage Equal to Supply Voltage
Compatible Gate Level and MSI Functions
High Fanout: >50 COS/MOS Loads
Protected Inputs and Outputs

*Ceramic flat-pack and dual-in-line packages
**Plastic dual-in-line package

RCA
Integrated Circuits
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New diode cathode
may take heat
off more tubes
would also be anatural where the sistor technology, for it could elimmarriage of solid state and vacuum inate the emitter, the villain in
technology already has been ac- frequency-limiting parasitics, suboptoelectronic approach
complished. In the silicon-target stituting the electron beam for
magnifies efficiencies
vidicon, for example, the present emitter functions.
hot-electron scanning source could
There have been other attempts
of solid state cathode
be replaced by a cold solid state at solid state electron emission:
source, doing away with the high forward-biased
p-n
junctions,
In many applications, the old hottemperature: the tube would be Schottky barriers, conventional
wire thermionic-cathode vacuum simpler in construction, last longer, photosurfaces (S-1) illuminated by
tube defies replacement by solid and, since solid state electron electroluminescent
diodes.
But
state devices. But the high tem- beams have lower energy than overall electron-emission efficienperature essential for generating thermionic ones, facilitate focusing. cies were bad, as low as 10 -5 to
electrons from the cathode is also Moreover, electron-beam diode ar10 -1 °, and current densities were
rays could be used to match the also
the chief source of tube failure.
low.
These
approaches
Enter, therefore, the tube with a silicon diode target array, elimina- achieved electron emission by
solid-state cathode, providing truly ting the need for scanning.
direct injection and electron transcold electron emission into a vacThe cold electron source also port to the surface of the p-n diode
uum.
can be used in transistors. In fact, —and this meant that the p-layer
At the David Sarnoff Research this approach, called an Electron through which the transport occurs
Labs in Princeton, N.J., RCA scien- Beam Injection Transistor (EBIT), had to be very thin to prevent the
tists under the direction of Henry could be the start of awhole new electrons from being absorbed and
Kressel have taken aunique opto- high-power, high-frequency tran- lost in too great numbers. But then
electronic approach to cold cathodes. With the aid of a double
Cooling it. Photons are transported to absorbing GaAs layer
heterojunction gallium arsenide
where recombining electrons escape into vacuum. Heterostructure
diode structure, photons are proallows efficient photon production ;surface allows efficient escape.
duced very efficiently and are
transported to an absorbing p+
region. There, they generate electrons which, due to a specially
treated (low work function) surface
layer, are emitted at overall efficiencies up to 1,000 times better
than other solid state cathode attempts.
The cathode is still in the research stage. But if its efficiencies
can be increased by afurther factor
of 10, and if its operating current
densities also can be increased, it
could start assuming many of the
present functions of the vacuum
tube.
A solid state electron source
RCA researchers find
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the electrode contacts on their thin
p-layer surface produced high
fields which crowded the current
wastefully under the electrode and
blocked the emission.
RCA got around this by using
light transport for electron emission. The junction is forward biased
so that light is generated with internal quantum efficiencies in excess of 50%. The photons are then
transported with little attenuation
to a highly doped light-absorbing
region near the surface where they
are reconverted into electrons. On
the zinc-doped GaAs p region is a
specially treated epitaxial layer
(cadmium sulfide and oxygen under
vacuum) which permits a large
fraction of the electrons—potentially up to 20%—to escape into the
vacuum.
Companies

Sylvania closes
Semiconductor division
For the company that introduced
transistor-transistor logic to the
commercial integrated circuit buyer,
it was an ignominious end—a
simple shutdown of the Semiconductor division of Sylvania. While
the company called it a threemonth phaseout, it's estimated that
only about 50 employees of the
1,235 affected are still on the job—
winding up assembly and test work
—less than two weeks after the
October 1 closing announcement

was made.
Sylvania Electric Products, a
General Telephone and Electronics
subsidiary, blamed its decision on
the "disorderly conditions" in the
semiconductor industry and the
outlook. The firm felt there is no
indication of stability within the
foreseeable future. It added that
the decline in defense spending
and extreme price competition in
sales to the computer industry had
a "particularly severe impact on
semiconductor profitability."
However, the division's problems
went beyond the current business
recession. It's estimated that Sylvania Semiconductor lost on the
order of $3 million to $6 million
annually in recent years. With other
divisions profitable, the company
had carried Semiconductor as atax
writeoff. But with overall profits declining, the company simply was
not willing to carry the division
any longer.
Book value of the division's three
plants in Woburn, Mass., Hillsboro,
N. H., and Bangor, Maine, is estimated to total about $25 million,
including inventories. Although
other Sylvania units will probably
move into some of these facilities,
probably two of the three plants
will be closed. Until the division
closes its books Dec. 31, it will take
care of business already contracted
for from inventory.
It was probably high-level management's refusal to fund the division's advanced development programs that caused its ranking in the
TL market to drop from first place

No Sale
The Sylvania Semiconductor closing apparently signaled defeat for Robert
Castor, general manager, who had been spending much of the last few
months, up to the last minute, looking for abuyer for his division. One
company that had been very interested was Corning Glass Works, according to one Sylvania executive. He said that Corning had been close to
buying the division and merging it with Signetics. "It was agood customer fit, and there was very little product overlap," he noted. However,
the deal fell through. A Corning spokesman said his firm is not interested
in acquiring the Sylvania division, and would not comment on whether
or not Corning had been talking to Sylvannia about such adeal.
One segment of the Semiconductor division that Sylvania says it isn't
phasing out is the microwave diode department. The reason is that the
company is in "hard negotiations" to sell this as aunit. As far as the rest
of the division, piecemeal sales of some patents and production equipment
and plants is expected.
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in the early 1960s to near the tag
end. Low development budgets and
aseries of repressive administrative
decisions hamstrung the division,
say insiders.
But it didn't have to happen, they
say. "We had it all in the back
room," declares one sad Sylvanian.
"We had a great beam-lead IC
capability that was never released
for production; we had an automated beam-lead bonding system
18 months ago; and we had anew
mos process in house that had
the highest threshold-to-breakdown
ratios yet. It was TTL compatible,
promised the same kinds of speed,
and used smaller geometries than
other MOS schemes. We really
could have packed the logic onto
those chips," he says wistfully.
Late in September, the division's
lab made its first metal oxide semiconductor chip-256-bit memories
—using the new process and they
worked well.
Medical electronics

Hill unlikely to act
on device regulation
Despite the Health, Education and
Welfare Department's efforts to
bring the $550 million medical electronic devices market under its
regulatory scrutiny, passage of enabling legislation is unlikely, Capitol Hill sources say. HEW has
recommended that the devices be
regulated through its Food and
Drug Administration and assorted
advisory groups.
Problems of improper design,
high electrical leakage from equipment, shoddy cables, and poor
assembly of parts in many medical
devices, are recognized by many
Congressmen. But they question
the competence of the Federal
Government to regulate the market.
Some say it would take 10 years to
set up an effective regulatory procedure. "The FDA hasn't caught up
with the legislation of 1962" providing for drug efficacy testing,
says one source.
In addition to skepticism about
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Electronics
Index of
Activity
Oct. 12, 1970
Electronics production in August
rebounded a bit from July's
revised figure. It gained 2.7 index
points to 126.3. Leading the climb
was the consumer area, up a
healthy 6.8 to 87.0. This third
straight monthly increase appears
to signal the arrival of the longawaited recovery in this sector.
Defense electronics also showed
signs of life, climbing 3.0 points
from the previous month to 138.2.
However, defense is still down
21.2 points from its August 1969
level. The only component of the
index to drop for the month is
industrial-commercial electronics.
It edged down 0.4 point from
July's revised 128.4.

100

75
Industrial-commercial electronics mum
Consumer electronics
Defense electronics mom
Total industry
50
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1968
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Electronics

October 12, 1970

1970

Aug. '70

Consumer electronics
Defense electronics
Industrial-commercial electronics
Total industry

Federal ability to regulate devices,
the House Public Health and Welfare committee, whose approval is
required first, has placed medical
device regulation far down the
priority list following such items as
alcoholism, heart disease, cancer,
Indian health, and communicable
diseases.
Medical devices are loosely defined as drugs, and as such come
under FDA regulation, but current
procedures empower the FDA only
to ask a manufacturer to voluntarily recall adevice—if adefective
device is discovered. The procedure is a"joke," says Rep. Seymour
Halpern (R., N.Y.), one of the
House's staunchest proponents of
medical device safety regulation.
The HEW report has prompted
the FDA to begin taking atwo-year
inventory of medical devices on the
market to see which can be exempted from standards or preclearance, those for which standards

FMAMJJ ASOND

1969

87.0
138.2
128.0
126.3

July '70*
80.2
135.2
128.4
123.6

Aug. '69*
97.6
159.4
133.2
141.1

exist, and those which should be
made subject to performance review prior to marketing. Standards
and laboratory testing for electrical
components and electronic devices
should be required, the report recommends.
Consumer electronics
Laughing on the outside,
restrained on the inside
Home entertainment manufacturers
are permitting themselves the luxury of optimism for the first time
since consumers began staying
away in droves ayear ago. Besides
agut feeling that buyers are again
in the mood for phonographs,
radios, and television receivers,
manufacturers now have figures to
back them up.
The Electronics Index of Activ-

Indexes chart pace of production volume for total industry and each segment. The base period, equal to 100,
is the average of 1965 monthly output
for each of the three parts of the Industry. Index numbers are expressed
as a percentage of the base period.
Data is seasonally adjusted.
*Revised.

ity (see chart) this month shows
that consumer electronics has registered its third straight monthly
gain in August, with a jump of
8.5% over July's 26% rise.
A survey of leading U.S. manufacturers indicates that industry
belt tightening in national distribution, a raft of extra sales during
the summer, and surprisingly good
acceptance of technical innovations
plus just ageneral seasonal upturn
may be some of the reasons.
On the other hand, though
things have improved, it's still true
that the month's index is more than
10 points below that of ayear ago.
For example, the consumer manufacturers' darling, color TV, will
have to strain to hit the 5 million
sets mark. This is a far cry from
the sales of 10 million predicted
by the industry just two years ago
as to where color TV would be in
1970.
As one cautious TV marketing
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man philosophized: "This business
just isn't as good as we thought.
This year may be good, but not
great." And by next year, he says,
there may be a shakeout in the
television industry that'll leave
only five or six of the big manufacturers in business.
The figure to watch, say industry
observers, is what comes out for
September, the month that marked
the beginning of the decline last
year.
Packaging

How to save cost
and real estate
Large-scale integration presents as
much aproblem in packaging as it
does in design. Present 40-lead
dual-in line packages that use lead
frames are expensive and take up
a lot of real estate on the printed
circuit board. But a new leadless
package, called the edge mount,
may overcome these problems. It is
being offered for mos circuits made
by American Micro Systems of
Santa Clara, Calif.
The edge mount is a ceramic
substrate with screened-on conducWell stacked. Edge mounts take less
space, allow better cooling than
equivalent pc board assembly.

tor patterns and gold-plated contacts at the edge to plug into an
edge connector developed by Texas
Instruments in Attleboro, Mass.
The device is bonded on apad on
the substrate and leads are wirebonded from the MOS device to the
conductor pattern. Cost, including
connector, is estimated at 50% less
than for present packages. Pc
board space required is nearly 40%
lower.
Lyle Irwin of AMI says that
about 40% of the current 40-lead
mOS circuits, which comprise about
60% of all AMI shipments, could
use this package. AMI says there's
nothing to stop other semiconductor manufacturers from using the
package.
The key cost saving is in eliminating the lead frame used with the
40-lead dual in-line packages. DIP
devices are not tested until after
they are placed in the packages.
This means if, as is typical, only
half the devices are actually good,
as many lead-frame packages are
thrown away as are shipped. But
under the edge-mount system, the
device can be inserted in aconnector in the test jig; if it fails, only
the ceramic substrate is yielded
along with the chip.
The edge-mount package, which
is being made at Coors Porcelain
Co., Golden, Colo., is made from
a single layer of ceramic, rather
than the three layers needed for the
dual in-line.
The connector must be able to
stand the highly abrasive ceramic
during insertion and withdrawal.
Standard gold plating over nickel
would have given only about 30
connect-disconnect cycles before
deterioration began, says Ray Larsen of TI. Therefore, TI's bonded
stripe contacts (a thick gold inlay
in the cantilevered contact) were
used, raising the life to the 300cycle range.
The package, which will be described by Irwin and Larsen in a
paper at the Connector Conference
Oct. 21 in Cherry Hill, N.J., has
interesting possibilities: since it's
installed upright, it's possible to
use a two-sided substrate with a
device on each side. In addition,

the connector was designed for
matched-impedance operation in
high-speed systems. Even though
this property is not needed for
present moS designs, it could be
useful with high-speed bipolar circuits, such as emitter-coupled logic.
The conductor patterns on the ceramic also lend themselves to highspeed circuits, since they are essentially microstrip lines when a
ground plane is added on the
opposite side.
Integrated electronics

Metal-core board
keeps heat off
The packing density of components
on circuit boards is often limited
by heat-dissipation problems. This
means more size in equipment that
might be shrunk if thermal dissipation were more efficient and
there were no need for convection
cooling with blowers and the familiar staggered-finger heat dissipators to which individual component packages are mounted. The
International Electronic Research
Corp. in Burbank, Calif., has attacked this problem with what it
believes is the first true heat-dissipating metal-core circuit board.
Metal-core boards used in avionics hardware, for example, are inefficient heat dissipators. That's because they use a standard G-10
epoxy-fiberglass board cemented
to an aluminum plate that serves
as aheat sink, but the board itself
acts as a thermal barrier between
the heat-generating components
and the heat-dissipating metal. So
does the cement that bonds the
board to the metal core. The IERC
solution: a thermally conductive
hoard that replaces the G-10.
IERC engineers say their metal
pc board will dissipate four to five
times more heat than a conventional board. "Then when you connect it in agood cold-wall system,
you can put 12 to 15 times more
power on it," says John McAdams,
IERC's vice president for engineering. But it costs more, too.
IERC, which specializes in ther-

With Tektronix 7000-Series Oscilloscopes

versatility begins

with the mainframe

The New Tektronix 7000-Series Oscilloscopes feature vert cal
and horizontal amplifiers with dual inputs. This means the
mainframe amplifiers can be time shared by up to foiir plugins for unmatched display versatility. Up to 20 combinations
of vertical and horizontal operating modes are possible.
Simultaneous measurements can be made by multipfe plugins with widely different features. Voltage and current, real
time and sampling, high-gain differential and dual trace,
digital multimeter and digital counter, delaying and delayed
sweeps are just a few examples. Many applications which
formerly required a true dual-beam oscilloscope a-e now
solved by mainframe amplifiers which simulate dual-beam
performance.
With mainframe versatility, and four plug-in
capability, a wider range of measurements
can be made with only one oscilloscope.
Seventeen new plug-ins covering a wide performance spectrum complement the versatility
of the new Tektronix four-plug-in oscilloscopes. More plug-ins are initially available
than in many oscilloscopes even years after
introduction. Today, you can choose a 7704
(150 MHz), 7504 (90 MHz), or the NEW 7514
(90 MHz with split-screen storage) Tektronix
mainframe with unmatched versatility, confident that plug-ins are ready to solve virtually

all

multi-trace, differential, sampling, or X-Y measurements.

For measurement ease, Auto Scale-Factor Readout labels
the CRT with time and frequency; volts, amps, ohms and
temperature (C); invert and uncal symbols and corrects
for probes and magnifiers. All the data is on the CRT, where
you reed it to make faster measurements with fewer errors.
And, (ooking into the future, the readout system is designed
to meet needs other than those of today's plug-ins. You
can solve more measurement problems easier and quicker
with an oscilloscope where VERSATILITY begins with the
mainframe.
Your Tektronix Field Engineer will gladly discuss with you the complete VERSATILITY of
the New Tektronix 7000-Series Oscilloscope
System. Contact him locally or write: Tektronix, Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon
97005. See your 1970 Tektronix catalog and
August supplement for specifications.
Prices of instruments shown:
7704 150-MHz Four-Plug-In Oscilloscope $2500
7A16 150-MHz Single-Trace Amplifier . $ 600
7A14 105-MHz Current Amplifier
$ 575
71371 Delaying Sweep Time Base
$ 685
7E370 Delayed Sweep Time Base
$ 600
U.S

Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

Available through our new leasing plan.

Tektronix, Inc.
committed to technical excellence
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many possible combinations for
monolithic ICs and, perhaps, trimmer capacitors.
At present, the Janesville, Wis.,
facility is going ahead with the
development of such ideas, but
meanwhile the company is manufacturing just the basic trimmerand-bias-resistor combination for
introduction in December. One
trimming potentiometer and five
fixed resistors are contained in a
standard plastic 14-lead DIP that
will sell for about
in production
quantities. The resistive elements
are made of a new cermet material with alow 50 parts per million
temperature coefficient over the
—40°C to 85°C temperature range.
Cooler. Cross-section of IERC's aluminum-core circuit board shows composition
Because the resistors are all deof each layer. Insulating layer or dielectric is only 4to 6mils thick.
posited simultaneously and because
they are all exposed to the same
mal problems, also manufacturers board costing $35. As production temperature environment within
the finned heat dissipators. For the
increases, IERC believes that the
the package, their relative change
metal-core board, the conipany be- price will be competitive.
in value with temperature variagins with acommercially available
tions is extremely small—temperaaluminum alloy in which IERC
ture tracking is 10 ppm standard,
Manufacturing
drills all holes to the customer's
2ppm on special order.
specification. The 50-mil-thick aluResistance values of 10 ohms to
minum then is spray-coated with
1
megohm
will be available, with
Getting it all
Insultek, a proprietary dielectric
a 10% tolerance standard and a
material that will both electrically
into one package
laser-adjusted -±1% tolerance on
isolate components from the heatspecial order.
dissipating board and thermally
Trimmer resistors pop up everyAmphenol's trimmer differs from
couple them to the metal board.
where in circuits using operational previous DIP trimmers in that the
William Mueller, IERC senior
amplifiers, and for good reason: « resistor surface is parallel to the
scientist, explains that the board
they're needed to make the ex- circuit board instead of perpendicunext gets athin metal film to facili- tremely small adjustments of voltlar to it. This 90 ° rotation of the
tate plating. Then a photoresist
age and current that will insure
surface provided the added real
is applied over the entire board that the op amp operates at peak estate to accommodate the fixed
surface and only the customer's performance. And since op amps
resistors or whatever IC chips it
interconnect and hole pattern is
often come in dual in-line packages seems appropriate to incorporate.
exposed so that the interconnect (DIP) a number of trimmer manuIt also reduces the height of the
lines and holes may be built up facturers have also started packtrimmer package, making it identisimultaneously by copper plating aging their wares in DEPs so the
cal to that of IC DEPs, and allowing
both sides and through holes.
trimmers and op amps can be put for closer stacking of the printed
The copper interconnect lines onto circuit boards using the same
circuit boards and easier conformal
finally are plated with tin-lead, assembly equipment.
coating.
gold, or to the customer's specificaNow the Amphenol Controls ditions; the photoresist is removed, vision of the Bunker Ramo Corp.—
Memories
and the finished board is shipped with some help from a customer—
to the customer, ready to accept has come up with an even better
his components.
idea for cutting assembly costs and
ROM programed
An IERC metal-core circuit board
improving packing density on DIP
will cost approximately five to board assemblies. They've incorby forging link
seven times the cost of a G-10 porated the trimmer and the addiboard that sells in the $5 to $8 tional discrete resistors in thick
The increasing popularity of readrange; the differential drops to two film form for biasing the op amp,
only memories has prompted many
or three times more for the IERC as well as the op amp itself, into
companies to look for ways to proboard when compared with aG-10 one DIP. The concept opens up
gram the device in house. One

.$3
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Low series resistance
(typically 0.32 at 100mA)

Available off-the-shell

The new UM4000 Series
is available in avariety of
packages in voltages from 100v
to 600v at the lowest prices in the
industry. (as low as 89c in 10K lots.)
Such features as low losses, low thermal
impedances, low parasitics, low distortion and high reliability make
them ideal for applications from LF to S band. They're especially
suited for switches, duplexers, TR switches, receiver protectors, digital
phase shifters, attenuator circuits and AGO loops. For fast action,
call Steve Nannis collect at (617) 926-0404.
Unitrode Corporation, 580 Pleasant Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

if

UNITRODE quality takes the worry out of paying less.

j

Unitrode Corporation
Inquiry Processing Dept.10C, 63 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02110

EJ

Please send me free UM4001
complete specs.

sample as well as Application
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method is to break ametal link by
scratching it [Electronics, Aug. 17,
p. 40]. Another is to pass a high
current through the link and
"burn" it away. But Joseph D.
Rizzi, vice president of bipolar operations at the Intersil Memory
Corp., Cupertino, Calif., says he
has abetter way. Instead of breaking alink, he makes one.
The process is called avalancheinduced migration, and with it,
says Rizzi, "Electrical contact is
made permanently, not broken."
The process, for which Intersil
Memory is seeking apatent, is triggered by apulsed signal applied to
the leads.
With avalanche induced migration, the component is altered
within the semiconductor bulk and
the resultant contact is "extremely
stable," says Rizzi. "Since no material is fused, the problem of contaminants is eliminated and the
technique produces areliable product." The other advantage is that
no masking or fabrication steps are
needed. "Unlike scratches or fusing, the characteristics of the
formed contact can be precisely
controlled and are very consistent,"
he claims.
According to Rizzi, the problem
with scratching as ameans of programing ROMs is that it "isn't sufficiently reliable to be aproduction
technique even if the process is
automated." Fusing also has its
drawbacks, he says. "The process
of producing afusable link must be
tightly controlled and requires
steps that aren't needed in an ordinary IC process." And, he adds,
when alink is fused, material is released inside the hermetically
sealed package "and this can
cause long-term reliability problems." Worst of all, sometimes the
fused links flow back together after
extended operation, changing the
memory's truth table. "So while the
fusable link approach does produce
electrically alterable ROMs," asserts Rizzi, "the reliability of the
altered device is questionable."
Presently, Intersil is producing
a 256-bit Rom employing avalanche-induced migration. It's organized as a 32-word-by-8-bit ar-
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ray and has complete address
decoding and output buffering.
"And," says Rizzi, "it's pin-for-pin
compatible with several existing
products."
An unprogramed memory contains all zeros. Ones are programed
by using the five address inputs to
select the desired word and by
pulsing the desired bit output. The
programing can be done manually
or by some automated means controlled by punched cards or tape.
Rizzi says the 256-bit ROM was
built "to satisfy an existing market,
but the concept also offers some
distinct advantages for larger arrays. With some further development, the programable element,
though currently as small as those
in standard devices, could be significantly smaller, yet still use the
same design rules and tolerances."
A 2,048 bit ROM is next.

Window. Circle at upper left
is hologram containing

credit information.

Dep't. Of Public Assistance
DONALD
5 091

TONER
418

in 100 quantities, it features a
helium neon laser operating at 2
milliwatts. Identification cards cost
from 50 cents to $1 depending on
quantity and amount of information included.
Also in the works is a more
elaborate reader with astored data.
This unit handles credit verification
or calls up special instructions from
holograms stored on a 3.5-inchsquare film inside. Right now, ICV
Commercial electronics
can get 100,000 to 200,000 separate
accounts on a sheet, but expects
to be able to store up to two million
For identification,
for production units. This sheet
flash your hologram
would be updated weekly or
monthly, depending on the applicaIdentification of customers at banks tion.
and stores or of employees at
The credit verifier requires a
security check points is possible card with two overlaid holograms.
with a new hologram and pulsed When inserted into the display,
laser display combination recently one appears on the screen for
developed by a small California identification and the other deflects
manufacturer [Electronics, Sept. 28, laser energy to select the stored
p. 34].
information, which is flashed to
Using atiny hologram cut into a the screen via a detector array in
standard plastic credit card, the the system.
shoebox-sized display shows the
The key to getting its displays
bearer's name, signature, and other down in size and weight for
identifying information on a small counter-top use was a change
screen. The hologram can include earlier this year from a single to
apicture of .fingerprint of the indi- amultimode laser. This permitted
vidual as well.
more power in a smaller package.
Developer ICV Inc. of San Jose The next step may be solid state
makes the holograms from informa- lasers.
tion supplied by the user either
from typed forms or directly from
Instrumentation
microfilm. The card can't be read
without the laser display; if necesMarket for detectors
sary, ICY will prepare a "scrambled" hologram that can only be
beginning to takeoff
read on its own units.
The display weighs about 15
Markets come and markets go.
pounds and measures 8by 12 by 16 But while it lasts, the market for
inches. Designed to sell for $650 electronic sensors to detect sky-
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Here's important news for every cost-conscious
designer—RCA's COS/MOS line in dual-in-line
plastic packages, at prices you can't afford to
overlook.
This new COS/MOS line, RCA's CD4000E
series, offers a broad range of gate-level and
MSI devices with the low-power, high-noiseimmunity features of hermetically packaged
COS/MOS devices. And this plastic package
gives you abroad operating temperature range
and built-in reliability for industrial, commercial, and consumer applications. Look into
RCA's CD4000E series for automotive systems,
appliances, avionics applications, alarm systems, communications equipment, computers,
industrial controls, and instrumentation.
This new low-cost, high-performance COS/
MOS line offers you wide design flexibility in
19 application-oriented devices in 14- or 16-

lead dual-in-line plastic packages. Check them
now...and check our reliability report (listed
below). Here are some important CD4000E
series highlights:
E Wide operating-temperature range: —40°C
to •85'C (-65 C to •150' C storage)
El Ultra-low quiescent-power dissipation —
Gates
- 50 nW/pkg. (typ) a V
10 V
MSI circuits —
= I0/NV/pkg. (typ) a V
10V
E Operation from single unregulated voltage
supply: 5to 15 V range
E Excellent dc and dynamic noise immunity—
gate level and MSI circuits —
4.5 V (typ) î V..= 10 V over full operatingtemperature range
E) Speed
Gates—propagation delay (t pd )--= 50 os (typ) (e,
V.
10 V,Q=15 pF

MSI circuits—clock pulse frequency (fa) =2.5
MHz (typ)
Voo --- 10 V

D Single phase clock
,r.] Clock voltage equal to supply voltage
E Compatible gate level and MSI functions
EJ Protected inputs and outputs
For further information, see your local RCA
Representative or RCA Distributor. Ask for technical bulletin File No. 445, and the following
publications: "RCA CD4000E Series COS/MOS
IC Reliability Data," RIG 103; "Counters and
Registers," ST-4166; "Noise Immunity," ICAN6176; "Astable and Monostable Oscillator Designs," ICAN-6267. Or write: RCA, Commercial
Engineering, Section 701-12/CD47, Harrison, New
Jersey 07029. International: RCA, 2-4 rue du
Lièvre, 1227 Geneva, Switzerland, or P.O. Box
112, Hong Kong.

Now! COS/MOS Goes Plastic
for a Brand New Approach
to Logic Circuits at Low Cost.
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Gates
CD4000E
CD4001E
CD4002E
CD4007E
CD4011E
CD4012E
CD4019E
Flip-Flops
CD4013E

Dual 3-input NOR
plus inverter
Quad 2-input NOR
Dual 4-input NOR
Dual complementary pair
plus inverter
Quad 2-input NAND
Dual 4-input NAND
Quad AND-OR select
gate
Dual "D" with set/reset
capability

PRICE
(1000 unit level)
$2.20
2.30
2.50
2.30
2.30
2.50
3.70

3.30

Hex Buffers/Logic-Level Converters
CD4009E
Inverting
CD4010E
Non-inverting

3.60
3.60

Multiplexer
004016E

3.30

Quad bilateral switch

Static-Shift Registers— MSI
CD4006E
18-stage register
CD4014E
8-stage synchronous
parallel or serial-input/
serial-output
CD4015E
Dual 4-stage serialinput/parallel-output
Counters— MSI
CD4004E
7-stage ripple counter/
frequency divider
CD4017E
Decade counter/divider
with 10 decoded outputs
CD4018E
Presettable divide-by
"N" counter
14-stage ripple-carry
CD4020E
binary counter/divider
Adder—MS'
CD4008E

4-bit binary full -adder
with parallel carry-out

775
7.75
7.75

5.60
8.00
7.00
9.50

7.50

RCA
Integrated Circuits
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jacker weapons may become areal
high flyer. Companies rushing to
market with new products to meet
the airlines' needs cover the spectrum from giant corporations to
small, new outfits operating out
of a garage. Among the latest
entries is Westinghouse Electric
and the three-man SPS Corp. of
Garland, Texas.
Although details of most of the
new devices are not released for
security reasons, they both differ
from the passive magnetometers
offered by the leaders in the field—
Infinetics Inc. and Schonstedt Instruments Co. [Electronics, Sept.
28, p. 93]—in that they generate
their own magnetic or electromagnetic field instead of relying
on changes in the flux of the earth's
magnetic field.
The new Westinghouse Detector,
for example, uses an alternating
current magnetic gate 3by 7by 3
feet through which airline passengers move at normal walking
speed. The firm says its system
detects and identifies weapons of
small size and mass but ignores
common objects, such as radios,
cameras, keys, and aerosal cans.
Top airlines security officials,
however, aren't so sure that the
Westinghouse device will find its
way into airports for some time.
"It's only atheory right now," says
one airline source. "I haven't seen
it yet, and they've told me they
can't show it for six months."
Another device, also described
as an active unit by the four-monthold SPS Corp. is portable, thus
permitting random deployment.
Tom Allen, the firm's president,
describes the system, dubbed WD
100, as a shoebox-sized package
with a sensor about the size of a
ping-pong ball. He says it uses
both the earth's magnetic field and
its own field to detect ferrous
metals. The battery-powered unit
will sell for $1,000.
Meanwhile, the Federal Aviation
Administration is looking further
down the road for the ideal device.
It has recently signed a $106,000
contract with the Bern:lix Corp.'s
Aerospace Systems division to develop amagnetic screening device
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5,000 units, $15 for the next 10,000,
$10 for the next 25,000, and so on
down to $5 in quantities of one
million devices. And Graham makes
no bones about it; once the unit
gets designed into mainframes,
Intel expects to be selling them by
the millions.
"Because there are so many
people in the semiconductor memory business," says Graham, "the
way to succeed is to be the guy
that gets designed in. You've got
to get your product to be the universal one: the one that the other
guys have to build. We think our
spec is right, and we know our
price is right."
Like many companies in the
Computers
semiconductor industry, Intel suffered heavy losses this summer, but
unlike most, the company, is ahead
RAM's design
of its plan. For the first six months
of 1970, Intel lost $900,000 on sales
aims at mainframes
of $1.5-million. But most Bay Ared
The announcement by IBM that memory watchers (both financial
its new model 370/145 computer and technical) agree that this is
will have a semiconductor main- not unusual for a young company
frame memory [see p. 125] couldn't that is as heavily committed to
have been timed better as far as R&D as Intel is; it's present rate
the Intel Corp. is concerned. Last is about 30% of sales. According
week the Mountain View, Calif.,
to Graham, the company's plan
firm introduced its 1,024-bit metal
called for it to show a profit in
oxide semiconductor random access
the first quarter of 1971, "but
memory—a memory that's designed we're ahead of schedule. We exfor mainframe applications at a pect to show anet profit of about
mainframe price of under apenny $150,000 this month."
abit.
The penny-a-bit price for aRAM
Solid state
has long been the siren song of the
semiconductor memory people. It's
at this price level that semiconducMOS arrays remember
tor memories can be competitive
with core, but computer designers
organist's stop
had become somewhat cynical
about how soon such prices would Capture-combination systems for
organs have been used since 1889.
be realized.
"We're going after mainframe They store and recall combinations
cores," says Robert Graham, vice of stop settings that the organist
president and director of market- has preset to create adesired tone
ing at Intel, "and we've got the to produce aséquence of notes, or
memory to do it." Intel's RAM is to make the organ imitate other
afully decoded silicon gate device musical instruments. But mechaniwith an access time of 300 nano- cal or electromechanical models
seconds and acycle time of 600 ns; are usually quite bulky, require a
it's packaged in an 18-pin plastic large power supply, and have a
durà1 in-line package. Pricing for small memory. Those are the limithe unit is on a sliding scale that tations that engineers at North
starts at $38.40 for 100 devices and American Rockwell Microelectronthen drops to $20 for the first ics Co. attacked in designing anew

that will pinpoint suspicious metallic objects. Suspects would then be
led through a short pulse X-ray
machine that would examine both
their luggage and their bodies for
the outlines of suspicious devices.
The unit's X-ray pulse would be
so short and safe that it wouldn't
even expose film, sources say.
Airline security officers say that
the device could also be used to
spot explosives. They add that a
similar device is now under development by North American
Phillips Broadcasting Electronics
Group. Yet the high cost of the
units may restrict their use.
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.„ in fuses, fuseholders, or fuseblocks
YOU'LL FIND THE ANSWER IN THE
COMPLETE BUSS QUALITY LINE
You only have to look to one source— BUSS
— for arything you need in protecting electrica;
and electronic circuits and componen:s. BUSS
covers the entire spectrum of fuses, fu3eholdbrs,
fusetlocks, and related mounting Eardware.
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You can ¡educe procurement and inventor
costs by making BUSS — the quality line — your
sing13 source. Write for BUSS Bulletin SFB an
S.9-e

for yourself.
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION!
raw-Edison

t Lo

SUPPLED THE ECONOMICAL WAy
THRU DISTRIBUTORS
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SCIENCE/SCOPE

A lightweight 1500-watt oriented solar array, built by Hughes for the U.S. Air Force's
Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, will be tl-e primary experiment
aboard a Space Experiment Support Program satellite scheduled for launch in September
1971.
The FRUSA (Flexible Roned-Up Solar Array) power system consists of two :6 x
5.5-foot panels that are contaired in a 10-inch-diameter cylinder at launch.
The solar panels will be unrolled in orbnt to their 32-foot length, oriented toward
the sun, and held rigidly by parallel extension arms.
The arms will be formed from
metal ribbons unreeled through dies that turn them into stiff tubes (then flat:en them
into ribbons again when the array is retracted).
attempred during the 180-day flight.

Ten deploy-retract cycles will be

An advanced modu:ar computer designed to meet military command-and-control recuirements has been developed by Hughes.
Desngnated H4400, it can be expanded to include
up to eight processor and 16 memory modu:es per computer.
Such a system can perform
more than 4 million operations per second and store more than 8.5 million bits of information.
Advanced features include automatic fault isolation, automatic reassignment of a malfunctioning module's tasks, and extensive use of medium- and large-scale
integrated circuits.
Each module weighs 40 pounds and is housed in a standard package
whose volume is 0.9 cubic foot.
A comprehensive software package has been developed.
The longer,

sharper noses of moe.ern missiles and high-speed aircraft make mechanical-

ly scanned antenna systems more and more difficult to use.
The elongated radomes increase boresight errors; the space between nose tips and antennas cannot be used for
other equipment.
An approach to :he problem is a conformal-array antenna system that
Hughes is investigating in a research program for the U.S. Navy.
Because it has no moving parts, this electronically scanned system eliminates the
conventional radome.
Its radiating elements are set flush in the surface of the nose
cone.
Rapid-bean scanning over a wide field of view, including the ¿.
irection of the
missile's axis, is under investigation.
RF circuit design engineers are needed now at Hughes.
Responsibilities will include
circuit design of digital data transmission and/or RF equipment and determinatinn of
optimum hardware configurations.
Requirements: BSEE (MS desirable), U.S. citizenship,
at least two years of recent experience in the detailed circuit design of RF circuits
in the 3-300 mhz range
Please write:
Mr. R.A. Yartin, Hughes Aerospace Divisions,
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver 2ity CA 90230.
An equal opportunity employer.
A new generation of display devices -- cockpit readouts, large screen projection, and
even trim, flac TV screens -- may eventually result from Hughes' applied research in
liquid crystals.
Liquid crystal devices are simple, rugged, low in cost.
They reflect light instead of emitting it, and thus require very little power (less than one
milliwatt per sq - are inch of display).
without being washed out,

Pictures can be viewed in bright sunlight

or by ordinary instrument-panel lighting in the dark.

Images can be short- or long-lived, can be stored temporarily or indefinitely,
erased immediately and recalled later.

Creating anew world we electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

COMPANY
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kind of system for the Allen Organ
Co., Macungie, Pa.
It's built around Mos/LSI arrays,
but also contains 420 or 550 discrete components which the Anaheim, Calif., company will not make
but buy to NMREC specs.
All the elements are asiembled
onto a single 10-by-14-inch circuit
board, which can be mounted in
the organ's console, an impossibility with mechanical techniques.
One version to be offered by Allen
controls 24-stop combinations, and
an extended version controls 34.
Either may also be retrofitted to organs already in use—both electronic organs and pipe organs can
be adapted without major revisions.
Two kinds of moS chips are
used. One is a hex 80-bit shift
register that also contains a twophase clock generator and a2-to-4
phase clock converter, and the
other's acontrol chip that provides
reference timing for the entire system, including the shift register
chips. Two of the shift register
chips are used in the 24-stop-combination version, three in the extended unit. Only one control chip
is needed for either unit (it contains address decoding and multiplexing for selecting the appropriate shift register). Apart from the
chips, there are two diode matrixes, the power supply, and aset
of relays.
The system will sell for approximately half the $4,000 that
electromechanical capture-combination units generally cost.
For the record
F15 avionics. Hughes Aircraft
Co., with an $82.6 million initial
contract for development and test
of the Air Force's F-15 air superiority fighter, tops the list of six
avionics suppliers to prime contractor McDonnell Douglas Corp.
Hughes defeated Westinghouse
Electric in the flyoff competition
for the lightweight, semi-automatic
system for tracking and targeting
aircraft at all altitudes down to
treetop levels.

Other subcontractors are Conductron Corp., with $6.4 million
to develop the head-up radar display; Hoffman Electronics with
$1.38 million to provide the first
18 microminiaturized tactical air
navigation (Tacan) systems for reproduction tests; Bendix Corp.'s
Navigation and Control division,
with $700,000 for the lead gyro computing system, including a digital
computer, force-balance accelerometer, and a two-degree-of-freedom gyro. Also, Collins Radio Co.
has received $770,000 for AN/ARC109 uhf transceivers for the first
planes, while Brunswick Corp. will
develop the nose radome with a
$590,000 award.

A lot of people
are saying
Hughes is into
alot of things

TI lays off 1,210. Since its emergence as a major semiconductor
company, Texas Instruments has
gone to great lengths to avoid mass
layoffs. But despite short work
weeks and other measures, the
company has reduced its Dallas
work force by 1,210.
Not for sale. Aerojet-General has
plans to go into the commercial component business," says
executive vice president Allen
Grant. The firm's Azusa, Calif.,
Electronics division will not market the thin film ICs it has been
working on in the labs [Electronics,
Sept. 28, p. 33]. Indications earlier
were that Aerojet had decided to
go into the components business
with the thin film Ws.
Principally a subsystems and
systems house, the Aerojet division
is working almost entirely in the
sensors and data systems areas.
Its thin films circuit operation exclusively supports in-house systems work. Currently it is building
ahybrid amplifier circuit—thin film
passives and flip chip devices—for
the signal processing in a classified military infrared system. The
lab isn't doing any work presently
on active thin film devices.
.̀ no

Modular monitor. What one industry source calls the next generation in patient-monitoring systems will probably be introduced
by the Abbot Medical Electronics

111.011F.t

Mole .
A lot of people
are right.
And with good reason. Hughes makes
better electrical connectors (RS 287),
flat flexible cable and circuit assemblies (RS 288), direct view storage
and scan converter tubes (RS 290),
display systems (RS 291), and multiplex systems for remote communications/control (RS 292).

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
IAL ELECTRONICS
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Co. of Chicago at the American
Heart Association Show in November. The new units are to be made
with sealed modules, and sold with
replacement plug-ins for every
module type. In addition, Abbot's
system is expected to have a
limited self-test ability. A separate
module will continually check frequency response, leakage current,
and the paper speed of strip-chart
recorders. The goal of the modular
approach is easier maintenance.
I

had an
illuminating
suggestion
for
McGraw
Edison:

In the upper housing of the new

our outdoor lighting Luminaires be-

Unidorm Luminaire are dependable

cause this material gives us high

parts that are extremely easy to get

electrical arc resistance, low mois-

at and maintain. They must with-

ture absorption, long-term high heat
stability, high strength, and low cost."

stand conditions of continuous use
on highways and in parking lots, fill-

McGraw-Edison is one of a long

ing stations, etc.—exposure to air

roster of fine companies who turn to

pollution, salt, dust, water, other con-

Plenco experience and service for

taminants.

the right molding compound. Out-

Among the Luminaire's major components are the photocontrol recep-

doors or in.
Shouldn't you?

tacle and the input terminal block.
Both are molded of Plenco 714 Brown,
amelamine-phenolic material whose
outstanding electrical properties,

PLENICC,
THERMOSET PLASTICS

especially track resistance, make it
excel at the out-of-doors life.
Writes McGraw-Edison Power
Systems Division, Cannonsburg, Pa.:
"We use Plenco's 714 compound for
58
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PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081
Through Plenco research ... awide range of
ready-made or custom-formulated phenolic,
melamine, epoxy and alkyd thermoset
molding compounds, and industrial resins.

New 4 pi. IBM has developed a
successor to its medium-sized 4Pi
CP-2 airborne computer which it
says offers twice the speed and
communications capability at the
same price. Called the 4 Pi AP,
the new model already is earmarked
for the Air Force's F-15 air superiority fighter. It occupies 0.89
cubic foot compared to 0.78 for its
predecessor.
New entry. The Burroughs Corp.
has joined the Great 1970 Computer Derby in competition with
IBM, National Cash Register, and
RCA, (Univac also is about to announce). Burroughs has introduced
three new computers called the 700
Series, and hints that more will
follow. The three, called the 5700,
6700, and 7700, are growth versions
of Burroughs' older 5500 and 6500
systems, but represent some significant new advances.
All three are available in multiprocessing
systems
containing
from two to eight central processors and varying configurations of
interleaved memory modules and
input-output channels and processors. The 6700 offers three memory levels, while the 7700 has a
semiconductor buffer memory.
Also announced with the 700
series were two new lines of magnetic disk auxiliary storage units,
one big, fast, and presumably expensive, and one smaller, slower,
and cheaper. The fast ones use
Burroughs' tried and true headper-track design, the inexpensive
ones use disk packs and have movable heads that are driven magnetically much the same way as a
loudspeaker. This is an unusual
technique but it's not new.
Electronics
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Our new
micropovver
op amp
runs
off -±lv
with 20 p\N
power
consumption.

he

Solitron's UC4250 micropower op amp uses
so little power that its batteries will last as long
as their shelf life. It needs so little voltage that
only two single cells are needed. (Although it
can handle up to ± 18v.)
The other specifications aren't so bad either.
3 nanoamps input bias current with tempera-

Uolitron

ture drift of zero nanoamps per degree C. 100
db gain into a 10K load. And it's available
now. From (who else?) Solitron.
Solitron Devices, Inc., P.O. Box 1416,
San Diego, California 92112.
Telephone 714/278-8780.
TWX 910-335-1221.

DEVICES, INC.

For custom designs or standards, contact Solitron, leader in semrconductors:
SAN DIEGO. CAL
13605 Balboa Avenue
FET & Dual FET Transistors
NOS/FET Devices
NOS Memory Arrays
Shift Registers
Monolithic ICs

RIVIERA BEACH, FLA
1172 Blue Heron Blvd
Hi Rel Power Transistors
St 8, Ge Power Transistors
RF .3 small Signal TransislOrs
PNP.NPN Industrial Transistors

LONG ISLAND CITY. N Y
37.11 a7in Ave

TAPPAN. N Y
256 Oak Tree Road

Microwave Components
Bolometer Elements
Ferrite 8 Ferrite Devices
Microwave Semicond

PORT SALERNO. FLA.
Cove Road

P1kItiel (R) Cable
Precision RF Coax

Diodes II Reclohers
Zeners
High Voltage Assemblies
Power Rectifiers
Thick Film Hybrid Circuits

KENT. ENGLAND
Tubs Hill House
London Road, Sevenoaks
Solideo. Ltd .
Fun line of
Solitron devices

BEN BMW°. ISRAEL
51 Hayarkon Street
AEL Israel, Ltd
Full line ot
Soldron devices

TOKYO 105, JAPAN
NO S. 3•Chorne
Shibaharnarnalsu-che
Monalo-ku
Matsushita Electric Trading
Full line el
Solitron devices

Microwave ConneCICKS
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Intel introduces Type 1103, a history-making
1024-bit RAM made by our silicon-gate MOS
process at such high yields that the ccst dips
below cores.
Just tell us what core nemcries cost you, and
we'll tell you how to build operational Type
1103 memories for less cost in any size from
50,000 bits to 10,000,000 bits.

•

1„,-;

The Intel 1103 n-e..kes afully assembled memory system that has a maximum access of
300 nanoseconds and atotal cycle time of 600
nanoseconds. The chip is fully decoded and
dissipates only 100 microwatts per bit, permitting dense packng in compact coifigurations.

-u au

For proof of the cost advantage, phoie your
Intel representative or call us collect at (415)
961-8080. For immediate delivery phone your
local Intel distributor, Cramer Elactrcr ics or
Hamilton Electro Sales. If your distribwor isn't
stocked, call Irtel collect for immediate sameday shipment.
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Intel Corporation is in high-volume production at 365 Micdlefield Road, Mountain View,
California 94040.
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High energy silicon for the 70's

The new tough breed
from the Kokomoans
VCEX
Transistor Voltage

Continuous
Ic

VCEO
(sus)

Maximum
Power
Dissipation

310

DTS 103

80V

15A

60V

125W

311

DTS 104

80V

15A

60V

125W

312

DTS 105

100V

15A

75V

125W

313

DTS 106

110V

15A

80V

125W

314

DTS 107

120V

15A

85V

125W

315

DTS 401

400V

2A*

300V

316

DTS 402

700V

3.5A 5

325V

Circle
no.

317

DTS 410

200V

3.5A

200V

80W

318

DTS 411

300V

3.5A

300V

WOW

319

DTS 413

400V

2.0A

325V

75W

320

DTS 423

400V

3.5A*

325V

100W

Typical Applications
Voltage regulators, power amplifiers, high efficiency
switching circuits.

/ 'lc pea=s
Vertical magnetic CRT deflection, has good gain linearity.

*lc Peak =10A
Horizontal magnetic CRT deflection, features fast switchingN„,4
\ time, high reliability under horizontal sweep fault condition.
Voltage regulator, switching regulator, DC to DC converter,
class A audio amplifiers.
*Ic Peak —10A
High VCBO and VCEO ratings make it practical to operate
\ directly from rectifier 117V or 220V AC line.

321

DTS 424

700V

3.5A*

350V

WOW

322

DTS 425

700V

3.5A

400V

100W

323

DTS 430

400V

5A

300V

125W

324

DTS 431

400V

5A

325V

125W

325

DTS 701

800V

1A

600V

50W

Vertical magnetic CRT deflection circuits.

326

DTS 702

1200V

3A

750V

50W

Horizontal magnetic CRT deflection circuits operating off-line.

327

DTS 704

1400V

3A

800V

50W

328

DTS 721

1000V

3A

800V

50W

High voltage DC regulators.

329

DTS 723

1200V

3A

750V

50W

Very high voltage industrial and commercial switching.

330

DTS 801

1000V

2A

700V

MOW

Color vertical magnetic CRT deflection circuits.

331

DTS 802

1200V

5A

750V

100W

Color horizontal magnetic CRT deflection circuits.

332

DTS 804

1400V

5A

800V

100W

333

2N3902t

700V

3.5A*

325V

100W

334

2N5157

700V

3.5A*

400V

100W

335

2N5241

400V

5A

325V

125W

336

2N2580

400V

10A

325V

150W

337

2N258I

400V

10A

325V

150W

271

2N2582

500V

10A

325V

150W

272

2N2583

500V

10A

325V

150W

273

2N3079

200V

10A

200V

274

2N3080

300V

10A

300V

tMil. qualified units available.

*Use reader service cards for further information.

*I
C Peak =10A
High Vcao, VCEO (sus) ratings make them ideal for use in deflection
\ circuits, switching regulators and line operating amplifiers.
Voltage regulators, power amplifiers, high voltage switching.

*Ic Peak =10A
Ideal for switching applications. Can be operated from rectified
117 or 220 volt AC line.

For general use in electrical and electronic circuits such as
converters, inverters, regulators, etc.

Transistors are NPN triple diffused.

Now available from these
distributors in production quantities.
ALA., BIRMINGHAM • Forbes
Distributing Co., Inc. (205)-2514104
ARIZ., PHOENIX •Cramer/Arizona (602)-263-1112 • Sterling
Electronics (602)-258-4531
CAL., LOS ANGELES • Kierulff
Electronics, Inc. (213)-685-5511 •
Radio Products Sales, Inc. (213)748-1271
CAL., PALO ALTO •Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (415)-968-6292
CAL., SAN DIEGO •Milo of California, Inc. (714)-232-8951
COLO., COLORADO SPRINGS •
Walker Electronics (303)-636-1661
COLO., DENVER • Cramer/Denver (303)-758-2100
• Denver Walker Electronics
(303)-935-2406
FLA., MIAMI • Mountain Electronics, Subsidiary of Avnet, Inc.,
(305)-634-4556
FLA., WEST PALM BEACH • Mountain
Electronics, Subsidiary of Avnet, Inc., (305)833-5701
ILL., ROSEMONT (Chicago) • F-J-RI
Kierulff (312)-678-8560
ILL., SKOKIE (Chicago) • Merquip Electronics (312)-282-5400
IND., INDIANAPOLIS • Graham
tronics Supply, Inc., (317)-634-8486

Elec-

MD., BALTIMORE •Radio Electric Service
Co. (301)-823-0070
MASS., NEWTON •The Greene-Shaw Co.,
Inc. (617)-969-8900
MICH., ROMULUS •Harvey/Detroit (313)729-5500
MINN., MINNEAPOLIS •Stark Electronics Supply Co. (612)-332-1325
MO., KANSAS CITY •Walters Radio Supply, Inc. (816)-531-7015
MO., NO. KANSAS CITY • ECI Semiconductors, Inc. (816)-221-2400
MO., ST. LOUIS • Electronic Components
for Industry Co. (314)-647-5505

DELCO RADIO

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
KOKOMO, INDIANA

Kokomoan's Regional Headquarters. Union,
New Jersey* 07083, Box 1018 Chestnut Station, (201)-687-3770 • Chicago, Illinois*
60656, 5151 N. Harlem Avenue, (312)-7755411 • Kokomo, Ind. 46901, 700 E. Firmin,
(317)-459-2175 Home Office. *Office includes
field lab and resident engineer for application
assistance.

N.J., CLIFTON • Eastern Radio Corporation (201)-471-6600
N.M., ALBUQUERQUE • Cramer/New
Mexico (505)-265-5767 •Sterling Electronics
(505)-247-2486
N.Y., BINGHAMTON • Harvey ¡Federal
(607)-748-8211
N.Y., NEW YORK • Harvey/New York
(212)-582-2590
N.Y., WOODBURY • Harvey/New York
(516)-921-8700
OHIO, CLEVELAND • Pattison Supply
(216)-441-3000
OHIO, DAYTON • F-J-R/Kierulff (513)278-9411
OKLA., OKLAHOMA CITY • Radio, Inc.
(405)-235-1551
OKLA., TULSA •Radio, Inc. (918)-587-9123
PENN., PHILADELPHIA • Almo Electronics (215)-676-6000
PENN., PITTSBURGH • RPC Electronics
(412)-782-3770
S.C., COLUMBIA • Dixie Radio Supply
Co., Inc. (803)-253-5333
TEXAS, DALLAS • Adleta Electronics
Company (214)-742-8257
TEXAS, FORT WORTH • Adleta Electronics Co. (817)-336-7446
TEXAS, HOUSTON •Harrison Equipment
Co., Inc. (713)-224-9131
UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY •Cramer/Utah
(801)-487-3681
VA., RICHMOND • Meridian Electronics,
Inc., a Sterling Electronics Company (703)353-6648
WASH., SEATTLE • Kierulff Electronics,
Inc. (206)-763-1550
WASH., TACOMA •C & G Electronics Co.
(206)-272-3181
CANADA., ONT., SCARBOROUGH •
Lake Engineering Co., Ltd. (416)-751-5980

All Overseas Inquiries:
General Motors Overseas Operations
Power and Industrial Products Dept.
767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022. Phone: (212)-486-3723.

Best for Your Systems of the 70's. Here's Why: Delco
silicon power transistors have earned areputation for survival in the most
rugged applications. Their proved performance in solid state deflection
circuits for the new large screen color TV sets is but one example. This new
breed of silicon power is built to handle the high energy found in inductive
switching or in circuits normally subject to fault conditions or transients.
Their high voltage capability permits the design of simpler circuits,
eliminating the extra weight. bulk, and complexity associated with low
voltage, higher current systems. Their energy capability is backed by the
surèst rating in the business—Peak Energy Testing. Solid copper TO-3
and TO-36 packages assure maximum thermal conductivity. All in all this
is the silicon power for the equipment of the 70's.
When you specify Delco you can count on consistent
quality and on-time delivery, too. These are assured because our semiconductor production and quality controls
are geared to our own high volume output of automobile
radios and electronic systems.
MARK OF EXCELLENCE
Call the Kokomoans or your Delco distributor for
more information on the New Tough Breed.

GM

SN54/7442
SN54/7443
9454/7444
SN54/7445
SN54/7446
SN54/7447
SN54/7448
SN54/7449
SN'54/74141
SN54/74145
SN54/74154
SN54/74155
9154/74156

BCD-to-Decimal Decoder*
Excess-3-to-Decimal Decoder*
Excess-3-Gray-to-Decimal Decoder*
BCD-to-Decimal Decoder/Driver'
BCD-to-7-Segment Decoder/Driver*(30V)
BCD-to-7-Segment Decoder/Driver*(15V)
BCD-to-1-Segment Decoder*
BCD-to-7-Segment Decoder*
BCD-to-Decimal Decoder/Driver
BCD-to-Decimal Decoder/Driver'
4-to-16-Line Decoder/ Demultiplexer*
Dual 2-to-4-LineDecoder/Demultiplexer
Dual 2-to-4-LineDecoder/Demultiplexer(0-8)

SN54/7475
SN54/7477
SN54/7481
SN54/7484
9154/7488
SNT 489
SN54/74100
SN54/74170

Quad Bistable Latch*
Quad Bistable Latch*
16-Bit RAM*
16-Bit RAM, Gated Write Inputs*
256-Bit ROM, Custom Programmed*
64-Bit RAM'
Dual Quad Bistable Latch
4-by-4 Register File (Buffer Memory)

SN54/7480
SN54/7482
SN54/7483
SN5 4/7485
SN54/74L85
SN5 4/7486
SN5 4/741.86
SN5 4/74H87
SN5 4/74181

Gated Full Adder*
2-Bit Binary Full Adder*
4-Bit Binary Full Adder*
4-Bit Magnitude Comparator
4-Bit Magnitude Comparator*
Quad 2-Input Exclusive-OR'
Quad 2-Input Exclusive-Or
4-Bit True/Complement'
4-Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit,
Function Generator*
SN54/74182 Look-Ahead for Arithmetic Logic Unit*
SN5 4/74H183 Dual Carry-Save Full Adder

SN54/74914
SN54/74L91
SN54/7494
SN54/7495
SN54/74L95
SN54/7496
SN54/74198
SN54/74L99
SN54/74164
SN54/74165
SN54/74166
SN54/74198
SN54/74199

8-Bit'
8-Bit
4-Bit (Parallel-In, Serial-Out)'
4-Bit Universal*
4-Bit Universal*
5-Bit (Dual Parallel-In/Out)'
4-Bit Data Selector/Storage Register
4-Bit Universal
8-Bit Serial -ln, Parallel-Out'
8-Bit Parallel-In, Serial-Our
Synchronous Parallel-Load 8-Bit
Universal 8-Bit Parallel-In/Out,Left/Right
8-Bit Parallel-In/Out, J-K Inputs

SN54/74150
SN54/74151
SN54/74152
SN54/74153

'6-Bit Data Selector*
8-Bit Data Selector*
8-Bit Data Selector
Dual 4-to-1-LineData Sel./Multiplexer'

SN54/7490
SN54/74L90
SN54/7492
SN54/7493
SN54/74L93
SN54/74160
SN54/7416I
SN54/74162
SN54/74163
SN54/74190

Decade*
Decade
Divide-by-12•
4-Bit Binary*
4-Bit Binary*
Synchronous4-Bit Decade*
Synchronous 4-Bit Binary*
Fully Synchronous 4-Bit Decade
Fully Synchronous 4-Bit Binary
Synchronous 4-Bit Up/Down Decade,
'line Mode Control*

SN54/74191
SN54/74192
SN54/74193
SN54/74196
9154/74197

Synchronous 4-Bit Up/Down Binaiy,
I-Line Mode Control*
Synchronous 4-Bit Up/Down DecaJe*
Synchronous 4-Bit Up/Down Binary*
Asynchronous Presettable Decade*
Asynchronous Presettable Binary-

9154/74180

8-Bit Parity Generator/Checker

New circuit introduced 1970 *Multi-source product

elk
These represent the latest development in TTL
integrated circuits. A totally new technology,
TI's Schottky-clamped TTL circuits combine the
high speed of unsaturated logic and the low
power of TTL saturated logic: 3 ns at 20 mW.
Here's a brand-new list of recently announced
devices. For more information on this fastest TTL
family, circle 191 on the Reader Service Card.
SN74S00
SN74S03
SN74SO4
SN74510
SN74511
SN74515
SN74520
SN74522
SN74540
SN74S64
SN74S65
SN74S112

SN74S140

SN54/7400
SN54/7401
SN54/7402
SN54/7403
SN54/1404
SN54/7405
SN54/7406
SN54/1407
SN54/7408
SN54/7409
SN54/7410
SN54/7412
SN54/7413
SN54/7416
SN54/7417
SN54/7420
SN54/7423
SN54/7425
SN54/7426
SN54/7427
51154/7430
SN54/7432
SN54/7437
9454/7438
SN54/7440
SN54/7450
SN54/7451
SN54/7453
SN54/7454

Quad 2-Input NAND Gate*
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate, Open
Collector Output*
Quad 2-Input NOR Gate*
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate, OpenCollector Output*
Hex Inverter*
Hex Inverter, Open-Collector Output*
Hex Inverter Buffer/Driver, OpenCollector High-Voltage Output
Hex Buffer/Driver, OpenCollector High-Voltage Output
Quad 2-Input Positive AND Gate*
Quad 2-Input Positive AND Gate*
Triple 3-Input NAND Gate*
Triple 3-Input NAND Gate, OpenCollector Output
Dual 4-Input NAND Schmitt Trigger*
Hex Inverter Buffer/Driver, OpenCollector High-Voltage Output
Hex Buffer/Driver, OpenCollector High-Voltage Output
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate*
Expandable Dual 4-Input
Positive NOR Gate with Enable
Dual 4-Input Positive NOR Gate
with Enable*
Quad 2-Input High-Voltage
Interface NAND Gate*
Triple 3-Input NOR Gate*
8-Input NAND Gate'
Quad 2-Input OR Gate*
Quad 2-Input NAND Buffer*
Quad 2-Input NAND Buffer with
Open-Collector Output
Dual 4-Input NAND Buffer*
Expandable Dual 2-Wide 2-Input
AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
Dual 2-Wide 2-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
Expandable 4-Wide 2-Input
AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
4-Wide 2-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate*

SN54/746C
SN54/747C
9154/7472
SN54/7473
9154/7474
9154/7476
SN54/74104
SN54/74105
9154/741(17
SN54/7411D
SN54/74111
SN54/74121
SN54/74122
9154/74123
SN54/74H00
SN54/7411C1
SN54/74FIC4
9154/741105
SN54/7411TO
SN54/74H11
SN54/74H20
SN54/74H21
SN54/74H22
SN54/74H30
SN54/74H40
SN54/74F190
SN54/74H51
SN54/74H52
SN54/74HE3
SN54/74H54

Dual 4-Input Expander*
J-K Flip-Flop'
J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
Dual 1-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
Dual 0-Type Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop'
Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop,
Preset and Clear*
Gated J-K Master-Slave Flip -Flou'
Gated J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop,
Preset and Clear*
Gated J-K Master-Slave Flip-Floe,
Data Lockout
Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop,
Data Lockout
Monostable Multivibrator*
Retriggerable Resettable
Monostable Multivibrator
Dual Retriggerable Resettable ne -Shot•
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate*
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate,
Open-Collector Output*
Hex Inverter*
Hex Inverter, Open-Collector Output*
Triple 3-Input NAND Gate'
Triple 3-Input AND Gate*
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate`
Dual 4-Input AND Gate*
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate, Open
Collector Output*
8-Input NAND Gate*
Dual 4-Input NAND Buffer*
Expandable Dual 2-Wide 2-Input
AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
Dual 2-Wide 2-Input AND-ORINVERT Gate*
Expandable 4-Wide 2-2-2-3Input AND-OR Gate*
Expandable 4-Wide 2-2-2-3Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
4-Wide 2-2-2-3-Input AND-ORINVERT Gate*

SN54/74H55
SN54/74H60
SN54/74H61
SN54/74H62
SN54/74H71
SN54/74H72
SN54/74H73
SN54/74H74
SN54/74H76
SN54/74H78
SN54/74H101
SN54/74H102
SN54/74H102

Quad 2-Input Positive NAND Gate
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate, OpenCollector Output
Hex Inverter
Triple 3-Input NAND Gate
Triple 3-Input AND Gate
Triple 3-Input AND Gate,
Open-Collector Output
Dual 4-Input Positive NAND Gate
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate, OpenCollector Output
Dual 4-Input NAND Buffer
4-2-2-3-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate
4-2-2-3-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate,
Open-Collector Output
Dual J-K Negative-Edge Triggered
Flip-Flop, Separate Preset, Clear
and Clock
Dual 4-Input NAND Line Driver

Expandable 2-Wide 4-Input
AND-OR-INVERT Gate'
Dual 4-Input Expander*
Triple 3-Input Expander*
4-Wide 3-2-2-3-Input AND-OR Expander*
J-K Flip-Flop with AND-OR Input*
J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
Dual J-K Flip-Flop, Separate Clock*
Dual D-Type Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop'
Dual J-K Flip-Flop, Preset and
Clear Inputs'
Dua1J-1( Flip-Flop, Preset and
Clear Inputs*
J-K Flip-Flop, AND-OR Inputs
J-K Flip-Flop, AND Inputs
Dual J-K Flip-Flop, Separate Clock Inputs

SN54/74H1OE Dual J-K Flip-Flop, Preset and
Clear Inputs
5N54/74H102 Dual J-K Flip-Flop, Preset and
Clear Inputs
SN54/74L00
SN54/74101
SN54/74L02
SN54/74L03
SN54/74L04
SN54/74L10
SN54/74L20
SN54/74L30
SN54/74L51
SN54/74L54
SN54/74155
SN54/74L71
SN54/74L72
SN54/74L73
SN54/74L74
SN54/74178

Quad 2-Input NAND Gate*
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate, OpenCollector Output
Quad 2-Input NOR Gate
Quad 2-Input NAND Gate, OpenCollector Output
Hex Inverter*
Triple 3-Input NAND Gate*
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate*
Single 8-Input NAND Gate*
Dual 2-Wide 2-Input/2-Wide
3-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
2-2-3-3-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
2-Wide 4-Input AND-OR-INVERT Gate*
R-S Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
1-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop'
Dual D-Type Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop'
Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop,
Common Clear and Clock*

New circuit Introduced 1970 *Multi-source product

Looking for
low-cost solutions
to high-performance
design problems?
You'll find alot of new ones in TI's 54/74 line
—still your broadest choice
of state-of-the-art TTL integrated circuits.
If you're going to design the best
equipment for your customers, you
need the best tools available. Design after design has proven TTL
the top logic tool from astandpoint
of circuit efficiency and cost effectiveness.
Not for your state-of-the-art system? Look again. A lot has happened in the last few months.
Enough to justify acareful review
of your latest logic diagrams and
product plans.
Take another look at the TTL
leader —TI's 54/74 family.
MSI choice and complexity. Begin
with the opposite page. Here, to
help you reduce package count,
simplify designs and improve performance, is an unmatched array
of catalog MSI functions. The line
has just about doubled in the past
nine months and there are still
more to come of ever-increasing
complexity.
SSI back-up in depth. But in using
TTL/MSI, you need the substantial
back-up of versatile SSI circuits.

Check the opposite page again.
Four speed/power choices. Within TI's big TTL family, you have
a selection of four speed/power
ranges to help optimize your designs. There are 1mW per gate low
power circuits, standard- and highspeed circuits plus the revolutionary new Schottky-clamped TTL
functions which attain speeds of
3ns at 20 mW.
Complete compatibility. Even
with this wide choice, you avoid
compatibility problems. All members of TI's Series 54/74 family are
designed to work together—saving
you both design and component
costs.
And TTL logic is also most economical on the basis of cost-perfunction...in whatever package
types you need: ceramic and plastic
DIP or flat pack.
Ready availability. Not only has
TI significantly increased its TTL
production capacity, but we maintain large factory inventories
(averaging more than 150,000 MSI

parts alone) in all three packages
and in both temperature ranges.
More than 100 authorized distributor locations stock full inventories
of TI's TTL circuits.., representing
an additional stock, in the field, of
more than 300,000 MSI parts.
And if your system requires multiple sources, you'll find more of
TI's 54/74 line is backed up by other
reputable semiconductor suppliers.
It makes good business sense.
(Asterisks on opposite page indicate multiple-source devices.)
The time is now to
stow
consider TTL for
marrn.
ca
today and tomorrow. The decisionmaking facts are
in our new MSI
brochure, CB-125.
For your copy, circle 189 on the
Reader Service Card or write Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O.
Box 5012, M.S. 308,
Dallas, Texas 7522 .
2.
Your authorized TI Distributor has copies, too.
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...optimized for bandwidth, ruggedness, and power gain
A new TRW series of four ruggedized UHF transistors makes
40 watts of output power available
across the full 225-400 MHz
band.The lineup can be varied to
meet precise input and output
requirements.
Ruggedized for performance
under severe mismatch condi-

66

Circle 66 on reader service card

tions, these 24-28 volt 'building
blocks" provide high uniformity,
reduce or eliminate variable
circuit elements... and cost ress.
And the 1.5 W. 2N5773, 8 W.
2N5774, 20W. 2N5775, and 40W.
2N5776 are all available for immediate delivery from any TRW
distributor.

For applications assistance,
contact TRW Semiconductor
Division, 14520 Aviation Blvd.,
Lawndale, Calif. Phone: (213)
679-4561. TWX: 910-325-6206.

TRW
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Congress wipes out
1971 Mallard funds;
Pentagon tries again

Big cuts expected
in space budget

Domestic satellites
may operate
in 12-GHz band

Electronics IOctober 12, 1970

The Department of Defense is not giving up on its multinational, allservice communications network, Project Mallard [Electronics, Ma rch 2,
p. 41], even though a joint House-Senate conference committee has
just eliminated all fiscal 1971 funds for the program. Chopped was
some $15 million in the R&D account of the Army, which is overseeing
the project at Ft. Monmouth, N.J., plus more than $1.5 million for the
Air Force, which is coordinating international efforts with Australia,
Canada, and Great Britain. Among the disnppointed contractors are
Booz-Allen Applied Research, Vitro Corp., and Sylvania Electronic
Systems.
The Directorate of Defense Research and Engineering is drafting
still another position paper so Deputy Defense Secretary David Packard
can attempt to recover some funding, but the outlook for the rest of
this fiscal year is grim. Industry can draw little solace from aPentagon
man's observation that "the program hasn't been killed. We still have
Project Mallard as a line item, but with zero dollars." Nevertheless,
military brass believe they can legally employ some unallocated communications R&D money to keep going on selected aspects. Louis
DeRosa, telecommunications assistant to Defense Secretary Melvin
Laird, suggests Mallard may turn up in next year's budget in less vulnerable form—smaller, less visible segments with new names.

The survival of an on-going manned space program is on the line in the
coming budget year. In upcoming discussions, the White House Office
of Management and Budget will ask the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to make greater cuts in the space program, which has
already been hit by the cancellation of two Apollo flights and sizable
layoffs. Sources close to the program say the White House will push for
a $500 million cut in the $3.2 billion-a-year space program. NASA will
counter with arequest for about $3 billion and, if tradition holds, the
final NASA budget request will fall in the middle. However, even a
$2.7 billion to $3 billion budget would require NASA to fall back into a
study mode on its reusable shuttle program and may require closing
another research center.

The FCC is urging development of the technology necessary for
domestic communications satellite operation at 12 gigahertz. In action
taken just two months before the Dec. 1cutoff for submitting domestic
systems applications, the FCC says applicants should include proposals for operation in the higher bands. Frequency proposals originally
were restricted to 4to 6GHz.
Potential "considerable difficulty" in coordinating satellite ground
systems with common carrier microwave operations in the lower bands
forced the change, the FCC says. Operation at 12 GHz also could permit
earth stations closer to urban areas—instead of the 40 to 80 mile separation from major cities considered probable with 4-to-6-CHz operation. VVhat's more, the higher bands reflect the proposed U.S. position
at next June's World Administrative Radio Conference, where world
satellite frequencies will be allocated [Electronics, Sept. 14, p. 45].
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Washington Newsletter
Univac pushes 3X2
as modular entry
for airborne EDP

AT&T seen altering
its position on
data transmission

NSF lab to study
environment has
eager followers

EIA membership,
financing are first
problems for Adduci
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One more entry into the modular avionics computer race [see p. 122] will
be made before year end by Sperry Rand's Univac division. Called the
3X2, the system uses modules that can be wired together to build a
machine consisting of three processors, six memory modules with 16 kilowords of 32 bits each, and two four-channel I/O units. The machine,
developed in-house by Univac, was bid on an Air Force avionics laboratory multiprocessor contract earlier this year. The award went to Burroughs [Electronics, July 20 p. 67]. But Univac believes that the low
cost of the machine, the high level of circuit integration, and its databus design make it agood bet for avionics needs of the 70s. The machine
will use 200- to 500-gate hybrid TTL circuits and an 0.005-inch plated
wire memory.

AT&T's plan to build aseparate private-line data network is viewed by
many in the communications industry as afundamental shift in corporate
philosophy about the data transmission market. AT&T has long championed the virtues of a totally integrated communications system. The
plan, and the wording of AT&T's comments to the FCC on specialized
common carriers—a thinly veiled charge of incompetence aimed at the
FCC's Common Carrier Bureau—raise speculations that AT&T is making
alast ditch attempt to head off competition by asking for more hearings
on the issue. Nonetheless, FCC chairman Dean Burch is expected to
take the advice of the Common Carrier Bureau [Electronics, Aug. 3,
p. 37] that further hearings would be awaste of time. While AT&T and
its rivals would like afinal decision by yearend, none is expected until
February or March.

First funds for a new national environmental laboratory, to be operated by the National Science Foundation, might show up in the
President's budget request for fiscal 1972, now in preparation. Capitalbased electronics industry marketing men are monitoring the project's
progress for corporate offices anxious to find new, non-military technical
outlets. It's thought the new basic research center will be located in
Maryland's Chesapeake Bay region and will be patterned after such
institutions as the National Center for Atmospheric Research at Boulder,
Colo., and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee.

Electronic Industries Association President-select Vincent J. "Jim" Adduci faces multiple economic problems on Nov. 1when he officially succeeds George D. Butler, who resigned after 16 months on the job.
Litton Industries confirms it is one of the 14 active members dropping
EIA membership, citing tight economic conditions. Also, 23 associate
members have submitted resignations. With only five new membership
applications pending, EIA would fall to 260 members. What's more,
Adduci, now asenior vice president of the Aerospace Industries Association, will have to bring in a new general counsel to replace Graham
McGowan, who is also leaving, according to EIA sources. Then, too, the
operating surplus is 'reportedly down to $800,000—outlays for last fiscal
year exceeded income by about $200,000—but much of that is tied up in
equipment or already committed, leaving about one-tenth of that available for use.
Electronics jOctober 12, 1970
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The only miniature storage
tube that can hold an image
for 1month...and erase it
in one TV frame.
Actually our TME 1239 acts as an electronic buffer
memory. It can store a full TV gray-scale image for 15
minutes with constant refreshing, and a black and white
image for half an hour. If the power is turned off, storage
capability is at least one month.
A unique feature of the TME 1239 is its fast erasing
capability: thanks to a specially developed gun*, one TV
frame is enough to erase a complete image down to the
residual noise level of a good amplifier. Because the
display function is separated from the storage system, the user can selectively edit the stored image
or if he is interested in blow-up, zoom-in on any portion of the image.
The 1.5"-diameter structured silicon target of the

TME 1239 permits a resolution of 1200 TV lines at a
50% modulation. It also permits operation with standard
vidicon hardware, at a voltage level of 750 volts. The resulting flexibility and low cost of associated electronics
make the TME 1239 ideal for a number of applications
such as TV image storage, bandwidth compression or expansion, scan conversion, peripheral buffer memory, etc.
Also available is the TME 1238: its 1" target permits
a resolution of 800 TV lines at 50% modulation.
For more information about these tubes and our
entire line of storage and display tubes, please circle the appropriate number on the Reader Service
Card or contact us directly.
.Thomson-CSF patent.

THOMSON -CSF
Thomson-CSF Electron Tubes, Inc.! 50 Rockefeller Plaza/ New York, N.Y. 10020/ (212) 245-3900
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MECL III MAKES IT HAPPEN

In this computer world of rapidly accumulating data it is
imperative to develop new high-speed techniques for analog-todigital data conversion. To meet these demands Motorola now offers
the MC1650 A D Comparator, adigital integrated circuit providing
faster conversion rates than any comparable IC system available
today — at no increase in cost!
Basically, the MC1650 compares an analog signal to a reference voltage when the gate is in the logic "1" state. When the
analog level is greater than the reference, the output (Q) of the
comparator goes to alogic "1". When the analog signal is less than
the reference voltage, the comparator output voltage goes to a
logic "0".
The comparator will accept analog signals with slew rates up
to 340 V /its and provides digital information at rates up to 200
megabits per second, at the least significant bit (LSB). And the
MC1650 features abuilt-in memory whereby the gate input, when
taken to a logic "0" level, will cause all bits of digital information
to remain in the present state, regardless of achange at the analog
input. The MC1650 incorporates two comparators in one package
and operates at MECL III logic levels. Other features include a
typical delay of 3.5 ns and complementary outputs which increase
flexibility of design.
In the 3-bit A/D converter illustrated, the analog signal is
represented as astraight line, but may assume any form as long as
the maximum slew rate is not exceeded. The incremental steps are
determined by the bias values supplied by resistors between ±VREF
and —VREF .Equal values for all resistors (assumed here) will break
the analog sensitivity of the system into equal increments, while
different values result in unequal increments.
Apply the MC1650 to instrumentation applications such as
frequency measurement, high-frequency sample and hold, and peak
voltage detection. In navigation and aviation use the comparator
for application in altimeters, peak detectors, and electromechanical
system-control interfacing. And consider the high-speed applications
for computer terminals and memory translation and amplification.
For complete MC1650 specifications write to Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 85036.
Your local Motorola distributor has evaluation devices available
now. Evaluation will introduce you to the latest concept of highspeed A/D data conversion where MECL III makes things happen.
MECL — Trademark of Motorola Inc.

0
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MOTOROLA MECL
the only way to go ...FASTER
Circle 71 on reader service card
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The $14150
For price, for performance, it's tough to match our
5-digit multimeter. There's just no one else doing the
job with so many goodies thrown into the low basic
cost.
Standard on our Model 370 DVM: autorange in all
ranges for all functions, buffered/isolated BCD out-

puts, remote control and programming. And TTL logic
levels sufficient to drive a DTL printer. Plus microvolt
capability builtin. DC accuracy of .0025% RDG and
hard-rock stability that lets us skip the front panel
zero pot.
You get apush-button reach from 1µV to 1000V—

five readings per second. Using dual slope integration
for high accuracy and more thorough noise rejection.
AC and ohms? Still an option with us too. Except that
in ohms, for instance, we give you a range of six
instead of astingy five.
Dollar for dollar, the 370 gives you lots more where

it counts, packed into a half rack package to save
space in mounting or on the bench.
Data Technology Corporation, 1050 East Meadow
Circle, Palo Alto, California 94303, (415) 321-0551,
TWX 910-373-1186.
Circle 73 on reader service card

Data Technology

SPECI
ow\ ER\

Size:
Emulsion:
Specification:
Reorder
Expires:

You'll get
the direct print paper
on the right faster.
There's no need for "hurry" stamps
on Astroprint oscillographic
papers. Easy ordering and direct
delivery are part of the package.
You also get a direct print, orthochromatic paper unsurpassed for

trace density, instant pop-up (less
than 1 second), excellent image
stability and sharp contrast. On
mercury vapor, Xenon, and cathode
ray light sources.
Astroprint DP 90 (for open magazine applications) and DP 80 (for
closed magazines).

As a starter, test us for delivery
and cost. Just call your local Xerox
Product Specialist or write to Xerox
Corporation, Dept. HL, Rochester,
New York 14603.
The paper will prove itself.

XEROX

Xerox and Astroprint are registered trademarks of Xerox Corporation.
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You've probably known Kearfott for our digital computer
capability in navigation, guidance and control. But we're also
the leading designer and producer of analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters. So you'll probably want to convert your thinking.
In fact, you'll find Kearfott converters in the P3C, A7D/E
and F-111. We're in navigation and control computers. Weapons delivery. Missile guidance and control. Data annotation
and data processing. As well as flight management.
Kearfott converters include all solid-state electronic A/D

(ac, synchro, or resolver to digital), D/A (digital to ac, synchro
or resolver), single channel or multi-channel—from individual
conversion cards to complete conversion or digital systems.
There are too many to adequately describe here, but
you'll find them all detailed in the 24-page catalog below.
It's yours for the asking. Send for it today and it may convert
your thinking about converters.
Kearfott Division, Singer-General
Precision, Inc., 1150 McBride
Avenue, Little Falls, N.J. 07424.
KEARFOTT
OIVISION

SINGER

High
sensitivit
DIP reed
relays
that
minimize
IC buffering
Dunco 14-Pin Dual In-Line Relay Series
9.0 mA from a 5-volt IC drives the Dunco MRR1ADSR reed relay without interface buffering.
That makes it about the most sensitive DIP relay available.
Or, with a few more milliwatts, you save money by choosing from five other
models. All are the same size, have the same terminal spacings as
14-terminal dual in-line ICs. Types with 5, 6, 12, and 24-volt coils span
DTL and TTL computer logic, High Noise Immunity Logic for industrial
control systems, and general-purpose applications.
Stock types have one Form A, 10 VA miniature reed switches. Options include
one Form C or two Form A switches, electrostatic shielding,
internal clamp diodes.
Get complete information by writing for Data Bulletin B/3200.

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC.
PITMAN, NEW JERSEY 08071
Canada: Struthers-Dunn Relay Div., Renfrew Electric Co., Ltd.
8S-0103
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When is True RMS
Really True RMS?

TRUE RMS

(ac rms )
2— and

dc signal, you don't have to make

HP's new 3480 DVM is the only four-

(dc) 2

two separate readings and then cal-

Prices range from $1150 for one

digit multi-function meter that can

culate the combined RMS value. It's

range of dc to $3375 for multi-

give you this true RMS value — ac, dc,

all there, in one set of figures.

or ac plus dc. And, the 3480 elimi-

THE SECR ET: A PAIR OF MATCHED

ohms ranges.

function ac, dc and ohms capabilities
with isolated BCD and isolated re-

nates the errors caused by odd har-

THERMOPILES. At the heart of the

monic distortion added by average

3480, there is a tiny chip, less than

responding converters. With the 3480

4 "square,
/
1

you get measurements within 0.1%,
not just to within 1%! (A 1% third har-

sets of thermopiles. One measures

lems. Contact your local HP field en-

the heat produced by the signal

gineer, or write to Hewlett-Packard,

monic distortion = ±
--0.33% error or

you're testing; the other does the

Palo

1-33 counts of error in a four-digit

same for a reference voltage.

Europe: 1217
Switzerland.

average responding DVM.)
Whatever type of signal you're
measuring

which contains matched

The full scale ranges of the HP 3480

Find out how the HP 3480 DVM can
help solve your measurement prob-

Alto,

California

94304.

and the frequency range is from 1Hz

wave to the most irregular pulse train

to 1 MHz. And with the correct plug-

—the HP 3480 DVM gives you the

in, the 3480 can give you up to 1,000

results you need in one second. And,

straight-dc

when you're working with an ac-plus-

second — with 5 dc ranges and 6

In

Meyrin -Geneva,

DVM are from 100 mV to 1000 Vac

— from the purest sine
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Functional device without junctions

Ajunctionless semiconductor
device that performs complete
circuit functions has been invented
by Bell Labs scientists Willard Boyle
and George Smith. It may replace
complex integrated circuits
for information storage and other
processing.
The new device consists of
alayer of semiconductor (silicon)
covered by alayer of insulation
(silicon dioxide), with arow
of closely spaced metal plates on top
of the insulation. It operates much
like an array of capacitors passing
astored charge—representing
abinary information bit—from one
capacitor to the next.
If all plates are held at asmall
negative voltage, the charge (holes)
will remain stationary ... stored
in so-called "potential wells" below

the plates. If, now, astronger
negative pulse is applied to aplate
adjacent to one under which charge
is stored, the charge will "spill over"
into the deeper potential well thus
produced (figure). So, charges can
be shifted, plate by plate, along the
surface of the semiconductor.
One use is as ashift register.
Holes may be created at one end,
moved along the semiconductor
surface, and detected (read out) at
the other end. Charge can be
detected through the capacitance
change it causes when present under
aplate. The basic shift register may
be used as part of arecirculating
memory or as adelay line.
The new device can also convert
images to electrical signals. By
projection through anarrow slit,
one horizontal strip of the image is

focused on the semiconductor.
Beneath each plate, this produces
charge proportional to brightness.
The shifted-out charge stream is an
analog of that strip. Successive strips
compose acomplete image.
The first device was made of
silicon. But since junctions are not
needed, devices can be made from
many semiconductors.
The device is so new that we
haven't explored all possible
applications. But its simplicity
promises high reliability. And the
comparatively few steps required
to make it will keep costs low.
We expect it to have considerable
impact on telephony and on other
high-volume information systems.
From the Research
and Development Unit
of the Bell System:

Bell Labs
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Article Highlights
Holography helps
radar find new
performance horizons
page 80

Conventional radar techniques encounter a
focusing limitation that no longer has to
restrict their effectiveness, thanks to the
application of holography. The key is to
recognize that coherent radar actually is a
form of microwave holography. As such, it
can be combined with optical signal processing techniques to greatly expand performance parameters. A marked improvement
in target resolution and system versatility are two of the
benefits that could result from this new combination.
••••
1111•11•11egel

Parallel multiplier
gets boost from
IC iterative logic
page 89

A parallel rather than aserial approach long has been advocated for speeding up multiplication in computers. Now,
enough iterative logic cells can be combined on a single
integrated circuit chip to make the parallel technique practical
and economical. One approach puts a four-bit by two-bit
multiplier in a20-pin dual in-line package.

Semiconductor memories:
How much do they
really cost?
page 94

Systems builders often elect to put together their own memories from packaged chips because the initial price quote for
this approach is much lower than for a complete memory
system. But after the costs of assembly, testing, engineering,
and circuitry are factored in, the users may discover that the
initial price disparity has shrunk considerably.

Help yourself to
agood dc-to-dc
converter design
page 103

The dc-to-dc converter is an inexpensive method of providing
several different power supplies through a single device.
The usual approach often results in considerable design time
spent on trial-and-error procedures. But by using aset of basic
equations, aconverter can be designed quickly and simply.

Coming
Vietnam report

Electronics
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In the history of military technology, Vietnam will likely be
known as the first digital war. That's the verdict of Electronics'
international managing editor, Art Erikson, who's just returned
from Vietnam. In the first of his two-part series, Erikson
examines the way technology is influencing the course of the
war, and vice versa.
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Holography can help radar find
new performance horizons
Coherent radar is aform of microwave holography, and combined with
optical signal processing techniques, it can overcome the focusing
limitations of radar systems while improving resolution and versatility
By Winston E. Kock,

Bendix Corp

Southfield, Mich.

D Combining holographic techniques and optical signal processing can overcome the focusing limitations
of radar systems, and add greater resolution versatility and simplicity to side-looking, bistatic, passive,
and pulse compression radars. The key is that coherent radar is aform of microwave holography, and
as such can circumvent the performance barriers imposed on conventional radar by its reliance on antennas and reflectors that focus on only one plane
of the image field.
The similarity of coherent radar, which requires
single-frequency emission for operations, and holography is apparent in examining a simple syntheticaperture aircraft radar technique. As an aircraft moves
along a very straight path, its radar continuously
emits successive microwave pulses as shown in Fig.
la. The frequency of the microwave signal must be
constant for the signal to remain coherent with successive signals for long periods.
During these periods in which the signals remain
coherent the aircraft travels several thousand feet,
and because the signals are coherent, the many returned echoes appear to be received by a single
antenna. Thus, this antenna has a long synthetic
aperture, equal to the distance traveled. This effectively large antenna length provides both the very
high gain and resolving power of coherent radar,
yielding extremely fine detail, as in the aerial photograph, Fig. 2.
As in holographic imaging, the microwave generator
that provides the illuminating signal also acts as a
reference wave. The reflected signals received along
the flight path form a complex interference pattern
with the reference signal which, photographically
processed and superimposed, becomes arecord, called
azone plate, of the area of interest. Such zone plates,
in fact, are exactly what's produced during the first
stage of holographic reconstruction. Thus the photographic record of the echoes received by coherent
radar actually is amicrowave hologram.
How the interference pattern is formed is illustrated
in Fig. la. For simplicity, only one reflecting point
is sketched. Reflections returning from this point exhibit spherical wave fronts, while the reference signal
acts as a set of plane waves perpendicular to the
80

airplane's path. The combination of the received signal and the coherent reference signal is amplified and
modulates the intensity of a cathode ray tube trace
(Fig. lb). Each vertical line represents signals received from all range points; the points at greater
range are recorded nearer the top of the vertical trace.
As the aircraft moves and new pulses are emitted, the
film is indexed (moved slightly to the left) to record a
new set of returns—a new vertical line.
When there's only one reflecting point at a given
range, the upward-moving cathode ray beam would
be brightened for every pulse, only at that one point
in range—at the same level on each vertical trace.
The echoes thus would be recorded as asingle horizontal line. But this line is not continuous, as shown
in Fig. lc. Because the returning waves are circular,
different points on the wave reach the receiver at
different times, so that the combination of the returning signal and the reference waves successively
produces constructive and destructive interference
areas. And because of the circular nature of the waves
the slant azimuth range (the distance from the aircraft to the reflecting point) changes.
At the greater slant angles, where the distance
from the plane to the point changes rapidly, this
succession of in-phase and out-of-phase conditions
occurs rapidly. But when the aircraft is nearly abreast
of the reflecting point, the range is almost constant,
so the changes come more slowly. The resulting record
is a one-dimensional zone-plate hologram, which, if
illuminated by laser light, reconstructs the reflecting
point just as illuminating ahologram reconstructs an
image of the original scene.
Plane wave laser light (Fig. 1d) reconstructs the
range and azimuthal position of the reflecting points
that generated the zone plates. The two reflecting
points shown are displaced appreciably in range and
slightly in azimuth. The reconstructed images fall on
a plane; the tilt of the plane is determined by the
radar's vertical tilt.
Many people first questioned whether high resolution could be maintained for nearby objects. Because
of the synthetic aperture antenna's great length, the
majority of reflecting objects are not in the far field,
where most conventional radar antennas operate, but
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1. In action. In side-looking radar (a), circular
wavefronts returning from atarget combine with
acoherent reference signal as aircraft flies
astraight path. The recorded interference patterns (one-dimensional Fresnel zone plates) can
be made into ahologram record by photographing
intensity-modulated CRT trace (b). For two
point-source targets, the hologram zone plate
(c) of each target is reconstructed (d) by
radar hologram laser light.
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in the near field as shown by Cutrona of KMS.
For near-field reflection, radars with large-aperture
antennas can achieve maximum efficiency and resolution only when the phases of the antenna elements are
adjusted so that the beam pattern forms an arc of a
circle centered on the object. Yet for other near-field
targets located at other ranges and azimuth directions,
the phases of all antenna elements similarly must be
adjusted to correspond to the arcs of circles centered
on these other points. Such aresult would be difficult
to achieve with standard phased array radar procedures.
However, once it's recognized that acoherent-radar
record is ahologram, it becomes apparent that high
resolution in the near field can be accomplished without complex phased-array techniques. In holography,
each small light-reflecting point generates its own
zone plate; each of these then is used to reconstruct
each point in space. Similarly, synthetic aperture
radar photographically captures the curved wave
fronts emanating from each reflecting point by combining them with areference wave, generating many
one-dimensional zone plates.
In reconstruction, diffraction of a coherent laser
beam by the zone plates produces the properly curved
wave fronts in the beam, so that the light will be
focused at points corresponding to the reflecting targets in the original landscape.. Just as in an optical
hologram each point of a three-dimensional scene
is brought into sharp focus at any distance from the
photographic plate, so the microwave hologram of
the radar record provides good focus on all its reconstructed points.
This capability is common to both coherent radar
and holography, and sets them apart from ordinary
radar and photography. Usual optical imaging processes employ lenses or paraboloidal reflectors that
permit only one plane section of the image field to
be recorded in truly sharp focus, a limitation that
doesn't apply to both holography and synthetic aperture radar.
However, one inherent processing limitation does
apply to holographic radars: a photographic record
must first be made, and this record, after the film is
developed, must be illuminated with coherent light.
The delay involved cannot meet the real time requirements of many applications. But real time readout
can be achieved without film by using ultrasonic cells.
These, by virtue of the Debye-Sears effect, can modulate (diffract) a coherent light beam illuminating the
cell in almost the same way as a photographic film.
When the entire microwave-acoustic signal has moved
into the ultrasonic cell, it is briefly illuminated with
laser light, and the resulting diffraction pattern provides the target information.
Still broader uses can be made of hologram radar
concepts, particularly when large apertures are involved. In side-looking radar, dopier effects are introduced into the received signals by the airplane's motion.
However, in forming holograms, relative motion, and
hence doppler effects, are absent; thus through holographic methods, stationary coherent radars become
feasible. Such radar antennas could be extremely long
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Two of akind
The similarity between holograms and coherent radar
recordings (zone plates) becomes clear when it is
realized that both are recordings of interference patterns. In fact, a simple hologram of a point source of
light is merely a photographically produced zone plate
bearing alternate transparent and opaque rings as
shown above. The open spaces on the photographic plate
pass only energy that will be constructively used at
the desired focal point; the opaque rings filter out
energy that would interfere destructively at that point.
Thus, when the plate is illuminated with laser (coherent) light, diffraction causes converging waves to
create a real image of the original scene at the focal
point.
Diffraction at the zone plate also generates diverging
waves, and these create the illusion of a point source
of light located at the conjugate focal point Fe—a virtual
image of the point source of light. This diverging light
is indistinguishable from that which originally issued
from the pinhole; thus the viewer seems to see this
source of light located in space behind the illuminated
plate.
If there were two point sources of light in the
original scene, two superimposed zone plates would
have been recorded. The hologram then would provide

linear arrays of independent receivers. Other possibilities include crossed arrays (Mills Crosses), and square
arrays.
It should be noted that in holography, even asmall
portion of the hologram is able to reconstruct the full
image. Similarly, in stationary coherent radars, just
the end sections of the long linear arrays, or the
four-corner sections of square arrays, could be used
to maintain maximum resolution.
Probably the simplest form of astationary coherent
radar antenna would be a long linear array of elements identical to the aircraft-borne antenna described
earlier. In operation, each element would first transmit
a short pulse, following which it would act as areceiving element. The process is repeated, with the
transmitted signal successively transferred from one
antenna element to the next, matching the aircraft
motion to be simulated. Small amounts of coherent
signal must be fed continually to each element to
provide the holographic reference signal. The return-
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SECOND FOCUSED
IMAGE (DISCARDED)

(
b)
an image of both original light sources, again fixed in
space. Since any scene can be resolved into many such
individual light sources, each forming with the reference wave its own zone plate on the photographic
plate, the hologram of an actual scene will generate
a composite combination of virtual images of all the
multiple original light sources. Thus, the combination
of images is an exact replica of the original scene.
Because holograms are a form of zone plate, and
because the design and function of azone plate is based
on one particular wavelength, only single-frequency
light waves can properly reconstruct a holographically
recorded image. Similarly, operation of coherent radar
also requires single frequencies, and therefore it depends on electromagnetic signals having a very highly
stabilized frequency. This characteristic is called frequency coherence or temporal coherence.
The degree of laser frequency coherence is often
described in terms of the coherence length of the device.
This is ameasure of how far two long-wave trains can
be slid past one another with the wave crests remaining
aligned. Though laser light is extremely coherent, the
very short wavelengths of light waves limit coherence
lengths to a few meters. Because wavelengths of the
radio waves used in coherent radars are much longer,
coherence lengths extend to many kilometers. This permits effective coherent radar operation over extremely
large ranges.

ing echoes, interfering at each receiver element with
this reference wave, would produce an interference
pattern. The returning signals then are recorded on
film, indexed each time the transmitted signal is
passed on to the next antenna element.
A significant feature of airborne synthetic-aperture
radar is that the aperture size varies with range. This
makes the radar's resolution independent of range.
In Fig. 3is shown the focusing action of azone plate.
The heavy lines indicate the envelope (to the first null)
of the wave energy being diffracted by azone plate Z
with aperture 2a. If this energy concentration is diffraction-limited, the azimuthal resolution R. is approximately equal to A. r/ a, range resolution 11,. is about
equal to Ár 2/a2.When r= 10,000 ft., A= 0.1 ft., and
àa= 20A, then R. is 2 ft. (exactly the antenna size),
whereas Rr is 40 ft. Thus, azimuthal resolution for
these parameters is 20 times better than the range
resolution.
When range ris increased or decreased, the zone
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2. Radar records. Like holograms, side-looking radar recordings (left), consist of many superimposed zone plates from which the original scene may be reconstructed. In the enlarged section
(top, right), an isolated reflecting point generates (as marked) an easily recognized one-dimensional
zone plate which by monochromatic processing will yield azimuth information corresponding
to atiny fraction of the zone plate length. The zone plate can be thought of as a long, broadside
synthetic antenna with its inherently high gain and beam sharpness. The photograph
of the Lake Erie shoreline is a reconstructed hologram made from such records.

plate Z becomes larger and moves to the left or becomes smaller and moves to the right. In the process,
the angle O and the values of R. and lir remain
unchanged. When zla extends only one wavelength,
the range and azimuth resolutions become equal, so
that good range resolution is possible simply through
the action of the superimposed zone plates alone,
without the use of the more complex simulation
technique.
In the superimposed zone plate technique, all of the
horizontal zone plates in the radar record would be
collapsed into one horizontal line. In usual radar
records, superposition of one-dimensional zone plates
occurs only for reflectors located at the same range.
Here, though, superposition of zone plates would occur for all reflecting points. But as in atrue hologram,
this superposition would not hamper reconstruction
of the original scene.
In addition to side-looking radar, hologram concepts also can be extended to forward scatter, bistatic
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systems. Here the targets are located between the
transmitter and aphysically separate receiving array,
taking advantage of the high forward-scatter signal
diffracted by targets. The receiving array again could
be either one long linear array of many elemental
receivers or two end sections of that array.
For asingle-point scatterer, the interference pattern
between the scattered signal and the reference signal
again would be a zone plate. The receiving array
would intercept a linear section of it (a one-dimensional zone plate). By photographically recording the
individual outputs of all of the receiving array elements as one photographic line, comparable to the
one line of a side-looking coherent radar record, the
range and azimuth of this scatterer then can be determined from the one-dimension zone plate.
With many scatterers, multiple zone plates are
generated; these would be photographically superimposed, and positional information on all of the
scatters could be retrieved in the usual holographic
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.,arly, if the transmitter and receiver array
exactly (180°), the forward scatter signal
,ngest from a target placed between them. The
,erference fringe size is then the greatest, so that
the fewest elements are needed in the receiving array
and the coherence length requirements on the signal
source are minimal. However, at 180° twin images
are encountered. This corresponds to the observed
effect in holographic reconstruction when angles between real and virtual image rays are so small that
they interfere with one another. Hence, it's preferable
to place the transmitter at some off-axis angle, say
135°. In bistable arrangements, the transmitter operates continuously.
In addition to achieving the equivalent gain of a
very long linear broadside array, the synthetic aperture procedure also permits synthetic end-fire gain,
In fact, the same directivity gain can be achieved as
in the linear broadside antenna. Such an end-fire
radar technique would endow a small airborne antenna with avery high forward directivity gain. The
resulting pencil-shaped beam could enable the aircraft
to detect weakly reflecting objects in its path.
In the end-fire case, the interference pattern produced by echoes from a front target interfering with
a reference wave is a one-dimensional, uniformly
spaced, sinusoidally varying density pattern, instead
of the non-uniformly spaced, one-dimensional zone
plate pattern of the side-looking radar. This pattern
is equivalent to a one-dimensional grating, which is
used to reconstruct the image. The plane waves of
coherent light diffracted by this grating are converted
by a lens into circular waves converging at a focal
point. Light concentration equals that obtained with a
one-dimensional zone plate. Also achieved is a correspondingly high effective antenna gain, with its
accompanying high signal-to-noise ratio.
The narrowness of the synthetic end-fire beam minimizes reflections from the ground when the aircraft
is in flight at high altitudes. Only those targets in
the direct path of the plane will return astrong signal.
The high synthetic gain thus achieved may permit
detection, at useful ranges, of those discontinuities
having small indexes of refraction which occur in
regions of clear air turbulence. However, real time
reconstruction and display is essential if the aircraft
is to take corrective action when the returns indicate
turbulence.
A passive form of coherent radar becomes possible
when atarget radiates ahighly coherent signal. Such
radiation could originate from specially equipped
aircraft in the vicinity of airports whose location then
could be determined. The equipment might comprise one long array of receiver elements, with one
or more elements receiving, amplifying, and feeding
the signal as areference wave to the other elements.
These elements also would be receiving the radiated
signal directly. Thus an interference pattern would
be generated along the array, which, following a
recording and reconstruction process, would locate
the radiating object.
A variation of the procedure is to put atransmitter
at the location of interest, say an airport, sending
84

3. Focus. Zone plate, Z, with aperture 2a,
provides focusing action that yields both azimuthal
and range resolution, R„ and R,., respectively. For
configuration shown, azimuthal resolution is 20 times
better than range resolution.
signals to aircraft. These targets would receive the
signal, amplify it, and reradiate it, preferably after
shifting the frequency slightly to prevent "ringing"
between the plane's transmitter and receiver. The
transmitted signal similarly would be shifted in frequency and fed, as areference wave, to the individual
receivers of the receiving arrays.
Holographic methods also may be valuable in pulse
compression radar. Pulse compression techniques convert long, high power transmitted pulses to shorter,
high-resolution pulses, at the reviewer. Often the
frequency is varied (chirped) over the duration of
the pulse and then is detected and compressed by
amatched (dispersive) filter. The filter causes signals
of different frequencies to travel at different velocities,
thereby permitting the more rapidly traveling portion
of the long pulse to catch up to the slower, earlier
generated portion.
In another, newer technique, the amplitude of the
long pulse is varied instead of its frequency. In amplitude pulse compression, the total time of the original
pulse corresponds to the total length of the zone plate;
thus the long c-w pulse gets an amplitude modulation
pattern corresponding to the spacing of aone-dimensional zone plate.
As before, the received echoes are photographically
recorded, each from asingle, isolated target generating its own photographically recorded zone plate
pattern. Optical processing is accomplished by focusing alaser beam onto atiny focal area, thereby providing avery accurate range for the reflecting point,
equal to the zone plate dot spacing that can be resolved. The ratio of this resolution width to zone
plate length corresponds to the pulse compression ratio. With this method compressions of 5,000 to 1are
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4. Spreading records. Synthetic aperture radar using short pulses generates one-dimensional
zone plates (top), where the line thickness is a measure of the pulse duration. When the pulse is made
long and given a zone plate amplitude contour, the record (bottom) spreads into parallel zone plates.

5. Chirping. An off-axis period grating (a) reflects
short wavelength (high frequency) waves
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Huography and doppler radar
Recently the operation of holography has been extended
to the processing of pulse doppler radar signals. For
cases where both the range and the range rates of
many separate targets must be measured, Arm and King
of Riverside Research Institute showed that the holographic procedure would take a sequence of radar
returns and store them as holograms, with optical reconstruction yielding the desired information.
In this system, good range resolution implies short
pulses; range rate data based on doppler frequencyshift measurements of the return signal demands a
long radar pulse. To accomplish both, acoherent pulse
burst (top Fig.) is used. A burst consists of a train of
N pulses equally spaced T seconds apart with each
pulse rseconds long. Pulse duration determines range
resolution; burst duration, NT, determines the doppler
frequency-shift resolution of 1/NT hertz.
The lower diagram of the Fig. shows that each radar
transmission elicits areturn from each of four targets.
The delay between each short transmitted pulse of the
train and the time of the corresponding return from
one of the targets accurately resolves range.
The range rate of each target usually is obtained
by feeding the entire sequence of N returns from the
target into a spectrum analyzer, and determining the
doppler frequency shift. Since this analysis must be
performed for each required range element, many
spectrum analyzers will be needed. However, with
holography, optical procedures do the same task.
In the first step, returns are stored holographically
(middle Fig.). A collimated beam of laser light is split
into reference and signal components; it's later recombined to form an interference pattern on avertical strip
of the photographic film. The upper path contains the
signal beam and records the radar return signal as it
passes through an ultrasonic light modulator. The lower
path directs the reference beam onto the same film strip.
The signal of the ultrasonic light modulator's aperture is the signal reflected from the four targets as
produced by a single transmitted radar pulse. When
the complete reflected signal (comprising in this case
only four echoes) reaches the ultrasonic modulator,
the laser light is turned on briefly, and the hologram
is recorded. Thus, the hologram occupies a narrow
vertical strip on the film. After each pulse, the film
is indexed, or moved perpendicular to the plane of the
figure. When the return signal from the next pulse fills
the acoustic cell, the laser is again activated. Thus an
entire sequence of N radar returns is recorded as N
holograms side by side on the photographic film.
This series of holograms forms, for each target, a
grating whose tilt is a function of the target's range
rate or doppler frequency so that the four gratings
are superimposed, and each has a different degree of
tilt. After development, the film sheet of many side-byside holograms is coherently illuminated and the original
configuration reconstructed (lower Fig.). Two areas appear in the output or frequency plane containing all
the range-doppler information.
In an expanded view of one of these information areas
each of the four bright spots of light corresponds to one
of the targets interrogated by the N transmitted radar
pulses. Vertical positions corresponds to the target's
range, and the horizontal position its range rate.
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7. Enhancing. Time-frequeicy record of the interference effects caused by aircraft flying over
a transmission path illustrates principle underlying holographically generated bistatic radar
zone plate. Holographic techniques can be used to enhance weak signals shown on bottom right record.
sional zone plate as shown in the bottom of the Fig.
feasible. Moreover, a zone-plate clot spacing yielding
With optical processing procedures, this pattern
an a-m length of 20 carrier cycles, would impose an
is collapsed into a one-dimensional pattern for range
extremely modest bandwidth requirement of approxiinformation. In asecond step, the normal holographic
mately IL 2.5%.
processing would be applied to retrieve the azimuth
As for many reflectors at ‘.arious ranges, many
information. With many targets at different ranges
received zone plates would be generated. These would
lw superimposed on the photographic record, yielding and azimuthal positions, zone plate superposition
a line recording of numerous superimposed zone would occur in both horizontal and vertical directions,
but optical processing still would permit full retrieveal
plates. This radar record then would be laser procof the information.
essed to yield individual targets.
Periodic gratings can convert a short noise pulse
This a-in procedure is particularly adaptable to
to a "chirp". This is sketched in Fig. 5a. A grating
synthetic aperture radar where optical processing
is placed off-axis, (at a slight angle to the incoming
techniques already are employed. To increase the
wave) so to enhance first-order diffracted components
energy in the outgoing pulse of such radars, the a-m
pulse can also be made quite long, and be given a relative to the zero-order reflections. Also the sinusoidal corrugations tend to suppress the higher
shape corresponding to the diffraction pattern (envelope) resulting from the zone plate. This pulse shape order diffracted components. Since shorter wavelength
components of an on-axis noise pulse will construcwill cause the thin, one-dimensional zone plate illustrated in Fig. 4 to acquire an extended vertical tively interfere nearer the axis then will the longer
wavelength ones, ,and because the more distant redimension, thereby becoming a sort of two-dimen-
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Similar. Point source hologram
(a) recorded on photographic plate,
P, is similar to radar situations
shown in (b) and (c). In (b), an
object, 0, is recorded on aradar
record when combined with areference signal, R. Aone-dimensional
zone plate similar to the pointsource case of (a) results. In (c)
the transmitter, T, is the reference
and the plane is the moving reflector,
yielding combined signals almost
identical to those of (b).
8.

j)

(a)

flections return to an on-axis receiving point later,
a descending frequency chirp results, as shown in
Fig. 5b. Conversely, if an ascending frequency chirp
is used as the outgoing pulse, the reflected signal
undergoes alength compression as shown in Fig. 5c.
Figure 6 illustrates the case when the grating has
a zone plate outline rather than the sinusoidal one.
For single-frequency waves, a zone plate acts much
like alens in that all portions diffract energy toward
afocal point. Thus, if ashort burst of single-frequency
energy is directed toward areflector, all areas would
reflect energy to the focal point. But the greater travel
time to more distant areas would convert a short,
single-frequency pulse on reflection to along singlefrequency pulse (Fig. 6b).
This process can be reversed for use in pulse compression radar; it is sketched in Figs. 6a and 6e. By
its motion, arotating directional horn first illuminates
the more distant portions of the zone plate, and the
nearer portions later. Since all areas reflect the singlefrequency waves back toward the focal point, all
components of the long reflected pulse can be made
to arrive at this focal area at approximately the same
time. The key is to make the rotational motion of the
horn match the travel times of the various portions
of the outgoing pulse.
In another interesting application, holographic
signals can be used to enhance c-w bistatic radars
where weak signal returns are lost in noise.
For example, fringe area television reception is
degraded when an aircraft flies between the transmitting station and the receiver. The signal reflected from
the aircraft generates interference effects which cause
variations in picture brightness—rapidly at first, then
slowly, then rapidly again.
A time-frequency plot of such changing-frequency
signals is shown in Fig. 7 for a number of passing
aircraft. Time is plotted horizontally in both top and
bottom records, and frequency vertically. The shapes
of the two records at the left of center show that the
first plane, which generated the wider v-curve, passed
by more slowly than the second.
The principle has been applied to abistatic transmission-line arrangement in ac-w radar for observing
meteor trails. Constant-velocity targets generate
return signals in such radars, which have a time-
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(14

Cc)

amplitude pattern closely resembling that of a zone
plate. Accordingly, the same coherent optical techniques employed in holography and synthetic aperture
radar should improve the receiver's signal-to-noise
ratio. This would improve the readability of patterns
that are obscure or very weak, like those in the lower
right of Fig. 7.
The similarity between transmission path interference signals and certain hologram and coherent
aperture radar records are indicated in the three
situations sketched in Fig. 8. In (a), a point source
hologram is being recorded on photographic plate,
P. A two dimensional zone plate results when c-w
spherical waves from the laser source, 0, interferes
at the plate with the plane waves of areference beam,
R, generated by the same source.
In (b), asingle reflecting object 0 is recorded on a
synthetic aperture radar record. The plane, P, flying
along the dotted-line path, periodically transmits short
pulses of coherent microwaves, and the signals
reflected from the object, 0, combine with acoherent
reference signal shown as the set of plane waves, R.
The interference pattern thus formed again corresponds to a one-dimensional zone plate when photographically recorded.
In (c) the aperture of the c-w signal from the
transmitter acts as the reference signal at the receiver
but now reflector P is moving rather than the transmitter and receiver as in (b). The resultant combined
signal recorded at R is (for identical aircraft motion)
almost equal to the combination signal recorded
photographically in the aircraft of situation (b).
Obviously, the individual v-curves of Fig. 7 also
could have been recorded photographically, as in
Fig. 8b, thereby forming one-dimensional zone
plates. In this case, each recorded zone plate would
have afocal length determined by the plane's speed.
Thus, the cluster of undetectable records at the lower
right of Fig. 7 would be transformed into a set of
superimposed zone plates. Standard coherent optical
processing procedures then could retrieve the desired
information for each target. The chief advantage
would be the very large increase in signal-to-noise
ratio, equivalent to the very sizable signal-to-noise
improvement obtained by synthetic aperture radar
procedures.
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Parallel multiplier gets boost
from IC iterative logic
Thanks to IC fabrication on the medium-scale level, multibit functions
for partial products, sums, and carries can be placed on one chip,
economically solving the old problem of numerous interconnections
By John Springer and Peter Alf ke,

Fairchild Semiconductor, Mountain View, Calif.

D Multiplication is one of the most common and

Implementation of the iterative cell approach has
time-consuming operations in data processing. Combeen impeded by the lack of communication between
theoreticians in universities and engineers in the semiputers multiply essentially by a series of additions,
and when two mathematical matrixes are multiplied,
conductor industry, and by the fact that a single cell
that's a lot of adding to do. The task consumes exon achip would be uneconomical. However, now that
pensive computer time, and for computers that operate the demand for high-speed multiplication has grown
in real time the situation can often be intolerable.
to sizable proportions, these impediments have been
At various times, iterative logic cells for parallel
overcome and high-speed transistor-transistor logic
multiplication have been proposed as asolution. Func- has been used to implement the function of many
tionally, the basic iterative logic cell consists of a cells on asingle chip.
full adder and an AND gate, as shown in Fig. 2. The
One of the most attractive applications for iterative
cell operates by forming the AND of inputs X and Y,
cells is the implementation of the fast Fourier transadding the result to inputs K and M, and thus pro- form—itself a multiplication shortcut—which probably
ducing asum, S, and acarry, C.
constitutes the most urgent need for high-speed multi-

1. Fast times. Integrated high-speed multiplier can yield the product of afour-bit and a two-bit
number. Used for parallel multiplication, the IC has provision for summing partial products of equal
weight from an array of similar circuits. The circled terms indicate chip inputs and outputs.
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TABLE II- MULTIPLICATION TIME
AS A FUNCTION OF BIT CAPACITY

TABLE I- BIT COUNT AND PIN COUNT
Structure

1X1
2 x2

X, Y

K

M

Output

1, 1

I

1

2

2,2

2

2

4

Power

2

2

Total

8
14

4 X2

4 ,2

4

2

6

2

20

4x4

4 ,4

4

4

8

2

26

Number of bits

8x8

Packages
8

Time Ins)

184

10 x10

13

232

12 x12

18

280

16 x16

32

376

24 x24

72

568

plication. The FFT is aset of recurring equations that package (DIP) offers a limited number of input and
operate on periodically sampled data to generate a output pins. A single cell on achip would need eight
set of points representing afrequency spectrum. When
leads (including two power leads), atwo-by-two array
designing digital filters, an engineer can use the FFT
would need 14, and afour-by-four array would need
method to perform the convolution of two time series,
26, as indicated in Table I. A four-by-two multiplier
as well as the correlation of two time series. These
seems to be the best configuration—it requires 20 pins,
uses of the FFT are employed more and more by
designers of radar and communications systems.
When employing this basic iterative cell to multiply
a four-bit number by another, the interconnection
The multiplication problem
scheme shown in Fig. 3would, be used. Each cell in
the array produces a single partial product which is
Why does binary multiplication consume so much comadded to the products of equal weight from the cell
puter time? The answer lies in the many small, distinct
above it (M), and to the carry from alower weight cell
operations taking place: partial products must be
(K). The sum, S, is fed to the next cell of equal weight,
formed, and then equally weighted partial products
and the carry, C, to an adjacent cell of higher weight.
must be added. Consider the multiplication of X and Y,
A significant advantage of the iterative logic
each of four-bit number:
scheme is that it is possible to perform addition simulX3
X2
XI
X0
taneously with the multiplication. Thus in the four-bit
Y3
Y2
Y1
Yo
by four-bit multiplication shown in Fig. 3, it's possible
X3
Y0 X2
Y0 XI
Y0 X0
Y0
to make two four-bit additions at the same time. One
X3
Y1 X2
YI XI
YI XOYI
addend is applied along the top and another added
X3
Y2 X2
Y2 XI
Y2 X0
Y2
along the right edge. The time required for the multiX3Y3 X2Y3 X Y3 X0
Y3
plication is the time it takes to ripple through the
S6
SS
S4
S3
S2
SI
SO
longest chain of cells—seven cells in the example.
Each partial product X.Y. is formed by taking the AND
A basic question is how many functions should be
of one bit of the multiplicand X with one bit of the
placed on achip? After all, an inexpensive dual in-line
multiplier Y. A line of partial products is the multi2. Symbol and function. The block symbol, at left,
represents the basic multiplication cell used
in iterative logic. Functionally, the cell consists of an AND gate and afull adder (right).
Symbols Xand Yare the bits to be multiplied ;S
is the sum; M represents previous products of equal
weight;Kis the carry from aprevious stage,
and C is the carry going to asucceeding stage.
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plicand, shifted one place to the left, if the multiplier
bit is 1, or the line is all Os if the multiplier bit is O.
The computer, then, must look at abit of the multiplier,
add the multiplicand if the multiplier bit is 1, shift the
sum to the left, and repeat the process for the next bit
of the multiplier. Although there are some tricks that
can be used to reduce the number of operations (it's
possible, for example, to look ahead for the first 1after
astring of Os and save time by skipping over the 0bits),
multiplication in a series arrangement still involves
many steps.
However, multiplication can be speeded up by a
parallel process of some kind: that is, by using combinational logic instead of the sequential add and shift
method. This is where the iterative cell technique
described in this article comes in. Essentially, the iterative cells form several partial products simultaneously,
assign a weight to each partial product (equivalent
to the column in which the partial product would appear in serial multiplication), and then sum all equally
weighted partial products to give the final product.
To dig deeper into the theory of fast multiplication,
see K.J. Dean's "Some Applications of Cellular Logic
Arithmetic Arrays," The Radio and Electronic Engineer,
April 1969.
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3. Bit by bit. Parallel multiplication of afour-bit X
number by afour-bit Y
number would require 16
iterative logic cells connected to allow carries and
sums of equal weight to be
transferred from one cell
to another.
Fig. 4 or as a logic block as in Fig. 5. Because the
inputs and the outputs are always connected in pairs
when the device is used in an array, they have been
reduced to single lines in the logic symbol, with
weights as indicated. The X and Y inputs are designated X.Ym, where X. is a four-bit word whose
least significant bit is weighted 2n and Y. is atwo-bit
word with least significant bit weighted 2".
To multiply longer words, such as the two eightbit words shown in Fig. 5, the building block multiplier cells are interconnected to form all the partial
products and to sum all the partial products of equal
weight. The arrangement of the multiplier divides
each eight-bit word into subwords, each of which
will be handled by adifferent cell. Word X is divided
into a four-bit word, Xo,and a four-bit by two-bit
product, X4-2 4.Similarly, Y is grouped into words
and products: Yo
Y2•2 2
Y4•2 4
Y6.2° where
each Y„ consists of two bits.

therefore compatible with a 24-lead DIP. If four bits
are multiplied by two bits, the largest product that
can result is 15 x3 = 45, which requires all six bits
of the output. So, in addition to summing the partial
products, it is possible to add a number up to 18
without overflowing the six output bits (whose capacity is all Is, or 63). The additive inputs are partitioned
into a four-bit number K (less than or equal to 15)
and atwo-bit number M (less than or equal to 3) for
the sums and carries from other units. The device now
performs the function:
S=X•Y+K±M
Si. = 15 .3 ± 15 ± 3 = 63
Of these 20 pins, four are required for the X input,
two for Y, four for K, two for M, and six for the output
as shown in Fig. 4. Two pins are needed for the power
supply.
The device can be represented functionally as in

X0

X1

X2

X3

Yo

Ko

Ki

K2

K3

M1

MULTIPLIER

S5
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S4

S3

S2

S1

SO

4. Optimum. Considering
maximum number of pins
available in adual in-line
package, afour-bit by
two-bit multiplier seems to
be the best choice for the
basic multiplier array. This
configuration requires 20
external leads, including
two (not shown) for the
power supply.
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5. Implementation. To multiply two eight-bit numbers, eight of the two-by-four multipliers are needed.
(The simple block at top represents the basic two-by-four multiplier and indicates the weighting
factors attached to each of the inputs and outputs.) The interconnections of the blocks, as
shown, allows partial products of equal weight to be added together.

N BITS

N BITS

N BITS

N BITS

So

S

BITS 2N TO 22"
CORRECTLY ROUNDED
OUT

6. Rounding. Logical 1applied to the Kterminal of
the multiplier causes insignificant bits to be
discarded and significant bits to be correctly
rounded off.
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7. Reciprocal. To find the reciprocal A of a
number X, Newton's approximation can be implemented
by two multiplier arrays, or by one array, if a
multiplexer is employed.
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The multiplication then consists of the following
operations:

nique of Newton's approximation. For example, the
reciprocal of anumber X must be found. Stated mathematically, if Aiis an approximation of 1/X, then Ai+1,
X •Y = (
X0
Yo)
(
X0
Y2)22 (
X0
Y4 X4Yo)24
which
is equal to A, (2 — AIX), is acloser approxima(
X0
Y6-FX4
Y2)26+ (
X4
Y4)28+ (
X4Y6)2"
tion. This particular relation holds for values of X
Each term in parentheses is apartial product formed
between 0 and 2. The Newton approximation techby a multiplier cell. Representing the product of a
nique is implemented in the multiplier array in the
four-bit X and a two-bit Y, each term produces a
scheme shown in Fig. 7. Starting with an initial value
six-bit answer. The cells must be interconnected to
of 1for A, the product AX is formed in amultiplier.
insure that bits of equal weight will be summed, as
The complement of this product is formed to get
indicated in Fig. 5. The order of summation of the
2 — AX. This value, when applied to another multipartial products (that is, the path of the sum and carry
plier, along with A, produces the reciprocal's approxipropagations) is slightly different in an array of fourmation, A(2 — AX). By repetition the process will
by-two blocks than it is in an array of individual cells
reach the required accuracy. If amultiplexer is used,
(Fig. 3).
a single multiplier can perform each of the two
In a four-by-two multiplier implemented at Fairmultiplications in a separate cycle.
child using TTL gates (see Fig. 1), to make for flexibility in interconnection of the packages, the X2 and
X3 inputs were 0R-connected and brought out on the
other side of the package with the Y inputs. Either
the X word or the Y word can be four bits long, with
the other word becoming two bits.
To be put into a logic system, the eight-bit by
eight-bit multiplier of Fig. 5 would require eight IC
packages if the four-by-two multiplier cell were used.
As ageneral rule, the number of four-by-two packages
required for an N-bit by N-bit multiplication is N2/8.
Speed of multiplication is the raison d'être for the
whole iterative cell scheme. Delay time in the multiplier array is the time required to form and add all the
partial products in each package, as well as the time it
takes to ripple through the array in the longest cell
chain. The most significant delay is that between K
inputs and the Soutputs, shown in Fig. 5, because this
is the longest ripple addition path. In the multiplier
chip, the partial products can be formed and added in
about 40 nanoseconds, and the K inputs can be added
in 24 ns. The general rule is that the time for multiplying N bits by N bits is 40 ± (
N — 2) 24ns. Table II
lists the total multiplication time and the package
count for several representative multiplications.
The output of the multiplier array is adouble-length
word, as indicated in the single block used to represent
a multiplier array of any size, Fig. 6. If a shorter
result word is desired, the output should be rounded
by adding a 1into the free K input with weight of
the highest discarded output. Consider two N-bit
words which are multiplied to produce a product
with 2N bits. The single-length result is the most
significant half of the product, designated SN and
consisting of N bits with weights 2N to 22N— 1.Rounding should add 1to Ss if the value of the lower half
of the product (S e)is greater than or equal to 1
/ (2N);
2
that is, a 1 should be added to the least significant
bit of Ss when the most significant bit of Sois a1. This
function is performed by placing a 1 on the most
significant input to add 1 to bit r —1 .Then, if the
product generates a 1 there, a carry will be added
into SN,and the bits 225
to 2N will be the accurately
rounded result. Bits 2N — to 2°, the least significant
bits, are ignored.
The multiplier array can also be applied to the important task of finding reciprocals by using the tech-
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The multiplier story
The Fairchild 9344 full multiplier mentioned in this
article appears to be the only such transistor-transistor
logic integrated circuit on the market. A designer
seeking an alternative way to perform the equivalent
high speed parallel multiplication would have to use
several TTL lc packages: NAND gates to form the partial
products, and full adders to form the sums of the
partial products. If the full adders have a carry-lookahead capability, the speed of the multiplication would
be about as fast as that of the 9344 full multiplier.
Depending on the digital system, there are other alternatives. In a minicomputer, for example, the way
to perform multiplication is with read-only memories
that store amultiplication algorithm, according to Dale
Mrazek, applications engineer at the National Semiconductor Corp. With bipolar ics used for the ROMS
multiplication speed would be high—less than 100
nanoseconds, Mrazek says.
The original proponents of iterative-cell parallel multiplication believed that the technique would first
be imnlemented in metal oxide semiconductor ICS
rather than with bipolar because of the greater packing
density and lower cost of NLOS. The iterative cell approach has not been used, however; multiplication
equipment has been designed with adders that operate
in the bit-parallel, word-serial mode.
An interesting variation, the series-parallel multiplier,
has been developed at the North American Rockwell
Microelectronics Co. Words are entered in parallel ancl
multiplied in series. This is afast arrangement because
the multiplication proceeds from the least significant
bit of the parallel word. Data can be discarded from
the word register and new data entered as the multiplication proceeds. By the time the entire word is multi
plied, the word register contains a completely new
set of data, and the next multiplication can start im
mediately.
Surprisingly, there are no true parallel mos multi
pliers now on the market. There are, however, a few
such circuits being built for in-house use. Sylvania
Electronic Systems, for example, is making a four-bit
by four-bit parallel multiplier. Such a circuit, however
would be "high-speed" only in relation to other mos
circuitry; it would still be considerably slower than a
Tri, iterative cell array.—cFw
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Semiconductor memory systems:
How much do they really cost?
Those who seek to avoid high costs of complete systems by starting
with packaged chips may wind up paying much more than anticipated
once the necessary components, assembly, and testing are factored in
By William Taren, cogar

Corp., Wappingers Falls, N.Y.

D The seductive sound of low cost per bit is astrong
selling point among manufacturers of both core and
semiconductor memories. Many buyers seek to avoid
the seemingly greater expense of complete memories
by assembling their own systems from packaged
chips. They have found, however, that the real cost
of a memory system—including support components,
assembly, testing, and engineering—often turns out
much higher than their initial expectations. In fact,
the lower the quoted price, the higher the proportionate increase incurred in the ultimate cost.
The tendency to underestimate actual cost took root
and still flourishes in core memories. Quoted prices
for core memories often exclude necessities such as
power supplies, controls for shutting down power in
the proper sequence, registers, decoding, and selftesting equipment. Sometimes only cost per bit for a
naked core plane is quoted; the purchaser is stuck
with the task of assembling the planes into stacks,
interconnecting them, and adding the support circuitry.
The very low price quoted by some semiconductor
memory manufacturers often covers little more than
the equivalent of acore plane. Although the user, in
return, gains maximum flexibility for his particular
application, he may overlook how much the added
hardware and engineering is going to cost him.
In general, the hardware requirements for any semiconductor memory includes, in addition to the storage
array itself, such things as support circuit packages,
printed-circuit cards, decoupling capacitors, terminators, and connectors. And using these components
implies that the purchaser has or will need to have
assembly and memory test capabilities.
As abasis for examining the cost of these components and operations, look at today's readily available
semiconductor memories. These ordinarily come in
dual in-line packages with one chip per package; each
chip carries from 64 to 256 bipolar circuits or 256 to
1,024 metal oxide semiconductor circuits. Both circuit
types sell for about $25 per package. This corresponds
to about 40 cents per bit for bipolar circuits with
cycle times of 50 to 100 nanoseconds, and 10 cents
per bit for mOs cycling at about 1microsecond.
It's not unreasonable to expect this $25 figure to
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drop 50% within 1to 2years and the MOS cycle time
to decrease to about 25% of those quoted. During this
time, technological improvements together with lowering prices should make 256-bit bipolar chips and
1,024-bit MUS chips considerably more attractive and
widely used than they are today. Such popularity
would also bring the price down. By 1972 the price
per bit could be down to 10 cents for bipolar and perhaps 2 cents for MUS, presupposing an optimum
price/performance ratio for both types.
However, even these projections, once arrived at,
still exclude the additional hardware and engineering
required to adapt the memories to particular applications. The additional cost depends on the price quoted
for the individual package. And although the absolute
cost added decreases as the basic cost decreases, it
doesn't fall off as quickly, so that the percentage of
added cost rises sharply for the lower costs per bit.
For example, an unmounted chip in a dual in-line
package, at 10 cents per bit costs 2.8 cents, or 28%,
more to incorporate in acomplete memory. At 5cents
per bit, the necessary extras add 2cents, or 40%. And
where the quote is 1cent per bit, added outlay cost is
1.4 cents per bit, or 140%.
The first and most obvious additional expense is
support circuitry for the memory. This includes selection and decoding, to pick out one of a number of
DIPs on a single printed-circuit card; latches, for
address and data input and output; and timing pulse
generators. Furthermore, if the memory circuit's output is at alogic level unacceptable to such standard
logic circuit forms as diode transistor, transistor transistor, or emitter coupled, more support circuitry is
necessary to convert from the memory level to the
logic level or vice versa.
After the memory circuits and the support circuits
have been purchased, the DIPs are still up in the air,
so to speak: they need aprinted-circuit card to hold
them. The size and number of pc cards required depends on the kind of memory being built. A small
buffer, for example, containing 256 words of 16 bits
each would need 64 memory packages of 64 bits each,
along with another 12 to 24 packages containing support circuitry. This number of packages might be
possibly mounted on one card; however, if two cards
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are needed, afew more packages would be required
to compensate for longer signal paths. In afew cases
one DIP occupies no more than asquare inch; 11
2 to
/
2 in. 2 is more typical, leaving space for interconnections and for connectors, test points, and stiffeners.
Today the larger pc cards have an effective area of
60 to 120 in. 2 Thus a single card can't hold the 256by-16 buffer mentioned; two cards are necessary, together with extra support circuits.
A typical main memory for aminicomputer contains
4,000 words of 16 bits each, and can be packaged in
256 DIPs, each containing 256 bits in MoS circuitry.
To these should be added 24 packages of support circuits, all of which should require about six pc cards.
A larger memory is likely to have an even larger proportion of support packages.
Packages in a «memory can be fitted more closely
together on the pc card than the above figures suggest, if one spends more time and money designing
the voltage and signal distribution system, or if the
memory system's performance objectives are adjusted
to permit the dense packing. Another factor that controls packing density is the available laminating and
etching facilities for making the cards.
For example, a double-sided pc card with gold-

plated card tab connections and no internal interconnection planes costs around 20 cents per square
inch. Adding multiple internal planes increases the
cost radically, as does the use of conductive line
widths and spacings as little as 0.010 in.; the cost may
reach $2 per in., but performance of the system, interconnection problems or noise may justify the expenditure. In any case, it's much less expensive to solve
these problems at an early stage in the design than to
grapple with them after asystem has been installed.
Not all the components of amemory assembly are
high-technology devices or expensive frills. Take decoupling capacitors and terminating resistors, for example. The capacitors cost maybe 25 cents to adollar,
and the resistors are at the nickel and dime level.
These necessary components add perhaps $2.50 to
$7 to the cost per card.
This takes care of all the components required for
assembling asemiconductor memory on aproductionline basis. And at this point another cost factor raises
its head—inventory. To support normal manufacturing procedures, at least asix week's supply of all components should be kept on hand. Inventory includes
not only the cost of the stocked pieces themselves, but
also the interest on the investment the stock repre-

Double-sided. This pc card's wiring is much denser
than that on the multilayer card at right.

Multilayer. Simpler connections and higher performance
are obtainable at the cost of extra internal planes.
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Summary of amemory's true cost
A. Cost of testing DIPS
1. First tester
a. Capital depreciation $50,000
based on purchase price of $150,000, five year life, no
salvage value, and sum-of-digits depreciation
b. Cost of operation in man-years
1.0
Operator
0.2
Supervision
0.5
Load, unload
0.5
Programing
0.5
Documentation
0.2
Returns to vendor
0.5
Maintenance and calibration
0.4
Inventory and miscellany
Total
man-years 3.8
3.8 man-years © $26,000 = $100,000
Rate includes wages, support costs, fringe benefits, etc.
2. Additional testers
Each tester tests 500 »us per hour maximum
Shifts are 8 hours, shift efficiency 0.6, less than 1.0 because of operator breaks, maintenance, and other pauses.
If the production rate is higher, more than one tester is
necessary. Additional testers have the same capital depreciation but only half the operating cost, because of
functions shared with the first tester.
3. Total cost of testing
a. Number of DIPS
= (500 Dirs/h) X (8 h/shift) X (0.6 shift efficiency)
X (5 shift/wk) X (50 wk/yr) = 600,000 nips/yr per
tester
b. Cost per DIP, first 600,000 = 25 cents

c. Cost per DIP over 600,000 = 17 cents
Total cost:
Dy[(1
Rd)(1 + R.) — 600,000] X 0.17 -I- 150,000
B. Cost of raw cards
= (By/B d)(1 + Rd)(1
R.) (Ad) (Ce)
= (D 7)(1 + Rd) (1 ± R.)(Ad)(Cr)
C. Cost of support DIPS
(Dy)(Rd)(Cs)(1
R.)
D. Cost of termination and decoupling
= (Ct/De)(Dy) (1 ± Rd)(1
= (Cape) (Dyg)
E. Cost of storage DIPS = (D 7)(1 -I- R.) (Cad)
F. Cost of assembly = (Dys)(Ca)
G. Cost of card test = (DYg) (Cot/De)
H. Cost of inventory = (I) (T/52)(Dyii )X
[(Ad)(Cr)
(Cr/D.) -I- (C.) + (Cria)/(1 ± Rd)]
J. Cost of DIPS rejected at incoming inspection
1. Number of faulty DIPS = (124)(Dyg)
2. Number of faulty DIPS rejected = (E1)(R1)(1370)
3. Cost of rejected DIPS
= (Ei)(Rt) (Dy)(1 + Rs) (Cied ± Cad)
K. Cost of card repair, as a result of faulty DIPS that
pass incoming inspection
1. Number of faulty DIPS installed in cards
= (1 — EI) (R1) (Dye)
2. Number of cards repaired at card test level
(E.)(1 — Ei)(Ri)(D,,)
3. Number of cards repaired at system test level
= (1 — E1)(1 — Et)(Rt)(Dyg)
4. Cost of repair, card and system test levels
= [(Crii) (Et) + (Cr.) (1 — E1)1[(1 —
L. Cost of quality and reliability test samples
= (CoRd
Csd)(R1)(Dy)(1 ± Rs)

Definitions
Symbol
Ad
Bd

By
C.
Cd

Cet
Cr,

C.
Cad
Ce

Definition
Card area per DIP
Bits per DIP
Bits per year
Assembly cost per DIP
Cost per in. 2 of card
Testing cost per card
Cost per repair at card level
Cost per repair at system level
Cost per DIP, support circuit
Cost per DIP, storage circuit
Cost per card, termination and decoupling

Example
1.5 in. 2
256
100 million
$ 0.10
$ 0.50
$ 5
$ 20
$200
$ 2
$ 4

Symbol

Definition

D.
D,
Dy.

DIPS per card
DIPS per year net = By/Bd
DIPS per year gross
= D7(1 -I- Rd)(1
R.)
Efficiency, incoming inspection
Efficiency, card test
Interest on investment
Ratio, support to storage DIPS
Rejection rate, incoming inspection
Sample rate, reliability check
Proportion of spares at DIP level
Inventory and assembly time

Ei
Ei
Rd

Ri
Rq
R.

Example
40

70%
80%
8%
1:3
2%
1%
1:10
12 weeks

Expensive but invaluable. Although
testing equipment like this is almost
frighteningly expensive, its use on
purchased components is essential.
Its rejection rate may be as high
as one component in 10.
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sents. This interest period begins when the stock appears on the shelf and continues through the assembly
process. An inventory time of six weeks and an assembly and testing time of six weeks make the total investment period 12 weeks; if the stock to produce 100
million bits costs $6 million, the interest over a 12week period at 8% is over $100,000.
All components are presumably tested by the supplier before shipment. Nevertheless, the user must
test them again. Past data on medium-scale integrated
logic circuits indicates that rejection rates at incoming
inspection are likely to be between 1% and 10%much too high to be neglected.
A purchaser may be tempted to minimize these rejection rate percentages when he looks at the $50,000
to $250,000 price for functional memory component
testers. Furthermore, the tester's cost of operation per
year can equal the required initial capital investment.
However, these dollar outlays can be justified if the
testing facilities have a high throughput: 250 to 300
DIPs per hour, on asingle work shift for the year, add
Shelf cost. The sooner tested assemblies can be shipped
after completion, the less their total cost.

BASE -100M BITS SHIPPED/YEAR
COST/BIT. $ 05

WEEKS
2
TEST
COMP

3

4

ASSM

5

6

TEST
ASSM

7
I

8
1

9 10 11
12 13
I I I 1 1

INVENTORY
MIN COST INVENTORY

Cost summary For shipping 100 million bits per year
All figures in thousands of dollars

Item
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.
K.
L.

In 256-bit chips*

In 64-bit

chips**

10e/bit

5e/bit

le/bit

10e/bit

Testing DIPs
Raw cards
Support DIPs
Termination/decoupling
Storage DIPs
Assembly
Card Test
Inventory
Rejected DIPs
Card repair
Quality, reliability

160.0
429.6
283.6
57.4
11,000.0
57.3
71.6
213.2
158.0
196.0
165.4

160.0
429.6
283.6
57.4
5,500.0
57.3
71.6
114.7
81.0
196.0
57.9

160.0
429.6
283.6
57.4
1,100.0
57.3
71.6
33.7
19.4
196.0
13.9

436.9
1,716.0
1,166.0
228.8
11,000.0
228.8
286.0
339.1
218.3
769.4
123.2

Totals
Tota Icost/bit

12,792.1
$.128

7,009.1
$.07

2,422.5
$.024

16,512.5
$.165

*In dual-in-line packages, 4K by 16 bit system
**In dual-in-line packages, 256 by 16 bit system
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up to more than 500,000 DIPs or 100 mi
Unfortunately, even at these produc
dollar outlays, no component tester is
mally 60% to 90% effective, the testers
afew bad, marginal, or intermittently
nents slip through to inventory. In th
500,000 DIPs per year mentioned prey,
2% incoming defect level, between 1,(
faulty units each year can make it to the shelves.
In addition to incoming inspection, all purchased
components should be subjected to a quality-control
or reliability test-a destructive procedure. Although
the proportion of parts used for this purpose can be
decreased after an extended period of purchasing from
well-qualified vendors, the tests will still consume anywhere from 0.1% to 2% of incoming parts.
Assembling these components to the cards, with the
attendant soldering, marking, and inspection operations is the next cost item. With automatic insertion
and wave-soldering equipment, the amortized cost for
assembly averages 5cents per component; but if cards
of many types are produced in low volume, the cost
can easily reach 20 cents per component.
To a great degree the total cost involved in these
operations is inversely related to the investment in
card assembly equipment. For example, if a 256-bit
MOS DIP costs $25 and if 40 of these are used per
card, then the card costs $1,000-not counting the
card itself or any other components mounted on it.
If the least expensive assembly process spoils 1% of
the cards produced, this effectively adds $10 to the
card cost, or 25 cents for each DIP. But if spending
an extra nickel per component on assembly equipment
-such as automatic insertion machines-eliminates the
spoilage of cards, the investment is worth while. In
fact, the investment proves valuable if the cost increment is less than the 25 cents per component that the
cost of spoilage-provided, of course, that the costlier
equipment does reduce spoilage measurably.
After soldering, the assembled card must also be
tested-to screen faulty assemblies, not to repair them.
Screening is usually a semiautomatic operation; the
cards are plugged by hand into a test fixture, and a
computer-controlled test sequence compares the cards
with a set of performance specifications, including a
full range of power supply and timing variations.
These tests, depending on their degree of complexity
can cost as little as $1.50 per card or as much as $10but, like the component tests, they still are not perfect.
In any event, the identified bad cards must be repaired-another cost item.
Unquestionably, the most expensive place to find a
failure is at the system level-when the flaw that got
past the component test and the card test finally
shows up. The cost includes the down time for the
system as well as the cost for labor and equipment
to locate and repair the failed component. The time
involved ranges from an hour to afull day, and the
costs, if alarge system is down, runs into thousands
of dollars.
Although far from complete, this analysis of the
true cost of asemiconductor memory provides arelative guide. The costs are summarized on page 96. D
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Circuit design

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in
Electronics. Readers are invited to submit
novel circuit ideas and unusual solutions fo
design problems. Descriptions should be
brief. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

Designer's casebook
Op amps form
self-buffered rectifier
By Jerald Graeme
Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, Ariz.

A new design for a precision full-wave rectifier
uses two operational amplifiers and two diodes and
eliminates the need for a buffer. Self-buffering
occurs because the input signal sees the high
common-mode input resistances of the amplifiers
rather than the conventional summing resistors.
Amplifier A, sets up A, to complete the rectification process, but not in the same manner as
the classic design. Instead of being a half-wave
rectifier, A1 provides again of unity if signal el is
positive and a gain of two if e, is negative. Then
A, inverts and doubles the first-stage output giving
the input signal a gain of three. Thus, an over-all

gain of ± 1is achieved and apositive output having the absolute value of the signal voltage results.
The partial schematics break down the operation
into bite-sized chunks. A1 develops apositive current i
1 through resistor R1 with -Pe i at the input.
The current must go through rectifier DI because
the amplifier input cannot supply the current and
because Do is reverse-biased by current of this
polarity. Thus forward-biased, DI turns on, shorting R2 out of the feedback path. The gain of A1 is
held to unity, and voltage at node A rises only to
+e l.
Conversely, when e, goes negative, i
1 becomes
negative, DI turns off and D2 turns on. Now, the
gain goes to 2, and node A goes to 2e 1.
Stage A2 sums —2e, and +3e, at node B,
resulting in an output of +e, regardless of the
polarity of the input. The signal-input impedance
remains at about 25 mn when bipolar-input amplifiers are used and about lest with FET input op
amps. The external resistances have a negligible
effect on input characteristics, eliminating the need
for ahigh-impedance input buffer.

Where's the buffer? There is no buffer. Another high-input-impedance op amp is not needed because the signal
input always sees a high resistance in the amplifier inputs. The conventional summing resistors are avoided by
establishing An's output as the sum of —2e A and +3e 1.The output is (-2e ;

3e 1)or (+4e 1 —3e 1).
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Rf linear IC squares

Qi supplies current by switching between Q2
and Q3 as the level of the sine wave changes.
When the sine wave drops toward zero, Q3 comes
on. The selected value of resistor R1 allows Q3 to
saturate while biasing off the npn driver transistor,
Q. The output rises to the supply level of 5 V
By Norman Tweit and Wes Vincent
and remains there until the sine wave comes back
Motorola Inc., Scottsdale, Ariz.
up toward zero.
As the input continues rising, Q2 turns on and
Q3 turns off. When Q3 is off, its collector is clamped
Squaring high-frequency sine waves with amplitudes up to about 10 V peak-to-peak is an easy by the base-emitter diode of Q4,and Q4 saturates.
task for low-cost rf linear IC amplifiers. The cas- The output drops to azero level equal to V€E(sat)
code-connected type of rf/i-f monolithic •
amplifier of Q. The turn-on time for Q4—about 10 ns—
needs only an output driver to complete the
defines the output rise time; the fall time is 25 ns.
squaring circuit.
The IC supply voltage specifications limit sinewave amplitudes to a range from about 500 mV
Normally, the automatic gain control function
for the IC calls for the differential amplifier to peak-to-peak to 10 V pk-pk. Feedthrough at the
start switching when a control voltage is at a larger amplitudes—a common problem in Schmitttrigger types of squaring circuits—doesn't occur.
threshold near ground. When the age voltage on
the base of Q2 increases, Q2 takes more and more This circuit has an output symmetry of 90% or
of the emitter current provided by Qi and shunts better to 1MHz and about 80% at 5MHz.
the rf or i
-f input signal away from the output
The sine wave can be applied to the IC's hightransistor, Q.
impedance or low-impedance input. The low-Z
Detecting the zero crossing of a sine wave folinput gives the best threshold, about 500 mV pk-pk.
lows a similar procedure. The sine wave replaces The 18-kilohm resistor raises the impedance of the
the agc signal, no rf signal is applied to the input low-Z input to form the high-Z input at the cost of
stage, and the differential amplifier is biased around reduced threshold.
ground. In the squaring circuit, the IC substrate is
Together, the IC and the output driver transistor
cost about $2.
connected to the negative supply voltage.

high-frequency sine waves

Round in, square out. Sine-wave control input to Qi and Q3 switches output transistor Q3 of cascode-connected
amplifier on and off. Resistor R1 makes Q3 saturate quickly, turning off Q4 quickly. When Q3 turns off, Q4 saturates
rapidly. This action gives the output square wave nanosecond rise and fall times, with excellent symmetry.
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Stable unijunction VCO
needs no critical components

By L. G. Smeins
Ball Brothers Research Corp.,

Boulder,

Colo.

Placing a unijunction transistor and an integrator
together produces a voltage-controlled oscillator
with more temperature stability than aunijunction
VCO and more linearity than an ordinary integrating oscillator:
Unijunction transistor Q1 serves as a voltagesensitive reset switch in aMiller integrator formed
by amplifier A1,capacitor C4 and input resistor R1.
Temperature coefficients are predominantly those
of the RC network components, which can be lowdrift types. Also, the reset time of Q4 rather than
the output current limit of Al determines the
linearity of the VCO.
The oscillator's period is
= Ci(77VB2 ± 0.4)
t
1;6(1 — n)
where n is Qi's intrinsic standoff ratio, VB2 its
base-2 voltage and 0.4 its emitter-voltage recovery
time (characteristically 0.4 microsecond at C =
0.01 microfarad).
The output of AI goes through a peak-to-peak

rectifier (D 1,Do and Co, C3)and afilter (R., R3 and
C3,C4). Comparator Ao compares the peak-to-peak
value with a reference voltage VREF set by zener
diode Da.The voltage drops through D1 and Do are
canceled by D4 and D5.
AL.'S output drives base 2 of Qi.Since Vp depends on Vit o, the system will seek alevel at which
the peak-to-peak voltage at the output of A1 equals
VREr .Placing aresistor, R4,in series with base 2
compensates for the negative coefficient of VD.
With the closed-loop gain of Ao now much
greater than one and the integrator getting de
feedback through 11 5,the oscillation period becomes
t=

RiltsCIVREF

R5Ein

RIVREF

The values shown give a center frequency of
approximately 3kHz, but component values do not
have to be specially selected. If C1 has atemperature coefficient of 100 ppm/ °C and the resistors
have one of 50 ppm/ °C, the vC0 coefficient will be
about 100 ppm/ °C. A voltage follower can drive
R1 if ahigh input impedance is needed.
Reliable oscillation requires that the current to
C1 be between Qi's peak-point emitter current Ip
and its valley current I
v.In addition, the filter's
time constant should be much longer than the
period of oscillation, and R6 should be large enough
to allow Q1 to fire when Ao is saturated in the positive direction.

All -weather VCO. Temperature coefficients of RC network's passive components limit voltage-controlled
oscillator's drift. Uni¡unction transistor Q1 is avoltage-sensitive reset switch in integrator Al.
Comparator A. ,stabilizes output, keys period and level to reference voltage.
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That #r! -frk?»!
MIL M 38510!

There, there, Signetics understands.
We not only understand MIL-M-38510, we can
supply IC's to it. Right this minute.
Fact is, we've been using just about the same
hard-nosed testing procedures it calls for, for better
than five years.
Signetics S. U. R. E. program (Systematic Uniformity and Reliability Evaluation) includes practically all the Military Standard 883 tests plus a few
more of our own.
So: send for our new Confidence Report on
38510/883 and for our new S.U. R. E./883 brochure.
And specify Signetics digital and linear circuits
for your high reliability requirements.
You'll swear by them.

Signetics

Signetics Corporation/811 E. Argues Ave.,
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Sunnyvale. California 94086/A subsidiary of Corning Glass ‘orks
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Help yourself to agood
dc-to-dc converter design
Simple equations used with cores and transistors
provide basis of transformer design for top performance
By Del Johnson,*

Lear Siegler Inc., Cimron division, San Diego, Calif.

D Dc-to-dc converters offer a compact, economical
way to supply several different isolated voltages from
a single de input. These features find ready applications in aerospace work and the growing batterypowered instrumentation field. In ac line-operated
equipment the device can replace several regulated
voltage supplies. And there's abonus—the converter
is inherently immune to short circuits, and usually
restarts when the short is removed.
Dc-to-dc converters can be described in a few
equations which do provide the basis for any design. Further, this straightforward design approach
is theoretically rigorous and almost devoid of trialand-error routines.
In designing atypical converter, the first step is to
select the core. In cross section, it should be just
large enough for the applied voltage to induce a
saturation level of flux every half cycle. In window
area—the area available for building up the windings—
it must be of asize that accommodates all the windings necessary.
The core usually is atape-wound toroid made from
50% nickel-iron alloy, amaterial that exhibits avery
square, very narrow hysteresis loop; these cores are
small and cost only afew dollars. But any other type
that satisfies the size, cost and operating-frequency
requirements may be used.
Manufacturers tabulate core sizes by the product
of window area, W, and cross-sectional area, Ac.
On page 104 is ashort list of commercially available
tape-wound toroids.
To discover the value needed for WAc,an equation
in terms of known parameters is derived from
e= N dedt
This is the basic equation that defines how the voltage
applied to an N-turn coil is related to the rate of change
of flux. Once WAc is known, its equation can be used
for the second step of the design—finding the number
of primary turns, N.
Because voltage applied to the converter is constant, dedt is too. And since this voltage is applied
to only half the primary, N equals Np/2. So the basic
equation can be rewritten as
Et = (Np/2),»
In one half cycle of operation, T/2, the core flux
goes from the saturation level in one direction to
the saturation level in the other. Therefore à4, equals
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2B mAc,where Bm is the saturation flux density. Expressing the period as the reciprocal of the operating
frequency, f, and solving for the cross-sectional area
leads to:
Ac =

E
2B m Npf

Before finding an expression for W, it's necessary
estimate the fraction of window area that the
primary will take up. Since the transformer can become difficult to wind, the primary and secondaries
together shouldn't occupy more than 40% of W.
In most cases if it's estimated that the primary will
take up 20% of W, the final window utilization factor
will be less than this 40% figure. In any event, if this
fraction of the total space occupied by the primary
is called k, the window area is given by
W = NpA w /k
where Aw is the cross-sectional area of the primary
wire. The value is found by summing the power
requirements of the secondary windings, estimating
the converter's efficiency, and calculating the
required amount of primary current. Since each half
of the primary conducts only during alternate half
cycles, the wire need only be capable of handling half
the primary current. Its gauge can be determined from
astandard wire table.
Combining the equations for Ac and W, and including the conversion factor 10 -8 to allow all parameters
to be expressed in their usual dimensions, yields
to

WA c =

EA w
2B mkf X 10-8

where W is in square centimeters; A° and Aw are
in circular mils; BM is in gauss and is specified by
the core manufacturer; fis in hertz and is specified
by the core manufacturer; and E is in volts.
The calculated value of WAc is a minimum. To
accommodate astandard core size alarger value may
have to be used, though this will of course result in
alarger transformer with fewer turns.
After a core with above the minimum WA0 has
been selected, step two of the calculations is reached
—determining the number of primary turns. This is
done by rearranging the equation for WAc,using the
value for Ac given for the core in the manufacturers
data (see typical table on p. 104)
*Mr. Johnson is now with Deltec, San Diego, Calif.
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Np

E
213mAd X 10-8

=

The number of turns in the feedback winding, NF,
depends partly on the voltage, ER,which the primary
induces in the feedback winding and which provides
the forward and reverse bias that alternately switches
the transistors. In the positive direction, EB is clamped
at the transistor's base-emitter saturation level,
VBE(BAT) .But if the reverse bias that appears across
the conducting transistor is to stay within safe operating units, En must be less than the sum of the magnitudes of VBE(SAT) and the transistor's base-emitter
breakdown voltage, BVBE0 .
With the value of EB known, NF can be calculated
from
NF = EBNr/2E
To insure that the transistors will switch the desired
primary current, the base current, I
B,of the conducting transistor must be at least equal to the primary
current divided by the forward current transfer ratio,
he,. The actual value of I
B depends on the parallel
combination of R1 and 11.), called R, which can be
expressed in terms of known parameters
RF =

GE — ET
IB

The voltage ET is the potential at the center tap of
the feedback winding, with the short-duration voltage
spike being ignored. It's given by
ET = VI( E(SAT)
E11 /2
The symbol G is the divider ratio given by
G=

It
B1 +
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and is picked to insure safe and reliable starting of the
converter. Usually avalue between 3volts and 6volts
across R. when the divider isn't loaded should suffice.
With this criterion G should be between 3/E and 6/E.
Once Br and G are known, the actual resistances
of the divider network can be found from
Re = Rr/G
11 2 = Rr/(1 — G)

Once through the circuit
The converter works by periodically saturating the
core and thereby inducing square-wave voltages in
the secondaries. When power is first applied to the
primary's center tap, current tries to flow to the
bases of both transistors. But, since they're not
perfectly matched, one turns on before the other
can. With one transistor conducting, the input
voltage, E, is applied across half of the primary
and, being constant, causes the flux density to
increase linearly. While the flux is growing, the
current in the primary is almost constant since
it's proportional to the magnetizing force, H.
The linearly changing flux induces a constant
voltage in the secondaries—the load windings and
the feedback winding. In the latter the voltage
supplies a forward bias to the conducting transistor and acutoff bias to the nonconducting one.
When the flux density reaches the core's saturation level, BM, the primary impedance and mutual
inductance drop to very low values. As the impedance falls, there's a momentary surge in the
primary current. Nevertheless, since there's no
significant voltage coupled to the feedback winding, the conducting transistor turns off. Within
afew microseconds, an inductive transient caused
partly by residual inductance in the windings
reverses both the base bias conditions. The other
transistor turns on, and E is applied to the other
half of the primary. The exact mechanism of
this field reversal in the core isn't perfectly understood, but the result is that the core comes out
of saturation and couples a positive bias to the
base of the transistor that's now conducting.
So the flux goes to saturation in the opposite
direction, completing the cycle.
The kind of short-circuit protection provided by
the dc-to-dc converter is unique—and needs no
additional circuitry. A secondary short causes a
very heavy primary current, the equivalent of the
collector current that flows at the instant of core
saturation. Since the resistor-limited base current
of the conducting transistor cannot maintain
saturation, the transistor moves out of saturation
as if to begin the switching that occurs at the
end of each half cycle. However, because of the
short, the primary impedance remains low. So
the collector current in the second transistor is
also too high to permit the base current to maintain saturation. The oscillation stops, and all the
secondary voltages drop to zero. Usually, the
oscillator will restart when the secondary short
is removed.

1. Many from one. A dc-to-dc converter produces
several square-wave voltages from asingle dc
source, E. Each of these voltages is isolated and,
if desired, can be rectified. In atypical converter,
the transistors alternately switch the primary
current whenever the flux density in the core
reaches the saturation level. The feedback winding,
NF,provides the switching signal to each transistor
that turns one on and the other off.
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Once with numbers
Suppose that the converter in Fig. 1is to operate from a
24-volt battery, and supply 22 y de at 120 milliamps,
5 y dc at 1.5 amps, and 10 v peak-to-peak at 10 mA
to the loads.
The size of the converter will depend on its operating
frequency, which in turn will depend on the nature of
its core. A good compromise between cost and bulk
is a nickel-iron toroid. Several of these are listed below, where they are tabulated by the product of
their window area, W, and cross-sectional area, Ac.
The first 'step in finding the product required for
the core is to determine the size of the wire needed
for the primary, which depends on the primary current.
To find its value, the power demands of loads are
summed
P = (22 ± 2)0.12 ± (5 + 1)1.5 ± (10/2)0.01
= 11.93 watts
where the 2-v and 1-v terms are the drops in the rectifiers. Next it's necessary to know the converter's efficiency; a reasonable estimate is 80%. So the primary
current is 11.93/(0.8) (24), or 621 mA. Since each
half of the primary conducts for only half a cycle,
the primary can be wound with 25 AWG (424 circular
mils) wire which is rated at 320.4 mA.
Besides primary current, WAc depends on: the input
voltage which is known; the core saturation level and
operating frequency, which the manufacturer gives
(14,000 gauss and 3,000 hertz for the cores in the
table); and the fraction of window area taken up by
the primary. This last parameter must be estimated.
Its value is related to the window area that will be
taken up by all the windings together, which determines
how easy the transformer will be to wind. In most instances, the windings will not occupy too much window
area if the primary fraction is put at 0.2. If so,
WAc = (24 X424)/(2 X 14,000 X3,000 X0.2 X 10-8)
= 0.0606 X 106
Therefore acore with aminimum cross-sectional area
of 0.076 square centimeters is suitable. One with an Ac
of 0.151 cm 2 will be used, however, to provide extra
room for the windings.
With this value of Ac,the number of turns in the
primary can be calculated
Np = 24/(2 X 14,000 X 0.151 X 3,000 X 10-8 )
= 190

The transistors may be of almost any general-purpose
type. Suppose the ones used have abase-emitter saturation voltage of 1 y and a base-emitter breakdown
voltage of 5 v. To preclude exceeding the breakdown
level, the voltage induced in the feedback winding
ought to be less than (5v ± 1v). Suppose that 5v
is selected. Then the number of turns in the feedback
winding is
NF = (
5 X 190)/(2 X 24)
= 20
The resistance values are found indirectly by setting
avalue on R2/(Ri ± R2), calculating what the parallel
combination of R1 and R2-called Rp-should equal,
and then solving for R1 and R2.
First of all, to ensure proper starting of the converter, the voltage across R2 when the divider isn't
loaded should be between 3v and 6v. If it's picked to
be 4v, R2/ (R1 ± R2) is 4/24, or . 1/6.
Rp depends on this value, and on the desired primary
current, which should at least equal the primary current
divided by the forward current transfer ratio of the
transistors. If this ratio is 15, the base current should
be at least 0.621/15, or 414 mA, and Rp should be at
most
Rp = (24/6 ± 1.5)/0.0414
= 133 ohms
Therefore R1 should be at least 133/(1/6), or 797
ohms, and R2 at least 133/( 5/6 ) ohms.
For the three load circuits, the number of turns
in each winding is
N1 = 190(22 ± 2)/(2 X 25)
95
N2 = 190(5 ± 1)/24
= 48
and
N3 =

(190) (10)/ (4 X

= 20

24)

To verify that the selected core really does have
alarge enough window, the fraction of it taken up by
all the windings is calculated. First, for each winding
the number of turns is multiplied by the wire's crosssectional area, and then all the products are summed.
The point at which winding gets difficult is around
40%, but in this example it turns out that the windings
take up less than 32% of the window.

TAPE WOUND CORES
Core Dimensions (inches)

Manufacturer's Designation

WAc
0.026
0.053
0.066
0.070
0.070
0.079
0.415
0.523
2.37
4.37
13.0
88.0
140.6

104

W
(cmil)10 °
0.348
0.308
0.865
0.462
0.308
0.462
1.369
0.865
1.96
3.61
5.35
14.54
14.53

Ac
cm'
0.076
0.171
0.076
0.151
0.227
0.171
0.303
0.605
1.21
1.21
2.42
6.05
9.68

Arnold
G-L
Engineering Industries,
Co.
Inc.
5515
5958
4168
5502
5651
5504
5387
6847
5320
6110
5468
5611
9260

1030
1018
1060
1040
1020
1050
1120
1110
1140
1170
1190
1220
1222

Magnetics,
Inc.

Magnetic
Metals Co.

I.D.

O.D.

Height

50002
50076
50011
50061
50007
50106
50030
50038
50001
50103
50042
50112
50426

5
37
9
79
3
7
13
62
15
76
20
25
78

0.650
0.625
1.0
0.75
0.625
0.75
1.25
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
4.0
4.0

0.90
1.0
1.25
1.0
1.0
1.125
1.75
1.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
5.25
6.0

0.125
0.188
0.125
0.250
0.250
0.188
0.250
0.500
0.500
0.500
1.0
2.0
2.0
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2. Primary action. Core hysteresis accounts for primary
current behavior. Because the primary voltage is constant,
the core flux increases linearly until the core saturates.
During this time the current is constant. When
the core saturates, primary impedance drops,
producing acurrent surge. At the same time
the polarity of the input voltage reverses, restarting
the cycle in the opposite direction.

3. At the base. The voltage waveform observed at
the base of both transistors is square and clamped
in the positive direction at their base-emitter
saturation voltage. Except when the transistors are
switching, the voltage at the feedback winding's center
tap is constant. When the core saturates,
however, an inductive transient induces avoltage
spike which switches the transistors.

The transistors can be of almost any general type.
But there are a few parameters that must be considered. The collector-emitter breakdown voltage
should be greater than 2E since this voltage level
always exists across the nonconducting transistor. The
rated collector current must be greater than the primary current, and the switching speed must be high
enough to insure efficient operation at the converter's
operating frequency.
The final design step is to calculate the number of
turns needed for each load winding. (The total number
of loads that can be tied to a dc-to-dc converter is
limited partly by the economics of coil winding, and
partly by the decline in converter efficiency that
results when there are too many load windings; for
the more there are, the further some of them are from
the primary, and as aresult these have ahigh leakage
inductance.) Calculation of the number of turns for
the secondary windings requires taking into account
the voltage drop across the rectifiers—the drops across
the load windings are usually small enough to ignore.
For example, in the typical converter in Fig. 1, which
supplies two de voltages and one ac voltage, the
number of turns for the bridge-rectifier circuit is
given by

All the values needed to build the converter are now
known, and the finished device should perform to
within a few percentage points of them. How close
the actual voltages come to the calculated values
depends mostly upon the turns ratios and semiconductor specifications, while core characteristics
influence efficiency and the operating frequency.
Core parameters are rather stable over awide temperature range. For a rise of 0°C to 50°C, the core
saturation level changes by about 5%, but affects
only the operating frequency. The squareness ratio,
which describes the departure of the hysteresis loop
from the ideal rectangle, will drop by less than 1%
over the sanie range. However, the resistance of
copper wire will increase by about 20% for a 50°C
rise, and this usually significantly decreases the currents in the primary and in other windings carrying
a current whose density is near to the maximum
rated density of the winding wire.
When it connes to actually winding the transformer,
it's necessary to minimize leakage inductance, for
good efficiency, and transient distortion, for protection of the transistors. The most important requirement is to maximize the coupling between the feedback winding and the primary. The primary should
be placed on the core first, wound with a minimum
number of layers, and evenly distributed over the
entire surface of the toroid. A useful criterion for core
selection is to obtain one with adiameter large enough
to allow the primary to be applied in one layer.
The feedback winding is wound next, again evenly
distributed. The load windings also should have an
even distribution, but it's not nearly as important
for them as it is for the primary and feedback
windings.

N1 = Np(Ei

EL1)/2E

where ELi is the combined voltage drop of two rectifier diodes. For the center-tap circuit, the equation is
N2 = NP(E2

EL2)/E,

where EL2 is the drop across one diode. For the ac
load, the number of turns, N3,is
N3 = NpE 3
/4E
where E3 is apeak -to -peak value.
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A significant advance
in silicon rectifier
power handling capacity
3 new series of silicon rectifiers from Tung-Sol permit
designers to meet extremely high power requirements.
• Reverse voltage ratings to 5000 Volts
• Average forward current to 500 Amperes
• Surge overload ratings up to 8500 Amperes
Controlled avalanche characteristics provide transient handling
capability that results in increased reliability.
All units feature ceramic-to-metal seals, mount in any position
and are supplied in either polarity.

1511 SERIES
Max. ay. forward
current at 120° C420 Amperes

1621 SERIES

1611 SERIES

Max. ay. forward
current at 120° C-500 Amperes

Max. ay. forward
current at 120° C470 Amperes

Surge overload
rating, 1cycle6000 Amperes

Surge overload
rating, 1cycle8500 Amperes

Surge overload
rating, 1cycle5200 Amperes

Controlled
Avalanche
Voltage-12503500 Volts

Controlled
Avalanche
Voltage-11002300 Volts

j

Controlled
Avalanche
Voltage-26005000 Volts

Write for technical data bulletins—
Tung-Sol Division, Wagner Electric Corporation
630 West Mt. Pleasant Ave., Livingston, N.J. 07039
Twx: 710-994-4865 •Phone: (201)992-1100; (212)732-5426

TUNG-SOL
Hugh Power Silicon Rectifiers
Trademark TUNG-SOL Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. and Marcas Registradas
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For swept RF measurements
of both magnitude and phase,
try this test lab.
HP's 8407A Network Analyzer makes
quick RE measurements, 100 kHz to
110 MHz with ease, accuracy and
thoroughness. Inadequacies of alternate
techniques have been eliminated and
swept measurements over awide dynamic
range are now possible.
We're talking about full characterization — both magnitude and phase —
of filters, amplifiers, attenuators, transistors, antennas, and any other RE
component, device or network you can
name. And you can check them at any
stage of design, development or
production.
The system consists of:
•8601A Generator/ Sweeper, aprecision swept source, 0.1 to 110 MHz,
with flat output, highly linear sweep
and low residual FM.
•8407A Network Analyzer mainframe with 8112A Phase-Magnitude
Display unit for CRT presentation of
test results.
•Accessory coax devices and probes to
monitor the unknown's responses to the
swept test signal.
For coaxial work: 11652A ReflectionTransmission Kit with all the accessories you'll need: precision power
Electronics IOctober 12, 1970

splitter, high directivity flat coupler, termination and matched cables. Just hook
up — make high accuracy swept measurements of complex transmission and
reflection coefficients simply and quickly.
For circuit work: 11654A Passive Probe
Kit with high impedance voltage probes
and dividers plus current probes. You
can measure circuit and device performance without disturbing their behavior.
And using voltage and current probes
simultaneously, you can make swept
impedance measurements with
10,000:1 dynamic range.
Dynamic measurement range is
greater than 100 dB, and you can see
80 dB in one viewing of the 8412's CRT.
And you can see phase response at the
same time with 360° phase range. The
system also provides 0.05 dB magnitude
and 0.2° phase resolution.
The 8407A is anarrow-band detector
that tracks the sweeping test signal;
tracking provides these unique benefits:
1. Wide dynamic range and high
sensitivity — make high-gain/ high-loss
measurements on sensitive networks
and devices.
2. Accurate measurements — free from
errors encountered in broadband detec-

tion methods resulting from harmonics
and other spurious signals.
The 8407A RF mainframe costs
$2950; 8412A Display, $1575; 11652A
Reflection-Transmission kit (for coax),
$325; 11654A Passive Probe kit, $325;
8601A Generator/ Sweeper (general
purpose precision swept source, useful for
many applications), $2250.
You can get the full story by phoning
your local HP engineer and asking for
ademonstration. He'll also be glad to
give you Application Note 121-1, acomprehensive description of what this
system can do for you; plus Application
Note 121-2 which describes how to
make wide dynamic range impedance
measurements on aswept-frequency basis.
Or write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto,
California 94304; Europe: 1217 MeyrinGeneva, Switzerland.
04016R

HEWLETT ei PACKARD
NETWORK ANALYZERS
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Now...12,000 trims per hour

1632

High-volume model added to S. S. White resistor trimming line

After the trim, probes flash data to memory bank for referral to
accept/reject station.

Seven trimming stations make seven simultaneous trims
every 2seconds.

Trim parameters are dialed on separate console. Memory
bank and bridges control and monitor the entire cycle.

The latest addition to S. S. White's family of resistor
trimming systems is the high-volume, seven-station
Model AT-707. It has the capacity to trim more
than 12,000 individual hybrid thick-film resistors
per hour ...seven simultaneous trims every 2seconds! ... at 1
/
2 of 1% accuracy.
The Model AT-707 automatically loads, positions, trims, monitors, inspects, and accepts or rejects
the substrates. Trimming method is the proven
S. S. White Airbrasive® concept, which is heatless,
shockless, accurate, and does not alter the substrate.
Complete range of resistor trimming systems. The
S. S. White family of resistor trimming systems
provides you with acomplete range of capability,
from breadboarding to high-volume, high-accuracy
production, both resistor and capacitor trimming.
For example, if you're in the prototype stage
there's our Model LAT-100. Low-cost (how about
$5,950 for an easy investment?), capable of under
1% trimming accuracy, it is ideal for low-volume
or experimental work.
Anumber of models are available for intermediate
production requirements. The manually loaded
Model AT-701A will produce up to 600 trims per
108
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Nests accept any number of different size substrates. They are automatically rotated to accomplish trimming in either X or Y direction.

hour, depending on the dexterity of the operator. Addition of arotary
table (Model AT-701AR) will lift this output to more than 1,000 per
hour. Accuracy of 1
/
2 of 1% ... or better ... is obtainable.
Model AT-704A puts you into big-time production .. .4,000 trims
per hour. It's rotary fed and trims four resistors simultaneously.
All this and more. Call Hal Skurnick (212-661-3320) and ask for
ademonstration. If you would rather see agorgeous movie on the
AT-707, he can arrange that too. While you're at it, ask him about
such elegant and sophisticated add-ons as our two-speed trim system
for both high speed and high accuracy. If your needs are trimming
active voltage circuits, he has answers for that too. Capacitor trimming? Easy. Whatever your trimming needs, S. S. White ... who pioneered these methods...has asystem for you. Just pick up your phone.
Call or write: S. S. White Industrial Products Division, Pennwalt
Corporation, Dept. R, 201 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
(212-661-3320)

PEIMALT

C- S.S.WHITE
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
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Chicago Miniature's new low
current, fine wire lighting bugs
need only afraction of the
current normally required for
sub-miniature lamps.
These T-1 and T-3/4's have an
average current drain of only
8-21 ma., and are specifi:ally
designed for applications
requiring illumination from low
current level circuits.
A new process developed by
Chicago Miniature gives our bugs
well shaped, stress-free fine wire
filaments which result in superior

reliability and life performance.
Their ability to be driven directly
from low output integrated
circuitry eliminates the need .:or
separate driver circuits. And,
all ol these lamps are aged for a
minimum of 16 hours to insure
long lamo life and dependable
operation.
For complete information on
these low current, fine wire
Lighting Bugs, circle the reader
servi:e number or write for
zatalog CMT-3A.

For application assistance
contact your Chicago Miniatur.9.
Sales Representative. For of-tieshelf delivery, contact your
local authorized Ch cago
Miniature Electronic Distributcr.
CHICAGO MINIATURE
LAMP WORKS
4433 N. Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago, Illirois 60é40
(312) 784-1020
aGENERAL INSTRUMENT compary
See us in booth 1214 WESCON

THE LIGHTING BUGS

This bug
feeds on practically
nothing.

The ELECTRONICS IN MEDICINE Conference &
Exposition is different. Unlike every other medical show,
it concentrates solely on medical electronics. It brings
together only the manufacturers of medical electronics
gear and the buyers and specifiers of such equipment—
physicians, hospital administrators, biomedical
engineers, educators, researchers and system
design engineers.

Effective Sponsorship
ELECTRONICS IN MEDICINE is co-sponsored by Medical
World News, Modern Hospital, Postgraduate Medicine
and Electronics. The combined know-how and circulation
of these major publications assure exhibitors of a
highly qualified national audience.

On -Target Conference
A carefully crafted series of sessions, designed to attract
only buyers and specifiers of medical electronics
equipment and services, will be created by the editors
of the co-sponsoring publications in conjunction with
Dr. John Truxal, Institute Professor, Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklyn. Dr. Truxal has long been concerned with the inter-play of engineering with biology
and medicine and chaired acommittee of the National
Academy of Engineering on that topic.

Aggressive Promotion
The conference and show will be broadly promoted by
the co-sponsoring publications, which have a combined

circulation of 400,000. A massive direct mail campaign
and public relations campaign will be undertaken. Full
page ads, well in advance of the event, will appear in all
magazines. Direct mailers will repeatedly find buyers
and specifiers wherever they work—hospital, private or
group practice, clinic, research lab, and university.

Exhibitors Sell
The 3rd National Conference & Exposition on
ELECTRONICS IN MEDICINE will enable you to find and
sell new customers, expose current customers to your
new products, create impressive lists of new, valuable
contacts and create significant penetration of this
burgeoning multi $million market.

Reserve Your Booths Today
There is no premium on corner or upfront booths.
Excellent locations, at no extra cost, will go to those
firms which act promptly.

3rd National Conference
âExnosilion on Electronics
in Medicine
Sheraton Boston Hotel
April 13-15, 1971

John B. Hynes Civic Auditorium

For space reservations, information:
Steve Miller, Exhibit Manager, National Expositions Company, Inc., 14 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y. 10018 •212/564-8714.
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ARE IC'S ACURSE?

or an aid to your designs and profits
Microelectronics have reduced electronics costs per function two orders of magnitude in 7years. System
performance has undergone similar improvements. Your company's very existence may be dependent on
how well you utilize IC technology. For the past five years Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. has been
helping people use IC technology through management and engineering seminars. And now the
McGraw-Hill Book Company is pleased to offer you their exclusive texts—texts that deal with questions like:

How can your company acquire enough
engineering talent with IC know-how?

Should your company manufacture
its own Integrated Circuits?

D Raid my competitors

111 Yes

EI Educate my own technical staff

El No

El

D Wait for the schools to catch up

Yes and No

There are no pat answers to this. But we can
provide the hard facts and accurate figures management needs to make profitable decisions.
For example: complete analyses of costs and
facilities necessary for making limited quantities
of IC's for your own use... making production
quantities for sale to others...or buying some and
making some. And market forecasts, fabrication
highlights, and lots more.
It's all in A MANAGEMENT GUIDE TO
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. And you can get a
detailed 11-page preview of this guide by mailing
the coupon below. No cost or obligation.

Lose any IC engineers to acompetitor lately?
Right now, raiding may seem acceptable. But
it is costly. Sooner or later you'll have to develop
an IC talent pool of your own. The sooner, the
better.
That's where the INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
ENGINEERING BASIC TECHNOLOGY
MANUAL comes in. It helps your engineers acquire IC technological know-how that might
otherwise require years of study and experience.
It offers the math, schematics, charts, tables, etc.,
on every aspect of technology from design and
testing to use and fabrication.
Mail the coupon below for adetailed 16-page
preview. No cost or obligation.

MAIL NOW FOR
FREE IC
MANAGEMENT PREVIEW

MAIL NOW FOR
FREE IC
ENGINEERING PREVIEW

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. 23 EA
330 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
Att: E. Bates, 18th Fl.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. 23 EA-1
330 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
Att: E. Bates, 18th Fl.

Please send me by mail without cost or obligation the
detailed preview of A MANAGEMENT GUIDE TO
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS and tell me how to acquire
the full text.

Please send me by mail without cost or obligation the
detailed preview of INTEGRATED CIRCUIT ENGINEERING BASIC TECHNOLOGY MANUAL and
tell me how to acquire the full text.

Name

Name

(Please Print)

Title

Title

Company

Company

Address

Address

City

City
Zip

State
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23 EA

State

(Please Print)

ZIP

23 EA-1
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Induction vs. weight.
Supermendur cut cores by Arnold win the battle.
Higher induction (and power handling capacity) for fewer pounds than any other magnetic
material. That's Supermendur for you. The
ideal material for tape-wound cut cores in
special applications. Especially if you're interested in saving weight (and space) for such
critical uses as aircraft and aerospace trans-

formers. Or for other miniature and subminiature electrical and electronic devices where
every ounce saved has adollar value.
Supermendur cut cores are an Arnold specialty. We'd like you to know all about them.
Just call or write and we'll send you the complete details.

A

The Arnold Engmeermg Co
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ARNOLD
SPECIALISTS IN MAGNETIC

MATERIALS

Dept. B2, Marengo, Illinois 60152 •Member Company of Allegheny Ludlum Industries •Branch Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities
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This portable will record
more facts in less time, at less cost
than any other 2-channel recorder
on the market.

We call it the Brush 220.
And once we put it through its
paces for you, you'll call it the
most amazing piece of recording
gear around.
To begin with, we guarantee
99 1/
2 % linearity. Which is agood
deal better than almost anything
else on the market ... regardless
of size or price. The pressurized
ink-writing system is the same
one you'll find in our six and eight
channel systems. Instead of laying
the trace on the paper, it forces

it in. Run your finger over it.
There's no smear, no smudge. And
trace crispness and uniformity is
in aclass by itself.
Built-in preamplifiers give you
measurement range from 1 mV
per division to 500 full scale—and
you never have to re-calibrate.
Pushbutton controlled chart
speeds.Two handy event markers.
Ink supply is a disposable cartridge, good for ayear.
Yes, for a 25 pound portable
that's no bigger than abreadbox,
the Brush 220 is quite arecorder.
Ask your Brush representative for
a demonstration. Or, write for
complete details. Brush Division,
Gould Inc., 3631 Perkins Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

ow>

G

o LJLD

BRUSH

Ultrasonic Cleaning...
Basic Systems...
Standard Consoles...
Degreasers (with or without Ultrasonics) B..
Automated cleaning systems...

BRANSON
instruments company

For sound ideas in cleaning, testing and measuring.

BRANSON INSTRUMENT COMPANY •A Subsidiary of Smith, Kline & French • 76 PROGRESS DRIVE, STAMFORD, CONN. 06904
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Short
circuits.
1.„

Now you can bypass
slowdowns in printed
circuit design.

.0"

,

o
N*7

Do your design problems include
tape slippage and lack of dimensional
stability on master layouts,
numerous design changes, and other
annoyances that hamper efficient
printed circuit design?
If so, we believe that reproducing
your taped master on
KODAGRAPH ESTAR Base Film is the
answer. For more information,
contact your KodakTechnical
Sales Representative, or write:
Eastman Kodak Company,
Business Systems Markets Division,
Department DP813,
Rochester, NewYork 14650.
DRAVVING REPRODUCTION
SYSTEMS BY KODAK

US©ânrE
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Large Screen Displays
Link your data or
signal source to
TV display systems with
Tektronix scan conversion .

for convenient viewing
in labs, classrooms,
production lines,
hospitals,
computer installations
and many other areas.

The display size depends only upon
------your choice of TV monitor or receiver.
The 4501 Scan Converter accepts alphanumeric and graphic data—in the form of analog
inputs—and converts it to displays on TV receivers and monitors. The hi-contrast TV displays are ideal for individual or group viewing
—even under bright light conditions. The displays may be viewed as light data on a dark
background or as dark data on a light background, selected from the 4501 front panel.
The 4501 uses a Tektronix bistable storage
CRT. Data may be written once on the storage
CRT and retained for an hour without refreshing. The results are: call for your data once,
then view it as long as one hour on a TV-size
display. Besides that, the 4501 transfers continuously written data to your TV display.
MULTIPLE DISPLAYS—The 4501 will drive
multiple, inexpensive receivers and monitors.
The units may be located locally or remotely.
Outputs from a TV camera can be mixed with
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data from the 4501 to produce a picture that
is an overlay of the two signal sources. With
overlaying, you can instantly compare data
from two different sources.
The uses for the 4501 are virtually unlimited.
For a demonstration, contact your local Tektronix Field Engineer or write Tektronix, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. See
your current Tektronix catalog for specifications.
4501 Scan Converter

$2500

Available in U.S. through the Tektronix lease plan
U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton, Oregon

TEKTRONIX®
committed to technical excellence
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How Packard prevails at the Pentagon
In his first 20 months, the former Hewlett-Packard chief decentralizes
authority, buys technology from abroad, and cuts military overhead
By Ray Connolly,

Washington bureau manager

Deputy Defense Secretary David
Packard's apparently successful
management of the Pentagon's
bureaucratic Goliath is becoming
as legendary in Washington as the
feat of an earlier David who, the
Old Testament says, "prevailed
over the Philistine with asling and
a stone." Yet Packard, whose sixfoot, five-inch frame makes him
something of a Goliath himself,
surprised an industry audience on
the West Coast not long ago by
confessing some "shame" at not
having done more to resolve the
"real mess" in military procurement [Electronics, Aug. 31, p. 51].
After 20 months in office, he is
not altogether satisfied with either
his own or industry's performance
in providing the military with economical, reliable systems. Says one
executive who was at the meeting
Electronics
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and who used to know Packard at
Hewlett-Packard Co., "I guess I
was more surprised at the 'shame'
part of the speech than his cracks
about industry's performance. Dave
has no qualms about knocking
heads if the need arises, but I
never heard him suggest that he
was up against ajob he had trouble
handling." That observation, however, ignores the fact that Packard,
generally acknowledged to be the
most powerful deputy defense secretary ever, has come to grips with
a staggering management job that
has broken some powerful men.
When former Defense Secretary
Robert S. McNamara, with whom
Parkard is sometimes compared,
left DOD after seven years, he was
by all accounts emotionally and
physically drained.
If McNamara failed, why should

Packard succeed? "Simple," responds one of Packard's old associates, "Dave has dealt with technological innovation all his life,
and that's a tremendous skill.
McNamara's experience was all in
large-scale production at Detroit,"
where innovation doesn't have a
high priority. Supporters also note
that Packard's brand of decentralized management runs counter to
the McNamara approach, which
tripled the size of the Office of
Secretary of Defense and more
than tripled its paperwork. "McNamara was an autocrat," says
one Packard fan. "Dave is anything
but that."
In fact, Packard even gives a
visitor an impression of shyness.
He speaks softly, plucking frequently at his left eyebrow as he
formulates answers. Yet despite
117

in procurement policy, they do
suggest that the United States, as
Packard puts it, "is working very
his colleagues' agreement that "he's hard to find more ways to buy
terrible on a speaker's platform" more defense for its dollar."
and prefers notes to prepared texts
Another way he hopes to econowhen speaking on key public issues, mize is to shake out weapons probno one doubts that he has come lems early in development. His
up with hard answers to some of program to give military system
the tougher questions being posed managers more responsibility, hold
by defense industry contractors them to performance milestones in
each step of the effort, and keep
and critics.
For instance, at atime when new them on the job until it is done,
defense procurements are declin- has been widely publicized. Less
ing, the Pentagon is expanding its well known are his beliefs that
horizons, buying some of its elec- there can be greater commonality
tronics in European markets to the of equipment within the services;
dismay of U.S. competitors. Pack- that there have been occasions
ard's response is that America when too much emphasis has been
"has partners in Europe" and placed on formal mil specs when
needs "all the advantages and "high-quality commercial equipingenuity we can get" for success- ment" could have done as well;
ful systems development. But when that military operating commands
the Army made known its plans
are top-heavy with personnel; and
earlier this year to buy a number that the Directorate of Defense
of $500,000 field artillery radars
Research and Engineering (DDRE)
developed jointly in the mid-1960s has been spending "too much time
by France and West Germany, a on hardware and not enough on
senior Pentagon official attributed R&D."
The ultimate in commonality was
the purchase more bluntly to "Dave
sought by McNamara when he
Pacicard's fetish for things that
pressed an Air Force plane, the
work." [Electronics, July 6, p. 60].
F-111, on the Navy. Packard, howOthers suggest the purchases are
ever, stops at subsystems. "Packard
political, part of agrander strategy
is an engineer and a good one,"
to compensate for Europe's balance
says asubordinate, "and he knows
of payments loss when President
Nixon decides to make major de- how far he can go. That's the difference between engineers and
fense cuts by pulling back most
economists.
McNamara
almost
U.S. troops from Europe.
However, the reasons the deputy killed the commonality concept
with the F-111 because he went
secretary of defense cites are ecotoo far, too fast. Besides, there
nomic. "Research is generally less
were too many unknowns to be
expensive than in the U.S.," he
resolved with the plane when it
says, pointing to the fact that "a
good many European firms are was committed to production.
Nevertheless, there is still plenty
slimmer and trimmer than some
of room for common equipments
in the U.S." and enjoy lower labor
in the military." Packard's most
rates.
In Pacicard's thinking, if the U.S.
"can find something already developed" overseas, there is no
reason to repeat the development
cycle. This philosophy seems evident in the U.S. Marine Corps'
decision to invest in Britain's
Hawker-Siddeley Harrier vertical
takeoff and landing (vroL) fighter
(though most of the Harrier's
avionics will come from American
inventory). And while overseas purchases of several million dollars'
worth of aircraft and radars don't
necessarily indicate amajor switch
Probing the news

Bell&Howell
&Tape.
&Tape?
Right. We're in the magnetic tape
business. Very seriously.
No, we don't buy it out. We make it.
And darn well, too. For instance, the
way we formulate and lay down
the oxide makes it a really superior
performer. No joke. Its sensitivity
is so good it'll give your recorder
a 2-3 dB better SNR than is
possible with any other tape
commercially available.
It's also the smoothest tape going.
Like .5 micro inches peak to
valley.Which gives you a much
longer head life.
Then there's the fantastic
consistency of our runs. Not just
from beginning to end of reel,
but from one reel to another, so you
don't have to run around adjusting
recorders all the time.
For all that, you'd expect to pay
a little more, right? Well, chances
are, our tape costs less than the
one you're buying now.
Types? A full range. Wide-band
with a 2 mHz response. Mid-band
with a 600 kHz response. Standard
telemetry. And instrumentation audio.
Want to try it? You can—at an
introductory 20% discount. Now.
But for a limited time. Get full details
by calling your local Bell & Howell
office, or write Instruments Division,
Bell & Howell, 360 Sierra Madre
Villa, Pasadena, California 91109.

•
441bk
111STRUMEMS

al

Division

BELL EHOWELL
Copy,10011970 Bell & Howell
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Bell & Howell &
Jon Wells & The Simple Folk
Some people asked our guys how corne we didn't turn out a recorder/reproducer that simple
folk could use. At a simple price. Something that was production line oriented for a bunch of
industries across the board.
We bounced that problem to Jon Wells whc just recently came up with the remarkable,
hi-rel VR3700B series.
Back Jon came with a little number called the VR3500. Although it's not as esoteric as the
B model, it does have a lot of its features.
•
He used a modular concept with functions oeing grouped according to use. Linear IC's to
get the bulk down. And large cards so any trouble shooting that needed to be done could be
done fast.
Transport and electronics are set up so they can be easily repaired or modified. There's a
closed loop tape path so you get real accuracy. Bi-directional speeos for versatility. A fail-safe
phase lock DC capstan drive so you won't lose a smidgen of information. And very gentle
tape handling.
As far as time base error and dynamic skew and flutter, they're fantastically low.
And so's the price.
Another thing. You don't have to be an engineer to run it. The how-to's are decaled right
on the equipment.
That's the VR3500. An industrial recorder/reproducer. Brand new. And ready.
For all the specs, write its father, Jon Wells, Bell & Howell, Instruments Division, 360 Sierra
Madre Villa, Pasadena, California 91109.
InSTRUMEnTS Division

BELL E HOWELL
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KEPCO'S "DTM"
DUAL-TRACKING
POWER SUPPLIES
FOR LINEAR I-C'S
AND AMPLIFIERS

MODEL

DTM 2X 16-0.6

VOLTS

AMPS

0to +16

Oto+0.6

0to -16

0to-0.6

PRICE

$129.

Kepco's new Dual Tracking (DTM)
Modules will run your balanced circuits with precisely tracked voltages
adjustable 0 to ±
-16V, regulated
0.05% (or 2mV, whichever is greater) and provide a really hefty 0.6
amperes from each channel! This
means that you can stack lots of I-C
or discrete amplifier modules and
still llave plenty of reserve. Remote
error sensing leads, brought separately to your circuit's bin, permit the
DTM to be tucked out of the way,
yet automatically compensate for the
loss in the long wire run. You get
on-the-spot regulation without taking
up any space in the circuit area. The
ratio of the two outputs can continuously be adjusted from approximately 0 to 1.2:1 (minus with respect to plus output)or can be used
in series for 0-32V d-c output.
For complete specs-write Dept. CZ- 14

KEPCD ®
131-38 SANFORD AVE. •FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352

recent move in that direction was
to kill the Air Force AIM-82 Dogfight missile for the F-15, replacing
it with an upgraded version of the
Raytheon-built Sidewinder, to be
called Super Sidewinder [Electronics, Sept. 14, p. 56]. It was acase,
he says with finality and a smile,
"where I decided there were too
many missiles."
On manpower, Packard is on
record against the recommendation
of the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel
headed by insurance executive Gilbert Fitzhugh that DOD move to
have three Deputy Secretaries of
Defense. Packard's against this because it would centralize authority
at the top, rather than place more
responsibility at lower levels. But
he notes, "I'm in agreement with
most of the things they want us to
do," and he plans to implement the
recommendations on astep-by-step
basis. For example, Packard views
some operating military command
structures as topheavy with people.
"I've just been looking at this,"
he says with awave at the papers
on his desk. "There are too many
people in the overhead of these
commands." Thus he believes "significant reductions in personnel"
can be made without damaging
military capability. Industry contractors, who tend to build their
staffs on a man-for-man basis to
match their customers, are likely to
find pending cutbacks will permit
reductions in their own manpower
heads as well.
In DDRE, David Packard wants
to see more emphasis on research
and development, and less on
building hardware. The engineering function suggests "another
organization," he says, agreeing
with the Blue Ribbon Defense
Panel recommendation. Such an
organization might have the responsibility for "more operational
tests of weapons."
Packard's own approach to new
technology has not changed much
since the days when he ran the
nation's biggest instrument house.
According to one who has known
him in both his government and
his industry roles, "Dave tends to
the cautious side. He'll spend all

the money that's needed to research
something as long as the signs are
hopeful, but he has no regrets
about shutting aproject off if he's
convinced the return won't match
the investment."
Hewlett-Packard succeeded by
using technology with a track record, and Packard is applying the
same principle to defense systems.
"H-P wasn't the first to go with
transistors in its instruments," recalls one industry executive, "but
when it did, the thing worked.
That's about the nicest thing you
can say about a competitor."
Such stories about the deputy
defense secretary's industrial record explain much about the way
he runs DOD from the inside, while

About the future ...
David Packard's remarkable candor
is an uncommon trait in the Washington milieu. It comes through
clearly in this exchange with Electronics.
Q. Mr. Secretary, on the basis
of your experience within the
government, briefly, what would
you say you have learned about
defense contracting that would be
most useful to your former counterparts in industry?
A. Briefly, Iwould say that they
must learn to get along with alot
less money.

Secretary Melvin Laird works outside with the White House, formulating policy and running a war
in Southeast Asia. As one military
program manager put it, "Being
first in the field with a new piece
of gear is something every commander wants—provided it does
the job. And doing the job is the
first requirement for everything we
buy now."
The potency of the Laird-Packard team is underscored by Louis
De Rosa, the recently named Assistant to the Secretary for Telecommunications, who says, "It's
the unusual combination of having
proficiencies in the political and
economic areas at the same time as
you have proficiencies in the operations and technological areas.
This is a very powerful combination, which I've never seen before."

(212) 461-7000 •TWX #710-582.2631
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Computers

Modules making waves in EDP market
[SI and bus advances allow interconnection of modules with near-limitless
capabilities; competitive picture in industry could change radically
By James Brinton,

Boston

bureau manager

The traditional approach to computers as black boxes accessible
only through software may be undergoing significant evolutionary
change. Particularly in the minicomputer field, more and more
machines are being sold as architectural building blocks. This allows
users to buy only what they need
or can afford and enables them to
control the capabilities of their
machine through its hardware.
"In as little as two years users
may not buy computers by model
number any more but instead pick
from a shopping list of modules
and thus completely control the
architecture of their machines,"
comments an industry spokesman.
This trend to amore fluid architecture is certain to change the nature of competition among vendors.
It could blur the distinction between generations of computers
and might even allow minicomputer makers to grab ashare of the
business now going to large mainframe houses.
Making the building block concept feasible is the advent of large
scale integrated circuits, with
which entire functional blocks can
be put on one or two printed circuit
boards. At the same time, computer
makers have developed bus interconnection schemes that make it
possible to combine these blocks
into data processors of near-limitless power and complexity.
Started only about two years ago
with self-contained modules, the
trend toward large-scale modularity has firmed up in recently introduced
minicomputers.
First
came the CRI-909 from CRI Computer Corp., Newton, Mass. [Electronics, July 7, 1969, p. 14]. Then
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the Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., introduced its PDP-11
[Electronics, Jan. 5, p. 161] and
PDP-8/E [Electronics, July 6, p.
105]. The most recent entry was
Modular Computer Systems Inc.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., with its Modcomp Iand II, 8- and 16-bit computers.
Large-scale modularity is also
spurring interest in universities and
in the defense industry. At Washington University in St. Louis, a
team of scientists has been work-

ing since the mid-1960s on modular processing applications for the
scientific and medical communities.
Wesley A. Clark, director of WU's
computer systems laboratory envisions libraries of architectural
blocks at campuses and research
centers around the country. A scientist who needs aspecial purpose
processor perhaps only once could
"check out" the blocks he needs,
assemble them into the desired
processor, do his task, and return
them. Clark hopes this "macro-

The macromodular approach
Because he feels "research often is limited by available tools," and "goals
can be hardware limited," Wesley A. Clark, director of the Computer
Systems Laboratory, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., began
developing the "macromodular" computer approach in the mid-1960's.
He and his co-workers feel macromodules checked out like library books
and plugged together would do specialized processing jobs easily, and
offer vast growth possibilities.
The first library will be ready sometime late this year or early next
at wu and will consist of 300 to 350 "cells", one or more of which make
up a macromodule. Cells are adders, registers, memories and comparators. By combining these to make macromodules, Clark's group feels it
has avoided as much logic redundancy and cost as possible.
This first experimental library is a result of several hundred manyears of effort and about $6 million of funding from the Advanced Research Projects Agency and the National Institutes of Health. wu is
funded two years ahead in its work, which many researchers feel is as
important as, and is a complement to, the Advanced Research Projects
Agency network.
Using emitter-coupled logic (Motorola's mEcL-2) and asynchronous
data paths, the modules are designed to make plugging together a performance-degrading or physically-harmful configuration impossible. Electrically, each macromodule is almost self-sufficient and can operate
with anear-infinite number of other modules except for speed and size;
macromodular system behavior is determined only by the logical structure of the whole.
• At present rates, the cost of macromodular processors would run
about $500 per cell, estimates Clark. Thus a 24-bit general-purpose,
stored-program computer using about 35 cells would cost about $18,000—low by commercial standards. And they're fast: a proposed fastFourier processor would be 10 times faster than an IBM 360/50 or 7094
at 1/10th the costs.
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WORDS OF WISDOM
ON

blanketing
atmospheres

Sir Francis Bacon never heard of a
"dry" box. But when he said, "A
wise man will make more opportunities than he finds," he could well
have been stimulating the use of blanketing atmospheres.
And, in electronics, your uses are
legion. From IC production to behindclosed-doors research. Wherever
there's a need for pure, strictly-controlled atmospheres of argon, nitrogen, helium, or hydrogen.
Here's where NCG comes in. We
supply all of these gases. When you
need them. Where you need them. In
the quantities you want—from cylinders to tank cars to a complete, onsite air-separation plant, operated by
NCG personnel.
Opportunity knocks. Write to us
today for complete details on industrial gases for blanketing atmospheres.

CHEMETRON CORPORATION
NATIONAL CYLINDER GAS DIVISION
840 North Michrgan Avenue • Chicago. Illinois 60611
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modular" approach will make specialized computer power available
to more researchers and at a low
cost, since an entire research center
would share the bill. The government agrees; Wu's work has been
funded by both the Advanced Research Projects Agency and the
National Institutes of Health.
Defense contractors also are
working on modular processors for
both air and ground applications.
Perhaps the most significant work
in this area is being done by the
Naval Air Systems Command,
whose goal is amodular advanced
airborne digital computer capability by 1975 [Electronics, Aug. 3,
p. 89]. With 20 to 30 standard
modules, the Navy estimates parts
and spares cost could be reduced
enough to save 90%-95% of the
cost of a hardwired computer for
similar applications.
This across-the-board interest in
modular computers is easy to understand. The user need buy only
enough logic for his job; if need be,
he can buy and add more without
having to debug awhole new mainframe. Nor is he locked into agiven
computer generation; new technology would appear as modules that

offer improved performance.
The computer maker's engineering can be divided into smaller
chunks, to be amortized separately.
And by building only the mostused modules, he can keep volume
high and end product cost low.
Since a modular computer
breaks into relatively inexpensive
architectural blocks, each with its
own engineering cost, introduction
of acompeting processor with better performance would only require
designing upgraded modules to
meet it. This would mean longer
average product lifetimes, say industry spokesmen. "Let's suppose
acompetitor with ablack-box computer philosophy comes up with a
faster machine," says Roger C.
Cady, manager of small computer
engineering at DEC. "Instead of redesigning a whole mainframe we
just add new arithmetic and/or
memory modules to our line for
those who need them," he notes.
Meanwhile, the basic engineering
and standardized interconnection
structure in DEC's PDP-11 and
PDP-8/E don't change; only the
modules' added cost must be amortized.
Basic to such architectural freedom is aunified bus structure concept that first appeared in GRI's
machines. CRI vice president Saul

Modules for the military
By far the most ambitious effort under-way on military modular computers is the Naval Air Systems Command's Advanced Airborne Digital
Computer program. Modular computers would be fashioned out of
sequential and parallel processors, mass memory, and random-access
memory modules, all making use of super-scale integrated circuits. AADC
building blocks also would feature byte modularity, permitting, for
example, eight-bit registers to be wired together in groups of eight to
form a64-bit register.
Another program is being launched under the aegis of the Air Force
Avionics Laboratory. Burroughs Corp. has a $469,000 contract to
develop three modules—a switching matrix, a processor module, and a
memory module—that could be assembled into computers for all types
of aircraft.
Meanwhile, computer companies are developing military modular
systems on their own. Last fall, Control Data Corp. introduced its Alpha
series, a set of processing, nondestructive readout, and destructive readout memory modules that can be assembled to form simplex and duplex
processors. cnc has already interested the Royal Canadian Air Force.
Another manufacturer, Hughes Aircraft, is betting that military interest
in modular computers will extend to ground-based systems. Hughes
plans to bid its H-4400 series, which uses as many as eight processors
and 16 memory modules to form four million-operation-per-second
machines, as part of command and control systems for this decade.
—Jim Hardcastle

TRADEMARK
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Dinman says the unified bus originally was designed to ease inputoutput interfacing problems in
process control and similar applications. But the bus and modularity concepts have allowed CRI
to both expand and shrink its original $3,600 machine to fit varying
market niches and buyer budgets.
Thus the four modular 909 models
are suited to markets ranging from
industrial control work to middlesized computer applications.
The parts list for Modular Computer Systems' Modcomp I reads
like half the list for its Modcomp
II—indeed the II is largely two Is
in parallel. These are forerunners of
a family of 12 or 13 machines
designed for applications from
dedicated industrial control to
very high-powered multiprogramed
multiprocessing. All are built
around acommon two-line bus, except for the upcoming III series
which will use two such buses in
parallel with shared memory bridging the gap to form a 16-bit basic
dual processor.
With minicomputer makers almost ready to start taking orders
for parallel processors, the next
step is to extend the common-busand-module approach for larger
multiprocessors.
DEC is preparing at least two
new products that will allow PDP11s to be linked into complex nets
using shared memory and peripherals. And other firms aren't far
behind.
Still in development, DEC's devices are called simply "the
switch" and "the interconnection."
The switch, by acting as a small
communications processor, will allow data transfer from one PDP-11
bus to another. The interconnection would allow communication,
plus time-shared access, to any of
the devices in other systems or on
peripheral busses, except for reserved cores.
Using interconnected sets of
PDP-11 modules, says a DEC consultant, a16-bit processor network
could outperform a Control Data
Corp. 6600 when operated in a
task-sharing format. In fact, one
DEC customer already has an application for eight or nine PDP 11s
linked in just that way to perform
fast Fourier computations.
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Have circuits to switch?

...one of these 47 Ledex stock
stepping switches can help you
get a quick start on your prototype.
Ledex switches do a lot of work in a small space. They are
used as programmers, circuit selectors, sequencers, scanners,
intervalometers, memory pulse decoders, converters .. .features like a rugged solenoid drive and corrosion resistant, self
cleaning double grip contacts assure dependable switching.
Exceptional variety, too—open switches, hermetically sealed
packaged switches and special designs. New PC leg terminals
(optional) eliminate hand wiring and permit quick installation.
Ledex also manufactures solid state switches functionally
interchangeable with other Ledex stepping switches. Check
them when long life and speed are more important than price.
If one of these stock models doesn't meet your exact requirements, we'll custom design for you ... whether it's an open
circuit selector, a packaged switching network, a solid state
selector or some combination of
these. We've the people, facilities and capability to get the
job done—fast and right.
Write or call today for our
new stepping switch/
circuit selector catalog
or the new packaged
switch catalog.
Specialists in remote switching

•Th
Lenzx

LEDEX DIVISION, LEDEX INC.
123 Webster Street, Dayton, Ohio 454,02 •phone (513) 224-9891
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DON'T LET
II US
PRICE
FOOL YOU
Triplett's new 31/
2-digit Model 5020 digital panel meter is acomplete,
self-contained instrument ready for panel-mounted or bench-top use.
Available in 6ranges from 10.00 mV to 1000 V DC and 7ranges from
1.000 p.A to 1.000 A DC, the bipolar Model 5020 features accuracies of
0.1% of reading ±-1digit as avoltmeter and 0.15% of reading ±-1digit
as an ammeter through 100% over-range. Its seven-bar, fluorescent
readout gives asingle-plane display for accurate, wide-angle readability.
Priced at only $240 ($265 with BCD output) suggested USA user net,
this new Model 5020 allows even the budget-minded to enjoy the accuracy
and easy reading of adigital display. For afree demonstration, see
your Triplett distributor or call your Triplett sales representative right
now. Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

iliTTRIPLETT
Manufacturers of the World's
most complete line of V-0-Ms

DC MILLIVOLTS

+

I I
I LI.

Mr TRIPLETT

I I
- I II
MODEL 5020

Shown actual size
1. Low-cost, bipolar 31/
2-digit instrument reads to
100% over-range.
2. Dual-slope analog/digital conversion gives high
noise rejection, stability and accuracy.
3. Single-plane, seven-bar readout for accurate
wide-angle readability.
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Probing the news

Computers

IBM goes all out for IC memory
By bringing out the 370/145 with asemiconductor main memory,
the giant of the computer industry may alter the storage game
By Peter Schuyten, New York bureau manager
average cycle time of around half
IBM's announcement could have
been meant to steal some of the a microsecond is still within the
thunder from RCA, which went on range of cores.
ment late in September of its first
Most surprising to some induscomputer with an all-semiconductor record early in September [Elecmain memory sounded like the tronics, Sept. 28, p. 47] as taking try observers, however, was that
IBM's latest entry in its 370 series
trumpets of the second coming. dead aim at IBM's market with its
George Cogar, for one, president new line of computers. RCA, how- uses a memory based on bipolar
of Cogar Corp., an aspiring semi- ever, is still using core technology monolithic technology and not MOS.
conductor memory maker, happily in its main memory systems. Some But logically enough, while the
145's circuits themselves are new,
industry observers go so far as to
predicts that IBM's innovation in
the technology behind them has
speculate that IBM has had asemicomputers is every bit as significant
evolved directly from that used
conductor memory ready for some
as the introduction of jet engines
for the cache memories in IBM's
time, and, on discovering RCA's
was to commercial travel.
Lee Boysel, president of Four plans early this summer, rushed System 360 Models 85 and 195 and
its first two 370's, the 155 and the
Phase Systems Inc., who recently it into production readiness for
165. (One key difference between
announced his own computer with whatever psychological and mara mainframe semiconductor mem- keting advantage could be gained new and old, however, is that the
chips in the 145 contain 128 bits,
ory [Electronics, Sept. 14, p. 52], from it. IBM, however, denies it—
says, "We've been saying for a despite the fact that the 145's and IBM's largest previous bilong time that solid state memories
are the way to go. Now IBM is
Also starring
backing us up."
But perhaps Robert Graham,
A semiconductor main memory isn't the only new wrinkle in ism's
vice president of marketing, Intel
370/145 computer. Another feature is reloadable control storage (ucs),
Corp., another semiconductor memwhich replaces the read-only memory of other 370 models and most 360s.
ory company, sums it up best when
Data stored in the ucs can be loaded from a prewritten disk cartridge
he says: "IBM has shown that cores
supplied by nuq—indicating, however, that there is no apparent way
aren't necessary, and when IBM
the operator can make his own cartridge.
says it, people listen."
IBM also is offering an optional disk storage unit, the 2319, with
But even if IBM's new computer,
the 145. The 2319 attaches directly to the central processor; a separate
control unit isn't required. Though a money-saver, this direct conthe 370 Model 145, does not herald
nection to the processor is relatively inflexible in its applications, and
a rush of other semiconductor
it takes up two of the four high-speed input/output channels that
memory machines, its technological
could be used with other peripherals. To the independent peripheral
importance cannot be doubted. As
maker the hard-wired approach means no plug-to-plug compatibility,
one IBM official put it: "Historically,
which is often their life blood. Not that the 2319 in itself represents
computers have always been memmuch of a threat to the peripheral maker: it would only if it signifies
ory-limited because the processor
a trend for other niuvt equipment.
has for years been capable of outFinally, the 145 offers the user a unique approach to solving a
running the memory. All kinds of
problem normally associated with a computer's error correction scheme.
Ordinarily, data is checked against acorrection code as it passes through
tricks have been used to help the
the logic circuitry, incurring a time penalty while the data goes through
memory keep up, the most imthe required extra layer of logic. But the 145's semiconductor memory
portant of which is perhaps the
is faster than the processor's logic, so error correction can use this
cache. Now, with compatible memextra speed without any performance penalty.
ory and processor technology, the
Monthly rental for the 145 ranges from $14,950 to $37,330, depending
computer is no longer memoryon memory size. First shipments of the machines are expected to begin
limited—and we have awhole new
in the third quarter of 1971.
ball game."
To many in the semiconductor
memory business, IBM's announce-
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EL4111ENCO DUR —MICA CAPACITORS
Only 1Failure Per 43,000,000 Unit-Hours!
• It has been computed that "debugged" DM30, 10,000 MMF
units, when subjected to 257,000 hours of life at 85"C
with 100% of the rated DC voltage applied, will yield only
1 FAILURE PER 43,000,000 UNIT-HOURS!

El-Illertco •

7

• DM15, DM16, DM19, DM20 . . perfect for miniaturization
and for new designs using printed wiring circuits. Also
available in DM30, DM42 and DM43.
• New "hairpin" parallel leads insure easy application.
• Exceed all electrical requirements of military specification
MIL-C. 5A

EL-MENCO TRIMMERS Ire PADDERS
Design Versatility!
•
•
•

Available in 350 VDC and 500 VDC as well as other test
voltages.
All bases are of low-loss steatite.
Special lugs are obtainable for printed circuitry.

•
•

Miniature units are available.
Solder Lugs can be bent
any position without affecting
the capacity setting due to the rigid construction.

•

Various types of mounting brackets
trimmers.

•

Units can be constructed for special applications.

are available for all

EL—MENCO *MYLAR—PAPER DIPPED CAPACITORS
Only 1Failure in 7,168,000 Unit-Hours!
• Life tests at 100 -C with rated voltage applied have yielding only 1 FAILURE PER 716,800 UNIT-HOURS for 1 MFD.
Since the number of unit-hours of these capacitors is inversely proportional to the capacitance, 0.1 MFD MylarPaper Dipped capacitors will yield only 1 FAILURE PER
7,168,000 UNIT-HOURS!
• Working volts DC: 200, 400, 600, 1000 and 1600.
• Durez phenolic resin impregnated.
• Tolerances: ± 10% and +20% (closer tolerances available).
• Dielectric strength: 2 or 21
/ times rated voltage, depend2
ing upon working voltage.
• Exceed all electrical requi-ements of E.I.A. specification
RS-164 and military specifications MIL-C-91A and MILC-25A.
*Registered Trademark of DuPont Co.

EL—MENCO MOLDED MICA CAPACITORS
Superior Performance!
• Unmatched for excellent stability, dielectric strength, high
insulation resistance, extremely high "Q" and correspondingly ivy! power ¡auto,
• Units can be subjected to a short "debugging" life test at
elevated voltage and temperature for removal of early
life failures and for improved reliability.

Write for Free Samples and Booklets
on Any of The Above Capacitors

11.11111111111
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WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT 06226

Dipped Mica • Molded Mica • Silvered Mita Films • Mica Trimmers & Padders
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polar memory chip contained only
64 bits.)
But the decision to go the bipolar route should not have come
as a shock. According to IBM
officials, at this point in time bipolar is "the most cost effective
approach." So far, no one seems
willing to argue. William R. Arnold,
president of Semiconductor Electronic Memories Inc., says, "We've
always believed MOS mainframes
were several years down the road
—perhaps 1974 or 1975. They'll
come simply when they become
more cost effective; and frankly,
some of the shrill claims for MOS
have bordered on the irresponsible."
Each memory chip in the 145
measures 113 by 122 mils. To form
the basic memory module, two
chips are packaged on ahalf-inchsquare ceramic substrate; two substrates are double-decked. Depending on the overall size of the main
memory, the modules are packed
either 16 or 24 to the card. There
are 36 memory cards on a board.
Up to six of these boards plus an
additional one containing error
correction circuits make up what
IBM calls amemory unit. Thus one
memory unit in its maximum configuration contains a total of 256,000 bytes (eight bits to the byte);
and two such memory units make
up the 145's maximum storage
capacity of 512,000 bytes. Minimum memory size available is
112,000 bytes.
Access time at the card level is
less than 90 nanoseconds, while
cycle time is less than 150 ns,
nearly four times slower than the
40-ns minimum cycle time for the
cache memories featured in the
370/155 and 165. The 145's relative
slowness is due in part to the
denser packing of circuits on its
chips. Usually higher density
means faster speed, but it also
means more heat. IBM slowed down
the 145's memory circuits on purpose to help overcome cooling
problems.
The main memory fetch cycle for
eight bytes is 540 ns, while fourbyte store cycle is 607.5 ns. These
times include, respectively, two and
three of the 150-ns cycles, plus a
certain amount of "dead" or idling
time.
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Probing the news
Industrial electronics

Computer control grows
in nation's oil fields
EDP gear runs 1million barrels of daily output;
suppliers see $20 million-a-year market growing
By Marvin Reid,

McGraw-Hill World News

Forced to pinch expenses, profitsqueezed oil companies nevertheless are spending millions each
year on computerized productioncontrol systems for their oil and
gas fields. Computers already control about one million barrels of
daily production, and production
efficiency has increased 3% on the
average and up to 10% in some
cases.
System makers estimate the annual market for their gear at about
$20 million, and predict it will
continue to grow since present
computer-controlled
production
represents less than 20% of existing fields and wells.
One spur to the market will be
the entrance of those oil companies
that were put off by the poor performance of computer-controlled
systems in the early sixties. "Some
of the electronics companies that
came into this thing early thought
all they needed were hard-wired
computers and telemetry systems
made up of relays," recalls William
G. Pearson, president of TRW Controls, an operating unit of TRW
Inc., in Houston. -The first three
systems that went in were fantastic
losers."
Today's system includes solid
state supervisory control, one or
more minicomputers tailored to
gather mass data and alarms from
remote locations, special sensing
devices, and software. TRW, along
with Baker Automation Systems
Inc., Houston, and Moore Associates, San Carlos, Calif., are the
principal suppliers.
A basic system starts with a
remote field terminal that picks up

data from sensors installed in wellheads, lines and tanks. Telephone
lines, microwave radio, or private
lines then transmit the data to a
computer interface unit at amaster
station where it is fed to ageneral
purpose, or process computer.
In most fields where maximum
montley production quotas are
fixed by state regulatory agencies,
these systems make it possible to
hit the exact allocation. With manual monitoring of field operations,
companies allow some leeway and
often produce less than their quotas. In nonregulated fields, the
systems have upped production
either by reporting on incipient
equipment breakdowns or by
catching them as they happen.
One of the most ambitious conversions to computer control is
being undertaken by Humble Oil
& Refining Co., which is spending
$50 million to automate 61 of its
domestic fields. When Humble
completes the conversion in 1973,
it will have 80% of its domestic
reserves under computerized production control.
Humble's pilot system at the
Friendswood Field near Houston
handles 192 wells, producing 25,000 barrels of oil daily. Sensors,
such as pressure transducers, temperature probes, level switches,
and flow sensing switches, are
located at metering devices, where
salt is removed from the oil, and
at treating facilities, where the oil
is processed. These devices are
linked by telephone cable to remote
field terminals, which in turn are
linked to an IBM 1800 and amaster
unit. Information is projected on
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Probing the news
small, television-type monitors.
"Previously," says O.R. Harrison,
project manager of the pilot installation, "problems frequently went
unnoticed for hours until discovered on a periodic check by field
personnel. Now they are spotted
immediately."
Mobil has had a system for
several years that monitors and
controls wells in its Pegasus field,
about 30 miles from Midland. The
system is tied into agas plant, and
the computer, an IBM 1800, runs
material balances and controls
plant operations.
Continental Oil, which has systems in several fields, is planning
to re-do its Ventura field in California, using TRW's telemetry system and an IBM 1800. The new
system will include 38 to 49 remote
terminal units and a microwave
communication system.
Shell Oil Co. has systems in
several fields, but has lagged
behind the pace set by Humble,
Mobil, and Continental. Texaco,
too, has dragged its feet, but a
systems firm reports the oil company is in the process of launching
a program comparable in size and
scope to Mobil's.
Atlantic Richfield Co. has installed its first computerized control system at its High Island,
Texas, offshore field. On line for
several months, the system collects
data, monitors, and controls several
production operations. It's expected
to pay its own way this year.
But other major companies—Gulf
Oil Corp. and Getty Oil Co., for
instance—have been providing little
business, say systems makers. One
of the few non-major companies to
make the move to computer control
is Placid Oil Co. of Dallas, an independent producer.
Overseas, perhaps the biggest
and most challenging computerized
production-control system is being
completed by Baker Automation in
Libya's Amal Field. With a Data
General Nova computer as the
heart of its supervisory portion, the
system will monitor some 118 producing wells and nine water injection wells, operating in ambient
temperatures that reach 140° F.
Electronics jOctober 12, 1970

Delevan's Micro-i" Series 155

A new generation of low-cost, miniati.rized inductors that is the long-sought transition between
discrete and monolithic IC circuits.
HIGH RELIABILITY AND VERSATILITY
Originally designed to meet the rigorous standards
cf DOD and NASA specifications, Microl Ser es 155 incuctors Ere perfect for communications applications
and the .
;omputer field where performance is critical
nd owe -ship costs are aconsideration Prove isuccessful for duke and filter applications
SUPER OR FEATURES
Ruggc dly constructed with internal co anections,
thermo compression bonded for high temperature processing
RF Irductor Epoxy-molded to meet MIL-C-15305,
Rev . D, G-ade 1, Class A
Miniaturization and low profile give improved compatibilry with hybrid ICs.
Fur ieparate leads are readily adaptable or solder
reflow connections. Eliminates costly body tie-down,
reduce: tad fatigue caused by vibration ani is easily
adaptable to tuned circuits by means of ouboard chip
ca pa c r_
Wri:e for complete technical data
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Advanced technology

New perspective sought for displays
Experimental devices seek to add feel and depth to expand usefulness
and accuracy; air traffic control and graphic editing could benefit
By Wallace B. Riley, Computers editor
Advanced as today's interactive
display systems are, they still have
a long way to go. Feeding back
data via two-dimensional screens
and sometimes through audio outputs, they haven't yet tapped the
other senses and dimensions. But
experimenters at two universities
are working to create computercontrolled displays that could add
new perspective to the comprehension of difficult problems.
One group, at the University of
North Carolina, is working with a
display that allows information to
be felt, as well as seen. The other,
at the University of Utah, is developing athree-dimensional headset display that puts the user
literally in the picture. The depth
and dynamic nature of the computer-generated image creates a
sense of being able to walk around
the image and even climb inside it.
Neither group is even thinking of

acommercial version yet. "But the
headset display might help air
traffic controllers get planes off collision courses," notes Donald L.
Vickers, one of the Utah researchers. "It would put the controller right in asimulated airspace.
He could walk around approaching
planes, if necessary, to determine
whether they were actually headed
for asmashup."
The kinesthetic system could
make editing of electronic texts
with light pens easier—by helping
the user to position acursor over a
word to be deleted, for example.
Another use might be in positioning components in acircuit with a
light pen. The joystick could be
programed to push back if the
operator tried to draw in a component with a drastically wrong
value.
The North Carolina work, known
as "Project Grope," is under the

direction of Prof. Frederick P.
Brooks Jr. So far graduate students
have built a two-dimensional kinesthetic display and are now working on a"seven-dimensional" unit.
In the two-dimensional unit, ajoystick control moves the cursor—a
position-indicating spot or cross—
either up and down or left and
right on a screen, just as in conventional graphic displays. But in
the Grope setup, the joystick
pushes back or pulls away if the
cursor movement represents repulsion or attraction between two
objects.
For example, the system can be
programed so that the screen displays afield between two or more
electrodes, and the cursor represents a charged particle. Then if
the operator moves the particle
against the field in the wrong direction, the joystick pushes back. Or,
if the particle moves toward one of

Room with aview. Head-mounted display at the University of Utah projects three-dimensional images that are viewed
through goggles. As the wearer moves, the image adjusts accordingly so that it's possible to "walk around" objects.
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at continuously
adjustable rate.
one knob control
3mV to 2000M Hz.
no ambiguity
DC to 2000M Hz
@lmV sensitivity.
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PM 3400
Sampling Oscilloscope
$2,725

•

More of the Unbeatable
Philips Scopes

o

PM 3231
15MHz 10mV
Dual Beam
Delay Lines
$1,050
PM 3200

•110MHz
o

Compact (9" x13" x19") excellent
cost/performance ratio ($2,725 is all
it takes), unique circuitry and design
(we list the innovations below) make
the new Philips PM 3400 sampling
oscilloscope an unusually capable and
versatile instrument ... in fact it's the
only one of its class.
The innovations: Continuously adjustable sampling rate. Electronic signal
smoothing plus long persistence
phosphors give unambiguous display,
undistinguishable from real time

scopes. Internal triggering, to catch
leading edges, to 2.0 GHz and higher.
DC to 2.0 GHz bandwidth, sensitivity
variable between 1mV and 200 mV/cm.
Rise time, 200 ps, trigger sensitivity
3mV. Electronically compensating
amplifiers maintain a linear scope
presentation over the 8x10 area
of the CRT.
Write us today for technical data ...
see for yourself in full detail why we
say that the PM 3400 rates acost
performance ratio of excellent.

PHILIPS
ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS
750 S FULTON AVE, MT

VERNON, N Y

A DIVISION OF PEPI
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motors that push back on the
handle generate nine inch-ounces
of torque, geared to about half an
the electrodes, the operator has to ounce of linear force.
tug at the control to hold the parThomas B. Sheridan, professor
ticle back.
of mechanical engineering at MIT,
Each of the two coordinate axes developed the two-dimensional inhas a servomotor and a potentio- put unit used in the system to help
meter that link the mechanical study communication with the
motion to the display control and blind. North Carolina borrowed the
the computer. As with conventional system for its research project, and
joysticks, amovement in any direc- James J. Batter, agraduate student,
tion changes the setting of one or is using it as an aid in undergradboth potentiometers. This gener- uate instruction.
ates an analog signal that is conThe seven-dimensional input deverted to digital form and trans- vice is being built from a pair of
mitted to the display control, where radioactive material manipulators
it will be translated into a cursor borrowed from the Atomic Energy
movement. The linkage between Commission. The display—an ordithe hand control and potentio- nary
two-dimensional
tube—is
meters includes the output shafts driven by acomputer to show the
of the servomotors. An IBM 1827 operator an apparent three-dimendata control unit converts the ana- sional picture through perspective
log outputs to digital form, feeding and orthogonal projection. The
them to a360/40 computer, which manipulator, tied into the comProject Grope shares with other puter, can be used to operate the
users. Current amplifiers have been display, moving an object linearly
added to the 1827 for driving the around all three coordinate axes
servomotors. The CRT display unit and rotating it around the axes.
connects directly to the 360/40.
The seventh "dimension" is a
The display system can locate a grasping force that "isn't essential
point on the screen to an accuracy to any of the experiments we have
of one part in about 300. The servo- in mind," says Brooks. "Since the
way to make it operate is the same
as for the other movements, we
The right touch. North Carolina
plan to hook it up, but we don't
display can be felt as well as seen.
know at this point just what we'll
For instance, if the operator moves
do with it."
particle in the wrong direction,
Brooks' group plans to control
the joystick pushes back.
the system through a small Interdata computer, which may be
linked to the 360/40 or to alarger
machine. The Interdata processor
will replace the IBM 1827. And the
university eventually hopes to replace the 360/40 with alarger computer that would control the 7-D
unit and at the same time convert
elementary display coordinates into
perspective form and suppress
hidden lines.
The University of Utah display
consists of aheadset shaped like a
huge pair of goggles, ahead position sensor, and a collection of
high-powered computing equipment. Two small precision CRTs
face forward on either side of the
headset; an optical assembly brings
stereoscopic images of the tubes in
front of the observer's eyes. Halfsilvered mirrors are included to let
the wearer see through the CRT
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image, which thus appears to float
in midair.
Ivan E. Sutherland started work
on the system while aprofessor at
Harvard University. Now president
of the Evans and Sutherland Computer Co. in Salt Lake City, he is
also apart-time lecturer at the university where he directs graduate
students on the display project.
The system senses changes in
head position and adjusts the observed image accordingly. This is
achieved
with
high-resolution
counters connected to two universal joints and a spring-loaded,
telescoping shaft. The shaft, in
turn, connects the top of the headset to a reference point on the
ceiling and keeps track of the observer's position changes in the
room and the direction of his
glance. It has aresolution of IA, 300
inch vertically and % I to 1
A5 inch
horizontally. The shaft allows the
user to move in aspace measuring
about five feet square and two feet
high. Head tilt range covers 33° up
to 80° down.
Control equipment includes a
general-purpose computer and two
special-purpose
computers:
a
matrix multiplier and a clipping
divider. These allow the display to
follow the observer's movements
around the room in real time. The
matrix multiplier does most of the
computations that tránslate the observer's head positions and the coordinates of displayed objects into
display coordinates. The clipping
divider eliminates objects that are
out of the observer's field of view
and cuts the ends off line segments
that are only partially in view.
Every display is generated twice,
once for each CRT, to achieve a
3-D effect. However, the investigators have learned that head motions
contribute to the observer's depth
perception far more than does the
stereoptic presentation.
At present all objects appear as
wire models. Ultimately, the developers hope to factor in other
display work so that edges on the
rear of the displayed object would
not be shown and the image would
appear solid. This appearance
would be enhanced further if halftones could be added. Other
projects at the university are involved in these problems.
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Special introductory offer to new members of the
ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB
ghl
SOUnfi IIIS

404 437

A494/754

SOURCEBOOK
OF ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS

ENGINEERING
MANUAL, 2/e

by J. Markus

0.10
;
Kee

f->

Pub. price, $19.75
Club price, $14.75

Club price, $10.65

391/432

A523/401

DISPLAY
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
by
H. R. Luxenberg
& R. L. Kuehn
Pub. price, $16.50
Club price, $11.95

1)
A286/507

SOLID-STATE
ELECTRONICS
by R. G. Hibberd
Pub. price, $9.50
Club price, $7.95

389 608

PRINCIPLES OF
DATA COMMUNICATION
by Lucky,
Weldon & Salz
Pub. price, $14.50
Club price, $11.60

elecir'!" 81
die
usa
tech"

by R. H. Perry
Pub. price, $12.50

A347'506

ELECTRONIC
DIGITAL
TECHNIQUES
by P. M. Kintner
Pub. price, $12.50
Club price, $10.65

CHARACTERISTICS AND
OPERATION OF
MUS FIELDEFFECT DEVICES

MO Pe
of these great professional books

tor

by P. Richman

only

Pub. price, $10.00
Club price, $8.50
A037/604

DIGITAL LOGIC
AND COMPUTER
OPERATIONS

ALUES FROM $9.50 to $37.50

by Baron &
Piccirilli

Special $1.00 bonus book
comes to you with your
first club selection

Pub. price, $14.50
Club price, $11.95
A637 37'

A126 ,070

TRANSISTOR
CIRCUIT
DESIGN

PRINTED
CIRCUITS
HANDBOOK

by M. Klerer &
C. A. Korn

by Texas
Instruments,
Inc., Staff

by
C. F. Coombs,
Jr.

Pub. price, $27.50
Club price, $23.35

Pub. price, $16.50
Club price, $13.95

Pub. price, $17.75
Club price, $14.95

A610/037

A259/607

MODERN
COMMUNICATION
PRINCIPLES

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK

by Stein &
Jones

by
C. H. Hamsher

Pub. price, $15.00
Club price, $12.75

Pub. price, $29.50
Club price, $24.95

350/434

DIGITAL
COMPUTER
USER'S
HANDBOOK

A565 031

AMPLIFIER
HANDBOOK
by R. F. Shea
Pub. price, $37.50
Club price, $29.50

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Save time and money by joining the
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club

H day-to-day engineering needs by providing practical books
ERE is a professional club designed specifically to meet youi

in your field on aregular basis at below publisher prices.

How the Club operates: Basic to the Club's service is its publication, the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club
Bulletin, which brings you news of books in your field. Sent to
members without cost, it announces and describes in detail the
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections
which are available at special members' prices.
When you want to examine the Club's feature of the month,
you do nothing. The book will be mailed to you as a regular part
of your Club service. If you prefer one of the alternate selections-or if you want no book at all for that month-you notify
the Club by returning the convenient card enclosed with each
Bulletin.
As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four
books over a two-year period. Considering the many books published annually in your field, there will surely be at least four
that you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books.
Electronics IOctober 12, 1970
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ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB
582 Princeton Road, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club and send me the two books indicated below. Iam
to receive the bonus for just $1.00, and my first selection at the
special Club price shown. These books are to be shipped on approval, and Imay return them both without cost or further obligation. If I decide to keep the books, I agree to purchase as few
as four additional books during the next two years at special Club
prices (approximately 165 below list).
Write Code No. of
bonus book
here

Write Code No, of
first selection
here

Narre
Address
City
State_.

Zip
E33148
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HIGH
PRODUCTION,
LOW COST
CUSTOM MOSUL
Besides turning the corner
on high volume production, North American
Rockwell Microelectronics
Company has developed
innovations to make custom MOS devices at the
lowest prices in the industry. For one thing, all MOS
chips are home grown.
Economies result from
in-house control at every
stage.
And cost effectiveness is
only one of many customer
appeals.
The only house where
everything's in•house.
Today, NR-Microelectronics is the only company
with total capability to
transfer a
multiplicity *se
of circuit
functions
into asingle
MOS/LSI
device and
then mass-produce them.
With our versatile computer equipment, we've designed more logic capability
136
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now producing at amonthly
rate of 200,000 plus.
Firm commitments will
more than double this production in 1971.
But we have substaninto agiven circuit on a tially greater capacity. ..
larger chip than other semi- which is being increased
conductor manufacturers.
daily by processing innoPrices guaranteed,
vations.
product guaranteed.
So we're
We're ready to proready for
tect our customers
more orders
with guaranteed prices
—both
for the number of
medium
years required.
& high
And if we design the
volume
custom circuits you
custom
use, we're prepared to
MOS/LSIs.
guarantee that they'll
Our
be yours exclusively.
telephone
Does anyone need
number is
200,000 MOS/LSI devices
(714) 632-2231. Our zip code
amonth?
in Anaheim, California,
In our Anaheim plant
is 92803.
are two custom processing
lines: medium volume and
high volume—the latter is

%

North American Rockwell
Microelectronics Company
Electronics
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Minicomputer
has 300-ns
IC memory
esses data internally in 4-bit "nib- cycle. It can add two numbers in
bles." The machines' precursors, 300 ns, for example. This is possithe unnumbered Nova and Super- ble because the machine is deall-semiconductor machine,
nova, processed 4-bit and 16-bit signed to overlap instructions: its
chunks of data, respectively. Data central processor reads out a new
uses silicon-gate technology;
General says it will use the Intel instruction while it executes the
Corp's
1,024-bit random-access previous one.
2 new Novas also unveiled
The instruction overlapping techmetal oxide semiconductor memory
[Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 68] and that nique takes advantage of the inherLess than two months after an it is also considering several al- ent nondestructive readout charall-semiconductor desktop com- ternative sources.
acteristic of asemiconductor memputer appeared on the market
The three new Data General ory. With acore memory, data first
[Electronics, Sept. 14, p. 52], and computers are compatible with must be read. and immediately reimmediately after asemiconductor each other and with the company's written. Most minicomputers are
main:frame memory appeared in a previous machines. Software is designed to execute instructions
large general-purpose computer common for all of them, and input- during the rewrite phase. A semi(see p. 125), an all-semiconductor output interface hardware is inter- conductor memory, however, does
minicomputer showed up alongchangeable.
not require the rewrite phase, since
side them. These developments—
Principal applications for the it is nondestructive, that is, reading
the first by Four Phase Systems,
Supernova Sc are expected to be data doesn't alter the memory.
the second by IBM, and the third in market areas requiring speed Therefore, the Supernova SC is deby the Data General Corp.—make previously unavailable in small- signed to execute instructions durincontestable the thesis that semiscale computers. Even more impor- ing the read phase, the rewrite
conductor main memories are here
tant than cycle time, says the com- phase having been eliminated.
to stay.
pany, is the ability of the Supernova
Supernova SC uses ahigh-speed,
The minicomputer—Data Gen- Sc to execute arithmetic and logic dynamic mOS semiconductor memeral's Supernova SC—made its debut operations in a single memory ory. Use of mos technology offers
with two other 16-bit minicomputers, the Nova 1200 and the Nova
Small and fast. The Supernova SC can be aprocessor in atime-shared system,
800, which are faster, more ador astand-alone computer handling agroup of peripherals.
vanced versions of the company's
two-year-old Nova and have core
memories.
In some ways, the Supernova SC
isn't so mini. In speed, it outclasses
the more sophisticated model nr/70
of Four-Phase Systems—thanks to
the use of silicon-gate technology.
This permits the SC's memory to
cycle at 300 nanoseconds, compared to 1.9 microseconds with the
IV/70's aluminum-gate technique.
Both the Supernova SC and the
Nova 800 are fully parallel 16-bit
machines; the Nova 1200, which
also has a16-bit word length, procDesktop Supernova,
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SCHAUER
10

o
tolerance
1WATT ZENERS
ARE A REAL BUY!
ANY voltage from 2.0 to 16.0
at the industry's LOWEST
PRICES!

Quantity

Price each
$1.07

1-99

.97

100-499
500-999

.91

1000-4999

.86

5000 up

.82

THE
HI-RELIABLE!
No fragile nail heads.
Silicon junction aligned between two, parallel, offset
tantalum heat sinks ... great
lead tension strength.
All welded and brazed
assembly.
High pressure molded package.
Gold plated nickel-clad copper leads.
Write or phone for Form 68-4
for complete rating data and
other tolerance prices.
Semiconductor Division

SCHAUER
MANUFACTURING
CORP.

4514 Alpine

Avenue

Cincinnati, 0. 45242
Ph.

138

(513)

791-3030
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low operating power requirements,
simpler manufacturing techniques
compared to those for other semiconductor memories, and provides
approximately twice the density of
bipolar techniques.
Dynamic MOS also yields approximately twice the bit density of
static moS for equally sized chips.
The Supernova SC will sell for
$11,900.
The Nova 1200, with abase price
of $5,450, is the least expensive in
the Data General line. It is also the
first minicomputer to use large
scale integration. LSI chips, each
with 64 bits plus address decoding,
store 16-bit accumulators.
The use of LS!, along with advanced medium scale integration
technology, opened the way for an
entire Nova 1200 central processor
built with less than 115 integrated
circuit packages and mounted on a
single printed circuit board. The
whole computer, including central
processor, a4,000-word core memory, basic interface, and control
panel, uses 230 IC packages.
In spite of its compactness, the
Nova 1200 has a basic memory
cycle time which makes it more
than twice as fast as the original
Nova (1.2 versus 2.6 microseconds).
Nova 1200 achieves this speed
using a "pipeline" technique. A
series of four-bit data "nibbles"
flows constantly through the various data paths in the central processor. All of these paths can be
operating on different four-bit
nibbles at the same time.
The Nova 1200 can perform any
of its arithmetic and logical instructions or its jump instructions in
1,350 ns, including time for the
pipeline to fill up and empty, and
time to execute the instruction.
The I/O facility has a port
directly to memory. During data
channel operations, data can bypass the central processor. Thus,
these data channel operations take
place at memory speed.
The core memory system for the
Nova 1200 includes several design
innovations. Conventional x-y drive
circuits and their associated selector circuits have been replaced in
the Nova 1200 by sixteen ICs that

combine the selection and current
driving functions.
The space saved by using the
new monolithic x-y drivers, as well
as an 18-mil core, have made it
possible to construct the Nova
1200 core memory utilizing a
mother-daughter printed circuit
board configuration. The 4,000word core system consists of a
9-inch-square daughter board permanently mounted on a 15-inchsquare mother board.
The advantage of using the
mother-daughter configuration is
that the two boards can be built
and tested independently, and
joined at the last assembly step.
In its basic version, the Nova
1200 consists of only three 15-inch
pc boards mounted in aseven-slot
chassis, and requires no interboard
cabling: all connections are made
using built-in connector panels.
The Nova 800 is afully parallel
minicomputer with an 800-ns cycle
time. It is afaster, more powerful
computer than the Nova 1200, and
is designed for use in applications
with high I/O requirements.
The package for Nova 800 is the
same as that for the 1200 except
that the 800's more powerful central processor fits on two pc boards.
The Nova 800 is afaster computer
than the 1200, has a basic cycle
time of 800 ris, and has a fully
parallel 16-bit central processor.
The Nova 800 includes features
which give it a flexible, powerful
I/O structure, making it attractive
for use in heavily I/o oriented
applications. Its I/O system operates at a variable speed. This
means that the time required for an
I/O operation depends on the nature of the operation.
Hardware multiply-divide, power
failure monitor, and automatic
restart are built-in options on the
Nova 800. Base price for a 4,000word machine with Teletype interface and data channels will be
$6,950, and discounts are available.
First deliveries of the Supernova
SC will be in June 1971. The 1200
will be ready in February, and the
800 in April.
Data General Corp, Route 9, Southboro,
Mass [338]
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Now true precision
in Allen-Bradley
thin film networks.
ziee•
Resistance networks for A/D and
D/A conversion, digital volt meters
and numerical control systems demand extreme precision. AllenBradley can deliver. Precision that
starts with a patented chromiumcobalt resistive material vacuum
deposited on a substrate made to
Allen-Bradley specifications. Precision based on exclusive computer
drawn grids. Precision backed by
extensive design and testing facilities. Precision on acontinuing basis
assured by Allen-Bradley's 14 solid
years of experience.
Add the reliability of a single substrate, uniform temperature characteristics, much lower attachment
costs and you see why Allen-

Bradley thin film networks are the
logical replacement for discrete
precision resistors.
SELECTED SPECIFICATIONS
RESISTANCE
RANGE

1K ohms to 2megs, standard
25 ohms to 50 megs, special
(Single substrate range —
10,000 to 1

TCR LEVELS
—55 °Cto +125 °C

:L- 25 ppm/ °C
1- 10 ppm/ °C
-- 5 ppm/ °C
1

TCR TRACKING

± 5ppm/ °Cstandard
to I
-.
- 1ppm/ °C special

TOLERANCES

Absolute to
1- .01% @ +25 °C
Matching to
± .005% @ +25 °C

RESOLUTION

Line width and spacing ta
.0001 inch

ENDURANCE

Exceeds MIL-R-10509F
Characteristic E
Procedure: MIL-STD-2020

Investigate the superiority of AllenBradley thin film networks. Write:
Marketing Department. Electronics
Division, Allen-Bradley Co., 1201
South Second Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53204. Export office:
1293 Broad St., Bloomfield, N. J.
07003, U.S.A. In Canada: AllenBradley Canada Ltd., 135 Dundas
Street, Galt, Ontario. Several standard networks are available through
your appointed A-B industrial electronic distributors.
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f
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New products
Data handling

SR-209
RECEIVER

ACL

with Plug-in tuners
covering 1-17 gill

ALSO AVAILABLE:

TUNERS COVERING
2 MHz to 2000 MHz
BATTERY PACK
SWEPT TUNERS
30 MHz to 1000 MHz

Punched cards
alive and well
says the memory and other features
allow an operator to key data and
manipulate cards faster, and at a
marketed by new company
lower cost, than comparable IBM
equipment that uses glass delay
to handle 96-column format
lines. What's more, the TI memory
is compatible with transistor-tranintroduced by IBM
sistor-logic circuits.
Jerome R. Dahme, manager of
After adeath watch on the punched electrical engineering at Decision
card had been proclaimed by some Data, says the fixed-length delay
data processing people, that sturdy line was not considered a suitable
symbol of the computer age showed storage medium, particularly since
new life last summer when IBM
the company was designing acomintroduced the System/3, which plete line of both high-speed and
uses small 96-column cards instead low-speed machines, each with its
of the 80-column type. More evi- individual requirements for memdence of vigor appeared this month ory size and speed. Cores looked
when Decision Data Corp., formed competitive on acents-per-bit basis,
10 months ago by a group of ex- Dahme adds, but not when the
Univac employees, announced a designers looked at the cost of
the extra interface logic, sense
line of data handling equipment
amplifiers and other hardware.
that will eventually compete across
the board with IBM's 96-columnThe new machines also use a
card machines.
keyboard supplied by Honeywell's
First products in the line are Micro Switch division that incortwo data recorders, a high-speed porates a feature Honeywell says
sorter, and a card reader. All use it is now adding as an option on
ametal oxide semiconductor mem- its standard unit.
ory developed for the line by Texas
Called N-key rollover, this feaInstruments Inc. Decision Data ture guarantees the proper se2 recorders, reader, sorter

Storage for peripherals. The three larger packages on the board at left
make up MOS memory for new line of card-handling equipment. At
right is ahigh-speed, multifunction data recorder that uses the memory.

MODULAR
CONSTRUCTION
ALL SOLID STATE
CIRCUITRY

ACL
ASTRO
COMMUNICATION

LABORATORY
A Division of Aiken

Industries,

orb
......

Inc.

9125 GAITHER ROAD
GAITHERSBURG, MD. 20760
Phone: (301) 948-5210

TWX 710-828-9706

fiF Equipment for The Systems Engineer
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ÇAI to Grayhill
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To pinpoint a
cosmopolitan Texas
location convenient to
R&Dcapabilities,
brainpower and
productive labor:

WHAT'S NEW
ABOUT THIS

SWITCH?

a...,

-

el

It's Not Because It
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

ASK INSTA-SITE

is explosion proof.
has up to 12 positions/deck.
could have up to 6 poles/deck.
comes in shorting or non-shorting versions.
is available in sealed, military or standard versions.

No...These are Standard
Grayhill Rotary Switch features.

The answers to specific Texas plant location
questions and impartial site selections are
instantly available from the nation's most comprehensive industrial computer program. Write
or call for detailed Insta-Site information and
your free copy of the Texas Fact Book.

IT'S NEW BECAUSE
one or more positions may be ISOLATED
from

normal

shaft turning

techniques.

It

has its own built-in shaft turning SAFETY
feature.
For details on this and other Switches Ask for Catalog

en/

TEXAS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

523 Hillgrove Avenue
LaGrange, Illinois 60525

Area Code 312, Phone 354-1040

Capitol Station — Box 12728-E
Austin, Texas 78711 — 512/475-4331

The Difference Between

Excellent and Adequate
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ON THE MOST WANTED LIST

TIMING
SOLIDD1STATE

MODULES

From Milliseconds to Hours
Ranges are changable by the mere addition
of external resistors and capacitors. Completely encapsulated, the TM series may be
operated in delay or interval modes with
pulse, continuous or complementary outputs. Timing is fixed or adjustable. If our
standard line isn't just right for YOU, we
will design and build for your particular
application.

ALIAS MINI St MAXI
Real names: TH -Jr. and TH -65. Smallest and largest
members of the "Tenney Gang" of reach-in,
temperature-humidity chambers. Easily identified by
the Tenney Vapor-Flo' humidity generation system and
the fully hermetic, all-welded Hermeticool ".:
refrigeration system.
Known to cover atemperature range of 0 F to 200 -F
and a humidity range of 20% to 95% RH. Noted for
responsive performance. Praised for ease of operation
and high reliability.
Can be found serving in evaluation or manufacturing
of products sensitive to temperature and humidity
environments. For details on Mini, Maxi and all the
Gang in-between, call or write today:

SEND FOR LITERATURE ON OUR COMPLETE
LINE OF TIMING DEVICES.

CHRONOLOGICS, Inc.
24 Martin

Street /Webster,

N.Y. 14580 /(716) 872-1470
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—7ENe--n-ney
GINEERING, INC.

1090 Springfield Rd., Union, New Jersey 07083 •(201) 686-7870
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Western Doilslon

15721 Texaco Si., Paramount. Cant 90723
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New products
quence of key input no matter how
fast the operator works, and regardless of the let-go sequence in
a long succession of inputs. Data
bits from the first depressed key
are stored in the
memory until
asecond one is actuated, and so on.
Honeywell says the feature means
30% fewer errors than in a twokey-rollover system.
In addition to capturing a share
of the System/3 market, Decision
Data is aiming for replacement of
the 80-column card and of key-totape equipment "on acost-of-operation and speed basis," says Frank
H. McPherson, marketing vice
president. "Thanks to the mOS
memory and other innovations, we
can operate much more quickly
than 80-column equipment or existing 96-column machines." McPherson says his company's data
recorders are equivalent in performance to key-to-tape machines
while offering the advantages of a
readable punched card. "We have
the moS memory's buffering capability just like the tape consoles,"
he says, "so an operator can't outkey the machine—and we have the
convenience of cards for doing
rapid consolidation of multi-keypunch output and fast data-handling turnaround."
Decision Data's initial goal will
be to sell to original equipment
manufacturers, but marketing plans
include direct sales to users.
The company's basic data recorder, model 9601, is compatible
with System/3 and offers additional
features that include blank-card
feeding during verification, plus
and minus right justification, and
fast card feed times-20-30% faster
than 80-column equipment, Decision Data says. A more expensive
model, the 9610 interpreting data
recorder, additionally can print on
the card during keypunching and
verification. Feed rate of both
models is 250 cards per minute and
punch rate is 60 cpm for all 96
columns. Price for the 9601 is
$5,900; for the 9610, $7,400. Deliveries of the 9601 will begin in
December, and in March 1971 for
the 9610.
The company says its 9620 alpha-

MOS

Mistakes
never get started
in a Custom
Electronics
Reconstituted
Mica Capacitor
The prime cause of failure in reconstituted mica capacitors is a
dielectric short, caused by imperfections in the dielectric material
used. Custom Electronics is the
producer that precisely grades its
dielectric material, and rejects
marginal dielectric before it
reaches production. That means
a more reliable capacitor, and
lower job quotes because there
are fewer final unit production
rejects. Because our prime product is reconstituted mica capacitors, we make a better capacitor.
If your design project has size
restriction with working voltages
above
call the mica capacitor
specialist at Custom Electronics.

1KV,

C—,FUSTOPA
-4,
C
CUSTOM ELECTRONICS, Inc.

NThe QC Fanatics
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Browne St.. Oneonta, N.Y. 13820
Phone: 607-432-3880
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numeric sorter can sort 96-column
cards 50% faster than current System/3 equipment. The new machine sorts the full 64-character
set at 1,500 cards per minute. It
has 11 pockets and sorts numeric
data with one pass per card column,
alphabetic data with 1% passes per
column. Effective speed of alphabetic sorting is 900 cpm. The 11
output stackers, with atotal capacity of 1,200 cards, minimize card
handling by the operator and also
result in fewer stops for stackerfull conditions. The 9620 will sell
for $5,600. Deliveries will begin
in June 1971.
Decision Data's card reader is
compatible with
System 360
and similar machines. To reduce
operator fatigue, a2,000-card input
hopper and three 1,200-card output
stackers have been positioned at
tabletop height, and controls are
at eye level. An automatic overflow feature increases efficiency by
eliminating the need to stop the
reader for unloading of cards. In
the overflow mode, cards are automatically stacked in the secondary
output stacker when the primary
stacker is full. Reading continues
while the operator unloads the
primary stacker and resets card
selection to the primary receiver.
Pocket selection also can be program-controlled. The company says
the 9630 card reader brings economies of 96-column data preparation
to large-system users.
Two models are available. The
9630-61, priced at $5,800, includes
power supply, control electronics
and connectors to interface with
the multiplexer channel of System
360/25 and up. Software is available as an option. The 9630-02 is
a tabletop unit for
use with
basic controls and buffer memory
to connect with a variety of computer systems. It sells for $4,500.
Deliveries of both models begin
this month.
The company says it's planning
areader that can be used with the
System/3. That computer has
a multifunction card unit that is
integral to the system.

IBM's

OEM

IBM

30018974 [339]

Decision Data Corp.,
Road, Warminster, Pa.
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39 sites for sore eyes!

Free.

When it comes to doing business, we think there's no
better place than New Jersey. And we're not alone in
our view either ...93 of America's 100 largest companies have important operations here. That's why
we selected 39 outstanding New Jersey industrial
sites and analyzed them for you. We did all the timeconsuming detail work so you could get on to your
site selection decision faster. We photographed these 39 prime sites from the
r
air, we made precise plot plans, we
figured out nearby transportation arrangements, distance to major markets, and a lot more. Then, we put the
results of all this research in our big,
new, and thoroughly unique Industrial
Parks Kit. It's yours free, just for the

PUBLIC SERVICE
ELECTRIC AND
GAS COMPANY
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asking. Fill in the coupon below and mail it today.
After you've received your free kit and looked it
over, give us a call. We'll assign one of our sitefinders to you without charge or obligation. He'll
help you get that all important close-up look ...by
helicopter if you wish, and he'll supply any other
information you need. For free, it's quite a package!

FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY
.14^.

Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Box BE, 80 Park Place, Newark, N. J. 07101
Gentlemen
Send the new Industrial Parks Kit to me at the
n
' address below:
Name
• Company
Address
City

State

ZIP
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Here's a7.nanosecond
CML memory cell with 64 bits
of storage for scratch-pad,
register, cache, buffer
and control applications.

CONVENTIONAL
CHIP
MAS CHIP

It's the AMS 0641 — amonolithic, ECL
compatible non-destructive-readout
RAM. Full address decoding and output
sense amplification are included on the
chip. Organization is 64 words by 1bit.
Typical access time is 7 nanoseconds
and power dissipation is only 6mW/bit
at 5volts.

A

AMS CHIP

l
I I
I
I
/CONVENTIONAL 1
I
CHIP
I
/

i

I'

3 VOLTS
SUPPLY VOLTAGE

7 VOLTS

Take alook at the curves. The AMS
0641 draws virtually constant current
at any supply voltage from 3.5 to 6.5
volts with no sacrifice in performance.
And that means asaving in power—
supply regulation and power
distribution. If you operated the 0641
memory at 3.5 volts instead of the usual
5.2 volts, you'd save 33% on power
and still get 7nanoseconds access time.
To make it easy to use the AMS 0641,
we've designed acompanion support
logic circuit, the AMS SSC-1. It will
minimize overhead circuitry and
optimize I/O buffering and chip
selection. The AMS SSC-1 also
operates with a3.5- to 6.5-volt supply.
For complete information about the
AMS 0641 and its companion support
circuit, contact

AM"

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS, INC.
1276 HAMMERWOOD AVE., SUNNYVALE,
CALIF. 94086 TEL. (408) 734-4330
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New products
Components

Connector has
up to 155 pins
Dielectric retention disk
permits high-contact density
in standard and power types
Using aone-piece molded dielectric
retention disk, the Amphenol Connector division is expanding its line
to include high-contact-density con-

nectors in general purpose and
power versions for the first time.
The new family meets Mil-C-81511
specifications and is keyed to applications in computers, missile and
aerospace systems, commercial avionics, radar, conventional and mobile television cameras, and portable communications equipment.
The molded dielectric disk permits higher-density configurations
without sacrificing the connector's
electrical spacing characteristics,
says Don Wehrenberg, product
marketing manager. The common
method of holding the contacts
with metal clips, Wehrenberg says,
sacrifices electrical integrity in highdensity inserts.

The dielectric, known as polyarylsulfone, was developed by the
3M Company three years ago, when
it was discovered that the polysulfone previously used corroded
when exposed to cleaning agents
such as carbon tetrachloride.
In the highest-contact-rated size
12-12 (12-gauge wire) power versions, the connectors provide 11
contacts in asize 20 shell, 14 contacts in size 22 and 19 contacts
in size 24. Beyond 12-12 for power,
the new families offer a choice of
16-16 (16-gauge wire), 20-20 (No.
20 AwG), and 23-22 (No. 22 AwG)
contacts in avariety of high-density
configurations incorporating from
24 through 155 contacts per con-

Single-ended, miniature aluminum
electrolytic capacitors type 5020
are
for
vertical
installation
on
high-density
printed-wiring
boards. They will withstand an
85° C life test for 1,000 hours
at rated voltage. They are furnished as polar units with an
indeterminate resistance between
the cathode and the aluminum
case. Sprague Electric Co., North
Adams, Mass. [34].]

Solid state communications relays
in seven different models cover
all neutral, polar and complementary input and output combinations. Their most common use
is as isolated low-to-high and
high-to-low level converters for
telegraph and Teletype circuits,
data acquisition, machine controls,
differential
circuits and
alarm circuits. Flight Systems
Inc., Mechanicsburg, Pa. [3421

Two-pole,
double-throw
relay
series 400 is for applications
where light weight and extreme
environmental capability are important.
The
unit,
featuring
wedge-wipe action, offers optimum performance in accordance
with MIL-R-5757/8. It has a
low level contact rating to 2
A at 26.5 V dc. Deutsch Relay
Division,
65
Daly
Rd.,
East
Northport, N.Y. [343]

Contactless,
solid
state
relay
features complete isolation between input circuit (coil excitation) and output (switching elements). This is obtained by a
magnetoresistor which does not
require a separate reference voltage. Operating speeds range from
micro- to nanoseconds. Normal
load current is 200 mA. Emanuel
Wolff Co., 1241 Welsh Rd., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006 [344]

Non-wirewound trimming pots in
the Cermet series feature three
3/e-in.
square RF24 units with
differing pin configurations. The
multiturn models meet or exceed
MIL-R-22097,
characteristic C. Units have a resistance
range of 200 ohms to 1 megohm.
Temperature coefficient is 150
ppm/ °C,
with
100
ppm/ °C
available.
Techno-Components,
Van Nuys, Calif. [345]

Tera-ohm
resistor
model
102
measures 0.13 x 0.040 in. diameter. The thick-film devices are
presently used in liquid hydrogen
cooled
infrared
detectors
at
4.2 °K. A semiconductive glass
resistive element provides high
stability and reliability. Temperature coefficient of resistance is
—0.3%/ °C
maximum.
Price
(1-24) is $8. Eltec Instruments
Inc., Lancaster, N.Y. [346]

Versatile, panel-mounted, we inch
square
potentiometers
in
the
series 70 family are supplied as
single- or multiple-section units.
They are available in cermet, car bon, and combination cermet and
carbon, with resistance ranges of
100 ohms to 2.5 megohms for
cermet and 50 ohms to 10 megohms
for
composition.
AllenBradley Co., 1201 South Second
St., Milwaukee 53204 [347]

Two models of the type 1440
standard resistors, the 0.1- and
0.01-ohm versions, are made of
sheet Manganin punched in a
random pattern to reduce inductance. Both come in sealed, oilfilled diallyl phthalate boxes to
promote long-term stability and
to provide mechanical protection.
Temperature
coefficient is 20
ppm/*C. General Radio Co., West
Concord, Mass. [348]
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New products

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

Joining the family. High-density version saves 20% in costs over present
128-pin assemblies.

ELECTRONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS
By Franklin C. Fitchen
Now, in the first "circuits and systems" oriented examination of integrated
circuits, you can gain a clear understanding of IC engineering from the simplest analog and digital circuits to complex analog and digital subsystems
and systems.
Unlike other works on the subject which emphasize fabrication methods, this book stresses the analysis and design of monolithic integrated
circuits, to give you a working knowledge of the entire subject. Limitations
imposed by integration upon design are discussed fully.
416 pages, 6x9, $12.95
APL PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
By Harry Katzan, Jr.
APL is hot. An ideal language for scientific and engineering applications, its
growing use has created a critical need for this book. Substantiated by
reviewers as the most clear, comprehensive treatment available on the APL
terminal system, it gives you a complete introduction to computer techniques using APL as the vehicle. Actual computer printouts included.
336 pages, 6x9, $12.00
APL USER'S GUIDE
By Harry Katzan, Jr.
This handy reference includes approximately 200 computer examples, 25
problem sets with answers for a quick working knowledge and use of the
APL terminal system.
128 pages, 81
2 x11, $5.95
/
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING: Programming and Operating Systems
By Harry Katzan, Jr.
For programmers, analysts and managers who seek career advancement,
this book provides practical, advanced treatment of such concepts as
assemblers, compilers, and syntactical methods string manipulation and
list processing; computer languages; etc.
285 pages, 6x9, $13.95
OPTIMIZATION AND PROBABILITY IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERINNG
By John G. Rau
This is the first book on operations research geared to the specific needs
of the engineer. Integrating optimization techniques and probability concepts as they relate to engineering problems, it emphasizes those used
during the design, development and evaluation of systems.
416 pages, 6x9, $15.00
ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BOOK
By Rudolf F. Graf
All the information you need in a hurry is here in one handy reference, presented in concise, ready-to-use nomographs, charts, tables and formulas...
much of it hard to find elsewhere. You'll find ready answers, without lengthy
derivations, on everything from propagation characteristics and signals to
filters, integrated circuits, vacuum tubes, etc.
320 pages, 81
/ x 11, $17.95
2

new
VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD COMPANY
450 West 33rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10001
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nector insert arrangement.
Previously, a 42,000-circuit application calling for size 24 shell,
for example, was limited to 128contact connectors—for atotal system requirement of 328 units. With
the 155-contact configurations, the
number of required connectors
drops to 271.
Another comparison made by the
company—taking a square size-24
flange
receptacle's
contact-persquare-inch factor for Amphenol's
155-contact configuration versus
the conventional 128 contacts—
shows an improved contact efficiency of 20%.
In evaluating cost-per-circuit, the
price per connector pair is divided
by the number of mated contacts.
The 128-contact version costs about
62 cents per contact pair, against
the 155 version's 50 cents.
Other features include shell-toshell grounding fingers prior to
contact mating for maximum attenuation of radio frequency interference, triple-track bayonet coupling for positive locking and
vibration resistance, multiple mating seals for environmental protection, and six key positions in each
shell size for prevention of mismating and ability to gang-mount
similar insert arrangements.
Mil-C-81511, design standard for
the new line, has been recommended as the tri-service connector standard for all military electronic equipment produced by
NATO countries. This should minimize the number of connectors and
simplify logistics.
Amphenol
Connector Division, The
Bunker -Ramo Corp., 2801 South 25th
Ave., Broadview, Ill. 60153 [349]
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New products
Switch's color, intensity

the Giant Killer...

change with on-off state
In high ambient light, it is often
difficult to see whether an illuminated pushbutton switch is on or
off. But anew type, called the Rainbow line, solves the problem in a
bright way.
Developed by Marco-Oak Industries, a division of Oak Electro/
Netics Corp., this device has a
prism arrangement at the sides of
the cap. Switching it on allows the
ambient light to hit the prism, causing a color band in the button to
glow brightly. Switching it off
causes another color band to light
up dimly. So, the brighter the ambient light, the greater the change
in the button.
The first model in the line has a
0.75 inch by 1 inch cap that is
divided into three sections—a color
band at top and bottom separated
by a fixed color band. If the top
and bottom bands are of different
colors and the button is pressed,
both intensity and color change.
Further, each band may carry a
legend which will appear or disappear as the colors change. The center bar also can be made to disappear as the switch changes state.
This switch is available in almost
any color, and its two color bands
may be the same or different in hue.
The switch requires asmall amount
of tooling for mounting in acircular hole. However, among the new
sizes and shapes planned for the
line is one that will snap into a
rectangular hole in apanel; it will
have either a3/4 inch by 1inch or a
5
/
8 inch by 3/4 inch cap.
Applications include the control
panels in military and commercial
aircraft, pleasure boats and data
processing equipment.
The cap and switch assembly is
priced between $4 and $6 in 1,000
lots, depending on size and type.
The cap is also sold separately for
70 cents each in 1,000 lots, but
fits only into a Marco type 771 or
772 Press-Light switch assembly.
Marco-Oak Division of Electro/Netics
Corp., Anaheim, Calif. [350]
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New Heath EU-70A...

$565 .
"*

ASSEMBLED &
TESTED

•Solid-state
•Dual trace
•Triggered
•DC-15 MHz
•X-Y
•15" deep
•8x10 cm flat face CRT
•Send for the free EU-70A spec sheet...
and watch the giants fall
EU -70A PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Response: DC-15 MHz, down 3 dB. Rise Time:
24 nsec. Time Base: Triggered with 18 calibrated rates, 0.2 usec/div to 100 msecidiv in 1, 2, 5
sequence. Sweep Magnifier: XS, accuracy -±-5%. Triggering: Internal — Channel 1; Channel 2;
Channels 1/2. External. Line. Adjustable. + or — slope. AC or DC coupled. Triggering Requirements: Internal — triggers from Channel 1, Channel 2or Channels 1/2X-Y mode capability. 8x10
cm grid, edge lighted. Dimensions: 10 1/
2"W x 12 1
/ " H x 15" D.
2

NEW FREE 1971 CATALOG!
The latest edition, with
many new, exciting kitbuilding projects ...
over 300 kits for
stereo/hi-fi, color TV,
electronic organs, guitar amplifiers, ham radio, marine, educational, CB, home &
hobby. Mail coupon or write Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 520-28
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Rush my new Heathkit Catalog
D Enclosed is $

Schlumbarger Company

plus shipping.

Please send model(s)
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Prices 8 specifications subject to change without notice.
*Mail Order Prices; F.O.B. Factory
EK-290

_J
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NEW FROM YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL:
LEVER SWITCHES WITH SNAP-IN CAM INSERTS
This latest miracle from your Guardian Angel lets you change switch actuator positions
instantly ... at any time. Any combination of off, momentary or locked actuator positions
is as easy as inserting a pair of "programmed" molded plastic cam inserts.
A snappy little chore that takes maybe 20 seconds.
The new Guardian Lever Switches offer more than versatility. They are available in
non-illuminated or illuminated with color coding. Up to 4 pole, double throw per station with
switches arranged in any desired form to provide needed circuitry. (Now do you
believe there's a Guardian Angel watching over Engineers?)
Write for Bulletin No. E2

NEW FROM GUARDIAN:
Push button switch banks
with illuminated color
coded buttons.
Sleek, compact
design with interlock, nonlock, all-lock,
push-to-lock/pushto-release or solenoid
release. Mechanical
life? 100,000 operations!

rel

GUARDIAN
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1550 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60607
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New products
Instruments

Tester checks
ICs in 10 s
System for pc boards
uses Gray code to try
all possible circuit states
Incoming inspection of integrated
circuits has become common practice, but even though the circuits
are tested, the chance of error in

acompleted board may run as high
as 40% because of solder bridges
and open lines. The only way to
catch these errors is to test the completed board, and up until now this
has meant either the purchase of
a $20,000 piece of equipment or
many hours of testing with an
oscilloscope. But the Data Test
Corp. has changed this with the
announcement of its model 4000
printed circuit card test system
which sells for $2,000.
According to Dan Marshall, marketing manager at Data Test, the
4000 was designed "specifically for
intermediate and small manufacturers of IC cards. It can be used
for troubleshooting and diagnostic

work both in the field and on the
bench."
The 4000 works by applying
square waves to the inputs of the
board and then checking the outputs to see how they have changed.
The input signal is a Gray code—
a digital code that produces only
one change of state at any given
instant of time. In this way, every
possible combination of input signal from all Os to all is can be
achieved, and so all of the possible
states of the circuits on the board
can be duplicated.
To set up aboard for testing, a
unit that is known to be good is
put on the tester and the different
inputs are exercised. Because not

o
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Digital deposit monitor DDM eliminates mode changes and temperature effects. It measures thickness
and rate digitally to 5 places and
provides analog signals to control
these functions. It resets to zero
in less than 100 ms. Accuracy of
thickness measurement will not
be lost when a rate is set before
shutter is opened. Ultek Div., Perkin-Elmer, Box 10920, Palo Alto,
Calif. [361]

Broadband phase meter series 305
features a direct reading accuracy
of -i-0.1 ° over the full 360 °
range. With independent input
levels of greater than 60 dB, the
instrument requires no adjustment
for
input
level
or frequency
change either during warmup or
over extended operating periods.
Frequency range is 5Hz to 10
MHz. Dranetz Engineering Laboratories Inc., Plainfield, N. J. [362]

Simultaneous plottirg of the peak
and average levels of received signals is possible when detector/
junction box model DJB-25 is
used with interference analyzer/
receiver model EMC-25 and dualpen recorder model
EXY-250.
Such dual plotting was not previously
possible
with
only a
single receiver. Electro-Metrics
Corp., 88 Church St., Amsterdam,
N. Y. 12011 [363]

MOS driver model G720 is intended for use as a clock or
data driver for MOS ICs. It features 5 Hz to 10 MHz repetition
frequency, delay and width from
50 ns to 200 ms, risetime 1 ns/V
with a 100 pF load, and two
separate, buffered trigger outputs.
Dimensions are 31/
2 x 81
/
2 x 12
in. Price is $495. E-H Research
Laboratories Inc., P. 0. Box 1289,
Oakland, Calif. 94604 [364]

C
r
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Pseudo-noise transmission test set
model 1100 tests synchronous and
asynchronous digital data transmission system modems, digital
multiplexers, time sharing networks and advanced communications systems. Simply plug the
test set into the standard EIA
interface that is common to most
modems and turn power on. International
Data
Sciences
Inc.,
Providence, R. I. [365]
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Real-time calibrated frequency
domain measurements can now be
interpreted automatically by a
minicomputer using the new MiniUbiq spectrum analyzer model
LIA -10. Unit is specifically designed for ease of interface with
digital computers. Timing and
transfer of frequency data is controlled by the computer. Federal
Scientific Corp., 619 W. 131st
St., New York, N. Y. [366]

Digital transducer indicator model
CD23 is for use with variable
reluctance transducers and other
bridge excited units. It provides
a 31/
2-digit
readout in addition
to the -i-10 V dc output for
recording and dynamic monitoring.
It operates on 105 to 125 V, 60
Hz at 7W, providing long-term
stability of 0.1%. Validyne Engineering Corp., 18819 Napa St.,
Northridge, Calif. [367]

Tong-type ammeter 705A has extended ranges for both dc and ac
measurements (0-400A). It offers
4 linear scales with 2% full scale
accuracy. Test measurements are
made by selecting correct range
(dc or ac) and clamping tongs
around single conductor (insulated
or bare), bus bar, or cable up to
11/
4-in. diameter. Pacer Industries
Inc., 17035 Burnham Ave., Lansing, Ill. [368]
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Advertisement

programmable thin film
vacuum coater ...
. . .

For high volume, high quality
thin filin production. Operator simply loads and pushes start button.
SL180 automatically controls pump
down, glow discharge, substrate
heating, shutter operation, evaporation cycle, HV valve closure, cooling, venting and bell jar lift for
substrate reloading. Supplied with
one or two side mounted 18 or 24inch chambers, EB or resistance
sources, fixed or planetary fixtures.
Sloan Instruments, a division of Sloan Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, Ca. [177]

...new deposition sensor
eliminates freq. jumps ...

«lb
4111,

Compatible with all Sloan vacuum deposition controllers. New
circuitry virtually eliminates frequency jumps, assures reliable rate
control. Only 1 inch in dia. x
inches long. Replacement crystals
simply drop into snap on carrier.
Round crystal is automatically
aligned in perfect three point contact with edges shadowed. Ground
plane is exposed to prevent stray
particle shorting.
Sloan Instruments, a division of Sloan Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, Ca. [178]

... surface profile
magnification to 1,000,000x

Ideal for surface checks of IC's,
etched oxide patterns, photoresist
masks, substrates and wafers. New
DEKTAK is capable of vertical
magnification of 1,000x to 1,000,000x in 7 steps. Minimum detectable step is 25A. Horizontal magnification is 2x to 5,000x in 9steps.
Portable, req ui re s no special
mounting or training for operation.

NEW

New products
all input combinations will have
an effect on the output, each output will go through acertain number of transitions for one set of
inputs. Thus, if the number of
transitions for an output on agood
board is noted, it can be compared
to the number from aboard under
test. If the numbers are the saine,
that particular output is good. The
4000 can check boards with up to
20 outputs with front-panel pushbutton selection, and a three-digit
counter readout is provided; a
fourth digit is optional.
The other pc card testers on the
market are large machines that
have to be programed to supply
only the inputs that affect an output. Marshall says these testers
run at a 4 to 5 kilohertz rate
whereas the 4000 runs at 250 kHz.
Thus, even though the 4000 runs
through all possible input combinations, the 20 tests take only 10
seconds. "And we run through all
of the inputs twice," says Marshall,
"so the ICs are always in the same
state when the test starts."
Once abad output is spotted, the
fault on the board can be located
by using aprobe connected to the
21st input on the tester. The procedure is then similar to checking
the outputs: the inputs are stepped
through all combinations while a
specific point on the board is
checked and the count compared
to aknown total.
For customers who want amore
automatic system or one that is
programable, Data Test offers the
model 4300, which automatically
sequences through the 20 tests, and
the 4700, which is an automatic
test station that can be programed
with punched cards. The 4300 sells
for $4,450, the 4700 for $10,750.
Optional equipment can tailor a
system for a user's special needs.
The options include card readers,
printers, program boards, test
adapters to interface the board to
the tester, and level shifters to
change
transistor-transistor-logic
voltage levels to metal oxide semiconductor levels.
Data Test Corp., 822C Challenge Drive,
Concord, Calif. 94520 [369]

Catalog of
pressure
sensitive
electronic
component drafting aids
shapes, patterns and conductor line
hj
tapes are listed by the thousands in
ime saving electronic component

By-Buk's new P-50 catalog. This easy to use,
cost-saver index of pressure sensitive
printed circuit drafting aids is the source
book of ideas for engineers, designers and
draftsmen interested in faster, more
accurate artwork layouts. Find new ways to
reduce the tedium of repetitive artwork with
individually die cut artwork patterns in
opaque black, transparent red and
transparent blue materials.

FREE CATALOG
FREE SAMPLES

Send today for a free copy
of the new P-50 catalog and
a selection of samples.

BY-BUK COMPANY
4326 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90019
(213) 937-3511
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SENSITIVE
GATE TRIAC

Now there's a source with
first-class capability. Hutson
triacs are rated from 50-600V.
Standard TO-5 packages. Immediate delivery.

RATING

3 ma FIRES
ALL QUADRANTS
HI 23SS
HI 43SS
10 ma FIRES
ALL QUADRANTS

PRICE PER
1K UP
$1 19 ea
El 49 ea.
PRICE PER
1K UP

2OV
4 )V

HI 23SG
HI 43SG

95c ea
91 19 ea

RATING
200V
400V

HUTSON
INDUSTRIES

P. 0. Box 34235 • Dallas, Texas 75234
214 241 3511

Sloan Instruments, a division of Sloan Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, Ca. [179]
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New products

sweeten

th

Digital meters priced

mix

to vie with analog units

Most multimeters found in industrial laboratories or used by service
organizations are of the analog
variety. But as prices for digital
meters drop closer to the $100 top
figure for analog types, a trend
favoring digital units could begin.
In Numeric Laboratories' 300 series of digital multimeters, the
model 350 is priced at $179 and
measures de voltage, dc current,
and resistance. The model 351, at
$195, measures de voltage and
current, resistance, and ac voltage
and current. Robert Battes, president of Numeric, says the meters
are comparable in accuracy to
analog instruments but are not
intended to compete with more
accurate digital multimeters that
are priced in the $400 range. Key
to the low price, Battes says, is a
new input signal conditioning circuitry design that provides the
basic analog-to-digital conversion
process.
The meters feature high sensitivity. They resolve 10 millivolts
and 10 nanoamperes—values beyond the capabilities of bench-type
analog meters. Both models have a
•
basic accuracy of 1%, and aminimum of 10% overrange within
specifications. In addition, they
include an automatically positioned
decimal point and asampling rate
of 60 times per second.
Each of the two units measures
51/
4 by 6
/ by 21
4
3
/ inches and
2
weighs under two pounds. A battery pack is offered as an option.
Numeric Laboratories, 329 S. Greenwood Avenue, Palatine, Illinois 60067
[370]
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If weting is aproblem in your soldering operation,
"sweeten" your recipe with Indalloy" Indium-base solders
in almost any form from The Indium Corporation of America.
When it comes to solving solcering problems...
for low-melting alloys and solders up to 99.9999% pure;
fo' so der preform; to your specifications; for extrusions
or powder, and al delivered wien you need them ... you
should come to The Indium Corporation.
We're your low-melting metals gourmet.

COIWOR.-X11( N OF ANIERICA
1676 LINCOLN AVE.

• UTICA, N.Y. 135)1

TELEPHONE 315/797-1630

• TV« 510-242-0288
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Save up to $649,000 ayear etoide
%.
when you locate your next plant
in Georgia.

Let us prove it.
Georgia has retained the
Fantus Company. internationally known
site location consultants, to design 31 individual SIC industry location cost analyses.
These studies tell in no uncertain terms
how much money you could save by locating in Georgia. For instance, a construction
machinery manufacturer can save $649,000

a year. An electronic
switching and relay equipment company can save $427,000 a year.
And a medicinal chemicals and pharmaceutical productsfirm can save $366,000 ayear.
To find out how muchyourcompany can
save, just send us this coupon. You'll never
know how profitable your company can be
until you do.

Georgia Department of Industry & Trade. Industry Division. Dept. EL-1. P.O. Box 38097. Atlanta, Ga. 30334
Please send me free information about my company's profit potential in Georgia. The following location cost analyses
reports are requested:
D Mobile Home Subassemblies C Truck Trailers CTufted Carpets &Carpet Yarns CGlass Reinforced Plastic Products
D Latices and Resins C Medicinal Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Products D Metal Salts and Catalysts D Rubber Belt-

0

ing and Hose
synthetic Textile Fibers D Electrical Terminations and Connectors D Electrical Switchgear and Controls D Electronic Switching and Relay Equipment D Fluorescent Lamp Ballasts D Caps and Closures D Institutional
Feeding Systems D Prefinished Building Panels D Air Cleaning and Handling Equipment D Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Machinery

E Character

Recognition Equipment

D Construction

Machinery

D Copper

and Brass Mill Prod-

ucts Clron and Steel Castings El Mine and Mill Equipment D Paper Industries Machinery D Plastics Working Machinery D Business and Computer Forms D Metal Furniture and Partitions D Office Copying Equipment D Small Scale
Computers

D

Powered Industrial Hand Tools

Name
Address

D Small

Home Appliances

Title
_

Company
Zip

City

0,4e
1
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New products
Subassemblies

2-chip op amp
challenges 740
Hybrid format permits
separate optimization
of FET input function
No longer dependent on outside
suppliers for special-design integrated circuits, Analog Devices has
gone to market with a line of ad-

vanced operational amplifiers using
circuits developed and manufactured by its affiliate, Nova Devices
of Wilmington, Mass.
The first entry takes direct aim
at a highly visible target, the
widely used 740-type op amp. Analog says its AD 503 series meets or
beats the 740 spec for spec, and at
alower price.
Typical bias current for the 503j
is 15 picoamperes, versus 100 pA
for the 740C—maximums are 50
pA and 2,000 pA respectively. The
narrow bias spread of its unit, says
Analog, is due to tight process control procedures at the Nova plant.
Voltage and current offset specs
also favor the Analog! Nova device.

The 503j's typical offset voltage is
20 millivolts and 30 mV for the
740e. Typical current offset is 5pA
for the 503J, versus 60 pA for the
740C.
Voltage offset temperature coefficient—which several makers of 740s
don't specify—is 20 mV/ °C for a
typical 503j and 30 mV/ °C for a
740e.
To reach this level of performance, Analog/Nova went to a
hybrid format; the input FETs are
on a separate chip and thus can be
optimized for their task and the
rest of the op amp optimized for its
functions. According to Analog/
Nova, monolithic FET input 740s
are limited by the incompatibility

Plug-in,
bipolar voltage-to-frequency converter 1700-5072-00
provides linear conversion of 0 to
-f-10 V dc to 0-to 1-MHz frequency in a compact, modular
package. Linearity is better than
0.01% and the operating temperature range is —10 ° to + 65 °
C. Converter is priced at $350.
Anadex Instruments Inc., 7833
Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.

[381]

Class S amplifiers type K-201 are
being offered from 5 Hz to 1 MHz
and with power ratings from 0.5
to 50 kVA. Class S offers efficiency over 90% and is particularly applicable to driving underwater sound sources which contain
matching networks so that the
harmonk components of square
cornered
waveforms
are
suppressed. Instruments Inc., Midway
Dr, San Diego, Calif. [382]

Plug-in modules series DM-17G
are factory-assembled, ready-touse devices featuring a miniature
Elfin display and decoder-driver.
The neon Elfin is front mounted
on a pc board that contains the
decoder-driver and the logic required to accept 4-line BCD inputs. All input-output contacts
appear on the pc connector. Alco
Electronic
Products
Inc.,
Box
1348, Lawrence, Mass. [383]

Differential FET op amp 34008
has a 100 MHz small-signal bandwidth and a large-signal slew rate
of 1,000 Vile. As a result of
the differential input, the unit
can be used as a noninverting
buffer amplifier. The FET input
gives a maximum bias current of
100 pA. Common mode voltage is
±-10 V minimum. Burr-Brown Research Corp., Int'l Airport Industrial Park, Tucson [384]

Fiber-optic readout model 901
D2-D8, available with a choice of
five different built-in decoder/driver ICs, reduces mounting, wiring
and pc board requirements as well
as equipment size. The IC decoder
and lamp drivers will accept 4 line
8-4-2-1 BCD inputs, translate
them and then illuminate proper
readout segments. Master Specialties Co., 1640 Monrovia, Costa
Mesa, Calif. [385]

High-current power supply series
LB-720 is for use in main-frame
computers, component life tests,
aging racks and test equipment.
It performs at 80% efficiency at
current ratings to 300 amperes
and voltage ranges to 300 V dc.
Six different models are offered
at voltage ranges from 0-7.5 V
to 0-300 V. Lambda Electronics
Corp., 515 Broad Hollow Rd.,
Melville, N.Y. 11746 [386]

Six

Class A amplifier 300P covers the
frequency range of 250 kHz to
110 MHz. The solid state module
can provide over 30 W of power
output from virtually any signal
or sweep generator. Characteristics include a gain of 40 dB, input/output
impedance
of
50
ohms, and VSWR less than 1.5:1.
Price is $450. Electronic Navigation Industries Inc., 1337 Main
St. East, Rochester, N. Y. [388]
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crystal-controlled frequency
sources in the 5400 series generate frequencies from 1 kHz to
10 MHz and come in graded
stabilities from 1 part per million
to 10 ppm from 0° to 65 ° C.
All frequency/stability combinations are available in either flatpack or compact cases. All models
operate on -F.5 V input, logical
output. MF Electronics Corp., 118
E. 25th St., New York [387]
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If you'd like to
make your FM radio
20 times smaller,
we've got just the
filter for you.

Our new 10.7 megahertz FM filter—the FM-4 — measures
only 0.016 cubic inches in volume. But it replaces four tuned
circuits more than twenty times its size. Price is competitive
with IF cans, and it saves additional dollars by reducing the
number of components and interconnections in your IF strip.
It's just a sample of what Vernitron can do in piezoelectric
filters — in which we've done the lion's share of development.
The FM-4 is based on the coupled-mode monolithic
technique developed for our quartz filters. Result is anew level
of performance — higher adjacent channel rejection, distortion
less than % percent, bandwidths characteristically 235 kHz at
3 dB and 825 kHz at 40 dB. Insertion loss about 3.5 dB.
It's just asample of what we can do in piezoelectric filters—
in which we've done the lion's share of development.
So, if you're on asize-reduction kick— or acost reduction
kick — our neat little FM-4 is agood place to start. In fact, for
high-quality filters for almost any kind of communication
equipment — military, commercial or consumer — get in touch.
Vernitron Piezoelectric Division, 232 Forbes Road, Bedford,
Ohio 44146. Or: Vernitron (U.K.) Limited, Southampton, England.

e
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Vernitron Piezoelectric Division

New products
of FET transistors with the lightly
doped n-type epitaxial silicon
needed for the bipolar chip—a
lightly doped p-channel diffusion
creates the needed FETs, but also
means high leakage current; for
example, the 2-nanoampere maximum bias current specified for the
740C.
The FETs in the 503 are n-channel devices, binned for low leakage
(as low as 1 pA with separate
FETs), with their offset voltage
trimmable to zero.
FETs are also said to reduce yield
in the monolithic format, and Analog/Nova spokesmen state that this
is one reason why 740 makers generally settle for higher leakage
specifications.
The 503 and 740 are along way
from identical even in schematic
form. The 503 uses only 26 transistors, versus 33 for the 740 type.
In the process, the 503 achieves a
lower noise specification: typically
7 microvolts rms, compared with
24 /Ay rms for 740.
Analog/Nova also uses a different trimming technique that helps
keep down temperature-induced
drift. Instead of trimming the input
FET's base current, the 503 is
trimmed by changing the emitter
current through two resistors at the
first pnp transistors, dissipating
90% of the nulled-out current in
the resistors and 10% in the transistors. Thus, trimming adds no
more than 6.6 µV/ °C to the circuit's drift.
With atypical 740, there are four
added transistors and four more
resistors at the input, mostly to aid
trimming. But with the average offsets of most 740s, trimming will
add about 160V/°C to the drift
specification, according to Analog
engineers.
The 503 is available in a TO 00
can, and is shipped from stock in
both industrial and Mil-Spec versions. Price for evaluation lots is
$22 for the AD503JH, and $33 for
the military type AD503KH. In lots
of 100 to 999, prices fall to $15 and
$22, respectively.
Analog Devices Inc. (Nova Devices affiliate), Wilmington, Mass. 01887 [389]

232 Forbes Road / Bedford. Ohio 44146 / (216) 232-8600
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Winter on Colorado's front range?
No. Winters on Colorado's Front Range of Science and

What you are seeing here is 50 miles away, in the higher

Technology—the 150-mile span where the high plains

elevations of the Rocky Mountains ...where "Ski

meet the mountains — are dry, mild, sunny and warm.

Country, USA" is the world's winter playground.

It's something else.
While skiers are on the slopes, there's shirtsleeve golf

Electric, Martin Marietta, Hewlett-Packard, Sundstrand,

and tennis in Metro Denver and other Front Range com-

Colorado Instruments, Inc., Monsanto, Beech Aircraft,

munities. There's more sunshine than most places. It's a

Ball Corp., and other top blue-chip companies are here.

great place to be. And that's part of the reason that IBM,
Kodak, Honeywell, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western
DENVER IN WINTER: WARM, DRY, SUNNY. HOW IS IT WHERE YOU'RE AT?

October
November
December
January
February
March

Maximum Daily
Temp. Average

Average Mo.
Precipitation

Average Pct.
Available Sunshine

66.6
51.6
45.2
42.1
44.6
49.9

1.01
.69
.47
.55
.69
1.21

75
66
68
73
71
71

50.0°F

4.62

70.6%

WRITE TODAY — There's avery pleasant eco nomic climate. too. If you are looking for a
single location for a new plant site, research
facility, administrative headquarters, or distribution center ... or for alarge unit tract of land
... Forward Metro Denver will give you complete information. Everything in absolute con fidence.Write Manager, Forward Metro Denver,
Department 309. 1301 Welton Street, Denver,
Colorado 80204. Phone: (303) 534-3211.

•

012W_AJR/)

METRO
likEIVVE_12

Source: National Weather Record Center, Ashville. North Carolina
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A new low in power supply design.
Acopian's new low profile power supply offers outstanding performance.
Line and load regulation is .005% or
2 mv. Ripple is 250 microvolts. Prolonged short circuits or overloads
won't damage it. And built-in overvoltage protection is available as an
option.
Yet, it's the thinnest, flattest, most
"placeable" 4.0 amp series regulated
power supply ever offered ...just
1.68" low. This low profile makes it
perfect for mounting on a 134" high
panel, or vertically in a narrow space.
Acopian's new flat package gives
you design flexibility never before

possible. And a surprisingly low
price gives you extra budget flexibility as well.
Standard models include both
wide and narrow voltage ranges.
Outputs from 0 to 48 volts. Current

ratings from 1 to 4 amp. Prices
from $80.00.
For the full low-down on the new
low-down power supply, write or call
Acopian Corp., Easton, Pa. 18042.
Telephone: 215-258-5441. And remember, Acopian offers 82,000
other power supplies, each shipped
with this tag...

New products

Semiconductors

3-state TTL
line expanded
National adds demultiplexer
and party-line driver for
bus-organized data systems
With increasing emphasis being
placed on data-bus design in computers and peripherals, National
Semiconductor has added two me-

dium-scale integrated devices to its
family of three-state transistortransistor-logic circuits [Electronics, Sept. 14, p. 78].
For use with amulti-connection
data bus, the most important characteristic of the line is that, in
addition to the conventional TTL
logical 1 or logical 0 outputs, the
devices also can be switched into a
third, high-impedance state that
will virtually disconnect an output
from atransmission line so that no
data can flow.
The new units are the Dm72,30/
8230 demultiplexer and the DM7831/8831 line driver.
The party-line driver is the most
powerful of the tri-state logic de-

vices. Each of the four drivers in
the monolithic circuit puts out 40
milliamperes and can drive up to
900 feet of bus line, or up to 25
standard TTL inputs. Yet it is as
fast as standard TTL, and is completely compatible with it in logic
levels and also in power supply requirements.
The device can drive four different bus lines in a quad singleended mode, drive two pairs of bus
lines in a dual single-end mode,
or operate as a dual differential
driver on twisted-pair transmission
lines. And with about 20 gates on
the chip, the Dm7831/Dm8831 can
perform special logic functions such
as control interlock and comple-

MOS shift register IC designated
model TMS3406LR features a 2
MHz guaranteed frequency operation and low power dissipation
of 0.4 mW per bit typically at
1 MHz. It consists of two separate 100-bit shift registers with
independent input and output terminals. Price in 100 to 249 piece
quantities is $6.50. Texas Instruments Inc., Box 5012, M/S 308,
Dallas, 75222 [436]

Semiconductor integrated limiter
modules MA-8460 and MA-8445
are designed for use from 0.1 to
12 GHz. They feature complete
hermetic sealing using metal-toglass seals, seam-welding techniques, and passivated diode chips
integrated into broadband distributed filter networks. These
features help in reducing package
size. Microwave Associates Inc.,
Burlington, Mass. [437]

Pnp, diffused alloy power, germanium transistors feature high
current capabilities and extremely
fast switching times. They may be
used in commercial and military
applications including
inverters,
converters, switches, power supplies and control circuitry. Units
are available for off-the-shelf delivery. Solitron Devices Inc., 1177
Blue Heron Blvd., Riviera Beach,
Fla. 33404 [438]

Two modem ICs meet the requirements of E1A RS-232-C standard.
Both the MC1488L quad line
driver and the MC1489L quad line
receiver are DTL/TTL compatible
devices designed to provide systems interfacing between communication networks and data terminal equipment. Each operates
over the 0° to 75 ° C range. Motorola
Semiconductor
Products
Inc., Box 20912, Phoenix [439]

Fast recovery, high-voltage silicon
rectifiers series DR measure 0.437
in. in length x 0.125 in. square
with leads 0.016 in. in diameter
and 0.200 in. in length. Furnished
from 3,000 to 10,000 peak inverse voltages and rated at 25
mA, the units have avalanche
characteristics with max. reverse
recovery time of 300 ns. Electronic Devices Inc., 21 Gray Oaks
Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. [440]

MOS dual 100-bit static shift
register model N2010K operates
at shift rates ranging from zero
to 3 MHz. The unit allows replacement of dynamic registers
that require attendant refreshing
circuits. Typical propagation delay
is 200 ns, and 250 ns is maximum.
Operating
temperature
range is 0° to -I- 70 ° C. Signetics
Corp., 811 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 14411

Silicon power transistors STS1131 to STS-1134 are triple diffused npn units. The collector
emitter voltage ratings range from
225 V for the 1131 to 400 V for
the 1134. Current gain at 3A is
a minimum of 18 and a maximum of 60. Temperature range is
200 ° C, which permits reliable
operation in high ambients. Sensitron Semiconductor, 221 W. Industry Ct., Deer Park, N.Y. [442]

Low-power MSI series 9200 operates with fan out and speeds that
allow designers to replace 9300
devices with 9200 units in most
applications to take advantage of
reduced power operation. Typical
of the series are the 9210/16
counters that operate with 75 mW
of power producing a counting
speed of 13 MHz. Advanced Micro
Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Pl.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. [443]
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FOR THE WIDEST RANGE
OF HIGH PURITY
ASARCO
ELEMENTS
ARSENIC

ANTIMONY

CADMIUM

BISMUTH

Asarco offers the largest selection of high purity elements for
metallurgical research, electronic and other applications.
To meet the increasing demand for high purity elements,
Asarco has expanded its production capabilities with the
building of a new and modern facility at its Globe plant in
Denver, Colorado. This new center permits us to supplement
your research needs with the same high quality specifications
on an as-required commercial quantity basis.
For data sheets on Asarco high purity elements, write to
our By-Products Department.

ASARCO

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.10005
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Last year, Electronics magazine supplied its
readers with 67% more information on the
subject of integrated circuits than the next
leading electronics publication.
If you don't have your own subscription to
Electronics, maybe you don't have the best
formula for keeping yourself abreast of the
industry's technology.
158

New products
menting of data and clocks being
transmitted.
Each of the four party-line
drivers on the chip has a linedrive or fanout capability of at least
25 at 70°C at aminimum guaranteed input short-circuit current of
40 mA. The maximum—which is
not guaranteed—is 120 mA, equivalent to afanout of about 75.
Output current is 100 times the
standard TTL device's 400 microamps. Since very little of the 40 mA
is needed for fanout (40 pA per
receiver), the rest can be put to
work supplying leakage current to
other drivers in the third state on
the same bus line.
Each device contains two input
and four output data channels.
Either of the two input channels
can be switched to any of four bus
lines. The two inputs also can be
switched simultaneously to two
outputs. Input data or clock signals
can be complemented for transmission over twisted-pair lines or conventional bus lines.
The demultiplexer can perform
an almost limitless variety of datatransfer 'functions in bus-organized
digital systems. And many devices
can be connected to bus lines.
As many as 128 demultiplexers-512
individual outputs—can time-share
four lines of asingle bus. And the
new unit is also the first high-speed
TTL demultiplexer that can handle
two-way communications on abus.
The principal use of the DM7230/ Dm8230 in TTL bus-organized
systems, will be in replacing conventional demultiplexers, bus -interchange logic assemblies, and opencollector TTL gates with pull-up
resistors and buffers.
Standard TTL can only be connected to bus lines through opencollector gates, which have very
low fanout and are slow—about 30
nanoseconds propagation time per
gate. The Dm7230/DM8230's typical
propagation delay is 18 ns and it
can change modes in 20 ns.
Commercial versions of both
devices are priced at $5.85 each.
National Semiconductor Inc., 2900
Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif.
[444]
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Fast random memory
includes full decoding
When 256-bit bipolar random access memories were first designed,
only partial decoding was included
on the chip. The devices would
have been too big and thus yield
would have been too low if complete decoding had been included.
But anew 256-bit RAM from the Intersil Memory Corp., the Im5503,
employs asmaller cell size and so
the company was able to include
complete decoding without adversely affecting yield. And as a
bonus, "the device is twice as fast
(60 vs. 120 nanoseconds) as the
others on the market," says Joseph
D. Rizzi, vice president of bipolar
operations at Intersil.
"Other companies use an epitaxial resistor made of 180-ohm per
square material," says Rizzi, "but
we employ material that's 1,000 St
per square. We get higher resistance in less space and so our device is smaller." He adds that the
process is easy and so yield is not
affected. The chip measures 120
mils on aside.
The memory is organized as 265
words by one bit and designed for
high-speed scratchpad, fast buffer,
and mainframe applications. Moreover, it is compatible with diodetransistor and transistor-transistor
logic circuitry. On-chip address decoding along with chip select, write
enable, and uncommitted collector
outputs allow for easy connection
of the units into large arrays.
Another feature of the memory
is its low power dissipation-1.5
milliwatts per bit; and the entire
chip, including address decoding
and the write and sense circuitry,
dissipates less than 625 mW maximum. Typical word access time is
75 ns.
The device is available off-theshelf in a 16-pin ceramic dual inline package, and in two temperature ranges. The 0° to 75° C unit
sells for $57 in quantities of 100,
and the —55° to 125° C unit sells
for $85 in quantities of 100.
Intersil Memory Corp., 10900 North
Tantua Ave., Cupertino, Calif. [445]

*'\

Don't depend on
the fickle finger of fate
••••

Wouldn't it be nice if you could
eliminate human operator limitations and manual switching errors during dynamic data acquisition? And reduce costs.

Alternatively, our universal logarithmic amplifier can continuously compress 100 db of dynamic range to 20 db, record on
a single tape track, and recover
gain status during playback.
Both systems may be operated
under computer control, or with
one or more channels slaved to
a selected master.
No matter what the application
is, there's never a chance of
operator error. Never a chance
of data loss.
We believe you'd like dynamic
data acquisition to be a sure
thing. To find out more, write
or call collect. 607-272-7640. Ask
for Mr. Ed Mitchell.

Now you can.
ITHACO's AUTOGAIN 1 data acquisition systems leave nothing to chance. They automatically record and recover
120 db dynamic range signals
by auto-ranging in 6 or 10 db
steps. Gain status of up to 32
channels is multiplexed on a
single tape-track. During data
recovery, gain status is demultiplexed and presented to
analysis equipment.

4

ITHACO

INC.

735 WEST CLINTON STREET, ITHACA, N.Y. 14650
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Order your Silicon Rectifiers
from the specialty house
l'
5

.....

1

IS)

<0>

.e.
\
\

IBA (Integrated
Bridge Rectifiers)

EBR (Epoxy
Bridge Rectifiers)

Diffused High Voltage
Silicon Rectifiers

Diffused Silicon 200V,
400V, 600V, 10-amp,
25-amp. 10-amp fast
recovery. Hermetically
sealed. Three mounting options: Press fit.
Single stud. TO3 outline flange.

Diffused Silicon 200V,
400V, 600V, 1-amp, 2amp, 6-amp, single
phase. High reliability
for lower current applications. Available with
afast recovery option.

1000V to 50,000V. From
5/32 to 5 inches long.
Available with 300
nanosecond recovery
time (optional) and in
custom designed assemblies.

o
VARO

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION, 1000 N SHILOH ROAD. GARLAND TEXAS 75040 (214) 272-4551
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH!
pou-nrTis8
CERMET
POTENTIOMETERS

New products
Materials

Adhesive for instruments
cures in 30 min at 65°C

for as low as..

Now you can buy Bourns quality at the lowest prices ever offered on cermet potentiometers.

I
MODEL 3389

MODEL 3359

SPECIFICATIONS
size' (top adjust)

3
/El "

1

.395" x.360" x.240" high

dia. x.228" high

,
/2W

at 70°C

at 70°C

power

2 W
/
1

res. values

1009, to 1meg.

50S2 to 1meg.

res, toi.

+20% Std.; 10% avail.

+20% Std.; 10% avail.

temp. coeff.

to 1K, 0to +300 ppm/°C
1K and up, 0to +200 ppm/°C

±-150
-

sealed

no

yes

Price (50,000 quantity)

35c

50c

ppm/°C

Send for catalog sheets on these two new
single-turn adjustment potentiometers. Or call your
nearest Bourns sales office for details.
BOURNS.

INC.

TRIMPOT

PRODUCTS

DIVISION • 1200

COLUMBIA

AVE.,

RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 92507
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New! Zenith's
colorful two gun CRT
Where

precise,

high

resolution color displays
are

essential,

Dual

Neck,

Two
the

Zenith

Flat-Face

answer.

Inde-

pendent operation of two
guns

allows

scan

formats

different
and

rates

without the need of complex

switching

. . . assuring
color
to

purity

edge.

circuits
excellent

from

edge

Details

are

easily separated by variations of vivid color. For
specifications,

write for

Zenith's new Dual Neck
product file.

Iwo!
"

ZENITH

Ferrite beads, designed to solve noise
and filtering problems, feature easy installation and considerable savings in
space. They provide effective rf decoupiing, shielding, and parasitic suppression without sacrificing low-frequency
power or signal level. The beads are installed by simply sliding one or more
over the conductor leads. They can, but
need not, be grounded. National Moldite Co., Newark, N.J. [402]
Metalclad DP-537 is a printed circuit
board protective coating that illuminates under ultraviolet light to show
any defects that might occur during the
coating process. It features moisture
vapor permeability, chemical resistance,
abrasion resistance, and resiliency in
thin films. The system protects against
oxidation and corrosion on metal substrates. Mereco Products, 530 Wellington Ave., Cranston, R.I. 02910 [403]

Color CRTs offer
best

Low-viscosity epoxy adhesive, called
Epo-Tek 305, is recommended for optical and instrumentation applications. It
is spectrally transparent from 2,500
angstroms to 2.6 microns. The twocomponent compound cures overnight
at room temperature or in 30 minutes
at 65°C. It bonds tenaciously to a wide
variety of substrates with a lap shear
strength of 1,700 lb/in.'. A 4-oz trial
evaluation kit is available at a nominal
price of $10. Epoxy Technology Inc.,
65 Grove St., Watertown, Mass. [401]

RADIO

CORPORATION

THE RAULAND DIVISION

Abletherm 12-1 is a highly-filled, silicone base adhesive designed for instrument bonding applications that require
both high thermal conductivity and repairability. It is suited for flatpack to
heat sink bonds. The material withstands continuous exposures to 400°F.
Its insulation resistance exceeds 1 X
10" ohm-cm at 77°F. Ablestik Adhesive
Co., 833 W. 182nd St., Gardena, Calif.
[404]

5614 W. JARVIS AVE. • CHICAGO, ILL. 60648 •312-647-8000
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Would you believe a50 MHz
pulser from E-H for only $395?

Here are the facts about GENERATION 70', arevolutionary
new series of test instruments from E-H Research Laboratories, which will offer maximum performance a: minimum
cost to the user.
The first instrument in the Generation 70 Ser es is E-H
Model G710, a50 MHz pulse generator for only $395! That
boils down to $7.90 per lHz! Where else could you get such
high performance at such a price? Other features of the
Model G710 include dual outputs with amplitudes to 5V into
50 ohms, rise and fall times of 5ns, duty factor grcater than
50%, external triggering and waveform distortion less than

5% peak-to-peak. It weighs 7 lbs. and measures only
3/
2 "x8
1
2 "x12" in size.
/
1
like all other Generation 70 instrumerts to come, the Model
G710 will also feature no internal adjustments, no special
parts (which means replacement parts are availa'lle from
selves of local distributors), and na recalibration procedures. Add to all this aOne-Year Guanntee of Performance,
Doe-Year Free Service and aprice tag 3f $395. Unbe'ievable?
E-H believes their new Generation 70 instruments to be so
siperior that they're offering you a5-Day Free Trial. So what
ca you lose? Clip out the coupon telow or call your E-H
Representative today and order one—or three or four.

Try us!
.
.
.
.

j

.
ENERATION .
.
•
.

• 515 11th Street •Box 1289, Oakland, California 94604 •(415) 834-3030
• Dear Sir:
•
ii
El Here is apurchase order. Please ship me
$395 Model 6110
a
pulsers for a5-day free trial.
oi U Sounds interesting. Please have an E-H Representative contact me.
a
• El I'm still not convinced. Please mail me more information.
im
. Name
Title

a
•
a
•
a
•
•
ro

ori
a
a
• Company
a•
a Address
Telephone
a
a
N
• City
State
Zip
«
•
•

Mu
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

• CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
• USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

AUTOTRACK MOUNT
360 degree azimuth, 210
degree elevation sweep
with better than 1 mil.
accuracy. Missile velocity
acceleration and stewing
rates.
Amplldyne and
servo control. Will handle
up to 20 ft. dish. Supplied complete with control chassis. In stook—
Immediate delivery. Used
world over by NASA,
USAF, IIP-61-B. Tyne
SCR-584.
Ideal satellite tracking.
—
Ierge spare parta liven_ tory for back-up.
ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN MOUNT
Will handle 6,000 lbs, rapid slew through 360 azimuth. 180. elevation. Mobile.
COUNTERMEASURES TRAINER
Covers L-band, S-band, X-band, all radars. Tacan,
UHF drone control. VHF drone control. Communications band. All housed in shelter.
FIBERGLASS RADOME
Will handle 20 toot

antenna. Easily erected & shipped. $4800.

PULSE

MODULATORS

AUTOMATIC TRACKING SYSTEM
Soi. All. Mod. 31.01-770 Antenna PedeetaL AZ-EL
15 deg, per second rated speed. 23 inch die. bearing.
Complete w/control console & roes. amplifiers.
Also In stock complete 610-track receiving system
for 200-4001pm telemetry band including 12' square
Quad. Helix. All part of Atlas missile instrumentation system
AN/GSS-1 PASSIVE TRACKER
10 mn passive automatic tracking system with 6foot
parabola Complete, mounted on van.
GE for Atlas instrumentation system.

MICROWAVE

Supplied by

SYSTEMS

1

SPARE PARTS IN STOCK
Nike Max, Nike Hercules, M-33, MPS-19, TPSID, TPS-10D, IITS-6 SP138, SCR-584, M214-18.
From Largest Inventory In World

200-2400 me. RF PKG
Continuous coverage, 30 Watts Cw nominal output.
Lises 2C39A. Price $575.
L BAND RF PKG
20 KW peak 990 to 1040 MC. Pulse width .7 to 1.2
micro seo. Rep. rate 180 to 420 ims. Input 115 vac
incL Receiver $1200.
200-225 me RADAR SYSTEM
1Megawatt output, 200 nautical mile range for long
range detection of medium and high altitude let aircraft as well as general search. AN/TPS-28.

250 KW HARD TUBE PULSER
Output 16 kv 16 amp. Duty cycle .002. Pulses can
AN/GMD-1 BRAWIN RADAR
be ooded. Uses 51321, 715C or 4P1160A. Input 115 v
L-Band Radiosonde Tracking System. Complete,
60 ey. AC $1200 ea.
new cond, in stock for limed, del. AN/GlID-2
computer mfg. Gen'l Mills also in stock.
MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 1 MW—HARD TUBE
Output 25k, 40 amp., 30kv 40 snip. max. Duty cl. .002.
500 KW L BAND RADAR
.25 to 2microsec. Also 5to I mioroseo. and .1 to .5
00 kw 1220-1359 moo. 160 nautical mile search
microseo. Uses 6C21. Input 115v 60 cycle AC. Mfg.
GE. Complete with driver and high voltage power
ange P.R.I. and A scopes. MTI. thyratron mod 5J26
magnetron. Complete system.
supply. Ref: MIT Rad. Lab. Series, Vol. 5, p. 152.
C BAND AUTOTRACK
2 MEGAWATT PULSER
Output 30 kv at 70 amp. Duty cycle .001. Rep. rates.
1 Megawatt 10 ft. Parabola. Sperry.
1raicrosec. 800 pps. 1or 2mees, 300 pps. Uses 5948
AN/GPG-1 SKYSWEEP TRACKER
hydrogen thyratron. Input 120/208 VAC 60
3 cm. auto, tracking radar system. COMP
IMENDREOS
MORO
IN STOCK
cycle. Mfr. GE. Complete with high voltage
pkg. w/indicator ses. Full target acquisi
power supply.
lARGEST USAR
ion & auto. tracking. Input 115v 60 cy.
INVENTORY
new. In stock for immed. del. Entire nys
SCR 584 AUTOTRACK RADARS
IN WORLD,
6' x 3' x 10'. Ideal for infrared tracker
drone tracker, missile tracker, R & D
Our 5845 in like new condition ready to
WRITE
go, and In stock for immediate deniers
TOR
,
INDICATOR CONSOLES
Ideal for telemetry research and developCATMOO
ment, missile tracking, satellite tracking.
AN/SPA-4A, PPI 1V, range to 300 mi.
Fully Deso. MIT Rad. Lab. Series, Vol. 1,
ON TOW '
VJ-1
PPI 12., Range to 200 mi.
ope. 207-210, 228, 284-286. Comp. Inst.
LETTERNERt
VI1BM TR' to 200 mi. 60E ft.
Bk available $25.00 each.

Radio-Research Instrument Co.
%am 45 W. 45th St., New York. N.Y. 10036

212 -586 -4691

"SEARCHLIGHT"
Is

OPPORTUNITY ADVERTISING
—to help you get what you want.
—to help you sell what you no longer need.

Take Advantage of it—For Every Business Want

"Think SEARCHLIGHT First"
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New Books
Shaping up
Active filters: lumped, distributed,
integrated, digital, and parametric
Lawrence P. Huelsman
McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y.
372 pp., $16.50

For many years the shaping of
electrical signals was almost exclusively the domain of the passive
LC filter. Today, this job is being
shared among active filters, digital
filters, and parametric-frequency
converters.
Each of these techniques has
been explored extensively during
the last five years by engineers
at many companies, Government
agencies, and universities. Their
findings, for the most part, comprise the text of this book.
The author, himself well known
in the filter field, has called upon
six other experts to contribute
chapters on their specialties. William Kerwin of Ames Research
Center describes "Active RC Network Synthesis Using Voltage Amplifiers." J.J. Orchard of the Lenlcurt Electric Co. offers "Gyrator
Circuits" many of which he developed. Graham A. Rigby of University of California at Berkeley presents "Electronic-circuit Aspects of
Active Filters." John V. Wait of
the University of Arizona at Tucson covers "Digital Filters." B.J.
Leon of Purdue University at Lafayette, Ind., describes "Parametric
Frequency Converters." Jan A.
Narud of Motorola in Phoenix,
Ariz., details "Present and Future
Trends in Integrated Circuits."
The chapters cover a wide variety of newly developed techniques that can be applied to signal
filtering and the processing of
signal information.
A detailed introduction aimed at
the engineer unfamiliar with the
subject precedes topic. The chapters provide design information
and a description of current research results. Other topics covered include: active filter sensitivity, distributed network elements
used to produce filters; the advantages and disadvantages of combining different filters; atreatment
of reconstruction errors in digital
filtering; and the design techniques
for parameter amplifiers.
Electronics IOctober 12, 1970
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SECTION

GIGANTIC 3 DAY

PUBLIC AUCTION
VALUE IN EXCESS OF $1,000,000
By Order of The Court of Common Pleas, Allegheny County, Civil Division, Case 554, October Term 1970

RECEIVER'S SALE

SILTRONICS,

INC.

140 Pennsylvania Ave., Oakmont, Pa., Oct. 22nd, 23rd & 24th, 1970
Schedule of Selling
FIRST DAY

SECOND DAY

THIRD DAY

Thurs. Oct. 22, 10:30 A.M.

Fri., Oct. 23, 10:30 A.M.

Sat. Oct. 24, 10:30 A.M.

Precision
Machine Tools
E.D.M. Machines
E.D.M. Manufacturing Line

Metal Fabricating Machinery &
Equipment-Welding EquipmentRaw Material Testing & Checking
Equipment-Inventory-Stores

Vehicles-Forklifts
Office Furniture & Equipment
Printing & Tabulating
Equipment

FABULOUS MANUFACTURING LINE
Design, Blueprints, Sketches, Tooling, Fixtures, Component Parts, Work in Process, etc.
including the License to Manufacture the E.D.M. Machine Line will be offered the first
day Thursday, October 22nd.
Sale Subject To Confirmation By The Court
TERMS: CASH, CERTIFIED CHECK OR BANK
LETTER OF CREDIT
For further information contact Receiver-Attorney
Harry Schreiber, Suite 225,
Friendship Plaza,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

HARRY DAVIS Et CO.
AUCTIONEERS
P.O. Box 5601, Pittsburgh 7, Pa.
A.C. 412-521-7042
Illustrated brochure sent on request
CIRCLE 967 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Your Used, Surplus and Rebuilt Equipment
Advertising here in the

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

will impress key buyers ...
Buyers regularly turn to these pages for their used equipment
needs. ...You can reach these buyers quickly and economically
in this "meeting place" of used equipment buyers and sellers.
FOR RATES, PLEASE WRITE:

ELECTRONICS
A McGraw-Hill Publication

Classified Advertising Department
POST OFFICE BOX 12 NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036
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Technical Abstracts
gate the parasitic capacitance of
the diode can be as low as 2 pF.
Optical modulation at gigahertz
The argon laser in the system
rates
operates at a single frequency
G. White
Bell Telephone Laboratories
whose wavelength is 496 nanoHolmdel, N.J.
meters and uses etalon tuning. This
A communications system has been manner of tuning eliminates mode
developed that transmits and re- competition allowing the low voltceives optical pulse-code-modula- age beam modulation to be detion word patterns at rates of one tected with signal-to-noise ratios
gigabit per second. The system less than 20 decibels. The use of
uses a traveling-wave modulator partial modulation of acontinuous
whose main part is alithium tanta- wave beam allows low-level modulate rod in a microstrip package. lation without tying the system
The high bit rate is achieved by rate to the frequency separation of
multiplexing four channels operat- the laser's longitudinal modes.
ing at 250 megabits per second with Beam power of 30 milliwatts produces intensities of 500 W per censubnanosecond pulses.
timeter
at the diffraction limited
By being mounted in microstrip,
the LiTa03 crystal provides areal waist in the modulator crystal. The
driving point impedance for effi- use of field annealing allows the
cient interfacing with the electronic LiTa03 crystal to withstand these
driving circuits. The 10 by 10 mil power levels.
System losses are dominated by
modulator rod is 400 mils long and
the
insertion loss of the modulator
acts as a parallel plate transmission line with a50 ohm character- crystal-40%. The temperature varistic impedance operating in the iations in the modulator crystal,
transverse electric and magnetic together with the use of etalon
tuning, are the prime reasons for
mode.
The traveling-wave interaction is system stability on the order of
obtained between the transverse several hours.
electric field disturbances of the
Presented at ICC, San Francisco, June 8-10.
crystal and the laser's beam polarization states by electrical and opHerringbone cable
tical signals traveling in the same
direction along the modulator crys- Woven electronic interconnect systems
tal. Obtaining an essentially real of the seventies
E.A. Ross
load impedance improves interfac- Southern Weaving Co.
ing with high-speed solid state cirMauldin, S.C.
cuitry and reduces the use time of
the electro-optic device relative to The same programed weaving systhat of alumped parameter struc- tems used to produce textiles is
ture with the same dimensions. In now producing woven flat cables
this system, the rise time is 0.365 with such special features as acnanosecond per inch of rod length. cordion folds and controlled imBoff (snap-off) diode spike gen- pedances. A mixture of wire gages
erators form the high speed pulses and types can be handled—twisted
in the individual channels. Operat- pairs, shielded wires, and singleing in the shunt mode, these gen- conductor wires. The weaving
erators produce 10-volt pulses process also can easily produce
whose base widths are 700 pico- completed harnesses, where wires
seconds. Information is impressed leave the bundle to connect to a
terminal and then return to the
onto the individual channels by
bundle. Other advantages over flat
inhibiting, or transmitting pulses
cable with homogeneous insulafrom these spike generators and by
tion
are that the woven cable is
information bearing pulses fed into
easier
to strip, and it's easier to
ahigh speed AND gate.
separate
wires—simply by cutting
Multiplexing of the four channels
the binder yarn.
is accomplished with a Schottky
barrier-diode OR gate that is made Presented at Eastern Electronics Packaging
Conference, Massachusetts Institute of Techin amicrostrip package. With this n0109Y, June 8-9.
Faster modulation

SNAP
DECISIONS
LIFT (Low Insertion Force
Technique) is Hughes'
working partner for
FACT® (Flexible
Automatic Circuit Tester).
Connects easily and
quickly.
LIFT adapts the
hardware, FACT
determines the wiring
integrity of any type
electronic system in asnap!
Result? Hook-up takes
less time, productivity
increases. LIFT and FACT.
Both only from Hughes.
Quick delivery. Order
now. Lease/rental
plans available.
L. W. Risner
FACT Systems
Hughes Aircraft Company
P. 0. Box 92904
Los Angeles. California 90009
(213) 670-9040

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
FACT SYSTEMS
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New Literature
Magnetic components. Pulse Engineering Inc., P.O. Box 12235, San Diego,
Calif. 92112, has available a six-page
short-form catalog on its miniature
magnetic components.
Circle 446 on reader service card.

CIRCUIT-STIK'S

•

EVALUATION KIT IS
E s
*GO"

Programing devices. Sealectro Corp.,
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543. A 12-page
quick reference brochure details six
programing or data acquisition product
lines. [447]
Microwave power measurement. PRD
Electronics Inc., 1200 Prospect Ave.,
Westbury, N.Y. 11590. A 12-page application note describes and compares
microwave power measurement techniques. [448]
Display computer systems. Honeywell
Computer Control Division, Old Connecticut
Path,
Framingham,
Mass.
01701, offers a color brochure describing several ways that its series 16 computers are communicating with graphic
display terminals. [449]
Reed switches. Hamlin Inc., Lake and
Grove Sts., Lake Mills, Wis. 53551, has
released a 12-page, illustrated guide to
selection
and
application
of
reed
switches. [450]

Instant Circuit-Board •is
designed for serious evaluation
of the Circuit-Stik concept!
Includes pressure-sensitive,
pre-drilled, pre-plated, readily
solderable Circuit-Stik subelements for mounting over 400
discrete. I.C., transistor &
connector components without
terminals or drilling.

circue-stikD
1518 W 132ND ST GARDENA CALIFORNIA 90249

Enough for several plug-in
proto-type Circuit-Boards!
Send your check or purchase
order for ITEM #8951-D, price
S89.50 plus $1.00 for shipping.
Big savings/FREE catalog!
•Patent Pending

Circle 187 on reader service card

Housed instrument torquers. Clifton
Division, Litton Precision Products Inc.,
Marple at Broadway, Clifton Heights,
Pa.
19018.
A four-color
bulletin
features new housed instrument torquers which can integrally incorporate
various feedback elements. [451]

PLUG-IN CONVENIENCE
for electronic
equipment

Thick-film hybrid ICs. Circa Tran Inc.,
P.O. Box 832, Wheaton, III. 60187. How
thick-film hybrid
ICs can
be built
economically is described in a singlepage bulletin. [452]
Anechoic chambers. Eckel Industries
Inc., 155 Fawcett St., Cambridge, Mass.
02138. Brochure 70031 details the use
of echo-free enclosures for acoustic
testing and research. [453]
Timing motors. A.W. Haydon Co., 232
North Elm St., Waterbury, Conn. 06720.
Two-page
bulletin
CM801-R1
spotlights 60 or 50 Hz commercial industrial timing motors for 6, 12, 24, 115
or 230 V ac operation. [454]

This test rack has power outlets right where they re

Keyboard key modules. Cherry Electrical Products Corp., 3600 Sunset Ave.,
Waukegan, III. 60085. Electronic data
entry keyboard key modules, human
engineered for the sound and feel of
typewriter
keys,
are
described
in
specifications bulletin KM-201. [455]

write today for wiring systems literature.

Ceramic chip capacitors. Monolithic
Dielectrics Inc., P.O. Box 647, Burbank,
Calif. 91503, offers a six-page technical
bulletin on monolithic ceramic chip
capacitors. [456]

THE WI REMOLD COMPANY / HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT06110
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needed —

the last word in

Easy-to-mount Plugmold
highly

useful

behind

consoles . . . in

all

or

plug-in convenience!

Multioutlet Systems are
inside

cabinets,

panels,

types of complex electronic

gear. If you make, test or use electronic equipment,
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THREE-D PROGRAM

P PROG

Guess which one of these classic drawings
was sketched by an upstart machine.

What can a mere machine draw
as well as a human draftsman?
Everything you're looking at.
The CPM/PMS network.
The subdivision map.
The contour map.
The integrated circuit mask.
The 3-D perspective map.
The awesome truth is, every
drawing on this page was produced
automatically by a computer-controlled CalComp plotter.
Using just five of the many
CalComp application software

To free your draftsman for work
that's more important.
In fact, these days you'll find
CalComp plotters and software
helping draftsmen in every field.
Oil exploration. Geological studies. Oceanographic surveys. And
meteorological analysis.
Highway design, bridge design
and other civil engineering projects.
Aircraft and spacecraft design

packages on sale now.
You see, a CalComp plotter

and manufacture.
Building and construction.
Even medical research.
CalComp is the leader in
computer graphics. With sales

today can handle many routine
tasks a good draftsman can.
Only better. Faster. And more
economically.

service and software support
in 34 cities around the world.
So if you're looking for a
simple answer to your drafting
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problem, call your nearest
CalComp man today.
He'll be happy to draw you a
picture.

0000000
TEACHYOURCOMPUTERTODRAW.

California Computer Products, Inc., Dept. X-10
2411 West La Palma Ave., Anaheim, California 92801
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AEG-Telefunken and
Hitachi to trade
know-how, patents

French television's
third channel
to start next year

Russians eye
technological deals
with West Germany

Japanese unveil
big computer

Electronics IOctober 12, 1970

The Japanese are beginning to challenge Western Europe's color TV
makers in their own territory. AEG-Telefunken, which holds patents
on the PAL color broadcasting technique used in Western Europe outside
France, is not worried, however. To get anywhere, the Japanese are
going to have to come to terms with the company to get the all-important
licenses. First to make adeal is Hitachi Ltd., which has just signed a
know-how and patent cross-license agreement for products including
consumer electronics, closed-circuit television, and studio equipment. For
its part, AEG-Telefunken has placed its home market off-limits to Hitachi
and, while some details are still being held back, may gain access to
Hitachi's all-transistor color TV and the one-vidicon color camera patents
of Nippon Columbia, an Hitachi affiliate. Also, AEG-Telefunken will get
royalties on all PAL sets over 100,000 exported by Hitachi. To appease
Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry, which must
approve the pact, the agreement is nonexclusive. That leaves the door
open to other Japanese companies to start lining up for PAL licenses.

France is to get its long-awaited third television network next year. It
will be state-owned like the other two, and not acommercial channel,
as had been proposed [Electronics, June 22, p. 184]. The state TV
monopoly has budgeted $6 million to be spent next year equipping the
new, all-color network. Like France's second channel, it will broadcast
a625-line picture. The first channel still uses an odd-ball 819-line system,
which the French have promised to change to the 625-line European
standard, though signs are their 1972 target will not be met. "There are
just too many TV sets in use that can receive only 819 lines," says aTV
network official.

With the Russo-German treaty now signed, it's now up to scientists and
economists to embark on amore intensive dialogue toward normalization of Bonn-Moscow relations. Following his 12-day exploratory visit to
the Soviet Union, Hans Leussink, West Germany's Minister for Science
and Education, let it be known that both sides soon would take concrete
steps towards closer cooperation in science and technology. A team of
German experts will depart for negotiations in Moscow next month. A
similar Russian delegation is expected to visit Bonn early in 1971. High
on the agenda are scientific and technical documentation, electrotechnology, data processing, and selected areas in nuclear physics.
Independently, at least one West German electronics firm, Siemens
AG, already has made initial contacts with Russian authorities. Siemens
men think the contacts may lead eventually to acooperative deal in computers, most likely in the form of aknow-how exchange agreement.
Nippon Electric Co. has just rolled out Japan's largest commercial
computer, the NEAC series 2200 Model 700. A multiprocessor configuration, composed of two central processors and their associated peripheral
equipment, will be delivered by the end of the year to the first buyer,
Tohoku University.
Nippon Electric puts the capability of the computer somewhere
167
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between IBM's recently announced 370 models 155 and 165. The central
processing unit has a memory capacity of 2,097,000 characters and 24
input/output channels. In a multiprocessor system the two central
processors can control up to 256 peripheral units. Look-ahead control
allows fixed decimal point addition in 0.5 microseconds and floating
point addition in 0.8 ps.

All-Swedish air
defense system ...

... and expanded
space role proposed

Germany earmarks
$3.2 billion
for aerospace

168

Worried about maintaining a strong yet independent technological
stance, Swedish groups are pushing for anumber of all-Swedish military
and space projects. For one, an entirely Swedish designed and built
system should form the basis for the nation's air defense system in the
1980s, according to recommendations by aroyal commission. The system
would require both aircraft and ground-to-air missiles. What's more, the
commission recommended that design work start soon on an aircraft to
supersede the SAAB-Scania-built Viggen, aMach-2 all-purpose aircraft.
The Viggen is being produced in an attack version, with parliamentary
approval of an interceptor version expected soon. The commission also
urged aSwedish ground-to-air missile to replace the British-made Bloodhound now used.

The Swedish Board for Technical Development wants Sweden to invest
about $64 million over the next five years to develop an all-weather
sounding rocket, a satellite to study the ionosphere, and other space
works. The investments, the board said, would bring Swedish space
technology up to a level with other industrialized Western European
nations. Part of a Ministry of Industry study on Sweden's future in
space, the report will help the ministry make adecision, expected within
the next two months, on European projects and anational program.
Now Sweden spends about $1.5 million annually for space activities.
Sources in the government say that Sweden will probably increase its
European cooperative projects, but unless some down-to-earth technological fallout of asatellite and rocket program can be guaranteed, the
chances are that the government may not go along with the plan.

Continued high government spending is in the offing for West Germany's
aircraft and space industries. Now before Parliament is abill that calls
for an outlay of $3.2 billion over the next five years both for military
and civil aircraft projects and for space ventures. As expected, the
Defense Ministry is asking for the largest slice of the appropriations pie
—$2.52 billion. Civil aircraft projects will absorb $270 million and space
projects about $420 million.
The biggest projects in the military sector include the Multirole
Combat Aircraft now being developed jointly with the British and
Italians. The German share in this venture is around $550 million. The
standout project in the civil aircraft sector is the government-sponsored
VFW 614, a short-haul passenger transport now in serial production.
Another is the development of the German-French A-300 Airbus, which
will take $192 million next year. The space program will strengthen
German participation in international satellite projects, among them the
construction of aresearch satellite and, together with France, the development and construction of the Symphonie communications satellite.
Electronics IOctober 12, 1970
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Combining
two methods
improves ICs
MOS FETS from Hitachi
display the advantages
of both ion implantation,
silicon gate technologies
Ion implantation and silicon gates
are two methods currently being
used to improve the characteristics
of metal-oxide semiconductor field
effect transistors and integrated
circuits. A team at the Central Research Laboratory of Hitachi Ltd.
feels they can build better ICs by
combining the two processes. This
work, like much of the other important ion implantation work in
Japan today, was carried out with
financial support from the Research
and Development Corp. of Japan
[Electronics, March 16, p. 61].
Two approaches to ion-implanted
mOs ICs are used in the U.S. One
of these approaches, pioneered by
the Hughes Aircraft Corp., uses
the aluminum gate as a mask for
implantation of self-aligned source
and drain regions. Actually, the ion
implantation only produces small
extensions of previously diffused
source and drain regions. And so
the nominal width of the implanted
regions is only slightly wider than
the tolerance in positioning the
aluminum gate of the transistors.
The other approach is used by
Sprague-Mostek, which uses ion
implantation in the channel region
to lower the threshold voltage or
to produce depletion-type rather
than the more commonly used enhancement-type transistors.
Hitachi's new technique avoids

Electronics
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some inherent disadvantages of the
Hughes approach. Diffusion and
ion implantation in the making of
source and drain regions means
extra process steps. The aluminum
gate prevents annealing of the
transistors above about 550°C,
where annealing is not complete,
giving high sheet resistance in the
implanted source and drain regions
and excess noise. Despite its advantages, the Sprague-Mostek approach does not give the improvement in switching speeds that
result from lower parastic capacitance, amajor feature of transistors
using a self-aligned fabrication
process.
This process
might,
though, be used to produce n-channel devices that switch faster than
comparable p-channel ones.
The silicon gate technology pioneered by the Intel Corp. and

Fairchild Semiconductor makes
possible not only a self-aligned
geometry, but also a lower gate
threshold voltage because of the
lower work function difference of
the gate to the substrate compared
with that of aluminum. A further
advantage of the silicon gate process is high-temperature processing
of wafers after gate fabrication.
An experimental memory cell
made by Hitachi engineers combines the advantages of both the
ion implantation and silicon gate
techniques. The Hitachi process
starts with oxidation of n-type silicon. The silicon dioxide layer is
then etched away at the regions
that will become the source, and
drain. The cleared regions are reoxidized to a thickness of about
1,000 angstroms.
If channel ion implantation is to

Stepping up. Japanese company's process features self alignment, but
avoids aluminum gates, which put alimit on annealing temperatures.
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be used for lowering the threshold
voltage this would probably be
done either after the etching step
or after the reoxidation step. This
implantation would have no effect
on the source and drain regions because an even higher density of the
same impurities would later be
implanted in these regions. But if
some of the mOS transistors were
to receive channel ion implantation
to convert them to depletion types,
the channels of transistors to remain enhancement types would
have to be masked during this
process, probably by thick oxide.
Next a layer of polycrystalline
silicon heavily doped with boron
is deposited at about 800°C from
Sini and B2H6 with H2 as the
carrier gas. Resistivity of the polycrystalline silicon is about 2x10 -3
ohm-centimeters.
Polycrystalline
silicon is etched away except where
required as gates or as a crossunder connector. Boron ions with
an energy of about 100,000 electronvolts are then implanted in the
source and drain regions at room
temperature to a concentration of
about 1 x 1013 per square centimeter. Chemical vapor deposition
of silicon oxide follows.
The wafers are annealed at 900°C
for 10 minutes. Then the silicon
dioxide is etched for contact holes,
aluminum is evaporated over the
entire surface, and the aluminum
is etched for interconnections.
For mos transistors fabricated
on 1-0-0 silicon, threshold voltages
are about 1volt. For a silicon dioxide thickness of about 8,000 A
in regions other than under the
gate, the threshold voltage of parasitic mos transistors is about 15 V.
The sheet resistance of the implanted layer is about 100 ohms
per square, about an order of
magnitude lower than for units
annealed at 550°C. Threshold voltage and hole mobility of the units
annealed at the higher temperature
are identical with units annealed
at temperatures as low as 400°C.
Yet low frequency noise characteristics, compared with those of
units fabricated by diffusion, are
two thirds that of units annealed
at 550°C.
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multiplication time of 8 its, and a
basic memory of 4 kilowords of
16 bits each, expandable to 16
kilowords. Although run of the mill
Computer for the lycee
in calculating speed and memorycycle time, the machine has amulteaches computing classes
tiplexed input-output channel that
Philips turned up with a $3,000 needs no program control.
This channel interrogates each
minicomputer. International Busiterminal in sequence, sending ot
ness Machines was on hand with
its new 370 series. Then there receiving one seven-bit character
to aterminal at atime. The cycle
were
Honeywell-Bull,
Univac,
rate is 1Whit. In addition to the
Italy's Olivetti, West Germany's
Siemens, Britain's ICL, and all multiplex channel, which is conthe others. With such a lineup at trolled by hardware, there are a
the annaul Paris Sicob office ma- programed channel and a channel
chines and computers show, it's for direct access to the memory.
So far EMD has no firm orders
hard to imagine there are chinks
for
Esope. But Michel has high
in the spectrum of data processing
hopes.
The market could run to
machines on the French market.
100 systems during the next five
Electronique Marcel Dassault,
though, thinks it's spotted a gap years, he figures, and at the moment
and has moved fast to fill it. EMD no other company in France has
unveiled at the show a minicom- quite the same equipment. And
puter that's designed mainly to Michel thinks the price is right—
give students at the lycée, the between $37,000 and $55,000—for
a system with 10 or so terminals.
American equivalent of junior high
and high school, their first fling That works out to a cost per stuwith computers. Although the new dent of $11 a year, equivalent to
two or three textbooks, Michel
minicomputer can be programed
points
out, given afive-year amorto teach subjects like math and
tization for a 10-terminal system
grammar, its main purpose is to
develop students' skills in carrying installed in a 1,000-student school
on dialogues with computers with each student getting 15 hours
through a terminal. So EMD en- of terminal use each year.
visions that students will try their
hand at simplified models of realWest Germany
life data-processing problems, such
as checking out business decisions
Op amps aim at
or studying auto traffic at nightmarish intersections like Paris'
consumer product jobs
Etoile, where 11 major avenues
merge in a ring surrounding the As far as West Germany's Siemens
Arc de Triomphe.
AG is concerned, operational amEMD calls its teaching computer plifiers are good for many more
by the acronym Esope, which, not uses than their present applicacoincidentally, is the French name tions, which are primarily in autofor the Greek story-teller Aesop. matic control equipment and in
The system is based on a mini- analog computer systems.
computer, the EMD 7000, and can
Because they can be integrated
handle up to 64 terminals, although easily and are well suited as lowEMD executive Jean Louis Michel
drift de amplifiers or as boosters
figures that 10 terminals would be for frequencies up to 30 kilohertz,
the typical lycée installation.
op amps can find jobs in autoIn performance, Michel says, the motive electronic systems, in low7000 compares with the Sigma 2 frequency devices and in such conof Xerox Data Systems. The French sumer products as washing macomputer's characteristics: 131 in- chines, refrigerators and in airstructions, amemory cycle of 0.95 conditioners, the company feels.
A new integrated op amp from
microseconds, an add time of 2its,
France
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Siemens has been developed for
just such uses. Designated the TAA
861, the new device is now beginning to hit the market. To make
the circuit attractive for widespread consumer applications, versatility and cost-savings considerations have been prime factors in its
design. The TAA 861 uses only six
resistors and eight transistors—
much less than other IC op amps
built so far—all packed on a1-by-1millimeter chip, It sells for between
75 cents and $1.
Despite its small number of components, the TAA 861, Siemens
says, has the characteristics of the
standard 709 class of op amps developed in the U.S. On top of that
it has some significant advantages.
One is the circuit's large commonmode range. Since this range is almost as wide as the supply voltage
range, the possibility of latch-up is
practically eliminated. Furthermore, its supply voltage can be as
low as -±-2 volts, and this allows
the device to operate off batteries.
Also, to achieve circuit stability
through frequency compensation,
all that's needed is asingle external
capacitor. Still another extra is the
circuit's relatively high output current, which can drive relays and
voltage regulators directly.
The first stage, made up of transistors, Q1 and Q2, is adifference
amplifier. The output stage, comprising Q7 and Q8, is a singleended amplifier in a Darlington

configuration. To keep the sum currents of the difference amplifier
constant, a transistor—Q3—is used
instead of a resistor. This also
holds the de voltage fall-off in the
circuit to asmall value at high dynamic resistances. Furthermore, an
integrated transistor requires less
space than aresistor.
Transistor Q5 supplies the reference voltage—about 700 millivolts—
for Q3, the constant current source
for the difference amplifier. These
two transistors, together with emitter follower Q4, form acontrol loop
which stabilizes the circuit's operating points. The pnp transistor
Q6 is used to transfer the potential
from the input to the output.
To limit second stage drift, the
gain of the first stage must be as
high as possible. This is insured
by the manner in which Q6 couples
the two stages. The same signal
appears between its emitter and
base as is present between the collectors of the input transistors Q1
and Q2. The whole signal swing
produced by the first stage can be
used for amplification, and since
resistor R5 is large, gain is high.
This high gain and the high impedance at the base of Q7, eases
frequency compensation. A single
external capacitor causes the frequency response curve to fall off
at aconstant 6decibels per octave.
The compensating capacitor is not
integrated because at 45 picofarads
it takes up too much chip space.

Situation wanted. Aimed at consumer markets, Siemens' new op amp has wide
common-mode range and output current high enough to drive relays directly.
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JAPAN

Low-dislocation process
promises low-noise devices
Toshiba engineers have found a
way to reduce noise in transistors
and integrated circuits. They start
with extremely high quality substrates—with fewer than 500 dislocations per square centimeter—and
make sure no dislocations are introduced during device fabrication.
By comparison, ordinary wafers
have several thousand to more than
10,000 dislocations per cm3.
Another advantage of the process—and one that may be even
more crucial to its successor or
failure—is that, according to Toshiba, it does not infringe on Fairchild's planar patents in Japan:
Toshiba company engineers call
their discovery PCT, for perfect
crystal technology.
In conventional processes, the
extremely high surface concentrations of dopants prior to diffusing
and the thick glass on the surface
of the wafer multiply the number
of disloactions in the active regions
of the wafer. The latter does so because it has adifferent temperature
coefficient of expansion than silicon. The former does so because
the lattice size of commonly used
dopants like phosphorus and boron
differs from that of silicon. High
concentrations may also cause abnormal precipitation of dopants.
The PCT process is based on low
temperature deposition of doped
glass, followed by high temperature diffusion from the glass into
the crystal. Since the glass acts as
asource of dopants, it is never necessary to have avery high concentration of dopants on the surface.
For regions that require relatively high densities of impurities,
such as the emitters of transistors
and the buried collector layer in
ICs, two dopants are used. A small
amount of arsenic is added to phosphorus. The theory is that the
phosphorus atom may cause dislocations because it is small compared with silicon, and afew of the
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larger arsenic atoms compensate in
some way to prevent dislocations.
The use of another two-element
dopant containing boron and a
small amount of arsenic prevents
defects in emitters of pnp transistors, although the arsenic makes
abit more boron necessary.
Aside from lower noise, there are
other advantages to this process.
Because dislocations are not generated in the PCT process, the part
of the base under the emitter is not
driven further into the wafer during theemitter diffusion. And, because the buried layer under the
collector does not cause dislocations in the substrate, it is possible
to grow dislocation-free epitaxial
material over the buried layer.
Moreover, Toshiba also anticipates higher yields. One engineer
says that with present processes
devices must be designed with sufficient margin to offset the effects
of dislocations and other crystal
imperfections—a margin that can
now be traded for higher yield. The
new process should also permit development of improved devices for
operation at high frequencies, high
switching speeds, and high voltages, and Toshiba intends to use it
for high-voltage devices such as
silicon controlled rectifiers.
The use of an "island" rather
than a mask diffusion process for
the base of the transistor differentiates the new method from Fairchild's planar patents. A thin
boron-doped oxide is deposited
over the entire surface of the wafer,
and then removed by aphotomasking process from all regions except
over the base; athin layer of oxide
is next grown over the entire wafer;
and the temperature is raised to
diffuse boron from the doped oxide
into the wafer to form the transistor base. Toshiba points out that
the initial oxide layer is mostly removed and, where it does remain,
is used as a source of dopants
rather than as amask in the planar
process.
The company claims that it can
now make integrated circuits with
lower noise than the best low noise
transistors it could previously
make, and discrete transistors with
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still lower noise. Two transistors
and two integrated circuits using
this process have been developed.
Sales of the first of these devices
will start this month, and all four
will be ready by early next year.

Diagram reading robot
figures out assembly steps
Hitachi has given eyes and ahand
to a computer, producing a somewhat intelligent decision-making
robot. Reading an assembly diagram and figuring out how to
assemble components in accordance with the diagram are among
the feats in the robot's repertoire.
The Hitachi visual image processing robot Mark-I, a prototype for
R&D work on commercial units,
was built in the company's Central
Research Laboratory.
The robot has two vidicon cameras for eyes. One reads a threeview drawing and, in conjunction
with computer programs, recognizes the overall spatial configuration of the object shown in the
drawing, as well as the number
and shape of the components that
make up the object. What's more,
the programs enable the robot to
recognize not only the way these
components are assembled to make
up the drawing, but also the order
of assembly.
The second vidicon views the
components and, with the aid of
computer control, is able to recognize their shape, size, position, and
attitude—and determine which are
needed to assemble the completed
object and which should be
ignored. Then the computer determines how the components must
be transposed and rotated to bring
them together correctly.
The Hitachi robot is equipped
with handling facilities, including
an articulated hand, that is operated by electrical servos, and a
handling control unit. The hand has
seven degrees of motion: translation along three axes, rotation about
three axes, and gripping. The viewing and handling sections are connected to a Hitac 7250 control
computer, which has 32 kilowords

of core memory and 384 kilowords
of drum memory.
The cameras operate at 60
frames per second, and 240 effective lines per frame. Each line is
divided on a time basis into 320
picture elements, which gives a
total of 76,800 picture elements in
a frame. Each picture element is
digitally coded with five bits, which
give 32 brightness levels.
Software provides three levels
of precision. Initially the entire
field is scanned to detect the presence or absence of objects and their
position. Then the effective window
is reduced to single out an object,
so that its shape and attitude is
picked up in more detail. For
study purposes, the computer can
set an arbitrary clipping point at
which to divide the image into
two brightness levels, a method
which converts images into outline
drawings. But the ordinary method
of finding the outlines is more complex, including searches for individual edges. If there is noise in the
image the same edge may be represented by several crossing lines
with an angle of only several degrees between them, or corners
may not coincide. If so, the computer performs further processing
to make the outline agree with
shape expected from the drawing.
Even if dotted lines are omitted
the views, the computer can fill in
the missing information. However,
the robot is blind to curves. In
general, multifaceted objects of the
type that can be fabricated on milling machines and have up to eight
surfaces can be recognized.
The software used in this robot
represents a big advance in the
techniques for processing information on objects, which has been
considered very difficult. An important step forward is the method
of describing and entering into
computer memory the relationships
between objects. This capability
should ease the way to pattern recognition computers and toward
artificial eyes for industrial use.
The next generation of machines
might, for example, be able to spot
such things as scratches, soiling
and cracks.
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Electronics in
Medicine
Conference
April 13-15, 1971
Boston
CALL FOR PAPERS
Prospective speakers are invited to
submit 100 word abstracts of
papers to be considered for the
Third Annual Conference and
Exposition on Electronics in
Medicine.
Five copies of the abstract, along
with biographical information and
alist of illustrations, should be
submitted by October 31, 1970.
Submission date for full
manuscripts from invited speakers
is January 31, 1971.
Presentations should be specific
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pin and hardware configurations.
This is one of the many new products Kulka has for engineers who innovate. Kulka keeps up to date with new
terminal block concepts, new designs, and new materials to meet every requirement. Send for the latest
Kulka catalog. Kulka Electric Corp., 520 So. Fulton
Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10551 or call (914) 664-4024.

a

A North American
Philips Company
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The power supply
you plan to build
is built! ...
Dialco's new 56-page product
selector guide helps you select
from over 1,500,000 visual indicators
This book is the result of an all-out effort to
provide you with fingertip data on all Dialight
components and to make it very easy for you
to locate the detailed specs and information
you desire. Designers and engineers will find
the "Product Selector Guide" invaluable in
their work. Send for your copy today. Dialight
Corp. 60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.11237.
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A North American Philips Company
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MOMS 3to 50 Vaudible

It's on the shelf, ready for immediate delivery from Electrostatics.
With specs proven in service. Low cost.
Brief specs on our Model 200:
• 5V 15A DC Power Supply
• Input 105-125V, 47-420 Hz
• Regulation: Line 0.01%
Load 0.1%

• Ripple: 500 AS max.
• Temp: —20 to +71'C
• Foldback current limiting
• Size: 5.5" W x5" Hx10.8" L

($114 with overvoltage protection)
For full information call Robert McCartney, Manager of Application
Engineering, (714) 279-1414. Or circle the number below for our
latest data sheet.

lectiesitallesem

o

7718 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, California 92111
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About
MIL-temp-range, clockless, TTL-loving
RAM's, ROM's,
and other MOS improbabilities.
There are any number of people
making MOS devices these days.
But not so many people using
them.
And we know why.
Almost all MOS devices are
power hungry.
Most of them don't get along
easily with DTL and TTL.
And almost every one carries a
65°C or 85°C maximum-temperature
limitation around its neck.
That's why ours are so 'improbable.
They all interface directly with
worst-cast DTL and TTL levels.
They all operate over the full

55°C to 125°C MIL spec range.
Ard the RAM's use about half
the power that most of the others
require.
Our new off-the-shelf 256 x 1
RAM, for instance.
It's fast (<1 i.Lsec access time);
low power (1 mw/bit); and it interfaces with DTL and TTL without
puil-up or pull-down resistors. Our
special field-inversion
protection
keeps those specs stable at 125°C
and at circuit voltages well in excess of —20 volts.
That's not a "someday we'll do
it if you pay for the tooling" promise.

4and 256 x 1RAM's; 1024-bit, 2048bit, 3072-bit, and 4096-bit ROM's;
and a new 2240-bit character generator; not one of which has aclock
or needs a clock driver. More—like
a 1024 x 1 RAM—are on the way.
What's your pleasure? Call and
tell us what you want and you'll
have one in 72 hours. Write, and
we'll have data in the next mail.
Special problem? Ask for our
MOS problem-solver, John Kitzrow.
Unisem Corporation
Street Road, Trevose, Pa. 19047
(215) 355-5000

Our stock list already inclJdes 64 x

UA2548/3548 2048-bit ROM
UA2540/3540 2240-bit character generato -

UA2556/3556 256 x 1 RAM

RSVP game (U.S. Patent zt3427028)
used by permission of Selchovv
and Righter Co., makers of SCRABBLE.

You Win With RCA P-N-P Power...
New 2N5954 Family (2N3054 Complement)
This new RCA p-n-p transistor has the qualifications that
can make winners of you and your designs. The 2N5954
is a silicon power unit in a hermetically-sealed TO-66
package. Complementing the 2N3054 (already widely
known in sockets in military, industrial, and commercial
equipment), the 2N5954 features controlled secondbreakdown ratings. To be sure, each transistor is individually tested to meet specified parameters before it is
shipped.
The new 2N5954 family with its multiple epitaxial structure and emitter ballasting techniques add up to a traditionally rugged RCA power device...giving you the design
capability to achieve high performance levels in your
equipment. One of three new RCA p-n-p types now offered for switching and amplifier applications, 2N5954 (or
its family types, 2N5955 or 2N5956), together with its n-p-n
complement, provide bi-directional control and phase
inversion advantages.

P-n-p/n-p-n complements are particularly advantageous
if you're trying to cascade four or five stages. In a power
supply design, for example, the use of complementary
types can eliminate voltage build-up that would be encountered if cascaded n-p-n, or cascaded p-n-p types
were employed.
Check the chart on these new types. For more information,
consult your local RCA Representative or your RCA Distributor. For technical data, write: RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Section
70J 12/UT8,
Harrison, N. J. 07029. In Europe: RCA International Marketing S.A., 2-4 rue du Lièvre, 1227 Geneva, Switzerland.
Type No.

VCBO VCEX (sus) VCER (sus) VCEO (sus IC
(V)
(V)
(V)
(V)
(A)

2N5954

85

85

80

75

—6

40

2N5955

70

70

65

60

—6

40

2N5956

50

50

45

40

—6

40
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